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Welcome from the Local Organizing Committee 

The International Organization for Mycoplasmology was founded by 8 pioneering members in 1976, and 
is devoted to the study of mollicutes.  As chair of the 22nd Biennial Congress, I am delighted to welcome 
you to Portsmouth, New Hampshire. The Congress will feature the latest research advances in clinical 
and veterinary mycoplasmology, synthetic biology, pathogenesis, and vaccine developent. The program 
will also feature members of the National Academy of Sciences and key industry leaders as keynote 
speakers, and three IOM award lectures.    

The Northeastern United States is an epicenter of research activity in biotechnology, pharmaceutical 
sciences, translational medicine, and veterinary diagnostics.  The Local Organizing Committee is excited 
to engage with these enterprises to explore synergies and partnerships, and to welcome new scientists 
into our community of mycoplasmologists.  We encourage our local colleagues to attend the congress, 
submit an abstract, or secure an exhibitor pass to get to know the international experts in these unusual 
but critically impactful organisms. In turn, delegates may also wish to visit local researchers and their 
institutions.  

Portsmouth is among the earliest settlements in the United States, and features a unique, provincial 
charm. It is one of New Hampshire's two seaports, and the influence of the ocean can be seen in the 
local culture and cuisine. Portsmouth is a wonderful site for accompanying guests, boasting close 
proximity to beaches, hiking, shopping destinations, craft breweries, and the city of Boston, and is an 
excellent launching point for those wishing to visit additional sites in the United States.   

I look forward to the IOM Congress every two years as a time to convene with old friends, make new 
ones, share our latest science, talk about new ideas, and plan that next great experiment. I am very 
excited to welcome all of you to my home state in the height of our summer. I know you will love it as 
much as I do! 

Meghan May, University of New England, Biddeford, Maine, USA (Chair) 

Local Organizing Committee Members 

Mitchell Balish, Miami University, Ohio, USA 
Daniel Brown, University of Florida, USA 

Mick Calcutt, University of Missouri, USA 

Steven Geary, University of Connecticut, USA 

John Glass, J. Craig Venter Institute, La Jolla, California, USA 
Maria Pieters, University of Minnesota, USA 

Amy Ratliff, University of Alabama at Birmingham, USA 

Nancy Wells, University of New Hampshire, USA 
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Welcome from the IOM Chair 

Dear colleagues and friends 

On behalf of the board of directors of the International Organization of Mycoplasmology, it is a pleasure 
to welcome you in Portsmouth, a charming city with an historical seaport on the New Hampshire sea 
coast. 2018 marks the comeback of an IOM congress in United States since the last congress was held 
in Athens, Georgia in 2004.  

The Scientific Program Committee chaired by Li Xiao, has arranged a week of plenary and poster 
sessions with about 200 contributions, and high-profile keynote lectures. This year is also the time for a 
special session on antimicrobial resistance with lectures featuring resistance patterns and novel 
antimicrobial therapies against human mycoplasmas. We will honor some of our most outstanding 
scientists selected to receive the various IOM awards by Pascal Sirand-Pugnet and the IOM Awards 
Committee. The Local Organizing Committee chaired by Meghan May has worked hard to ensure an 
attractive venue at the Sheraton Harborside Hotel and Convention Center, and ensure the success of 
this Congress. We express our deep gratitude to all the members of those committees.  

I am very pleased that so many scientists from all around the world have travelled to Portsmouth to 
share new knowledge on mollicutes. We will also experience the various social events and take up or 
reinforce personal contacts with colleagues and friends.  

Enjoy your stay in Portsmouth and let us look forward to a successful Congress! 

Cécile Bébéar 
IOM Chair 
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Venue At-a-Glance 

Sheraton Harborside Conference Center 

250 Market Street, Portsmouth, NH  

Telephone (603) 431-2300 

www.sheratonportsmouth.com 
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Congress Schedule At-a-Glance 

Congress Daily Overview 

Sunday July 8 
time  event  Sheraton Harborside venue 

Closed Meetings Warner Room  

10 am - 12 pm ICSP Taxonomy Subcommittee 

  1 pm -   3 pm IRPCM Board  

  3 pm -   5 pm IOM 2016-2018 Board  

12 pm -   5 pm Registration  Main Lobby 

  6 pm -   8 pm Welcome Reception Ballroom 

  3 pm - 11 pm Poster Set-up  Harbor’s Edge and Prescott Rooms 

July 08  Sunday July 09  Monday July 10  Tuesday July 11  Wednesday 

Closed Board Meetings 
• International Committee on 

Systematics of Prokaryotes, 

Mollicutes Subcommittee 

• International Research 

Programme on Comparative 

Mycoplasmology (IRPCM) 

Executive Board 

• 2016-2018 IOM Executive 

Board 

• Poster setup 

Welcome Reception 

Opening Ceremony 
Keynote: Roy Curtiss III 

(coffee break) 

• Platform Session 1 

(lunch break) 

• IRPCM working group meetings

D. Edward Award Lecture 
Rohini Chopra-Dewasthaly 

• Platform Session 2 

(coffee break) 

Platform Session 2 (cont.) 

• Poster Session 1 

E. Klieneberger Award Lecture
Joachim Frey 

• Platform Session 3 

(coffee break) 

• Platform Session 4 

(lunch break) 

• IRPCM working group meetings

• Platform Session 5 

(coffee break) 

• Platform Session 6 

• Poster Session 2 

• 2018-2020 IOM Executive 
Board closed meeting 

Keynote: Karen Nelson 

• Platform Session 7 

(coffee break) 

Platform Session 7 (cont.) 

(lunch break) 

• IRPCM working group meetings

• Platform Session 8 

(coffee break) 

• Platform Session 9 

• Poster Session 3 

Congress Banquet 

July 12  Thursday      Notes 

Keynote: Romney Humphries 

• Platform Session 10 

(coffee break) 

P. Hannan Award Lecture 
Lisa Manhart 

Platform Session 10 (cont.) 

(lunch break) 

ESCMID / IRPCM Session on 

Antimicrobial Resistance 

(coffee break) 

Antimicrobial Resistance (cont.) 

Closing Ceremony 

• Platform Session topics: 

    1    Advances in Mycoplasma Vaccines 

    2    Virulence of Mycoplasmas 

   3    Mycoplasma-Host Interactions 

    4    Physiology & Cell Biology of Mycoplasmas 

    5    Engineering Mycoplasma 

    6    Short Talks 1 

    7    Omics in Mycoplasma Research 

    8    Identification, Detection & Diagnosis 

   9    Short Talks 2 

  10    Clinical Mycoplasmology 

• Each platform session will be convened by

members of the IOM 2018 Scientific 

Program Committee. 

• Session on Antimicrobial Resistance: 

Thursday's session is organized by ESCMID

and the IRPCM Team for Clinical Aspects of 

Human Mycoplasmas. Credit for 3 hours of 

Continuing Medical Education (CME) may 

be offered for attendance. 

• All posters will be on display all week in 

rooms adjoining the main ballroom. Poster

sessions Monday, Tuesday, and 

Wednesday afternoons are dedicated to 

formal poster presentations: 

Poster Session 1: Animal Mollicutes; Vaccines; 

Immunology; Host response; Virulence; 

Pathogenesis 

Poster Session 2: Cell Biology, Physiology, 

Metabolism; Epidemiology; Human 

Mollicutes; Molecular Biology; Genetics; 

Global Approaches 

Poster Session 3: Chemotherapy; Identification, 

Detection, Diagnosis; Plant and Insect 

Mollicutes; Taxonomy 

• Coffee break refreshments and lunches will 

be provided for all registrants in a common 

space to foster informal collaboration, 

networking and exchange of scientific 

information and ideas. These communal 

meals will include food options geared 

toward young children. 
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Monday July 9 
  7 am -    11 pm  Poster Viewing  Harbor’s Edge and Prescott Rooms 

  8 am -      5 pm  Registration  Main Lobby  
  8:30 am - 4:20 pm Platform Sessions  Ballroom 

12 pm -      1 pm IRPCM Working Groups Lobby / Mezzanine Breakout Rooms 

Molecular Genetics and Cell Biology 

 Porcine Mycoplasmas 

  4:20 pm -  6 pm Poster Session 1  Harbor’s Edge and Prescott Rooms 

Tuesday July 10 
  7 am -    11 pm  Poster Viewing  Harbor’s Edge and Prescott Rooms 

  8 am -      5 pm  Registration  Main Lobby 

  8:30 am - 4:30 pm Platform Sessions  Ballroom 

12 pm -      1 pm IRPCM Working Groups Lobby / Mezzanine Breakout Rooms 
Chemotherapy  

New and Emerging Species 

Spiroplasmas/Phytoplasmas 

 4:30 pm - 6 pm Poster Session 2  Harbor’s Edge and Prescott Rooms 

 6 pm -      7 pm Student and Postdoc Mixer  Sheraton Harborside Lobby Level 
 6 pm -      8 pm Closed Meeting IOM 2018-2020 Board Warner Room 

Wednesday July 11 
 7 am -    11 pm  Poster Viewing  Harbor’s Edge and Prescott Rooms 

 8 am -      5 pm  Registration  Main Lobby 

 8:30 am - 3:50 pm Platform Sessions  Ballroom 
 12 pm -      1 pm IRPCM Working Groups Lobby / Mezzanine Breakout Rooms 

Human Mycoplasmas 

Avian Mycoplasmas  

Ruminant Mycoplasmas 

 4 pm -       5 pm Poster Session 3  Harbor’s Edge and Prescott Rooms 
 5:30 pm  Buses Depart for Congress Banquet Main Lobby 

 6 pm -     11 pm Congress Banquet Abenaqui Country Club, Rye Beach NH 

Thursday July 12 
 7 am -     12 pm  Poster Viewing  Harbor’s Edge and Prescott Rooms 

 8 am -       5 pm  Registration  Main Lobby 
 8:30 am -  4:30 pm Platform Sessions  Ballroom 

 4:30 pm -  5:30 pm Closing Session  Ballroom 
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General Information

o Registration Desk
The IOM2018 Registration Desk will be located in the Lobby Level of the Sheraton Harborside 
Conference Center. The desk will be open 12 - 5 pm on Sunday, July 8, and 8 am - 5 pm for the rest of 

the Congress. Staff there will assist you with any concerns regarding registration, accommodation, social 

functions, meals, or other general information. 

o Emergency Medical Services
Sources of first-aid and medical services can be contacted through the Sheraton Portsmouth Harborside 

Hotel front desk. In an emergency, telephone 911. 

ClearChoiceMD Urgent Care 

Weekdays: 8 am - 8 pm 
750 Lafayette Road, Portsmouth NH 03801 

(603) 427-8539

ConvenientMD Urgent Care and Walk-In Clinic 

Weekdays: 8 am - 8 pm 
599 Lafayette Road, Portsmouth NH 03801 

(603) 942-7900

Portsmouth Regional Hospital (Level 2 trauma center) 

333 Borthwick Avenue, Portsmouth NH 03801 
Main Hospital: (603) 436-5110 

Emergency Department: (603) 433-4042 

o Mobile phones
Please respect the delegates and speakers by ensuring phones are silenced during all conference 
sessions. 

o Badges
All delegates and speakers will be provided with a name badge to be worn at all times within the 

Conference Center. The badge serves as entry to all sessions, exhibits, coffee breaks, meals, and social 
events. If you misplace your badge a replacement can be obtained at the Registration Desk. 

o Platform presentation instructions
Presenters should bring their PowerPoint file on a flashdrive to the session convenors in the Sheraton 

Harborside Ballroom during the break before their session. The convenors will mount the presentations 
on the computer desktop immediately before the session starts, then remove the files from the desktop 

at the end of each session. 
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o Poster presentation instructions
Posters should be mounted as soon as possible upon arrival at the venue, as assigned in either the 

Harbor’s Edge or Prescott Room of the Conference Center, and remain on display for the duration of the 
Congress. 

o Dietary requirements
Please notify the catering staff or IOM2018 staff at the Reception Desk of any special dietary 

requirements. 

o Currency and exchange
The only currency accepted is US dollars. Automated cash machines (ATM) are plentiful. VISA, 

MasterCard, and Discover cards are accepted everywhere. Several banks are located within close 

walking distance of the Conference Center but foreign currency exchange may be limited. Banks are 
typically open between 9 am - 4 pm Monday - Friday. 

o Local transportation
Portsmouth is New Hampshire's "Best Walking City" and one of the most walkable cities in the US. It is a 

historic tourist destination with many restaurants, shops and attractions very near the Congress venue. 
Local taxi and regional bus services are also available. Contact the IOM2018 Registration Desk staff for 

further information. 

o Accommodations for persons with disabilities
The Sheraton Harborside Conference Center and Hotel are fully compliant with the Americans with 

Disabilities Act. Please contact the IOM2018 Reception Desk or Sheraton staff for further assistance. 

o Resources for child and family care
The daily communal meals will include food options geared toward young children. Prescott Park (105 
Marcy Street in Portsmouth) can be used as an outdoor play area. Please contact the IOM2018 

Reception Desk or Sheraton staff for further assistance. 
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Social Program 

o Welcome Reception
Sunday, July 8, 2018 

Sheraton Harborside Conference Center 
250 Market Street, Portsmouth NH 

Telephone (603) 431-2300 

www.sheratonportsmouth.com 

Admission: free for registered delegates, $30 per guest 

o Student and Postdoc Mixer
Tuesday, July 10, 2018 

A mixer with light refreshments will be held beginning at 6 pm on on the Lobby Level of the Sheraton 

Harborside Conference Center to foster social networking, informal collaboration, and exchange of 

scientific information and ideas. All trainees are welcome to attend!  

o Congress Dinner
Wednesday July 11, 2018 

Abenaqui Country Club 
731 Central Road, Rye Beach NH 
Telephone (603) 964-5563 
http://www.abenaquicc.com 
Admission: $100 per person 

Ø Business casual dress required (collared shirts; no jeans)

Ø Buses depart from Sheraton Harborside Main Lobby at 5:30 pm
Ø Cocktail Hour: 6 - 7 pm (18:00 - 19:00 hrs)

Ø Banquet: 7:30 pm (19:30 hr) followed by Awards Ceremony
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o Optional Tours
Portsmouth is a vibrant city offering activities during the day and an exciting night life. Restaurants are 

well known for excellent fresh seafood as well as traditional foods, and pubs offer a variety of craft brews 
and local musical talent. 

We are excited to welcome families and guests of our delegates and offer daily activities within walking 

distance: 

Discover Portsmouth walking tours daily 

Portsmouth Historical Society 

10 Middle Street 

Portsmouth NH 03801 

(603) 436-8433

Isles of Shoals Steamship Company daily excursions to Star Island and Portsmouth Harbor 

315 Market Street 

Portsmouth NH 03801 

(603) 431-5500

Many Pre-Revolutionary War and Early American homes in downtown Portsmouth are now 

historical museums open to the public. 

Prescott Park Arts Festival offers "Seussical", a family-friendly musical based on Dr. Seuss. 

105 Marcy Street in Portsmouth 

(603) 436-2848

The Seacoast Science Center, area beaches, Kittery Trading Post and Outlet Mall, Ogunquit Playhouse, 

and the University of New Hampshire are close by. The C&J bus service travels to Boston every hour. 

Please contact the IOM2018 Reception Desk or Sheraton staff for further assistance. 
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IOM Board and Committee Rosters 
 
IOM Board of Directors 2016 - 2018 
Cécile Bébéar, Université de Bordeaux, France (Chair) 
Glenn Browning, University of Melbourne, Australia (Chair-Elect) 
Steven Djordjevic, University of Technology, Sydney, Australia (Past Chair) 
Brad Spiller, Cardiff University, UK (Secretary General) 
Gail Gasparich, Salem State University, Massachusetts, USA (Acting Treasurer) 
Sabine Pereyre, Université de Bordeaux, France (Membership Secretary) 
Mitchell Balish, Miami University, Ohio, USA (Information Officer) 
Cheryl Jenkins, NSW Department of Primary Industries, Menangie, Australia (At-Large Member) 
Joerg Jores, Universität Bern, Switzerland (At-Large Member) 

Chih-Horng Kuo, Institute of Plant and Microbial Biology, Academia Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan (At-Large Member) 
Paola Pilo, Universität Bern, Switzerland (At-Large Member) 
Steven Szczepanek, University of Connecticut, USA (At-Large Member) 
Li Xiao, University of Alabama at Birmingham, USA (At-Large Member) 
Christine Citti, Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique, Toulouse, France (IRPCM Liaison) 
 
 
IOM Board of Directors 2018 - 2020 
Glenn Browning, University of Melbourne, Australia (Chair) 
Steven Geary, University of Connecticut, USA (Chair-Elect) 
Cécile Bébéar, Université de Bordeaux, France (Past Chair) 
Brad Spiller, Cardiff University, UK (Secretary General) 
Maria Pieters, University of Minnesota, USA (Treasurer) 

 
 
IOM2018 Scientific Program Committee 
Li Xiao, University of Alabama at Birmingham, USA (Chair)                                        
John Glass, J. Craig Venter Institute, La Jolla, California, USA (Vice-Chair) 
Mitchell Balish, Miami University, Ohio, USA 
Assunta Bertaccini, Università di Bologna, Italy 
Rohini Chopra-Dewasthaly, Veterinärmedizinische Universität Wien, Austria              
Robert Davis, U.S. Department of Agriculture, USA 
Roger Dumke, Technische Universität Dresden, Germany 

Shao Guoqing, Jiangsu Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Nanjing, China 
Jørgen Jensen, Statens Serum Institut, Copenhagen, Denmark 
Christine Knox, Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia                                        
Chih-Horng Kuo, Institute of Plant and Microbial Biology, Academia Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan 
Carole Lartigue, Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique, Bordeaux, France 
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Meghan May, University of New England, Biddeford, Maine, USA 
Makoto Miyata, Osaka City University, Japan                                                                    
Ran Nir-Paz, Hadassah Medical Center, Jerusalem, Israel 
Jorge Timenetsky, Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil 
 
 
IOM2018 Scientific Awards Committee 
Pascal Sirand-Pugnet, Université de Bordeaux, France (Chair) 
Assunta Bertaccini, Università di Bologna, Italy 
Glenn Browning, University of Melbourne, Australia 
Mickael Kube, Thünen-Institut, Waldsieversdorf, Germany 
Peter Kuhnert, Universität Bern, Switzerland 

Maria Lluch-Senar, Centre for Genomic Regulation, Barcelona, Spain 
Makoto Miyata, Osaka City University, Japan 
Sabine Pereyre, Université de Bordeaux, France 
Brad Spiller, Cardiff University, UK 
Sanjay Vashee, J. Craig Venter Institute, La Jolla, California, USA 
Ken Waites, University of Alabama at Birmingham, USA 
 
 
IOM2018 Travel Awards Committee 
Daniel Brown, University of Florida, USA 
Joachim Frey, Universität Bern, Switzerland 
Ken Waites, University of Alabama at Birmingham, USA 
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International Research Programme on Comparative Mycoplasmology 
 

The International Research Programme on Comparative Mycoplasmology (IRPCM) is a permanent 

standing committee of the IOM. Its purpose is to advance and disseminate knowledge on all aspects of 

mycoplasmas and related organisms. To achieve these goals, the IRPCM encourages individual and 
collaborative studies, including the effective exchange of scientific information, such as: 

o Developing a more complete understanding of the cellular and molecular biology of mycoplasmas, 

especially those features that may be unique in the prokaryotic universe; 

o Elucidation of the diversity of mycoplasmas; 

o Defining virulence factors of mycoplasmas that are pathogenic to humans, domestic and wild 
animals, and plants; and 

o Identifying more effective means of diagnosis, treatment, control, and prevention of mycoplasmal 

diseases. 

 
IRPCM Board Members 2016 - 2018 
Christine Citti, Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique, Toulouse, France (Chair) 
Glenn Browning, University of Melbourne, Australia (Past Chair) 
Gail Gasparich, Salem State University, Massachusetts, USA (Treasurer)  
Mitchell Balish, Miami University, Ohio, USA (Ex Officio IOM Information Officer) 
Daniel Brown, University of Florida, USA (Ex Officio ICSP Subcommittee Chair) 
 
IRPCM Team Leaders 
o Avian Mycoplasmas: Chris Morrow, Bioproperties Pty Ltd, Australia 

o Chemotherapy of Mycoplasma Infections: Victoria Chalker, Public Health England, UK 

o General Diagnostics and Cell Culture  (Vacant) 
o Clinical Aspects of Human Mycoplasmas: Ran Nir-Paz, Hadassah Medical Center, Jerusalem, Israel 
o Molecular Genetics and Cell Biology: Meghan May, University of New England, Biddeford, Maine, USA 
o Porcine Mycoplasmas: Dominiek Maes, Ghent University, Belgium 
o Ruminant Mycoplasmas: Paola Pilo, Universität Bern, Switzerland 
o New and Emerging Species: Ana Sofìa Ramìrez Corbera, Universidad de Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, 

Spain 
o Spiroplasmas/Mesoplasmas/Phytoplasmas/Entomoplasmas: Assunta Bertaccini, Università di 

Bologna, Italy 
 
IRPCM Advisory Board Members 
Steven Geary, University of Connecticut, USA 
Amir Noormohammadi, University of Melbourne, Australia 
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International Committee on Systematics of Prokaryotes, Subcommittee 
on the Taxonomy of Mollicutes 

 

The International Committee on Systematics of Prokaryotes (ICSP) is a standing committee of the 

Bacteriology and Applied Microbiology division of the International Union of Microbiological Societies 

(IUMS). The IOM is a member society of the IUMS. The ICSP Subcommittee on the Taxonomy of 

Mollicutes was established in 1966 to provide formal recommendations and general advice regarding 
identification, classification, and nomenclature of mycoplasmas according to the principles and rules of 

the International Code of Nomenclature of Prokaryotes. Although it is not directly affiliated with the IOM, 

the Subcommittee meets biennially in conjunction with the IOM Congress. Its minutes are published 

regularly in the International Journal of Systematic and Evolutionary Microbiology. 
 

ICSP Subcommittee on the Taxonomy of Mollicutes 
Daniel Brown, University of Florida, USA (Chair) 

Meghan May, University of New England, Biddeford, Maine, USA (Secretary) 

Mitchell Balish, Miami University, Ohio, USA 
Assunta Bertaccini, Università di Bologna, Italy 

Alain Blanchard, Université de Bordeaux, France 

Glenn Browning, University of Melbourne, Australia 

Victoria Chalker, Public Health England, London, UK 

Joachim Frey, Universität Bern, Switzerland 
Gail Gasparich, Salem State University, Massachusetts, USA 

Nigel Harrison, University of Florida, USA 

Ludwig Hoelzle, Universität Hohenheim, Stuttgart, Germany 

Tom Knight, Jr., Gingko Bioworks, Boston, Massachusetts, USA 

Christine Knox, Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia  
Chih-Horng Kuo, Institute of Plant and Microbial Biology, Academia Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan 

Lucía Manso-Silván, Centre de Coopération Internationale en Recherche Agronomique pour le 

Développement, Montpellier, France 

J. Dennis Pollock, The Ohio State University, USA 

Ana Sofìa Ramìrez Corbera, Universidad de Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, Spain 
Shmuel Razin, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel  

Joachim Spergser, Veterinärmedizinische Universität Wien, Austria 

David Taylor-Robinson, University of Liverpool, UK 

Dmitriy Volokhov, US Food and Drug Administration, USA 

Yan Zhao, US Department of Agriculture, USA 
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IOM2018 Scientific Award Recipients 

The Emmy Klieneberger-Nobel Award in recognition of outstanding 

contributions in research in the field of mycoplasmology: Joachim Frey, 

Universität Bern, Switzerland. Presentation title: "Interaction of 

mycoplasmas with integrins of the host tissue" 

The Derrick Edward Award in recognition of outstanding contributions in 

research in the field of mycoplasmology by a young investigator: Rohini 

Chopra-Dewasthaly, Veterinärmedizinische Universität Wien, Austria. 

Presentation title: "Mycoplasmas as fascinating 'Masters of Camouflage': 

the many complex and new facets of molecular stealth mechanisms of 

Mycoplasma agalactiae" 

The Peter Hannan Award in recognition of outstanding research 

achievements in the field of applied clinical mycoplasmology: Lisa 

Manhart, University of Washington, USA. Presentation title: "Mycoplasma 

genitalium: the time has come to take it seriously" 

The Robert F. Whitcomb Award in recognition of outstanding research 

achievements in the field of plant and insect mycoplasmology: Yan 
Zhao, U.S. Department of Agriculture, USA. 
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Nominees for the Harry Morton Award in recognition of an outstanding 

poster in mycoplasmology by a predoctoral trainee 

Abstract 
 3 
 8 

  14 
  16 
  17 
  23 
  24 

  25 
  26 
  29 
  30 

  43 
  44 
  47 
  73 
  78 
  79 
  82 
  89 
  90 
  93 
  96 
100 
106 
117 
118 
120 
122 
124 
125 

126 
127 
137 
141 
145 

Presenter 
Somayeh Kordafshari, University of Melbourne, Werribee, AU 
Filimon Haile, University of Melbourne, Parkville, AU 
Maria Von Chamier, University of Florida, Gainesville, US 
James Pelletier, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, US 
Takuma Toyonaga, Osaka City University, JP 
Laura Garza, Salud Animal, Ceva, Barcelona, ES 
Arthur Totten, University of Alabama at Birmingham, US 
Xifang Zhu, Huazhong Agricultural University, Wuhan, CN 
Oluwadamilola Omotainse, University of Melbourne, Werribee, AU 
Serina Filler, University of Bristol, GB 
Sara Mahdizadeh, The University of Melbourne, Parkville, AU  
Iain Berry, University of Technology Sydney, The i3 institute, Sydney, AU 
Yuri Zambon, University of Bologna, IT 
Marion Faucher, Université de Toulouse, FR 
Linde Gille, Ghent University, Merelbeke, BE 
Jeannett Clampitt, Iowa State University, Ames, US 
Maysa Barbosa, University of São Paulo, BR 
Alexandra Burne, University of Florida, Gainesville, US 
Anneleen Matthijs, Ghent University, Merelbeke, BE 
Fernanda Leal, Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul, Porto Alegre, 
BR Bettina Trueeb, University of Bern, CH 
Maria Merdio, Iowa State University, Ames, US 
Caitlin Williams, University of Georgia, Athens, US 
Relly Brill, Kimron Veterinary Institute, Beit Dagan, IL 
Masaki Mizutani, Osaka City University, JP 
Clair Henthorn, Iowa State University, Ames, US 
Daiki Matsuike, Osaka City University, JP 
Nathan Schwab, Miami University, Oxford OH, US 
Kohki Murata, Gakushuin University, Tokyo, JP 
Yuya Sasajima, Osaka City University, JP 
Daichi Takahashi, Osaka City University, JP 
Kohei Kobayashi, Osaka City University, JP 
Robert Jose Valeris Chacin, University of Minnesota, Saint Paul, US 
Alexandra Meygret, INRA-University of Bordeaux, FR 
Fabien Rideau, INRA-University of Bordeaux, FR 
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146   Daniel Shaw, Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona, ES 
147   Ling Zhu, The University of Melbourne, Werribee, AU 
148   Ariadna Montero-Blay, Centre of Genomic Regulation, Barcelona, ES 
149   Yasmin Andrade, State University of Santa Cruz, Ilhéus, BR 
152   Cedric Blötz, University of Göttingen, DE 
154   Estelle Ruiz, INRA, Biologie du Fruit et Pathologie, Villenave d'Ornon, FR 
172   Marissa Valentine-King, University of Florida, Gainesville, US 
189   Indu Garg, Maulana Azad Medical College, New Delhi, IN 
192   Sanchit Kumar, All Institute of Medical Sciences, New Delhi, IN 
193   Bruna Guimarães, Federal University of Bahia, BR 
197   Alyssa Betlach, University of Minnesota, Saint Paul, US 
 

 

 

 

 

Nominees for the Louis Dienes Award in recognition of an outstanding 

poster in mycoplasmology by a postdoctoral trainee 
 
Abstract  Presenter 
  48   Emma Sweeney, University of Queensland, Herston, AU 
  64   Rong Chen, Jiangsu Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Nanjing, CN 
  69   Meera Surendran Nair, University of Minnesota, Saint Paul, US 
101   Yanfei Yu, Jiangsu Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Nanjing, CN 
108   Katherine Pflaum, University of Connecticut, Storrs, US 
115   Veronica Jarocki, University of Technology, Sydney, AU 
150   Alicia Broto, Imperial College London, GB 
155   Luis Garcia Morales, INRA, Biologie du Fruit et Pathologie, Villenave d'Ornon, FR 
196   Nubia Macedo, Iowa State University, Ames, US 
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Travel Award Recipients 

 

 
 

Funded by ESGMI - the European Society of Clinical Microbiology and Infectious Diseases 
(ESCMID) Study Group for Mycoplasma Infections 

 
Trainee       Supervisor     Institution           Country 
Serina Filler      Séverine Tasker   University of Bristol        UK 
Somayeh Kordafshari   Amir Noormohammadi    University of Melbourne       Australia 
Fabien Rideau     Cécile Bébéar    INRA - Université de Bordeaux     France 
Estelle Ruiz      Carole Lartigue   INRA - Biologie du Fruit et Pathologie   France 
Jessica Townley     Victoria Chalker   Public Health England       UK 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Funded by the US National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases 

 
Trainee       Supervisor     Institution           Country 
Nathan Schwab     Mitchell Balish   Miami University         USA 
Meera Surendran Nair   Maria Pieters    University of Minnesota       USA 
Arthur Totten      Thomas Atkinson   University of Alabama at Birmingham   USA 
 

 
 
 
 

Funded by the IOM 
 
Trainee       Supervisor     Institution           Country 
Maysa Barbosa     Jorge Timenetsky   Universidade de São Paulo      Brazil 
Iain Berry       Steven Djordjevic   Universtiy of Technology Sydney    Australia 
Rong Chen      Guoqing Shao   Jiangsu Academy of Agricultural Sciences  China 
Lais Del Prá Netto Machado  Henrique Bunselmeyer Universidade Federal - Rio Grande do Sul  Brazil 
Marion Faucher     Christine Citti    Ecole Nationale Vétérinaire Toulouse   France 
Caroline Galgowski    Caio M. M. de Cordova Universidade Regional de Blumenau   Brazil 
Laura Garza      Marian Sibila    Recerca Technologia Agroalimentaries   Spain 
Veronica Jarocki      Steven Djordjevic   Universtiy of Technology Sydney    Australia 
Tae-Min La      Sang-Won Lee   Konkuk University        Korea 
Sara Mahdizadeh     Glenn Browning   University of Melbourne       Australia 
Filimon Mitiku      Glenn Browning   University of Melbourne       Australia 
Yasmin Monara     Luca Miranda    Universidade Estadual de Santa Cruz    Brazil 
Ariadna Montero Blay   Luis Serrano    Center for Genomic Regulation     Spain 
Fernanda Munhoz     Henrique Bunselmeyer Universidade Federal - Rio Grande do Sul  Brazil 
Oluwadamilola Oomotainse  Andrew Stent    University of Melbourne       Australia 
Yanfei Yu       Guoqing Shao   Jiangsu Academy of Agricultural Sciences  China 
Yuri Zambon      Assunta Bertaccini  Università di Bologna        Italy 
  



 

  

Keynote Speakers 
 

Roy Curtiss III 
Professor, University of Florida 

Gainesville, Florida, USA 

 
Roy Curtiss III, Ph.D. is a member of the National Academy of Sciences and has over 6 decades of 
research experience. Dr. Curtiss received his undergraduate degree from Cornell University and his 

Ph.D. from the University of Chicago in 1962. Dr. Curtiss has authored or co-authored nearly 400 papers 

and is the leading researcher in Recombinant Attenuated Salmonella Vaccines. Dr. Curtiss is currently a 

professor at the University of Florida, but has previously been at 3 other large universities and has been 

granted Emeritus status by all 3 after his departure. During his career Dr. Curtiss has been involved with 
multiple start-up companies, holds nearly 50 patents and 4 licensed vaccines.  Throughout his career, 

Dr. Curtiss has mentored hundreds of postdoctoral associates and graduate students, many of whom 

went on to become Professors themselves and some in very lofty positions. The list of honors and 

sponsored funding is a very long and storied list. 

 
Karen Nelson 
President, J. Craig Venter Institute 

La Jolla, California, USA 

 
Karen E. Nelson, Ph.D. is the President of the J. Craig Venter Institute (JCVI). Dr. Nelson received her 
undergraduate degree from the University of the West Indies, and her Ph.D. from Cornell University. She 

has authored or co-authored over 190 peer reviewed publications, edited three books, and is currently 

Editor-in-Chief of the journal Microbial Ecology. Dr. Nelson is an elected member of the National 

Academy of Sciences and serves on their Board of Life Sciences. Other honors include being named 

ARCS Scientist of the Year 2017; elected to the Indian Academy of Sciences in 2018; a Fellow of the 
American Academy of Microbiology; an Honorary Professor at the University of the West Indies; and a 

Helmholtz International Fellow. 
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Romney Humphries 
Chief Scientific Officer, Accelerate Diagnostics 

Tucson, Arizona, USA 

 
Dr. Humphries is a clinical microbiologist specializing in antimicrobial resistance and susceptibility testing. She 
is presently the Chief Scientific Officer for Accelerate Diagnostics, and a Clinical Professor of Pathology at the 
University of Arizona. Prior to this, she served as the Chief of Clinical Microbiology at UCLA. She is a member 
of the Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI) Antimicrobial Susceptibility Testing Subcommittee, 
and chairs several working groups for this organization. She is also a member of the College of American 
Pathologists (CAP) Microbiology Resource Committee, and the American Society for Microbiology (ASM)’s 
Professional Practices Committee. Her research interests include evaluating antimicrobial resistance 
mechanisms, and methods that clinical laboratories can detect these. She has authored over 100 papers on 
this topic, and has lectured internationally. You can follow her on Twitter @romneyinla.
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Daily Overview 

Scientific Program Daily Overview

Monday July 9  Sheraton Harborside Ballroom 

8:30 - 9:00 Opening Ceremony 

9:00 - 9:50 Keynote Presentation HOW PATHOGENS WIN 
Roy Curtiss III, University of Florida, USA 

9:50 - 10:20 Coffee Break 

Session 1: Advances in Mycoplasma Vaccines Convener: Brad Spiller 

10:20 - 10:50 ATTENUATION OF A PATHOGENIC MYCOPLASMA STRAIN OBTAINED BY GENOME 
ENGINEERING OF THE OBG ESSENTIAL GENE 
Alain Blanchard, Univ Bordeaux-INRA, France 

10:50 - 11:10 FULL ATTENUATION OF A HIGHLY PATHOGENIC MYCOPLASMA MYCOIDES SUBSP. 
CAPRI VIA SYNTHETIC GENOMICS-BASED DELETION OF 68 GENES 
Joerg Jores, University of Bern, Switzerland 

11:10 - 11:30 MUTATION OF OPPF GENE IN THE MYCOPLASMA SYNOVIAE MS-H VACCINE STRAIN 
AND ITS APPLICATION FOR DIFFERENTIATION OF SEROLOGICAL RESPONSES AFTER 
VACCINATION AND CHALLENGE 
Somayeh Kordafshari, University of Melbourne, Australia 

11:30 - 11:50 PREPARATION OF ISCOMS OF MYCOPLASMA HYOPNEUMONIAE P97R1 AND ITS 
EFFECT ON THE IMMUNE EFFICACY OF A LIVE VACCINE AFTER INTRAMUSCULAR INOCULATION 
Qiyan Xiong, Jiangsu Academy of Agricultural Sciences, China 

12:00 - 13:00 Lunch 

13:00 - 13:40 Derrick Edward Award Lecture MYCOPLASMAS AS FASCINATING 'MASTERS OF 
CAMOUFLAGE': THE MANY COMPLEX AND NEW FACETS OF MOLECULAR STEALTH MECHANISMS 
OF MYCOPLASMA AGALACTIAE 
Rohini Chopra-Dewasthaly, Veterinärmedizinische Universität Wien, Austria 

Session 2: Virulence of Mycoplasmas Conveners: Meghan May, Steven Djordjevic 

13:40 - 14:10 INSIGHTS INTO THE PATHOGENIC ARSENAL OF MYCOPLASMA HYOPNEUMONIAE 
Steven Djordjevic, The University of Technology Sydney, Australia 

14:10 -14:30 ROLE OF PHOSPHOLIPIDS IN MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE COMMUNITY ACQUIRED 
RESPIRATORY DISTRESS SYNDROME (CARDS) TOXIN-MEDIATED BINDING, INTRACELLULAR 
TRANSPORT AND CYTOTOXIC EFFECTS 
Thirumalai Kannan, The University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio, USA 

14:30 - 15:00 Coffee Break 

15:00 - 15:20 INDUCTION OF NEUTROPHIL EXTRACELLULAR TRAPS BY MYCOPLASMA BOVIS AND 
DEGRADATION OF THEM BY MNUA, THE MAJOR MEMBRANE EXONUCLEASE 
Filimon Haile, University of Melbourne, Australia 
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Daily Overview 
15:20 - 15:40 GALACTOFURANOSE IN MYCOPLASMA MYCOIDES SUBSP. MYCOIDES IS A 
VIRULENCE FACTOR 
Elise Schieck, International Livestock Research Institute, Kenya 

15:40 - 16:00 ATYPICAL CLINICAL AND GROSS PATHOLOGICAL FEATURES IN A GROUP OF 
REARING LAYERS INFECTED BY MYCOPLASMA SYNOVIAE 
Maria Moronato, Istituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale delle Venezie, Italy 

16:00 - 16:20 STUDY ON MECHANISM OF ABNORMAL FLOWER DEVELOPMENT AND 
SUSCEPTIBILITY IN PHYLLODY PHYTOPLASMA INFECTED BRASSICA 
Jam Ahmad, University of Agriculture Faisalabad, Pakistan 

16:20 - 18:00                 Harbor’s Edge and Prescott Rooms 

Poster Session 1: Animal Mollicutes; Vaccines; Immunology; Host response; Virulence; Pathogenesis 

Tuesday July 10 Sheraton Harborside Ballroom 

8:30 - 9:20 Emmy Klieneberger Award Lecture INTERACTION OF MYCOPLASMAS WITH INTEGRINS 
OF THE HOST TISSUE 
Joachim Frey, Universität Bern, Switzerland 

Session 3: Mycoplasma-Host Interactions Convener: Mary Brown 

9:20 - 9:40 RHAMNOSE SYNTHESIS IN MYCOPLASMA: A NEW MODEL 
James Daubenspeck, University of Alabama at Birmingham, USA 

9:40 - 10:00 INTRAUTERINE INFECTION WITH MYCOPLASMA PULMONIS IS ALTERED BY MATERNAL 
NICOTINE EXPOSURE IN A DOSE-DEPENDENT MANNER 
Maria Von Chamier, University of Florida, USA 

10:00 - 10:30 Coffee Break 

Session 4: Physiology and Cell Biology of Mycoplasmas Convener: Mitchell Balish 

10:30 - 11:00 ANALYSIS OF A MINIMAL BACTERIAL CELL: WHAT TASKS MUST A LIVING CELL 
PERFORM 
John Glass, J. Craig Venter Institute, USA  

11:00 - 11:20 GENETIC DETERMINANTS FOR VARIATION OF CELL SIZE AND SHAPE IN MINIMAL 
CELLS 
James Pelletier, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA 

11:20 - 11:40 PAIRED GLIDING MOTOR OF MYCOPLASMA MOBILE EVOLVED FROM ATP SYNTHASE 
VISUALIZED BY ELECTRON CRYOMICROSCOPY 
Takuma Toyonaga, Osaka City University, Graduate School of Science, Japan 

11:40 - 12:00 DNAJ-LIKE CHAPERONE TOPJ IS REQUIRED FOR NORMAL PROCESSING 
OF MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE ADHESIN P1 TO THE TERMINAL ORGANELLE SURFACE 
Duncan Krause, University of Georgia, USA 

12:00 - 13:00 Lunch 
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Session 5: Engineering Mycoplasma Convener: John Glass 
 
13:00 - 13:30 FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERIZATION OF THE MYCOPLASMA GALLISEPTICUM 
CRISPR/CAS9 SYSTEM 
Pascal Sirand-Pugnet, INRA-University of Bordeaux, France 
 
13:30 - 13:50 GENERATION OF MYCOPLASMA HOMINIS MUTANTS BY TARGETING-INDUCED LOCAL 
LESIONS IN GENOME (TILLING) 
Sabine Pereyre, Bordeaux University Hospital, France 
 
13:50 - 14:10 THE MYTH OF CODON OPTIMISATION: HIGHER EXOGENOUS PROTEIN EXPRESSION 
IN U. PARVUM, M. AGALACTIAE, AND M. CAPRICOLUM WHEN THE LOWEST FREQUENCY CODONS 
WERE SPORADICALLY INTRODUCED 
Brad Spiller, Cardiff University, UK 
 
14:10 - 14:30 INFERRING THE MINIMAL GENOME OF MESOPLASMA FLORUM BY COMPARATIVE 
GENOMICS AND TRANSPOSON MUTAGENESIS 
Sebastien Rodrigue, Universite de Sherbrooke, Canada 
 
14:30 - 15:00 Coffee Break 
 
 

Session 6: Short Talks 1 Conveners:  Li Xiao, Jorge Timenetsky 
 
15:00 - 15:10 EVALUATION OF DIFFERENT VACCINATION PROGRAMMES ON MYCOPLASMA 
HYOPNEUMONIAE COLONIZATION DURING THE GILT ACCLIMATION PERIOD 
Laura Garza, IRTA, Centre de Recerca en Sanitat Animal, Spain 
 
15:10 - 15:20 LOSS OF IL-4RA SIGNALING IS PARTIALLY ABLE TO RESTORE THE ANTI-
MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE IGG ANTIBODY RESPONSE DURING ALLERGIC AIRWAY DISEASE 
Arthur Totten, University of Alabama at Birmingham, USA 
 
15:20 - 15: 30 IDENTIFICATION OF A CYCLIC DINUCLEOTIDE PHOSPHODIESTERASE IN 
MYCOPLASMA BOVIS 
Xifang Zhu, Huazhong Agricultural University, China 
 
15:30 - 15:40 LOCAL CELLULAR IMMUNE RESPONSE TO MYCOPLASMA SYNOVIAE VACCINE 
STRAIN MS-H, ITS PARENT STRAIN AND ITS NONE TEMPERATURE-SENSITIVE REISOLATES 
Oluwadamilola Omotainse, University of Melbourne, Australia 
 
15:40 - 15:50 THE PROTEIN PHOSPHORYLATION REGULATION IN PATHOGENESIS OF TREMOR 
DISEASE OF ERIOCHEIR SINENSIS CAUSED BY SPIROPLASMA ERIOCHEIRIS 
Qingguo Meng, Nanjing Normal University, China 
 
15:50 - 16:00 INTERACTIONS OF MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE ADHERENCE PROTEIN P30 AND A 
MODEL FOR ITS ROLE IN MOTILITY 
Mitchell Balish, Miami University, Oxford Ohio, USA 
 
16:00 - 16:10 ESTABLISHMENT AND IN VITRO APPLICATIONS OF A MOUSE MODEL OF 
HAEMOPLASMA INFECTION 
Serina Filler, University of Bristol, Bristol Vet School, UK 
 
16:10 - 16:20 GENOME ENGINEERING OF MYCOPLASMA GALLISEPTICUM USING ITS 
ENDOGENOUS CRISPR/CAS SYSTEM 
Sara Mahdizadeh, The University of Melbourne, Australia 
 
16:20 - 16:30 THE LARGE MECHANOSENSITIVE CHANNEL PROTEIN OF MYCOPLASMA AGASSIZII: 
ARE DIFFERENCES REFLECTIVE OF HOST EVOLUTIONARY PRESSURES? 
Mariah Watson, University of Florida, USA 
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Daily Overview 
16:30 - 18:00 Harbor’s Edge and Prescott Rooms 

Poster Session 2: Cell Biology, Physiology, Metabolism; Epidemiology; Human Mollicutes; Molecular 
Biology; Genetics; Global Approaches 

Wednesday July 11 Sheraton Harborside Ballroom 

8:30 - 9:20 Keynote Presentation THE HUMAN MICROBIOME IN INFECTIOUS DISEASE AND 
POTENTIAL FOR UNDERSTANDING OF MYCOPLASMA 
Karen Nelson 

Session 7: Omics in Mycoplasma Research Conveners: Pascal Sirand-Pugnet, Glenn Browning 

9:20 - 9:40 GENOMIC COMPARISON OF MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE ISOLATES DURING 
OUTBREAKS IN THE UNITED STATES, 2006-2016 
Maureen Diaz, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, USA 

9:40 - 10:00 A METABOLOMIC APPROACH TO INVESTIGATING GENES OF UNKNOWN FUNCTION IN 
THE ECONOMICALLY SIGNIFICANT POULTRY PATHOGEN MYCOPLASMA GALLISEPTICUM 
Fiona Sansom, University of Melbourne, Australia 

10:00 - 10:30 Coffee Break 

10:30 - 10:50 IDENTIFICATION OF THE FIRST COMPLETE IN VIVO INTERACTOME OF A GENOME-
REDUCED BACTERIUM 
Jörg Stülke, University of Göttingen, Germany 

10:50 - 11:10  HORIZONTAL DISTRIBUTIVE TRANSFERS AND THE EXTRAORDINARY PLASTICITY OF 
THE MYCOPLASMA GENOME 
Christine Citti, Université de Toulouse, France 

11:10 - 11:30 GENOME EVOLUTION EVENTS THAT LED TO THE EMERGENCE OF MYCOPLASMA 
MYCOIDES CLUSTER FROM AN INSECT-ASSOCIATED ANCESTOR 
Chih-Horng Kuo, Academia Sinica, Taiwan, China 

11:30 - 12:00 DISTRIBUTION AND POPULATION STRUCTURE OF ENDOBACTERIA IN ARBUSCULAR 
MYCORRHIZAL FUNGI AT NORTH ATLANTIC DUNES 
Teresa Pawlowska, Cornell University, USA 

12:00 - 13:00 Lunch 

Session 8: Identification, Detection and Diagnosis Convener: Steven Szczepanek 

13:00 - 13:20 FIRST DESCRIPTION OF TWO MODERATELY HALOPHILIC AND 
PSYCHROTOLERANT  MYCOPLASMA SPECIES ISOLATED FROM CEPHALOPODS: A NEW BRANCH 
OF THE HOMINIS LINEAGE 
Ana Ramírez, Universidad de Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, Spain 

13:20 - 13:40 ‘CANDIDATUS PHYTOPLASMA ASTERIS’ ISOLATED FROM GRAPEVINE: PRELIMINARY 
METABOLIC FEATURES 
Nicoletta Contaldo, Alma Mater Studiorum - University of Bologna, Italy 

13:40 - 14:00 MATRIX-ASSISTED LASER DESORPTION/IONIZATION TIME OF FLIGHT MASS 
SPECTROMETRY (MALDI TOF MS) IS A SUPERIOR TOOL FOR THE IDENTIFICATION AND 
DIFFERENTIATION OF MYCOPLASMAS ISOLATED FROM ANIMALS 
Joachim Spergser, Institute of Microbiology, Austria 
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14:00 - 14:20 WHEN A PALEARCTIC PLANT MOLLICUTE MEETS A NEARCTIC INSECT VECTOR: 
GENETIC AND ECOLOGICAL INSIGHTS INTO THE EMERGENCE OF THE GRAPEVINE FLAVESCENCE 
DORÉE EPIDEMICS IN EUROPE 
Xavier Foissac, INRA, University of Bordeaux, France 

14:20 - 14:50 Coffee Break 

Session 9: Short Talks 2 Conveners:  Roger Dumke, Christine Citti 

14:50 - 15:00 TERMINOMICS REVEALS EXTENSIVE PROTEOLYSIS OF SURFACE PROTEINS 
IN MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE 
Iain Berry, University of Technology Sydney, Australia 

15:00 - 15:10 TRANSCRIPTIONAL PROFILING OF PHYTOPLASMA INFECTED PLANTS TREATED 
WITH PLASMA ACTIVATED WATER (PAW) 
Yuri Zambon, University of Bologna, Italy 

15:10 - 15:20  ISOLATION OF A NOVEL SPIROPLASMA SP. CONSISTENTLY FROM TSE TISSUE 
CONFIRMS THAT THE TRANSMISSIBLE AGENT IS A SPIROPLASMA 
Frank Bastian, LSU Agricultural Center, USA 

15:20 - 15:30 EVALUATION OF THIRD GENERATION MACROLIDES FOR THE TREATMENT AND 
METAPHYLAXIS OF CONTAGIOUS BOVINE PLEUROPNEUMONIA 
Geoffrey Muuka, Veterinary Services Department, Central Veterinary Research Institute, Zambia 

15:30 - 15:40 IN MYCOPLASMA, HORIZONTAL CHROMOSOMAL TRANSFER COULD ACCELERATE 
THE EMERGENCE OF ANTIMICROBIAL RESISTANCE 
Marion Faucher, Université de Toulouse, France 

15:40 - 15:50 MYCOPLASMA GENITALIUM INFECTIONS IN QUEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA: ALARMING 
RATES OF ANTIBIOTIC RESISTANCE SUPPORT THE NEED FOR PATIENT-DIRECTED TREATMENT 
Emma Sweeney, University of Queensland, Austratlia 

16:00 - 17:00 Harbor’s Edge and Prescott Rooms 

Poster Session 3: Chemotherapy; Identification, Detection, Diagnosis; Plant and Insect Mollicutes; 
Taxonomy 

Thursday July 12 Sheraton Harborside Ballroom 

8:30 - 9:20 Keynote Presentation CONFRONTING ANTIBIOTIC RESISTANCE AT THE FRONT LINES: 
RESPONSE OF THE CLINICAL LABORATORY  
Romney Humphries, Accelerate Diagnostics, USA 

Session 10: Clinical Mycoplasmology Convener: Jørgen Jensen, Sabine Pereyre 

Session Sponsor: Roche 

9:20 - 9:40 TETRACYCLINE AND FLUOROQUINOLONE RESISTANCE IN CLINICAL UREAPLASMA SPP. 
AND MYCOPLASMA HOMINIS ISOLATES IN FRANCE BETWEEN 2010 AND 2015 
Cécile Bébéar, INRA-University of Bordeaux, France 

9:40 - 10:00 THE PEDIATRIC CLINICAL PRESENTATION OF MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE INFECTIONS 
IN THE JERUSALEM AREA 
Ran Nir-Paz, Hadassah-Hebrew University, Israel 
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10:00 - 10:20 Coffee Break 

10:20 - 11:10 Peter Hannan Award Lecture MYCOPLASMA GENITALIUM: THE TIME HAS COME 
TO TAKE IT SERIOUSLY 
Lisa Manhart, U. Washington, USA 

11:10 - 11:40 AZITHROMYCIN (AZM) REDUCES DEATH OR SEVERE RESPIRATORY MORBIDITY AT 
12 MONTH ADJUSTED AGE (AA) IN UREAPLASMA-POSITIVE PRETERMS  
Rose Viscardi, U. Maryland, USA 

11:40 - 12:00 THE EPIDEMICAL FEATURES OF MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIA INFECTION AMONG 
CHILDREN THROUGHOUT JAPAN IN RECENT 10 YEARS 
Tomohiro Oishi, Kawasaki Medical School, Japan 
12:00 - 13:00 Lunch 

 Joint ESCMID Mycoplasma Infection Study Group / IRPCM Session on Antimicrobial Resistance 
Conveners: Cécile Bébéar, Ken Waites 

13:00 - 13:05 Introduction and objectives 
Ken Waites, University of Alabama at Birmingham, USA 

1:05 - 1:25 MECHANISMS OF ANTIMICROBIAL RESISTANCE IN MOLLICUTES IN VITRO AND IN VIVO 
Sabine Pereyre, France 

1:25 - 1:45 WHERE IT ALL STARTED: EMERGENCE, CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE, AND SPREAD OF 
MACROLIDE RESISTANCE IN MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE IN ASIA 
Hongmei Sun, China 

1:45 - 2:05 A NATIONAL SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM MACROLIDE-RESISTANT MYCOPLASMA 
PNEUMONIAE IN THE USA 
Ken Waites, USA 

2:05 - 2:25 MIC MEASUREMENT BY STANDARDIZED METHODS AND USE OF COMMERCIAL 
SYSTEMS FOR DETECTION OF ANTIMICROBIAL RESISTANCE IN MYCOPLASMA HOMINIS AND 
UREAPLASMA SPECIES 
Cécile Bébéar, France 

2:25 - 2:45 Coffee Break 

2:45 - 3:05 DETECTION OF ANTIMICROBIAL RESISTANCE IN MOLLICUTES USING MOLECULAR 
METHODS 
Jørgen Jensen, Denmark 

3:05 - 3:25 COMMERCIAL METHODS FOR DETECTION AND RESISTANCE TESTING OF 
MYCOPLASMA GENITALIUM AND MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE 
Litty Tan, Australia 

3:25 - 3:45 CASE STUDIES OF MULTI-DRUG RESISTANT M. GENITALIUM INFECTIONS 
Prescott Atkinson, USA, and Allison Glaser, USA 

3:45 - 4:05 TREATMENT AND DIAGNOSTIC GUIDELINES FOR M. GENITALIUM INFECTIONS  - US, 
EUROPE, AND AUSTRALIA AND TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES FOR DRUG-RESISTANT MYCOPLASMA 
GENITALIUM INFECTIONS 
Will Geisler, USA 

4:05 - 4:30 Summary and discussion: Future Directions 
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4:30 - 5:30 Closing Ceremony
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Platform Session Abstracts 

Monday July 9 
Session 1: Advances in Mycoplasma Vaccines 

1 ATTENUATION OF A PATHOGENIC MYCOPLASMA STRAIN OBTAINED BY GENOME ENGINEERING 
OF THE OBG ESSENTIAL GENE

C. Lartigue1, Y. Valverde Timana1, F. Labroussaa2, E. Schieck3, A. Liljander3, B. Batailler1, F. Sacchini3, P.
Sirand-Pugnet1, S. Vashee4, J. Jores2, A. Blanchard1

1UMR 1332 Biologie du Fruit et Pathologie, Univ Bordeaux-INRA, Villenave D'Ornon, FRANCE, 2Institute Of
Veterinary Bacteriology, University of Bern, Bern, SWITZERLAND, 3Mycoplasma Lab, International Livestock
Research Institute, Nairobi, KENYA, 4Synthetic Biology, J. Craig Venter Institute, Rockville, UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA

Background - Mycoplasma species are responsible for a number of economically significant livestock 
diseases for which there is a need for new and improved vaccines. Most of existing mycoplasma vaccines are 
attenuated strains that have been empirically obtained by serial passages or by chemical mutagenesis. The 
recent development of synthetic biology approaches has considerably opened the way for the engineering of 
live mycoplasma vaccines. Methods - Using these new tools from stynthetic biology, the essential GTPase-
encoding gene obg was modified directly on the Mycoplasma mycoides subsp. capri (Mmc) genome cloned in 
yeast, reproducing mutations known to be associated in various bacteria with a temperature-sensitive 
phenotype. After transplantation of the in-yeast modified genomes into a recipient cell, the phenotype of the 
resulting Mmc mutants was characterized. Results - The temperature sensitivity (ts) of the Mmc mutants 
varied according to the position and the number of the mutations introduced in the obg gene. Single point 
mutations did not exhibit a strong ts+ phenotype in Mmc but a mutant presenting three mutations was shown 
to grow with difficulty at high but still physiological temperatures (40°C). This particular mutant was tested 
afterwards in a novel caprine in vivo septicemia model of Mmc to test the effect of this ts+ phenotype in terms 
of virulence and pathogenicity. Five out of 8 goats infected with the parental strain had to be euthanized 
because of ethical reasons in contrast to one out of eight goats infected with the obg mutant demonstrating an 
attenuation of virulence in the mutant. Moreover, the strain isolated from the euthanized animal in the group 
infected with the obg mutant, was shown to carry a single reversion in the obg gene resulting in the loss of the 
ts+ phenotype. Conclusion - This study demonstrates the feasibility of building targeted attenuated strains of 
mycoplasma that could, in a near future, contribute to the design of novel vaccines with improved safety.  

Keywords: Vaccine, attenuation, genome engineering, temperature sensitivity 

2 FULL ATTENUATION OF A HIGHLY PATHOGENIC MYCOPLASMA MYCOIDES SUBSP. CAPRI VIA 
SYNTHETIC GENOMICS-BASED DELETION OF 68 GENES 

J. Jores1, S. Chandran2, P. Ssajjakambwe3, E. Schieck4, A. Liljander4, Y. Arfi5, C. Lartigue5, P. Sirand-
Pugnet5, A. Blanchard5, R. Chuang2, S. Vashee2

1Infectious Diseases And Pathobiology, University of Bern, Bern, SWITZERLAND, 2Synthetic Biology, J. Craig
Venter Institute, Rockville, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 3Department Of Veterinary Pharmacy, Clinical
And Comparative Medicine, Makerere Unversity, Kampala, UGANDA, 4Mycoplasma Lab, International
Livestock Research Institute, Nairobi, KENYA, 5INRA UMR 1332 Biologie du Fruit et Pathologie, Université de
Bordeaux, Villenave d'Ornon, FRANCE

Background: The current knowledge regarding Mycoplasma mycoides subsp. capri (Mmc) virulence traits is 
limited and inconclusive. The absence of well-defined mutants tested in vivo is probably one reason that 
accounts for the limited understanding of Mycoplasma pathogenicity in general. Here, we wanted to 
demonstrate that a highly virulent Mycoplasma species can be fully attenuated via targeted deletion of 
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potential virulence traits. Genes encoding the l-alpha-glycerophosphate oxidase pathway, the immunoglobulin 
cleavage MIB-MIP system and certain lipoproteins were among the target genes to be deleted in this study. 
Methods: Deletions of five genomic regions comprising in total 68 genes were engineered in a cloned Mmc 
genome (strain GM12) maintained in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Five successive rounds of seamless 
deletions were performed using the tandem repeat coupled with endonuclease cleavage (TREC) method. 
Afterwards, the modified genome was transplanted into M. capricolum subsp. capricolum as recipient cells 
and transplants were selected for growth on tetracycline. The resulting deletion mutant, named YCP1.1 delta 
68, was investigated for its inability to utilize glycerol for hydrogen peroxide production, to cleave 
immunoglobulins by the MIB-MIP system and its doubling time. Genomic DNA of YCP1.1 delta 68 was 
sequenced using the MiSeq Illumina platform and mapped against the genome of the parental strain to 
confirm the expected genome modifications. YCP1.1 delta 68 was then tested for attenuation in vivo. Goats 
were inoculated transtracheally with 108 color changing units (CCU) of WT GM12 and its derivate YCP1.1 
delta 68. Animals were observed up to 31 days post infection by two veterinarians before post mortem 
analysis. Results: The mutant strain did not differ from its parental strain in terms of its doubling time but it 
was not able to convert glycerol to peroxide. The specific immunoglobulin cleavage by the MIB-MIP system 
was also abolished. The mutant strain did not cause any clinical symptoms or pathomorphological lesions 
compared to the WT parental strain, which caused septicemia and 100 % mortality within seven days after 
experimental infection. The mutant strain was completely cleared after infection. The WT strain induced a 
marked inflammatory reaction at the site of inoculation and the animals had a septicemia with titers of up to 
109 CCU per ml. Conclusion: This is the first time that a Mycoplasma strain edited via synthetic genomics 
tools has been tested in vivo for attenuation. As expected the pathogenicity was completely abolished after 
deleting candidate virulence traits. Subsequent trials will dissect the role of individual candidate virulence traits 
towards pathogenicity and open the way for the development of an attenuated rationale vaccine.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma mycoides, attenuation, caprine challenge model, Synthetic Genomics 

3 MUTATION OF OPPF GENE IN THE MYCOPLASMA SYNOVIAE MS-H VACCINE STRAIN AND ITS 
APPLICATION FOR DIFFERENTIATION OF SEROLOGICAL RESPONSES AFTER VACCINATION AND 
CHALLENGE 

S. Kordafshari1, M. S. Marenda1, P. Shil1, D. O'Rourke1, A. H. Noormohammadi2
1Asia-pacific Centre For Animal Health, University of Melbourne, Melbourne, AUSTRALIA, VIC, 2Asia-pacific
Centre For Animal Health, The University of Melbourne, Werribee, AUSTRALIA, VIC

Background- Mycoplasma synoviae (MS) is a major pathogen of poultry globally, causing chronic respiratory 
disease and arthritis in chickens. Vaccination is an effective means for the control of the disease. The MS-H 
vaccine is a temperature-sensitive attenuated strain which was developed by chemical mutagenesis of the 
Australian field strain 86079/7NS. Whole genomic sequencing of MS-H and its comparison with that of its 
parent strain 86079/7NS has revealed a frameshift mutation at position 468 in one of the two copies of the 
oppF gene, and this is presumed to result in expression of a truncated form of OppF-1. The oppF gene codes 
for an oligopeptide transporter permease. In this study, two versions of OppF-1 protein spanning upstream 
and downstream of the mutation point were expressed and purified as recombinant proteins and examined for 
their potential in a Differentiating Infected from Vaccinated Animals (DIVA) serological assay. Methods- The 
sequence of the oppF gene from 86079/7NS was optimised for expression in E.coli and synthesized 
commercially. The truncated N terminus (OppF-N as expressed in MS-H vaccine) and C terminus (OppF-C, 
downstream of the mutation site) versions of OppF-1 were expressed as recombinant proteins in E. coli using 
the expression vector pET151D/TOPO, and purified by His-tag affinity chromatography. The antigenicity of the 
expressed OppF proteins were evaluated in Western immunoblotting using sera from MS-H vaccinated and 
86079/7NS challenged chicken sera, as well as several specific rabbit sera raised against OppF. The purified 
OppF-1 proteins were also used in an indirect ELISA. The potential of the purified antigens for detection of M. 
synoviae antibodies was assessed against 90 sera obtained from chickens vaccinated with MS-H or 
experimentally infected with different field MS strains. Ratios were calculated between optical densities (OD) 
obtained in the OppF-1 ELISAs and those obtained in an MSPB ELISA (Noormohammadi et al 2002). 
Results- The MSPB/OppF-C, MSPB/OppF-N and OppF-N/OppF-C ELISA ODs were 21.4, 3.9 and 5.3 for the 
MS-H vaccinated group, and 8.6, 2.2 and 4.3 for the MS field challenged groups respectively. Comparison of 
the OD ratios using student t test revealed that the MSPB/OppF-C and OppF-N/OppF-C OD ratios of the MS-
H vaccinated group were significantly higher (p ≤ 0.05) than those of MS field challenged group. However the 
MSPB/OppF-N ELISA OD ratios did not differ significantly (P = 0.15) between the two groups. These results 
reflect that compared to field MS strains, MS-H induces significantly lower antibodies to OppF-C and suggest 
that MS-H does not express OppF beyond the frame shift mutation found in its oppF gene. Conclusion- 
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Serological assays that use whole MS proteins do not distinguish between antibodies against MS-H vaccine 
and field MS strains. This study has identified the potential of a truncated OppF protein (OppF-C) as a 
serodiagnostic DIVA antigen. The potential of OppF-C needs to be examined using sera collected from field 
chickens.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma synoviae, MS-H, OppF, DIVA, ELISA 

4 PREPARATION OF ISCOMS OF MYCOPLASMA HYOPNEUMONIAE P97R1 AND ITS EFFECT ON THE 
IMMUNE EFFICACY OF A LIVE VACCINE AFTER INTRAMUSCULAR INOCULATION 

Q. Xiong, Y. Wei, Z. Zhang, J. Wang, Y. Gan, B. Liu, Z. Feng, G. Shao
Institute Of Veterinary Medicine, Jiangsu Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Nanjing, CHINA

Background: P97 is the most important adhesion of Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae. To investigate the ability 
of the recombinant protein of P97 R1 repeat region (P97R1) to enhance the effect of the M. hyopneumoniae 
live vaccine via intramuscular injection, immunostimulating complex containing P97R1 antigen (ISCOM-
P97R1) was used to supplement the immune response to P97 and enhance the whole immunogenicity via its 
adjuvant activity. Methods and results: ISCOM-P97R1 was prepared by dialysis method. The prepared 
ISCOM-P97R1, with a size of 25 to 30 nm, showed a typical cage-like structure under electron microscope. 
The entrapment rate of protein was 85.6%. The immunologic effect was evaluated in the mice model. One 
week after twice inoculations with the live vaccine adjuvanted with ISCOM-P97R1, high level of serum 
antibody and significant lymphocyte proliferation against the whole M. hyopneumoniae protein and P97R1 
were observed. The antibody isotype detection suggested a Th1-Th2 balanced response. The protection 
against challenge were further tested on pigs. Pigs immunized with the ISCOM-P97R1 adjuvanted live 
vaccine showed significantly reduced lesions in lung, while the pigs immunized with ISCOM-matrix adjuvanted 
live vaccine or inactivated vaccine were not well protected from the severe infection. Conclusion: ISCOM-
P97R1 showed significant enhancement on both the immunogenicity and protective efficacy of the live 
vaccine. It could be further developed as a specific adjuvant for the intramuscularly immunized live vaccine 
against M. hyopneumoniae.  

Keywords: immunostimulating complex; P97R1; Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae; live vaccine 

Derrick Edward Award Lecture MYCOPLASMAS AS FASCINATING 'MASTERS OF CAMOUFLAGE': 
THE MANY COMPLEX AND NEW FACETS OF MOLECULAR STEALTH MECHANISMS OF MYCOPLASMA 
AGALACTIAE 

Rohini Chopra-Dewasthaly, Veterinärmedizinische Universität Wien, Austria 

Despite their simple cell structure and small genomes, pathogenic mycoplasmas enjoy the elite status as 'next 
generation pathogens' that are difficult to diagnose and eradicate due to their complex pathogenic 
machanisms that still need to be understood. This is especially true for the ruminant mycoplasmas, for which 
there is a serious lack of effective vaccines and antiinfectives. Mycoplasma agalactiae (MA) proved to be a 
useful model for understanding their molecular pathogenesis. A genetic toolbox was developed to create an 
invaluable set of (i) transposon mutants for in vivo screening of infection-related genes via negative selection 
in the natural host, and (ii) xer1-disrupted 'phase-locked' mutants as much desired breakthrough tools 
expressing single stable Vpmas, unlike the wt strain that exhibits high-frequency Vpma phase variation via 
Xer1-mediated site-specific vpma recombination. However, testing the PLMs in comparison with the wt strain 
in various sheep infection trials yielded the unanticipated result that Xer1 was not a virulence factor of MA. But 
Vpma antigenic variation seemed to be important for the survival and persistence of the pathogen in the 
immunocompetent host, as surprisingly, the PLMs changed their Vpma phenotypes via novel complex vpma 
rearrangements leading to vpma gene deletions, duplications and chimeras never seen before in vitro. Most 
importantly, using in vitro immune pressure assays, similar Xer1-independent switches were induced by anti-
Vpma Abs. As these data correlated very well with the in vivo results, it could be concluded that although Xer1 
recombinase is the sole factor responsible for Vpma switching of wt MA in vitro, other alternative molecular 
switches can operate under the selective pressure of the host immune response. Another interesting finding 
was the differential pathogenicity potential of the different Vpma expressers as observed in sheep when using 
two different infection routes. To find a basis for such differential infection potential, the host cell adherence 
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and invasion capabilities of wt MA and its 6 different Vpma PLMs was evaluated. The ability of MA to invade 
eukaryotic host cells in vitro, and to spread systemically to distant inner organs and body sites during 
experimental intramammary sheep infection was successfully demonstrated. This cell internalization seems 
not only to be required for a successful systemic infection but was also proposed as a potential persistence 
strategy of MA, which was so far considered an 'extracellular' pathogen. Moreover, a novel role of Vpmas as 
major adhesins mediating differential cell adhesion and invasion of Vpma expression variants was 
demonstrated, and these results were compliant with the in vivo fitness of the PLMs. Together with the 
exciting aspects of regulation of Vpma expression by host factors and the existence of novel alternative switch 
mechanisms, these results lead to the interesting hypothesis that the shift of MA from the local to the systemic 
stage of infection might be mediated by switching of its Vpmas. Furthermore, RNA-Seq profiling of MA-
infected sheep udders provided useful clues to a robust up and down regulation of several host factors. 
Thorough analysis of these factors, together with similar transcriptomic analyses of all 6 Vpma expressers, 
combined with studies on their individual immunogenic potential will further improve our understanding of 
mycoplasma antigenic variation and pathogenesis. These new insights might help in the rational design of 
prevention and intervention strategies that could be extrapolated to other closely related ruminant pathogens.

Session 2: Virulence of Mycoplasmas 

6 INSIGHTS INTO THE PATHOGENIC ARSENAL OF MYCOPLASMA HYOPNEUMONIAE 

S. P. Djordjevic, I. Berry, V. Jarocki, B. B..A. Raymond 
The iThree Institute, The University of Technology Sydney, Ultimo, AUSTRALIA, NSW 

Background Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae (Mhp) is an important pathogen afflicting swine production 
globally. Mhp is described as an extracellular pathogen with a remarkable capacity to disarm the mucociliary 
escalator. Disruption of ciliary function (ciliostasis, loss of cilia and epithelial cell death) followed by 
colonisation of mucosal epithelium proceeds without the action of any recognisable toxin(s) and predisposes 
the respiratory tract of swine to viral and bacterial pathogens, exacerbating morbidity, mortality and reliance 
on antibiotic intervention. Advances in technologies such as microscopy and mass spectrometry suggest that 
Mhp can modify its surface protein topography and invade epithelium, an assertion tempered by the fact that 
our vitro observations pose a challenge to replicate in the host. Methods Phase contrast, fluorescent 
(confocal and 3-D structured illumination microscopy (3D-SIM)) and electron microscopy were used to 
investigate interaction between Mhp and swine cell monolayers. A high throughput mass spectrometry-based 
method was used to identify and characterise proteolytic events in Mhp. Surface accessible proteins were 
identified independently using cell surface shaving and biotinylation methodologies. Affinity studies were 
employed to investigate putative interactions between surface proteins and extracellular matrix components. 
Results Mhp displays a complex array of proteins on its cell surface, many of which are not predicted to 
localise to an extracellular location. These observations are widespread in microbial proteomes prompting 
speculation that their surface location is an artefact of cell lysis. However, proteins with different abundance in 
the cell are found on the surface of Mhp suggesting that mechanisms exist to enable proteins to reassociate 
with the cell surface. Bacteria form biofilms in their natural environment and cell death is important during 
biofilm formation. As such, mechanisms that allow proteins to reassociate on cell surfaces and interact with 
extracellular nucleic acids (e-DNA) are likely to have evolved early in the evolution of life. We have 
characterised the ability of Mhp to form biofilms on abiotic surfaces and provide evidence that biofilms form in 
the lungs of swine. Finally, 3-D SIM and other microscopy platforms indicate that Mhp is capable of triggering 
intracellular endocytic and autophagic pathways, and survival within phagolysosomes. Terminome studies 
show that surface accessible proteins are processed, a mechanism that presumably can generate functionally 
different proteoforms from the same ORF. Short linear motifs found in proteins that localise to the surface of 
Mhp show a propensity to accumulate positively charged amino acids in non-conserved regions. These 
stochastic events conceivable generate novel binding functions (glycosaminoglycan, actin and nucleic acid 
binding motifs). Conclusion Mhp appears to be a highly sophisticated pathogen that is remarkable in its 
ability to target extracellular matrix and diverse host molecules and persist in the face of efforts to control it via 
widespread vaccination and antibiotic intervention. The ability of Mhp to form biofilms and invade mammalian 
epithelial cells is likely to play a role in promoting environmental persistence and facilitate chronic infection. 
Knowledge of processing events will provide insight into mechanisms of pathogenesis and impact vaccine and 
therapeutic reagent design.  

Keywords: host-cell interactions, biofilms, cell invasion, proteome 
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7 ROLE OF PHOSPHOLIPIDS IN MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE COMMUNITY ACQUIRED 
RESPIRATORY DISTRESS SYNDROME (CARDS) TOXIN-MEDIATED BINDING, INTRACELLULAR 
TRANSPORT AND CYTOTOXIC EFFECTS  

A. M. Kirkpatrick, R. Kumaraguruparan, L. Pandranki, J. B. Baseman, T. R. Kannan
Department Of Microbiology, Immunology And Molecular Genetics, The University of Texas Health Science
Center at San Antonio, San Antonio, TX, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Background- The mollicute Mycoplasma pneumoniae is a frequent cause of human bacterial community 
acquired pneumonia in children and adults. In addition, M. pneumoniae infections result in a wide array of 
extrapulmonary manifestations that range in severity from mild to life-threatening. M. pneumoniae colonizes 
the human respiratory tract and exploits the host cell machinery using its virulence determinants, such as 
adhesins and Community Acquired Respiratory Distress Syndrome (CARDS) toxin. CARDS toxin is a unique 
bacterial protein that exerts both ADP-ribosylating and vacuolating activities on sensitive target cells and is 
largely responsible for recapitulating the inflammatory and histopathological effects seen in the airway cells of 
M. pneumoniae-infected individuals. Nonetheless, in order to exert its activity on intracellular targets, CARDS
toxin must first interact with its target cell surface receptors, surfactant protein-A and Annexin A2. However,
our prior studies demonstrated that even in the absence of these proteinaceous receptors, CARDS toxin can
still bind to host target cells and exert its activity, suggesting that CARDS toxin uses alternative receptors.
This observation then prompted our search for non-proteinaceous receptors. Materials and Methods- Using
CARDS toxin and its derivatives, enzyme linked immunosorbent assay, receptor suppression, immunoblotting,
live-cell imaging, and immunofluorescent & phase contrast microscopy, we investigated the role of membrane
phospholipids as alternative receptors. Results- In the present study, we show how CARDS toxin uses an
alternative receptor to execute its pathogenic properties. Here, we describe how CARDS toxin binds to a non-
proteinaceous phospholipid in a concentration-dependent and saturable manner, which reinforces the
specificity of the interaction and the potentiality that phospholipids act as functional receptors for CARDS
toxin. Immunofluorescence analysis and live-cell imaging of CARDS toxin-treated cells demonstrated that
CARDS toxin exploits phospholipids for binding and intracellular trafficking. Further, reduction of surface-
associated phospholipid significantly decreased CARDS toxin binding, internalization and CARDS toxin-
induced vacuole formation in human alveolar epithelial cells as well as in other human cell lines tested.
Conclusion- CARDS toxin recognizes a membrane phospholipid as a functional receptor, leading to CARDS
toxin-mediated changes in mammalian cells. This characterization of CARDS toxin interactions with host cells
will provide insights into how the toxin exploits host phospholipids for M. pneumoniae pathogenicity, which
should facilitate future therapeutic developments and improve public health at large.

8 INDUCTION OF NEUTROPHIL EXTRACELLULAR TRAPS BY MYCOPLASMA BOVIS AND 
DEGRADATION OF THEM BY MNUA, THE MAJOR MEMBRANE EXONUCLEASE 

F. M. Haile1, C. A. Hartley1, F. M. Sansom1, J. E. Coombe2, P. D. Mansell2, D. S. Beggs2, G. F. Browning1

1Asia-pacific Centre For Animal Health, Faculty Of Veterinary And Agricultural Sciences, Melbourne
Veterinary School, University of Melbourne, Parkville, AUSTRALIA, VIC, 2Department Of Veterinary Clinical
Sciences, Melbourne Veterinary School, Faculty Of Veterinary And Agricultural Sciences, The University of
Melbourne, Werribee, AUSTRALIA, VIC

Background: Mycoplasma bovis is increasingly recognised as an economically important pathogen of cattle 
that is responsible for a range of diseases, including pneumonia, mastitis, polyarthritis and otitis media. It is 
believed that M. bovis uses a range of cell surface proteins, including nucleases, to evade the host immune 
system and to survive in the host. Neutrophils are the first line of defence in the immune system, combatting 
pathogens through phagocytosis and the release of neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs). We investigated the 
capacity of M. bovis to induce NET formation and the effect of the major membrane nuclease MnuA, which in 
vitro is responsible for the majority of the nuclease activity of M. bovis, on the process of NET formation. 
Methods: The wildtype M. bovis PG45, the nuclease deficient mutant MBOVPG45_0215 (MnuA), the putative 
nuclease Δ310 deficient mutant and the mnuA complemented strain (mnuA-pIRR45) were grown in modified 
Frey's broth and their nuclease activities were compared using nuclease zymograms. Fluorescence 
microscopy was employed to visualise the presence of NETs in neutrophils isolated from healthy cows while a 
Sytox-Green based assay was used to quantify the formation of NETs. A luminol-based ROS assay was used 
to determine the role of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in the process of NET formation. Results: NETs were 
detected following exposure of neutrophils to the mnuA mutant but not after exposure to either the wild-type or 
the mnuA-pIRR45 complemented mutant, and NETs were degraded in the presence of even low 
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concentrations of wild type M. bovis. Surprisingly, there was no increase in levels of intracellular ROS 
production in neutrophils stimulated with M. bovis, even though these neutrophils produced NETs. 
Conclusion: Our study demonstrates that M. bovis can induce NET formation in bovine neutrophils, albeit in 
the absence of induction of ROS, but that the major membrane nuclease MnuA is able to rapidly degrade 
them, and thus is likely to play a significant role in virulence.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma bovis, neutrophil extracellular traps, NETs, nuclease 

9 GALACTOFURANOSE IN MYCOPLASMA MYCOIDES SUBSP. MYCOIDES IS A VIRULENCE FACTOR 

E. Schieck1, F. Sacchini2, A. Liljander1, C. Lartigue3, S. Vashee4, J. Jores5

1Animal And Human Health, International Livestock Research Institute, Nairobi, KENYA, 2Immunology And
Serology, Istituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale dell'Abruzzo e del Molise, Teramo TE, ITALY, 3UMR 1332
Biologie du Fruit et Pathologie, INRA-University of Bordeaux, Villenave d'Ornon, FRANCE, 4Synthetic Biology,
J. Craig Venter Institute, Rockville, MD, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 5Infectious Diseases And
Pathobiology, University of Bern, Bern, SWITZERLAND

Background – Contagious bovine pleuropneumonia (CBPP) caused by Mycoplasma mycoides subsp. 
mycoides (Mmm) is an important livestock disease in sub-Saharan Africa. The existing live vaccines do not 
induce long-lasting protective immune responses, and to date our understanding of key host pathogen 
interactions is limited and few virulence factors have been described. We previously generated a 
galactofuranose deficient Mycoplasma mycoides subsp. capri (Mmc) mutant lacking the galactofuranose-
containing galactan (YCpMmyc1.1-Δglf). We could show, in vitro, that galactofuranose is important for 
membrane integrity, conceals adhesins but does not contribute to serum resistance. Here we explore the in 
vivo role of galactofuranose in pathogenesis. Methods – We employed synthetic genomics tools such as 
genome transplantation and tandem repeat coupled endonuclease cleavage (TREC) to delete the gene UDP-
galactopyranose mutase (glf) encoding an enzyme involved in the biosynthesis of the galactofuranose-
containing galactan in Mycoplasma mycoides. The strain was tested in vivo for attenuation. Two groups of 8 
goats each received two trans-tracheal doses of 108 and 109 colony forming units (cfu) of either the glf 
deletion mutant YCpMmyc1.1-Δglf or its parental strain YCpMmyc1.1, respectively. The animals were 
monitored daily up to 35 days post infection, and the group that received YCpMmyc1.1-Δglf was then 
challenged with Mmc wildtype strain GM12 and monitored for a further 28 days. Results – The mutant strain 
lacking the galactofuranose containing galactan, YCpMmyc1.1-Δglf, was attenuated. Five out of the 8 goats 
receiving the parental strain YCpMmyc1.1, had to be euthanized due to disease severity, but none in the 
group receiving YCpMmyc1.1-Δglf had to be euthanized. Clinical signs, such as fever, were also greatly 
reduced in the group receiving the YCpMmyc1.1-Δglf strain. After challenge with the Mmc GM12 wild type 
strain, 5 out of the 8 animals in the group receiving the YCpMmyc1.1-Δglf strain had to be euthanized due to 
disease severity. However, 3 animals survived the otherwise lethal challenge. Conclusion – We have shown 
that the galactofuranose containing galactan is a virulence factor in Mmc, which can now be explored further 
in CBPP vaccinology projects. We speculate that the galactan-free mutant induces some level of immunity in 
some animals given a challenge dose of LD100, possibly because the immune system has better access to 
Mycoplasma proteins on the surface that were otherwise concealed.  

Keywords: Virulence factor, Synthetic genomics tools, Mycoplasma mycoides, Galactofuranose containing 
galactan  

10 ATYPICAL CLINICAL AND GROSS PATHOLOGICAL FEATURES IN A GROUP OF REARING 
LAYERS INFECTED BY MYCOPLASMA SYNOVIAE 

S. Catania1, M.L. Moronato2, A. Fincato2, M. Boscarato2, F. R. Tonellato2, F. Gobbo2, R. A. Nicholas3

1Sct1 Avian Medicine Laboratory, Istituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale delle Venezie, Verona, ITALY, 2Sct1
Avian Medicine Laboratory-u.o. Mycoplasmas, Istituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale delle Venezie, Legnaro,
ITALY, 3Consultant, /, Farnham, UNITED KINGDOM

Background. Mycoplasma synoviae (MS) is considered an important poultry pathogen causing severe 
economic losses in all types of commercial operation. Lesions such as “Egg Shell Apex Abnormalities,” 
particularly in layer hens, have recently attracted major attention, but decreases in egg production and egg 
weight and an amyloid arthropathy in association with Enterococcus spp. have also been described. This work 
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describes a case of MS infection in commercial rearing layers, characterized by an atypical clinical 
manifestation seen in only one of three barns of a farm. Birds in the affected barn were severely affected by 
walking difficulties, decreased feed intake and 80% morbidity, whereas in the other 2 barns very few clinical 
signs were seen despite the same MS strain circulating in all barns. Changing the biological feed in barn 1 
(the only barn to use it) exacerbated the clinical manifestations, leading progressively to bilateral swollen 
joints, drop of wings, bad plumage, underweight and general discomfort. Methods. For each barn, 10 sera 
were collected to test for antibodies to different infectious agents including MS and 5 carcasses per barn were 
taken for a standard gross pathology examination. This covered joint and tracheal samples collected for 
specific MS real time PCR and mycoplasma cultivation; in addition others organs and tissue were collected for 
routine bacteriology (joints, spleen, trachea, lung, brain), virology (joints, kidneys) and histopathology (joints, 
lymphoid organs). Mycoplasma spp. isolation was performed in Mycoplasma Experience (ME) broth medium 
(Reigate, UK) following our internal laboratory procedure. For mycoplasma species identification 16S-rDNA-
PCR-DGGE was applied and the vlhA gene analysis and a Multi Locus Sequence Typing scheme were used 
to classify the involved strains. Results. MS was detected by PCR from tracheal swabs in all three barns and, 
interestingly, only the joints of birds in barn 1, which showed severe articular problems, were also positive. 
MLST showed all isolates to be identical. No other synergic bacterial or viral agents were found by the other 
tests performed. In addition to the macroscopic and microscopic joint lesions (fibrino-heterophylic chronic 
artrosynovitis) seen in the affected birds, a marked decrease in size of the thymus (thymus atrophy) with 
severe lymphoid depletion was also present. No macroscopic or histological lesions to joints and thymus were 
found in the birds of the other barns. Conclusion. Firstly it was possible to confirm the role of MS as the 
cause of the disease seen in barn 1; moreover, as the MS strain was the same in the different barns, it was 
crucial to evaluate the results of the laboratory examinations performed. No other infectious agents, which 
may have played a role in the enhancement of MS infection was detected and no clinical signs were seen in 
the other barns. It was possible to hypothesize that a deficiency in the immune system, probably in the T cells, 
may have played a role in the manifestation of the disease and in the severity of clinical findings seen only in 
barn 1, especially as MS usually behaves as an opportunistic pathogen. This underlines that specific host 
conditions should always be considered when atypical findings involving common pathogens are found, 
especially with “opportunistic microorganisms”.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma synoviae, layers, artrosynovitis  

 

11 STUDY ON MECHANISM OF ABNORMAL FLOWER DEVELOPMENT AND SUSCEPTIBILITY IN 
PHYLLODY PHYTOPLASMA INFECTED BRASSICA 

Samina Nazeer Ahmad, Jam Nazeer Ahmad 
Departments of Entomology and Botany, PARS, University of Agriculture Faisalabad, Faisalabad, PAKISTAN 

A network of genes is involved for normal flower formation. Flower developmental regulatory genes such as 
LEAFY, APETALA1, 2 and PISTELATA and AGAMOUS are responsible for the formation of normal flower. 
Another gene such as Defensin like Proteins was considered in defense as well as flower developmental 
process. Phytoplasma are mycoplasma like organism that can only be transmitted naturally through insect 
vectors and cause abnormalities in growth and development of plants. We have identified new Phytoplasma 
strain IX-H that causes abnormal flower development in Brassica campestris. We wanted to observe its effect 
on flower development. It was transmitted through grafting from infected Brassica campestris into healthy one 
to study mechanism of abnormality. Plant infected by IX-H strain phytoplasma showed severe abnormalities 
and symptoms. We studied the expression of flower developmental genes in flower buds and leaves of 
infected Brassica through RT-PCR. We also studied the Methylation status through MSRE-PCR, Bisulfite 
Sequencing, and Azacitidine treatment to study possible mechanism of genes deregulation. We found that 
some flower developmental gene were severely down-regulated and partially methylated in infected brassica 
consistent with abnormal flower development and susceptibility. We suggested that reduced expression level 
due to methylation is one of the possible causes of the flower malformation and susceptibility infected 
Brassica campestris. 

Keywords: Gene expression, Flower development, IX-H pyhtoplasma, RT-PCR, Bisulfite Sequencing 
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Emmy Klieneberger Award Lecture INTERACTION OF MYCOPLASMAS WITH INTEGRINS OF THE 
HOST TISSUE 

Joachim Frey, Universität Bern, Switzerland 

Adhesion to specific host-receptors is essential for both commensal and pathogenic Mycoplasma species, 
since a close contact to an adapted host tissue enables the Mycoplasma to acquire the necessary nutritional 
substances for survival. Mycoplasma conjunctivae, the etiological agent of infectious kerato-conjunctivitis 
(IKC) of domestic sheep and wild Caprinae, is exposed to particularly harsh physico-chemical conditions while 
infecting the eye and hence requires efficient adhesion factors. Full genome analysis of M. conjunctivae 
revealed a bi-cystonic operon lppS-lppT with adhesin characteristics. LppS is a 150 kDa transmembrane 
lipoprotein with a 37 amino acid poly-serine domain and structural similarity to the clumping factor clumping 
factor (ClfA) of pathogenic Staphylococcus aureus, which has a repeated serine-aspartate domain at the 
analogous polyserine location. Recombinant LppS adheres to lamb joint synovial cells LSM 192 in an in vitro 
adhesion model. Anti-LppS Fab fragments of monospecific anti-LppS IgG specifically inhibits adhesion of M. 
conjunctivae to LSM 192 cells. LppT, a 150 kDa lipoprotein, is also required for adhesion of M. conjunctivae to 
LSM 192 cells and antibodies directed against LppT inhibit binding. LppT was found to contain a fibronectin-
van Willebrand factor binding domain VDARGDVYK with a characteristic Arg-Gly-Asp motif. RGD is a 
prototype of an adhesion signal, which directs proteins lectins to extracellular matrix α-β integrins such as 
fibronectin, vitronectin, fibrillin, fibrinogen, von Willebrand factor, osteopontin, bone sialoprotein (BSP), 
tenascin and thrombospondin. Recombinant LppT fixed to polymethylmethacrylate slides binds LSM 192 cells 
whereas recombinant LppT lacking the RGD site is deprived of binding capacity to LSM 192, and LppT-
containing RGE instead of RGD shows reduced binding. Synthetic nonapeptides derived from LppT-
containing RGD competitively inhibit binding of LSM 192 cells to LppT-coated slides, whereas nonapeptides 
containing RAD instead of RGD do not inhibit. RGD containing, LppT-derived nonapeptides are able to 
directly inhibit binding of M. conjunctivae to LSM 192 cells by competitive inhibition, whereas the analogous 
nonapeptide containing RAD instead of RGD or fibronectin derived RGD hexapeptide have no inhibitory 
effect. These results reveal LppT as the first candidate of a RGD lectin in Mycoplasma species that is 
assumed to bind to α-β integrins. Analysing several strains of M. conjunctivae revealed that lppT is conserved, 
but lppS shows variability in the poly-serin domain. These differences in the variable part of lppS were 
exploited to develop a PCR-Sanger-sequencing test that can be applied under field conditions for tracing the 
spread of M. conjunctivae and transmission of IKC between domestic and wild Caprinae. Since vaccines 
based on adhesins have been shown to be particularly efficient to protect against microbial infections, basic 
research on adhesins needs to be intensified in order to protect human and animals against Mycoplasma 
infections.

Session 3: Mycoplasma-Host Interactions 

13 RHAMNOSE SYNTHESIS IN MYCOPLASMA: A NEW MODEL
J. M. Daubenspeck1, J. I. Glass2, K. Dybvig3

1Genetics, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, AL, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
2Synthetic Biology, J. Craig Venter Institute, La Jolla, CA, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 3Gneetics,
University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

The synthesis and acquisition of saccharides in bacteria involves complicated and varied processes. Some 
features are unique to mycoplasmas. For example, the rhamnose synthesis pathway (RmlA-D) is one of the 
better characterized and understood enzymatic pathways. The rmlA-D genes are absent in mycoplasmas and 
yet all species examined synthesize rhamnose. Glycoproteins, exopolysaccharides (capsule or slime layer), 
and glycolipids are all actively synthesized with novel features. The bacterial strain Mycoplasma mycoides 
subspecies capri JCVI-syn1.0 and its derivatives are a valuable resource to elucidate the systems responsible 
for the synthesis of the various components of the glycocalyx. Mycoplasmas primarily use rhamnose to link 
“moonlighting” proteins to phospholipid on the cell surface. In the parental strain M. mycoides GM12, 
phosphorylated rhamnose is detected by gas chromatography, but phosphorylated mannose is detected in 
JCVI-syn1.0. Utilizing high-resolution mass spectrometry (HR-MS) to study the glycerol kinase protein, we 
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have detected a phosphorylated disaccharide of rhamnose in GM12 strain and a phosphorylated disaccharide 
of mannose in JCVI-syn1.0. These results are in contrast to published findings in Mycoplasma pulmonis and 
our unpublished data in Streptococcus mutans, where a monosaccharide of rhamnose links moonlighting 
proteins to phospholipid, suggesting this modification is conserved in Firmicutes. The amino acid to which the 
dissacharide is attached in M. mycoides is aspartic acid, a groundbreaking finding in that current dogma 
suggests that glycosylation only occurs at residues of threonine, serine, tyrosine, asparagine, and glutamine. 
We propose that the typical 4-step pathway for rhamnose synthesis has been reduced in mycoplasmas to a 
single enzyme, a hydratase, that converts hexose, glucose or mannose, to D-rhamnose or L-rhamnose, 
respectively. Our results suggest a model in which the hydratase in GM12 is absent in JCVI-syn1.0. Mollicutes 
have elegant mechanisms to synthesize required complex glycoconjugates despite a limited proteome.  

Keywords: Protein Glycosylation, moonlighting proteins, rhamnose synthesis 

14 INTRAUTERINE INFECTION WITH MYCOPLASMA PULMONIS IS ALTERED BY MATERNAL 
NICOTINE EXPOSURE IN A DOSE-DEPENDENT MANNER 

M. Von Chamier1, L. Reyes2, L. Hayward3, M. B. Brown1

1Infectious Diseases And Immunology, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
2Pathobiological Sciences, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
3Physiological Sciences, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Background- Nicotine exposure during pregnancy is a persistent public health issue. While smoking is an 
established risk factor for perinatal complications, the role of nicotine alone is less clear. Intrauterine infection 
also is a risk factor, though the interaction between nicotine and intrauterine infection is not extensively 
studied. Here we examine the effects of nicotine dose on intrauterine infection in an established pregnant rat 
model of intrauterine M. pulmonis infection. Methods- Timed-pregnant Sprague Dawley rats were implanted 
with osmotic minipumps delivering saline or nicotine (Nic) at gestation day (GD) 6; rats then received 
intravenous injections of sterile broth or inoculum of M. pulmonis (MP) at GD 14; and were necropsied at GD 
18 to collect spleen, uterus, vagina, placenta, and amniotic fluid. Treatment groups included control (n=8; 
received saline infusion and sterile broth); low-, mid-, or high-Nic only (n=3, 3, and 5, respectively; received 1, 
3, or 6 mg/kg/d Nic infusion and sterile broth); MP only (n=14; received saline infusion and 107 colony forming 
units (CFU) M. pulmonis); and low-, mid, or high-Nic + MP (n=5, 6, and 7, respectively; received 1, 3, or 6 
mg/kg/d nicotine infusion and 107 CFU M. pulmonis). Colonization and microbial load were assessed using 
culture of maternal, placental, and amniotic fluid sites; and serial dilutions were used to approximate microbial 
load. Statistical analyses included Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s multiple comparison test and Fisher’s exact test. 
Results- We found that the low nicotine dose had a protective effect on infection; the medium nicotine dose 
resulted in infection that was similar to the MP only (no nicotine) group; and the high nicotine dose 
exacerbated infection. For example, whereas 100% of uteruses were colonized in all other infected groups, in 
the low-nic+MP group, only 40% were colonized (P = 0.01). Percent positive of placentas (39%) and amniotic 
fluids (26%) were also reduced (P < 0.0001) as compared to the MP only group (69% and 33%, respectively). 
Similarly, the mean microbial load of placentas was lower (P < 0.0001) in the low-nic+MP group as compared 
to MP only placentas. In contrast, in the high-nic+MP group, there was increased (P < 0.0001) percent 
positive placentas (94%) and amniotic fluids (90%), and of the microbial load of the maternal spleen (P = 
0.02) and of placentas and amniotic fluids (P < 0.0001), as compared to MP only. Conclusion- Our results 
suggest there is a divergent effect of nicotine on maternal intrauterine infection, depending on whether the 
dose is low or high. Further study into the mechanism of nicotine’s divergent effects on maternal and 
intrauterine infection will enhance understanding of the contributions of these two risk factors to perinatal 
complications.  

Keywords: intrauterine infection, nicotine, host response 
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15 ANALYSIS OF A MINIMAL BACTERIAL CELL: WHAT TASKS MUST A LIVING CELL PERFORM 

J. I. Glass1, K. S. Wise1, C. Merryman1, L. Sun1, N. Assad-Garcia1, M. Breuer2, T. Earnest2, Z. Luthey-
Schulten2, H. O. Smith1, C. A. Hutchison III1
1Synthetic Biology & Bioenergy, J. Craig Venter Institute, La Jolla, CA, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
2Department Of Chemistry, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,, Urbana, UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA, IL

Background Going as far back as Max Delbruck’s Phage School in the 1930s, scientists have sought to 
create a bacterial cell whose genome encoded only the minimal set of genes required for laboratory growth. 
The rationale for developing a so called minimal cell was that because of its simplicity, it would be an ideal 
platform to investigate the first principals of cellular life. Mycoplasmas, because of their small genomes and 
metabolic simplicity, have long been considered the bacteria that were the closest organisms in nature to a 
true minimal cell. In the years since sequencing the first bacterial genomes, the JCVI has been developing the 
synthetic biology techniques and systems biology knowledge that would enable construction of a mycoplasma 
with a genome comprised of only the genes essential for life. In 2016, our JCVI team announced the creation 
of the first minimal bacterium, called JCVI-syn3.0. To do this, we identified the non-essential genes of 
Mycoplasma mycoides subsp. capri, and then synthesized a genome comprised of only the essential genes 
and quasi-essential genes (removal results in slower growth). We booted up that genome using a process 
called genome transplantation to create a cell with a genome smaller than that of any organism that can be 
grown in pure laboratory culture. The 474 genes encoded in JCVI-syn3.0 are widely conserved not only 
across bacterial phylogeny, but across all three kingdoms of life. Functions of 149 of the gene products are 
unknown. Since the creation of JCVI-syn3.0, our research focus has shifted from developing the synthetic 
biology methods that enabled production of the minimal cell to investigating its biology. Much of our current 
effort is focused on identifying the functions of JCVI-syn3.0 gene products of unknown function. Our effort has 
been augmented by microbiologists, biochemists, systems biologists, and computer scientists from other 
institutions who now collaborate with us to investigate the biology of this chassis organism in hopes of using it 
to understand the fundamental rules that govern all living cells. Methods A diverse set of techniques was 
used to investigate the cellular roles of genes of unknown function. This included RNAseq, proteomics, 
metabolomics, substitution of genes of known function from other bacteria for JCVI-syn3A genes of unknown 
function, use of a CRISPRi technique to knock down gene expression followed by characterization of any 
phenotypic changes, biochemical assays of JCVI-syn3A genes expressed in E. coli, advanced bioinformatics 
approaches, and a whole cell computational model that generated a flux balance analysis of the systems 
biology of JCVI-syn3A. Results A new version of the JCVI-syn3.0 genome containing 16 additional protein 
coding genes rendered a cell with an improved growth rate, but without the morphological variation of the 
original construct. This cell, JCVI-syn3A, is amenable to greater experimental manipulation. Bioinformatics 
and biochemical analyses indicated 14 of the genes of unknown function encode proteins that protect the cell 
from damage caused by reactive metabolic bi-products. We removed 9 genes previously thought to be quasi-
essential without causing slower cell growth. The computational flux balance analysis considers 155 genes 
and offered insights into JCVI-syn3A systems biology and cell functions for which no gene has yet been 
identified. Conclusions JCVI-syn3A is a useful platform for investigation the complete set of tasks necessary 
for cellular life.  

Keywords: minimal cell, whole cell computational model, genes of unknown function, systems biology, 
synthetic cell  

16 GENETIC DETERMINANTS FOR VARIATION OF CELL SIZE AND SHAPE IN MINIMAL CELLS 

J. F. Pelletier1, L. Sun2, K. S. Wise2, E. A. Strychalski3, J. I. Glass2 
1Center For Bits And Atoms, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA, MA, 2Synthetic Biology, J. Craig Venter Institute, La Jolla, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, CA, 
3Engineering Biology, National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA, MD 

Background. Tuning cellular phenotype through whole genome design and synthesis stands as a grand 
challenge in synthetic biology. Understanding the fundamental cellular mechanisms of propagation and the 
control of cell size and shape in a minimal living system may inform such design broadly and could elucidate 
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cellular origins. JCVI-syn3.0—bearing a genome minimized from the synthetic JCVI-syn1.0 genome, which is 
based in turn on Mycoplasma mycoides subsp. capri, strain GM12—provided such a simplified system for 
whole genome engineering to study the relationships between phenotype and genotype. Interestingly, JCVI-
syn3.0 lacks ftsZ and other components of the known cell division machinery; it propagates readily but 
displays diverse morphological features. Previous work with JCVI-syn3.0 left unanswered how single cells 
propagate and which genes control cell size and shape. Methods. To observe how JCVI-syn3.0 and variant 
strains propagate dynamically at the scale of single cells, we imaged growth and division in a new microfluidic 
chemostat. This platform provided a shear-free and biochemically controlled environment suitable for optical 
imaging. We used brightfield microscopy to image the morphology of single cells, as well as fluorescent 
probes to visualize the intracellular location of genetic material, cytoplasm, and membrane. To identify genes 
associated with morphological control, we investigated a range of genomically minimized strains constructed 
via combinatorial assembly of 1/8th genome segments, CRISPR/Cas9, or a loxP landing pad newly added to 
the genome. Results. Phenotypically, we observed that a small cell morphotype generated a rich variety of 
morphotypes, including additional small cells, large cells, filaments, and an unexpected morphotype we term 
“cytoplasmless vesicles” (CLVs). Across morphotypes, we observed variation in the ratio between surface 
area and volume between single cells, which suggests that imbalanced membrane synthesis contributes to 
morphological variation of our minimized strains. Genotypically, we identified and reintroduced 16 genes into 
the JCVI-syn3.0 genome to reduce morphological variation, resulting in the strain JCVI-syn3A. The set 
includes genes known to participate in cell division, such as ftsZ and sepF, and several genes of unknown 
function. FtsZ and sepF alone were not sufficient to reduce morphological variation; however, we identified a 
subset of 8 genes as sufficient to reduce morphological variation, indicating that multiple genes act collectively 
to control morphology. Conclusions. Our results indicate the genetic basis for the control of cell size and 
shape is complex, even in bacterial strains with minimized genomes. We implicate multiple genes in the 
control of cell size and shape, and the associated mechanisms require further study. The microfluidic 
chemostat could enable imaging of the growth of other nanoscale biological systems, such as mycoplasmas, 
L-form variants, or lipid vesicles containing cell-free transcription-translation systems. JCVI-syn3A is the most 
practical minimized strain to date for applications in synthetic biology, with reduced morphological variation 
compared to minimal JCVI-syn3.0 cells. Our general approach of minimal genomics and microfluidic 
technology illustrates an enabling path forward towards whole genome engineering of the physiology of single 
cells.  

Keywords: cell, morphology, division, microfluidic chemostat 

 

17 PAIRED GLIDING MOTOR OF MYCOPLASMA MOBILE EVOLVED FROM ATP SYNTHASE 
VISUALIZED BY ELECTRON CRYOMICROSCOPY 

T. Toyonaga1, K. Takayuki2, A. Kawamoto2, K. Namba2, M. Miyata1 
1Graduate School Of Science, Osaka City University, Osaka, JAPAN, 2Graduate School Of Frontier 
Biosciences, Osaka University, Suita, JAPAN 

BACKGROUND: Mycoplasma mobile, a fish pathogen, glides on solid surfaces by a unique machinery 
formed at a cell pole. The gliding machinery is divided into two parts, surface and internal structures. The 
surface structure has many legs covering the cell pole, and the internal structure has about 30 filaments, each 
covered by about 20 particles aligned along the cell axis. The internal particle contains a paralog of the 
catalytic subunit of ATP synthase, which is widespread in most organisms and featured by the rotation of a 
central stalk driven by a characteristic hexamer. Thus, the internal particle is suggested to be the gliding motor 
evolved from ATP synthase. In the IOM2016 meeting, we reported a two dimensional projection image of the 
internal particle visualized by negative-staining electron microscopy. To discuss the details of the internal 
structure and its function, the three dimensional (3D) structure of the internal particle was required. 
METHODS: The internal particle was isolated from M. mobile and observed in a frozen-hydrated state by 
electron cryomicroscopy. The 3D image was reconstructed from 17,000 particle images by single particle 
analysis. M. mobile cells on a grid were also observed by negative-staining electron microscopy after 
detergent treatment. RESULTS: We determined the 3D structure of the internal particle at 15.4 Å resolution. 
The structure showed that two hexamers similar to ATP synthase were paired in the two-fold rotational 
symmetry by a box-like frame with eight arm-like extensions. The filament image reconstituted by connecting 
the particle image through the arms was consistent with the averaged images obtained from electron 
cryotomography in our previous study, indicating that the protrusions at the hexamer center and another 
position bridge the particle to the cell membrane. In the reconstructed filament image, the arms protrude 
vertically from the filament. Separately, the internal structure of the cell was observed and analyzed by 
negative-staining electron microscopy. The filaments were aligned in parallel at regular intervals with 
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crosslinking structures. These data suggest that the internal particles form a sheet through crosslinking arms 
inside the cell. CONCLUSION: We propose a model that the sheet formed by the internal particles evolved 
from ATP synthase generates the gliding force and that the force is transmitted through the bridges between 
the particle and the cell membrane to the surface structure. The arms connecting the particles may provide 
stability and cooperativity to the internal structure. (The first two authors contributed equally)  

Keywords: ATPsynthase, CryoEM, Gliding, evolution 

18 DNAJ-LIKE CHAPERONE TOPJ IS REQUIRED FOR NORMAL PROCESSING OF MYCOPLASMA 
PNEUMONIAE ADHESIN P1 TO THE TERMINAL ORGANELLE SURFACE 

D. Krause1, S. Chen2, E. Sheppard1, G. Jensen2

1Microbiology, University of Georgia, Athens, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, GA, 2Biology And Biological
Engineering, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, CA

Background: The Mycoplasma pneumoniae terminal organelle is a complex polar structure that functions in 
adherence and gliding motility. Proper terminal organelle development requires the DnaJ-like chaperone 
protein TopJ. In the absence of functional TopJ, M. pneumoniae is non-cytadherent and non-motile and 
exhibits impaired positioning of the terminal organelle core and abnormal localization of the major adhesin P1, 
including its reduced accessibility to protease. Methods: Here we used electron cryotomography and 
immunofluorescence microscopy to correlate impaired gliding and adherence in the topJ mutant with changes 
in the surface architecture of the terminal organelle. Results: We accounted for all eleven substructures of the 
terminal organelle in this mutant by electron cryotomography. However, the density of the protein knobs on 
the terminal organelle surface, which are thought to correspond to P1 adhesin complexes, was visibly much 
lower on the topJ mutant than for wild-type M. pneumoniae. Complementation of the topJ mutant with the 
wild-type topJ allele restores a wild-type phenotype, and likewise here a normal density of protein knobs on 
the terminal organelle surface. The missing wedge effect on tomograms impeded attempts to quantify 
differences in protein knob density noted visually. We previously reported abnormal P1 localization in the 
absence of TopJ. Here P1-specific immunofluorescence labeling revealed further that in the absence of 
membrane permeabilization, only approximately 40% of the cells examined for the TopJ mutant exhibited P1 
labeling. That percentage nearly doubled with membrane permeabilization. In contrast, no difference in P1 
labeling with and without membrane permeabilization was seen with wild-type M. pneumoniae. Discussion: 
These results reveal a correlation between the reduced accessibility of P1 to protease in the topJ mutant, 
abnormal membrane processing of P1, and a visually lower density of protein knobs, likely corresponding to 
P1 adhesin complexes, on the terminal organelle surface. Our findings extend current understanding of the 
role of TopJ in functional maturation of the terminal organelle and suggest its requirement for normal 
trafficking of P1 across the mycoplasma membrane. This requirement is consistent with roles reported for 
other DnaJ-like chaperones in membrane trafficking and macromolecular assembly. Finally, our results raise 
the possibility that formation of functional P1 adhesin complexes may contribute to the positioning of the 
electron-dense core, leading to protrusion of the terminal organelle.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma pneumoniae; terminal organelle; TopJ chaperone; adhesin 
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19 FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERIZATION OF THE MYCOPLASMA GALLISEPTICUM CRISPR/CAS9 
SYSTEM 

I. Tsarmpopoulos1, G. Gourgues1, M. Sall1, P. Thebault2, Y. Arfi1, A. Blanchard1, C. Lartigue1, P. Sirand-
Pugnet1
1UMR 1332 Biologie du Fruit et Pathologie, INRA-University of Bordeaux, Villenave d'Ornon, FRANCE, 2Labri,
Univ. Bordeaux, Talence, FRANCE

Background – CRISPR/Cas systems are widely represented in bacteria and archaea, and provide them with 
adaptive defense mechanisms against invading nucleic acids. They have been classified in two classes and a 
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growing number of types and subtypes. Because of its interest as a genetic tool in many organisms, the type 
II CRISPR system from Streptococcus pyogenes has been extensively studied. It includes an endonuclease 
and two RNAs (crRNA and tracrRNA) which role is to guide the Cas9 nuclease to a target sequence. Target 
recognition depends on a specific pairing of the crRNA and the presence of a NGG sequence named 
protospacer adjacent motif (PAM). In mollicutes, CRISPR/Cas systems have been identified in several 
genomes and have been shown to evolve quickly during the shift to a new host for the bird pathogen 
Mycoplasma gallisepticum. In the present study, we conducted a global survey of mollicute genomes to 
identify CRISPR/Cas systems. In order to functionally characterize a representative CRISPR/Cas system of 
mollicutes, we developed an experimental approach in M. gallisepticum to demonstrate the in vivo activity of 
the system and to identify the recognized PAM sequence. Methods – CRISPR/Cas systems were predicted 
from a representative set of 52 mollicute genomes using a comparative genomics approach. In order to 
identify the PAM sequence of the CRISPR/Cas system of M. gallisepticum, a combination of in silico and in 
vivo approaches were used. Cleavage activity of the Cas9 protein (MgCas9) was assessed by transformation 
of M. gallisepticum cells with plasmids harboring a target sequence followed by a candidate PAM sequences. 
Results – Complete or degraded systems were identified in 21 out of the 52 mollicutes genomes. 
Phylogenomic studies showed that CRISPR/Cas systems were widely distributed among mollicutes with the 
noticeable exception of phytoplasmas and mycoplasmas from the mycoides cluster. Most of the identified 
CRISPR/Cas systems were classified as type II-A and less frequently as type II-C. Phylogeny inferred from 
Cas9 and Cas1 proteins showed a close relatedness of the systems from M. gallisepticum and M. synoviae, 
suggesting a horizontal transfer among the bird mycoplasmas. In silico analyses of 524 spacers retrieved from 
the CRISPR arrays of 11 M. gallisepticum genomes lead to the selection of 12 PAM candidate sequences. 
The ability of MgCas9 to recognize these PAM candidates was evaluated by an in vivo cleavage assay of 
replicative plasmids harboring a target sequence followed by a candidate PAM sequence. MgCas9 PAM 
sequence was characterized as NNNAAAA. This motif differs significantly from the NGG motif recognized by 
S. pyogenes Cas9 and its bias towards an A-rich sequence is in accordance the low G+C content of the 
mollicute genomes. Conclusion – Using a combination of in silico and in vivo approaches, we showed that 
(1) CRISPR/Cas systems of type II were widely distributed in mollicutes, (2) the natural system from M. 
gallisepticum was demonstrated to be functional and, (3) the PAM sequence was identified as NNNAAAA. 
Based on these results, the development of genome engineering tools using MgCas9 is underway.  

Keywords: CRISPR/Cas, Mycoplasma gallisepticum  

 

20 GENERATION OF MYCOPLASMA HOMINIS MUTANTS BY TARGETING-INDUCED LOCAL LESIONS 
IN GENOME (TILLING) 

S. Pereyre1, C. Bénard1, C. Bres2, C. Le Roy3, J. Mauxion2, F. Rideau3, P. Sirand-Pugnet2, B. Henrich4, C. 
Bébéar3 
1Bacteriology, Bordeaux University Hospital, Bordeaux, FRANCE, 2UMR 1332 Biologie du Fruit et Pathologie, 
INRA-University of Bordeaux, Villenave d'Ornon, FRANCE, 3Mycoplasmal And Chlamydial Infections In 
Humans, USC EA 3671 IHMC INRA-University of Bordeaux, Bordeaux, FRANCE, 4Institute Of Medical 
Microbiology And Hospital Hygiene, Medical Faculty of the Heinrich-Heine-University Duesseldorf, 
Duesseldorf, GERMANY 

Background. Mycoplasma hominis is a human urogenital pathogen involved in gynecologic neonatal and 
extra-genital infections. The genome of the reference strain, M. hominis PG21, is the second smallest genome 
among self-replicating free-living organisms. However, no genetic tools are currently available in this species. 
Chemical mutagenesis methods may thus offer an interesting alternative strategy to modify the genome of this 
intractable species. Targeting-Induced Local Lesions IN Genomes (TILLING) is a reverse-genetic method that 
combines point mutations induced by standard chemical mutagenesis with a sensitive DNA screening 
technique that identifies single nucleotide polymorphisms. In this study, we used ethyl methanesulfonate 
(EMS) that introduces C-G to T-A transition mutations to generate a library of M. hominis mutants. As a proof 
of concept, mutagenized organisms were screened for mutations in two target genes, the vaa gene encoding 
the variable adherence-associated adhesin lipoprotein and the oppA gene encoding the substrate binding 
subunit of an oligopeptide permease, which is also an ecto-ATPase. Mutants of interest were evaluated using 
two functional assays, an adhesion test to Hela cells for vaa mutants and an ATPase activity test for oppA 
mutants. Methods. A 108 UFC/ml M. hominis PG21 culture was submitted to 9 mg/mL EMS for 3h and was 
plated on Hayflick agar after 0.45 µm filtration. A total of 1,200 individualized colonies were picked up and 
grown in Hayflick broth supplemented with arginine. A 1,692 bp- and a 1,144 bp- PCR fragment in regions of 
interest of the vaa and of the oppA genes were amplified by nested PCR, respectively. PCR amplicons were 
heat-denatured, slowly reannealed and digested with the mismatch-specific endonuclease ENDO1. If multiple 
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alleles were present in the PCR amplicons, these alleles formed heteroduplexes during reannealing that were 
specifically cleaved by ENDO1 at mismatching positions. Presence of a transition in the amplicons was 
confirmed by sequencing. Results. A total of 6 vaa- and 4 oppA M. hominis mutants were obtained. The 
genome of 4 vaa- and 2 oppA- mutants harboring missense mutations in the targeted genes were fully 
sequenced using paired-end sequencing on MiSeq Illumina apparatus. Zero to 8 additional mutations were 
retrieved in the whole genome of each mutant. The four vaa-mutants were submitted to a test of adhesion to 
Hela cells immobilized on microtiter plates in order to quantify bacterial adherence. Adhesion of the 4 vaa-
mutants was not significantly different from the adhesion of M. hominis PG21. The 2 oppA-mutants were 
submitted to an ATPase activity test. The test showed that the OppA enzyme of the Mho-369 oppA-mutant 
had a higher affinity for its ATP substrate than M. hominis PG21. This Mho-369 mutant harbored an aspartic 
acid to aspargine substitution located immediately upstream of the CS3 motif, known to be involved in the 
ATPase activity of the protein. Conclusion. For the first time, M. hominis mutants were successfully 
generated using a TILLING strategy. This method can target any gene of the genome although genes 
essential for in vitro growth cannot be targeted for null mutations. Further experiments are needed to adjust 
the EMS mutagenesis conditions to limit the mutation frequency to one mutation per genome. In absence of 
genetic tools in M. hominis, the TILLING strategy could help to elucidate the gene functions and to understand 
the pathogenesis of this human urogenital species.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma hominis, Chemical mutagenesis, TILLING, Ethyl methanesulfonate 

21 THE MYTH OF CODON OPTIMISATION: HIGHER EXOGENOUS PROTEIN EXPRESSION IN U. 
PARVUM, M. AGALACTIAE, AND M. CAPRICOLUM WHEN THE LOWEST FREQUENCY CODONS WERE 
SPORADICALLY INTRODUCED. 

A. F. Aboklaish1, E. Dordet-Frisoni2, C. Citti2, O. B. Spiller1 
1Division Of Infection And Immunity, Dept Medical Microbiology, Cardiff University, School of Medic, Cardiff, 
UNITED KINGDOM, 2IHAP, INRA-University of Toulouse, ENVT, Toulouse, FRANCE 

Background: The class Mollicutes are minimal genomic prokaryotes with 23-28% GC content and a limited 
number of genomic tRNA species to service the production of proteins. As a result, the usage of GC-rich 
codons are much lower than GC-poor codons, and unique to Mollicutes is the use of the UGA codon (a stop 
codon in other species) as the preferential tryptophan codon compared to the single UGG codon available to 
other prokaryotes. Mollicutes are also notoriously small and very difficult to visualise in vitro or for in vivo 
pathogenicity studies. Previously we have generated a successful site-directed mutagenesis method to deliver 
a gentamycin selection gene randomly into the Ureaplasma parvum genome. Here we extend those studies to 
deliver an optimised exogenous gene that enables visualisation of living Ureaplasma and other Mycoplasmas 
under the microscope and using a charged-coupled device (CCD) camera to view in vivo chemiluminescence. 
Method: The pMT85-based mini-transposase was utilised to deliver synthetic red fluorescent protein (RFP) or 
luciferase (luc) genes that were designed in silico for gene synthesis by Genscript ltd. Reverse codon 
transcript genes were designed to utilise the most frequently used codons for all amino acids in U. parvum or 
an exact match to the anti-codons for tRNA conserved in all U. parvum from whole genome sequence 
analysis. Successfully transformed U. parvum (several strains), M. agalactiae (PG2), or M. capricolum 
(California Kid / ATCC 27343). Previous dogma dictates that the CGG codon for arginine cannot be 
recognised by the available tRNAs (i.e. a dead codon), leading to stalled protein synthesis and accumulation 
of incomplete peptides. Therefore 1-3 codons utilising CGG or rarely used CTG codons for leucine or TCG 
codons for serine, were inserted and expression compared. Fluorescence and luminescence were quantified 
by Fluostar plate reader and in utero infected mice were visualised with CCD camera. Results: The U. 
parvum tufA promoter was found to be superior to the major surface protein (mba) gene promoter for gene 
expression and stepwise increases in fluorescence/luminescence were found with delivery of 2-4 copies of 
expression cassette. Fluorescence of U. parvum was too low to be useful even with 4 copies of RFP, while 
single copy Luc could be readily detected; however, luminescent levels (2.3 ± 0.6 x105 units) were 1000-fold 
lower than the same gene in agricultural mycoplasma strains (3.6 ± 1.1 x107 and 5.1 ± 0.7 x107 units). Use of 
CGG codon for Arginine had no significant decrease in exogenous gene expression in U. parvum, M. 
agalactiae or M. capricolum, while use of the CTG leucine and TCG serine codons increased expression in U. 
parvum and M. capricolum. Genes synthesized with matching tRNA anticodons was found to significantly 
decrease RFP and Luc expression only for U. parvum. Conclusions: Ureaplasma expression of exogenous 
genes is significantly diminished relative to other Mycoplasmas, but constructs were successfully created to 
enable in vivo imaging of intrauterine Ureaplasma infection in a pregnant animal model.  

Keywords: Luminescent Ureaplasma for in vivo studies 
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22 INFERRING THE MINIMAL GENOME OF MESOPLASMA FLORUM BY COMPARATIVE GENOMICS 
AND TRANSPOSON MUTAGENESIS 

S. Rodrigue1, V. Baby1, D. Matteau1 
1Biology, Université de Sherbrooke, Sherbrooke, CANADA, QC 

Background - The creation and comparison of minimal genomes will help better define the most fundamental 
mechanisms supporting life. Mesoplasma florum is a near-minimal, fast-growing, non- pathogenic bacterium 
potentially amenable to genome reduction efforts. Methods - We sequenced the genomes of 11 M. florum 
strains, and used comparative genomics approaches to identify the core and open-pan genome for this 
species. We also performed transposon mutagenesis in M. florum L1 to assess the gene 
essentiality/dispensability during growth in ATCC1161 medium. Results - Our data showed that M. florum 
strains share approximately 80% of their gene content in spite of their various origins. Of the remaining 20%, 
17% of the genes were found in multiple strains, and 3% were unique to any given strain. Based on random 
transposon mutagenesis, we also estimate that ~290 out of 720 genes are essential in M. florum L1. We next 
evaluated different genome reduction scenarios for M. florum L1 using gene conservation and essentiality 
data as well as comparisons with the first working approximation of a minimal organism, Mycoplasma 
mycoides JCVI-syn3.0. Our results reveal that 409 of the 473 M. mycoides JCVI-syn3.0 genes are present in 
M. florum L1. Conversely, 57 putatively essential M. florum L1 genes have no homolog in M. mycoides JCVI-
syn3.0, which suggests differences in minimal genome compositions even for these evolutionary closely-
related bacteria. Conclusion - Taken together, our results help better define the genetic blueprint of M. florum 
and provide valuable insights for eventual genome engineering efforts.  

Keywords: Mesoplasma florum, comparative genomics, transposon mutagenesis   
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23 EVALUATION OF DIFFERENT VACCINATION PROGRAMMES ON MYCOPLASMA 
HYOPNEUMONIAE COLONIZATION DURING THE GILT ACCLIMATION PERIOD. 

L. Garza1, J. Segalés2, S. López-Soria1, M. Pieters3, M. Carmona4, R. Krejci5, M. Sibila1 
1Irta, Centre De Recerca En Sanitat Animal, CRESA, IRTA-UAB, Bellaterra, SPAIN, 2Departament De Sanitat 
I Anatomia Animals, Facultad de Veterinaria, Universitat Autónoma de Barcelona, Bellaterra, SPAIN, 
3Veterinary Population Medicine, University of Minnesota, Saint Paul, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, MN, 
4Ceva, Salud Animal, Barcelona, SPAIN, 5Ceva, Santé Animale, Libourne Cedex, FRANCE 

Background. Gilts are considered to play a key role in Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae (Mhyo) epidemiology. 
Vaccination during gilt acclimation may decrease the infectious pressure, gilt shedding at farrowing, piglet 
colonization and, together with piglet vaccination, reduce the respiratory problems in fattening pigs. This study 
was aimed to evaluate the effect of different gilt vaccination protocols during gilt acclimation on the Mhyo 
colonization. Methods. An external batch of 180 Mhyo seronegative and PCR negative gilts was selected at 1 
week post-entry (wpe) to the acclimation unit in a Mhyo positive farm. Gilts were divided into 3 groups (A, B 
and C). Gilts from group A were intramuscularly vaccinated with 2 ml of a commercial Mhyo vaccine 
(Hyogen®) at 2, 4, 6 and 8 wpe. Group B received 2 ml of vaccine at 2 and 6 wpe and 2 ml of PBS at 4 and 8 
wpe. Group C received 2 ml of PBS at each studied wpe. Laryngeal swabs (LS) and blood samples were 
taken at 14 wpe and these were tested by rt-PCR and ELISA, respectively. After pregnancy confirmation, the 
number of gilts per group was reduced to 52 gilts in group A, 49 in group B and 51 in group C. From these 
pregnant gilts, LS and sera were also taken at 27 wpe and tested as previously indicated. Proportions of gilts 
shedding and/or seropositive by group were compared using Fisher’s exact test. Results. By 14 wpe, the 
proportion of gilts with a rt-PCR positive LS in vaccinated groups A (1/60, 1.7%) and B (2/60, 3.3%) was 
significantly lower (p<0.05) compared to the non-vaccinated group C (27/60, 45.0%) and all studied gilts 
seroconverted (180/180, 100%). By 27 wpe, only one pregnant gilt from group C resulted rt-PCR positive 
(1/51, 2.0%) and the proportion of seropositive gilts in vaccinated groups A and B (101/101, 100%) was 
significantly higher (p<0.05) than in non-vaccinated group C (46/51, 90.2%). Finally, no statistical differences 
were observed between the vaccinated groups with 2 or 4 vaccine doses at any point of the study for any 
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studied parameter. Conclusion. Gilt vaccination reduced significantly Mhyo gilt colonization by 14 wpe and 
provided a long-term humoral immunity to gilts. Therefore, gilt vaccination against Mhyo represents an 
interesting strategy for Mhyo control in pig farms. Apparently, no differences were observed in terms of Mhyo 
colonization when using 2 or 4 vaccine doses.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma hyopeumoniae, Gilt vaccination, Acclimation period 

24 LOSS OF IL-4RA SIGNALING IS PARTIALLY ABLE TO RESTORE THE ANTI-MYCOPLASMA 
PNEUMONIAE IGG ANTIBODY RESPONSE DURING ALLERGIC AIRWAY DISEASE. 

A. H. Totten1, L. Xiao2, D. Luo1, D. M. Crabb3, K. B. Waites3, T. P. Atkinson1 
1Pediatrics, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 2Medicine, 
Univ. Ala Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AL, 3Pathology, University of Alabama 
at Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AL 

Background: Mycoplasma pneumoniae (Mpn) is a leading bacterial agent of community acquired pneumonia 
in all age groups. Epidemiologic evidence has suggested increased susceptibility to Mpn infection occurs in 
asthmatics. We hypothesize that allergic airway sensitization would impair host immune responses to Mpn 
infection, while loss of T2 cytokine signals (IL-4, IL-13) would overcome this impairment in a murine model. 
Methods: Wild type (Wt) and IL-4Ra-/- BALB/cJ mice were sensitized and challenged with ovalbumin (OVA) to 
induce allergic airway inflammation, and then infected with Mpn. Immune parameters were studied by analysis 
of cellular profiles in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF), serum IgG and IgE antibody levels to a whole 
bacterial antigen preparation, recombinant Mpn P1 adhesin (rP1), and OVA. Total lung RNA was used to 
examine cytokine transcript levels for T1, T2 and T17 biasing transcripts. BALF cytokine levels were 
determined using bead-based fluorescence cytometry for relative protein expression. Results: Anti-Mpn and 
P1-specific total IgG responses were decreased in allergen-sensitized animals compared to unsensitized 
controls (p < 0.01). Decreased titers of IgG1, IgG2a, IgG2b and IgG3 were present in rP1-specific, but not 
OVA-specific IgG subclass levels. Loss of IL-4Ra signaling partially restored IgG2a and IgG2b subclass-
specific responses. Th2 cytokine mRNA levels were increased in Wt, but not IL-4Ra-/- OVA sensitized groups 
compared to controls. IL-4Ra-/- animals had increased interferon-g (IFN-g) and IL-17A mRNA levels compared 
to Wt animals. Additionally, upon BALF cytokine analysis, Mpn surprisingly showed significant decreases in 
T2 and T1 cytokine protein levels, suggesting some form of immunomodulation during the chronic infection 
model. Conclusions: Anti-Mpn IgG antibody titers were decreased in Wt allergic animals compared to 
unsensitized controls, and the impairment in immune response to the pathogen was partially restored by 
inhibition of T2 signaling in IL-4Ra-/- animals. Chronic infection models suggest immunomodulation during 
chronic phase disease states, compared to acute disease.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma pneumoniae, Antibody, Immunology, Asthma, T2 inflammation 

25 IDENTIFICATION OF A CYCLIC DINUCLEOTIDE PHOSPHODIESTERASEIN MYCOPLASMA BOVIS 

A. Guo1, X. Zhu1, Y. Dong2, E. Baranowski3, G. Zhao1, X. Chen2, J. Chao1, Y. Chen1, C. Hu1, J. Chen1, H.
Chen1, C. Citti4
1Key Laboratory Of Development Of Veterinary Diagnostic Products, Ministry Of Agriculture Of The People’s
Republic Of China, Huazhong Agricultural University, Wuhan, CHINA, 2College Of Veterinary Medicine,,
Huazhong Agricultural University, Wuhan, CHINA, 3IHAP, Université de Toulouse, INRA, ENVT, Toulouse,
FRANCE, 4IHAP, INRA-University of Toulouse, ENVT, Toulouse, FRANCE

Background:Mycoplasmabovis (M.bovis) is an important pathogen of cattle, which can cause pneumonia, 
arthritis and mastitis. However, little is known about virulence and metabolism regulation in this pathogenic 
species. Here,we report the identification of a cyclic dinucleotide phosphodiesterase (CDNPase)in M. bovis. 
Methods: Amutant library was constructed in strain HB0801 by using a Tn4001 based plasmid and the 
mutants were individually sequenced. Anembryonic bovine lung (EBL) cell survival assay was used to identify 
growth deficient mutants from the library. Results: The library consists of 2285 mutantsof which618 mutants 
were sequenced. A total of 168 annotated ORFs were found to be disrupted.Among them, 13 genes were 
found nonessential to M.bovis although previously recognized as essential in several mycoplasma species.By 
EBL cell survival assay screening, the most deficient mutant in intracellular survivalwas determined to be 
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amutantdesignated as T9.386. Bioinformatics analysis of the knock-out gene in T9.386predicted 
aCDNPaseactivity. This putative CDNPasewas cloned and expressed in E.coli. Therecombinant protein 
(rCDNPase)was shownto exhibitenzymatic activitiesof both phosphodiesterase and nanoRNasein vitro. As a 
phosphodiesterase, it could cleave both c-di-AMP and c-di-GMP.Furthermore, serial site-directed 
mutagenesisshowed thatthe motif of DHH and GGGG, H219 and the residues of 204-209 in CDNPaseplaythe 
most important role in CDNPase activity. However, unlike those in other bacteria, DHH, GGGG, DGD, H24, 
162D, 85D, H219, and 204-209 residues are nonessential for nanoRNase activity in M.bovisCDNPase.A 
comparativeproteomics analysis was performed between the mutant T9.386 and thewild-type strain. The 
results showed that disruptionof CDNPasegene modified gene expression profileofM.bovis. Among them, the 
most obviously up-regulated genes were involved in the process of gene replication, transcription and cell 
division, whilemost of the down-regulated genes belong to ABC transporterrelated to uptake and transport of 
carbohydrates. Conclusions:A cyclic dinucleotide phosphodiesterase was identified in M.bovisand the sites 
essential to phosphodiesterase and nanoRNasewere determined. Since CDNPase is a widely regulatory gene 
by generating ubiquitous second messengers, this study offers a significant contribution in elucidatingthe 
virulence and metabolic mechanismsinM.bovis.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma bovis, phosphodiesterase, nanoRNase, cyclic dinucleotide, second messenger 

26 LOCAL CELLULAR IMMUNE RESPONSE TO MYCOPLASMA SYNOVIAE VACCINE STRAIN MS-H, 
ITS PARENT STRAIN AND ITS NONE TEMPERATURE-SENSITIVE REISOLATES 

O. S. Omotainse1, A. H. Noormohammandi1, N. Wawegama1, S. Firestone2, P. Benham3, A. Stent4 
1Asia Pacific Centre For Animal Health (apcah), Fal Veterinary And Agricultural Sciences, University of 
Melbourne, Werribee, AUSTRALIA, VIC, 2Fal Veterinary And Agricultural Sciences, Dept Of Veterinary 
Epidermiology, University of Melbourne, Werribee, AUSTRALIA, VIC, 3Faculty Veterinary And Agricultural 
Sciences, Dept Of Pathology, University of Melbourne, Werribee, AUSTRALIA, VIC, 4Faculty Veterinary And 
Agricultural Sciences, Dept. Of Vet Pathology, University of Melbourne, Werribee, AUSTRALIA, VIC 

Background- Mycoplasma synoviae remains a significant threat to the global poultry industry, causing 
significant economic loss dues to carcass condemnation, weight loss and costs associated with treatment and 
control measures. Mycoplasmas are the smallest self-replicating organisms; they persist in hosts and induce 
chronic infection by evading the immune system, but the methods used to avoid immunological attack are 
incompletely understood, hindering effective vaccine development. Previous research has shown that 
systemic antibody response may not have direct correlation with protection against M. synoviae infection. 
Therefore, cell-mediated immune responses might confer a better correlation with protection against M. 
synoviae infection but this hasn’t been investigated. The temperature sensitive M. synoviae vaccine strain 
MS-H, a product of chemical mutagenesis of the Australian field isolate 7NS, has been shown to protect 
chickens against infection with virulent strains. The MS-H vaccine is reported to lose its temperature 
sensitivity at a very low frequency although the non temperature-sensitive MS-H reisolates do not show full 
virulence expected from MS-H parent strain. In this study, tracheal tissues from chickens inoculated with MS-
H vaccine, its parent strain 86079/7NS, four the non temperature-sensitive MS-H reisolates, and with M. 
synoviae field isolate 94011/V-18d were collected and assessed for cellular immune responses. Method-Eight 
treatment groups consisting of ten birds each (specific pathogen free White Leghorn chickens) were 
challenged with M. synoviae field isolate 94011/V-18d, 86079/7NS, vaccine strain MS-H and its non 
temperature-sensitive MS-H reisolates MS-H 1, MS-H 3, MS-H 4 and MS-H 5. Tissue sections were collected 
from upper, middle and lower trachea, fixed in formalin and embedded in paraffin. Immunohistochemistry was 
performed to stain for specific surface and nuclear antigen for T and B lymphocytes using CD3 (Dako, Flex 
polyclonal rabbit anti-human CD3 ready to use) and Pax-5 (BD Transduction Laboratories TM purified mouse 
anti Pax-5) respectively. The sections were examined and numeric counts of the T and B lymphocytes were 
taken. Results- There was no significant differences (p> 0.05) in T and B lymphocyte counts between vaccine 
parent strain 7NS/86079, 94011/V-18d, MS-H1, MS-H 3, MS-H 4 and MS-H 5but there was a significant 
difference (p< 0.05) between MS-H, its non temperature-sensitive MS-H reisolates and the field isolate 
94011/V-18d. Conclusion-This is a preliminary assessment of T and B cells suggesting that at the time point 
used here, the presence of tracheal lymphocytes may not be required for protection against M. synoviae 
infection or that immunological protection involves a qualitative rather than quantitative response. Further 
research into the chronology of lymphocyte infiltration/propagation in trachea and other respiratory cites as 
well as the type of T cells involved (T-helper 1 or T-helper 2) are needed to fully assess the cell-mediated 
response in M. synoviae infection.  
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27 THE PROTEIN PHOSPHORYLATION REGULATION IN PATHOGENESIS OF TREMOR DISEASE OF 
ERIOCHEIR SINENSIS CAUSED BY SPIROPLASMA ERIOCHEIRIS 

Q. Meng, L. Hou, W. Wang 
College Of Life Science, Nanjing Normal University, Nanjing, CHINA 

Background-Spiroplasma eriocheiris, has been identified as a novel lethal pathogen of E. sinensis tremor 
disease (TD), one of the neurological diseases with typically paroxysmal tremors of the pereiopod. The direct 
cause of TD is infection of the thoracic ganglion of E. sinensis by S. eriocheiris. Previous reports confirmed 
that abnormal protein phosphorylation modification plays a crucial role in the etiology of neurological disease 
in the other animals. Methods-Our study was designed to examine the role of protein phosphorylation 
modification in the occurrence of TD. In the current study, the phosphoproteomic changes of E. sinensis 
thoracic ganglion after S. eriocheiris infection were obtained using TMT labeling and affinity enrichment 
followed by high-resolution LC-MS/MS analysis. Results-A total of 6,040 phosphorylation sites in 2,451 
protein groups were identified, among which 4,157 sites in 1,862 proteins were quantified. The proteins with 
quantitative ratios above 1.5 or below 1/1.5 are deemed significant. Among the quantified proteins, 349 
phosphorylation proteins are up-regulated and 331 phosphorylation proteins are down-regulated when 
compared to the control sample. To further understand the function and feature of the identified and quantified 
proteins, we annotated function or feature of proteins from several different categories, including subcellular 
localization, motif analysis, gene ontology (GO), and KEGG pathway and domain. Many phosphoproteins, as 
well as potential signal pathways associated with the development of the nervous system and signal 
transmission were found, including Glycogen synthase kinase 3β (GSK3β), synaptotagmins (SYTs), 
synaptosome-associated protein of 25 kDa (SNAP-25), calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase type II 
(CaMKII), vesicle-associated membrane protein (VAMP), Wnt signaling pathways, Calcium signaling pathway, 
Dopaminergic synapse, and Synaptic vesicle cycle, and so on. Based on the Modified sequence identified in 
this paper, we selected several peptides to be artificially synthesized, and to prepare phosphorylated 
antibodies. Four selected differentially expressed phosphorylated proteins (GSK3β, SYN, VAMP, and 
SNAMP-25) were verified using immunohistochemistry and western blot. Conclusion-The present work could 
serve as a basis for future studies to understanding the role of protein phosphorylation regulation in 
pathogenesis of TD of E. sinensis caused by S. eriocheiris.  

Keywords: Eriocheir sinensis, Spiroplasma eriocheiris, Tremor disease, thoracic ganglion, phosphoproteome 

 

28 INTERACTIONS OF MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE ADHERENCE PROTEIN P30 AND A MODEL FOR 
ITS ROLE IN MOTILITY 

H. E. Riggs, D. A. Jurkovic, N. Merlo, M. F. Balish 
Department Of Microbiology, Miami University, Oxford, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, OH 

BACKGROUND: Mycoplasma pneumoniae is an important human pathogen that relies on adherence and 
gliding motility to establish infection and cause disease by delivering toxic molecules to compromise host cells 
and acquire nutrients. Adherence is a prerequisite for motility, and these activities are conferred by a 
specialized region of the cell, the attachment organelle, which concentrates proteins required for these 
functions at a cell pole. Two important integral membrane attachment organelle proteins are P1 and P30. In 
the absence of either, adherence and motility are absent and the organism is avirulent. Although both P1 and 
P30 are required for adherence and motility, the structural and functional relationships between the two 
proteins are unclear, as is the specific molecular mechanism by which M. pneumoniae cells achieve motility. 
P1, regarded as the major adhesin of M. pneumoniae, is present in particles that contain two molecules of P1 
and two molecules of another protein, P90/B, distributed over the surface of the entire attachment organelle. 
P30, in contrast, is restricted tightly to the tip of the attachment organelle. P30’s interactions are poorly 
characterized, but a variant allele of P30, P30II-3R, which supports adherence but not motility, migrates on 
sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gels not only as expected monomers but also as species consistent 
with chemically unresolvable dimers and tetramers. We endeavored to learn more about the mechanism of 
gliding motility in M. pneumoniae by examining protein-protein interactions of P30. METHODS: We used 
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chemical cross-linking and immunoblotting to test whether interactions between wild-type P30 and other 
proteins could be detected. We also used microcinematography in the presence of arsenate to test the role of 
ATP hydrolysis in providing energy for gliding motility in Mycoplasma genitalium strain G37, a urogenital tract 
pathogen whose attachment organelle is structurally and mechanistically very similar to that of M. 
pneumoniae but which is more convenient for measuring effects on motility. RESULTS: Analysis of plastic-
adherent M. pneumoniae strain M129 cells treated with the membrane-permeant cross-linker 1,5-difluoro-2,4-
dinitrobenzene revealed species of P30 consistent in molecular mass with dimers, tetramers, and other 
higher-order species. This pattern was reminiscent of that of native P30II-3R, suggesting that this mutant form 
of the protein, which does not support motility, is locked in a multimeric, likely homomeric, state. In M. 
pneumoniae cells treated with the larger, membrane-impermeant cross-linker bis(sulfosuccinimidyl) suberate, 
P30 and P1 were both incorporated into species too large to enter gels, unlike control intracellular proteins. In 
contrast to Mycoplasma mobile strain 163K, in which ATP hydrolysis appears to directly power motility, 
substitution of phosphate by arsenate in buffer had no effect on M. genitalium motility, ruling out ATP 
hydrolysis as an immediate energy source for gliding motility in M. genitalium, and therefore almost certainly 
in the closely related M. pneumoniae. CONCLUSION: These results are consistent with a requirement for an 
input of energy, derived from an unknown source, to break up P30 multimers. We describe a model in which 
P30 transfers the energy from this process to P1 when P1 encounters P30 at the attachment organelle tip, 
altering its interactions with the substrate in such a way that promotes unidirectional motility of M. 
pneumoniae.  

Keywords: motility, cross-linker, multimer 

29 ESTABLISHMENT AND IN VITRO APPLICATIONS OF A MOUSE MODEL OF HAEMOPLASMA 
INFECTION 

S. Filler1, S. Tasker1, C. Helps2

1Bristol Vet School, University of Bristol, Bristol, UNITED KINGDOM, 2Langford Vets Diagnostic Laboratories,
University of Bristol, Bristol, UNITED KINGDOM

Background Haemotropic Mycoplasma spp. (haemoplasmas) can cause clinical anaemia in mammalian 
hosts of veterinary importance and they appear to be host specific. Current research is hindered by the lack of 
a successful in vitro cultivation method. In vitro cultivation studies have been performed, but have relied on 
the use of experimental animals, typically cats and pigs, to provide a source of viable haemoplasma 
organisms. We have successfully established a murine model of haemoplasma infection, which will facilitate 
future haemoplasma research. Methods Viable murine haemoplasmas were sourced by live trapping of 
Apodemus spp., cryopreservation of blood in 20% (v/v) DMSO, and extraction of DNA for haemoplasma 
screening by generic qPCR. Positive samples were subject to 16S rRNA gene amplification and sequencing 
to allow speciation. Quantitative, specific qPCR assays were developed to selectively detect the murine 
haemoplasmas and duplexed with a murine internal control qPCR targeting GapDH. Adult C57BL/6 mice were 
inoculated with cryopreserved samples and infection kinetics were monitored by serial, daily to weekly blood 
sampling using qPCR. Combinations of murine p53-negative erythroid progenitor cells, naïve murine blood 
cells, primary murine splenocytes and media/additive controls were inoculated with fresh Mycoplasma 
haemomuris-infected blood and maintained in culture for two to eight days. Cultures were monitored daily for 
haemoplasma growth by qPCR. Samples were inoculated into naïve mice after two, four, six and eight days in 
culture to evaluate haemoplasma viability, and haemoplasma copy numbers in the mice were monitored by 
qPCR. Results Haemoplasmas were sourced from Apodemus spp., identified as M. haemomuris (16S rRNA 
gene identity 99%) and Eperythrozoon coccoides (identity 98%), and cryopreserved samples were able to 
establish infection in adult C57BL/6 mice. Infection kinetics for M. haemomuris demonstrated a lag-phase 
followed by exponential growth, peak, decline and convalescence phases, similar to experimental 
Mycoplasma suis and Mycoplasma haemofelis infection kinetics. E. coccoides showed a similar pattern but 
the peak was reached more rapidly and was at a lower level than M. haemomuris (E. coccoides: median copy 
number 6.03E+06 [4.34E+05 – 1.73E+07] per ml on day 8 post-inoculation: M. haemomuris: median copy 
number 1.95E+10 [2.09E+09 – 4.75E+10] per ml on day 11 post-inoculation). No evidence of in vitro M. 
haemomuris growth was found by qPCR. However, samples kept in in vitro cultivation for two and four days, 
but not six and eight days, were found to be viable when inoculated into naïve mice and gave similar infection 
kinetics to cryopreserved or fresh blood inocula. Conclusion We have successfully established a murine 
model of haemoplasma infection in C57BL/6 mice. Using the model, we have demonstrated that murine 
haemoplasmas can remain viable in vitro for at least four days and can re-establish infection in their host 
species, which, to the authors’ knowledge, is the longest time haemoplasmas have remained viable outside of 
their host. The murine model will significantly progress haemoplasma research by reducing the financial and 
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ethical challenges associated with the use of higher animal species to provide viable haemoplasma organisms 
for in vitro cultivation studies. Additionally, a murine model will allow future detailed studies on the host 
immune response to haemoplasma infection due to the availability of murine reagents.  

Keywords: mouse, model, cultivation, haemotropic, mycoplasma  

 

30 GENOME ENGINEERING OF MYCOPLASMA GALLISEPTICUM USING ITS ENDOGENOUS 
CRISPR/CAS SYSTEM 

S. Mahdizadeh1, M. S. Marenda1, F. M. Sansom1, S. Lee2, G. F. Browning1 
1Asia-pacific Centre For Animal Health, The University of Melbourne, PARKVILLE, AUSTRALIA, VIC, 
2College Of Veterinary Medicine, Konkuk University, Seoul, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF 

Background: Mycoplasma gallisepticum is an important pathogen of poultry, causing respiratory diseases that 
lead to considerable economic losses worldwide. Many gene functions are still unclear because of the limited 
genetic tools available for M. gallisepticum. The CRISPR/Cas system, which provides many bacteria with an 
acquired immune system directed against invading DNAs, has recently been used as a genome editing tool in 
other organisms. M. gallisepticum strain S6 possesses an endogenous CRISPR/Cas system that may be able 
to be adapted for use in genome engineering of this species. Methods: To generate guide RNA precursors to 
direct the Cas proteins in M. gallisepticum, three Direct Repeats interspersed with two spacers were placed 
under the control of the vlhA1.1 promoter in a plasmid carrying the oriC of M. imitans (pCRISPR). 
Furthermore, a potential PAM sequence identified in silico was added to both spacers to produce a second 
construct (pCRISPR_PAM). The spacers were designed to target two regions on the ksgA gene, which 
encodes a 16S rRNA adenine dimethyl transferase. The loss of KsgA prevents ribosomal methylation which in 
turn confers resistance to the aminoglycoside antimicrobial kasugamycin, providing an easy method for 
selecting ksgA mutants. The MIC of M. gallisepticum strain S6 for kasugamycin was determined to be 400 
µg/ml. Electrocompetent M. gallisepticum strain S6 cells were transformed with pCRISPR and 
pCRISPR_PAM, and growth was observed in mycoplasma broth or on mycoplasma agar plates containing 
concentrations of kasugamycin above the MIC. Results: PCR assays targeting the ksgA gene, followed by 
high-resolution melt curve and agarose gel electrophoresis analyses of the phenotypically resistant colonies, 
indicated some polymorphism within the targeted region. The complete sequence of the ksgA gene in five 
resistant colonies revealed various modifications of the target region, potentially caused by the directed 
CRISPR/Cas activity of M. gallisepticum. Sequence analysis suggests that M. gallisepticum may utilize a 
nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ) repair system, which results in deletion or duplication of a short DNA 
segment in the presence of double-stranded breaks. Examining the growth rate of populations of M. 
gallisepticum transformed with pCRISPR or pCRISPR_PAM in presence of kasugamycin suggested a higher 
efficiency of CRISPR modification of the chromosome when using the predicted PAM sequence in both 
spacers. Conclusions: This work is generating an improved understanding of the M. gallisepticum 
CRISPR/Cas system, and may also enhance our capacity to genetically modify this important pathogen.  

Keywords: CRISPR/Cas, Mycoplasma gallisepticum, Genome engineering  

 

31 THE LARGE MECHANOSENSITIVE CHANNEL PROTEIN OF MYCOPLASMA AGASSIZII: ARE 
DIFFERENCES REFLECTIVE OF HOST EVOLUTIONARY PRESSURES? 

M. E. Watson, A. M. Burne, M. B. Brown 
Infectious Diseases And Immunology, University of Florida, Gainesville, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, FL 

Background- Mechanosensitive channels (MscL) are found in a wide variety organisms, including 
eukaryotes, eubacteria, and archaebacteria. In silico analysis identified mscL in over 40 Mycoplasma species 
as well as multiple Phytoplasma and Acholeplasma species. Analysis of the predicted MscL amino acid 
sequence as well as protein size showed clear differences among species. Given these differences as well as 
the differences in genomic context, it is likely that Mollicutes acquired mscL independently. Regardless of the 
evolutionary origin of mscl in Mollicutes, it appeared that once the gene was present in a species, both the 
amino acid sequence and genomic context is highly conserved. Within multiple isolates of a single species, 
the MscL amino acid sequence is virtually identical. Mycoplasma agassizii is a primary etiologic agent of a 
well-characterized upper respiratory tract disease (URTD) in free-ranging desert and gopher tortoises in the 
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U.S. Genome sequence data from isolates of the gopher and desert tortoises revealed the presence of the 
mscL gene. Methods- Although narrow host specificity traditionally is considered a feature of mycoplasmal 
species,we have isolated M. agassizzi from 10 tortoise species representing 8 genera in the family 
Testudinidae. We amplified and sequenced the mscL gene from these isolates. Results-MscL was detected 
by PCR in clinical isolates from the other tortoise species, suggesting that the gene was derived from a 
common ancestor. Unlike other mycoplasma isolates of the same species (for example different isolates of M. 
bovis, M. galllisepticum, M. canis, M. hominis), the MscL protein in M. agassizii was not conserved and 
showed significant amino acid variation, especially in the extracellular loop. Conclusions/Implications- 
Members of the Gopherus species in the U.S. arose ~35 million years ago; the three major Gopherus species 
occupy dramatically different habitats: the Mojave/Sonoran desert; dry scrub and grasslands in Texas; and 
dry, sandy uplands and coastal dunes in Florida and the Southeast. Each species has developed different 
biological strategies and life history, including reproductive and burrowing traits, in response to these different 
habitats. We hypothesize that the mscL gene was acquired by a common ancestor and then may have 
undergone substantial alterations and modifications of the protein structure as a result of the specific 
environmental pressures unique to the host:pathogen interactions.  

Keywords: mechanosensitive channel, tortoise, variation 
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32 GENOMIC COMPARISON OF MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE ISOLATES DURING OUTBREAKS IN 
THE UNITED STATES, 2006-2016 

M. H. Diaz, S. S. Morrison, T. Johnson, A. J. Benitez, J. M. Winchell
Respiratory Diseases Branch, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA, GA

Background: Outbreaks of M. pneumoniae occur frequently but are likely underreported in the United States 
due to lack of diagnostic testing. Outbreaks may be confined to a single unit (household or facility) or extend 
throughout a community, although this determination is dependent on the scope of the epidemiological 
investigation. In a ten year period (2006-2016), the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention assisted state 
public health laboratories with 16 investigations of M. pneumoniae outbreaks. In most outbreaks, mixed 
populations of M. pneumoniae strain types defined by P1 typing were observed, although the reasons 
underlying this are unclear. Methods: We performed whole genome sequencing (WGS, Illumina MiSeq 
and/or Pacific Biosciences RSII) and obtained complete genome assemblies through de novo assembly or 
alignment to reference for 30 M. pneumoniae isolates recovered from clinical specimens collected during 
multiple investigations representing a range of outbreak sizes, including small clusters among household 
contacts (n=6), limited-access long-term care facilities (LTCF) (n=7), and large community-wide outbreaks 
(n=17). All isolates were previously characterized by P1 typing. We used PanOCT to identify the core genome 
consisting of 533 genes. MEGA and RaxML were used for pairwise single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) 
distance analyses based on core genome alignment in order to compare relatedness of isolates within and 
between outbreaks. Results: Only a single P1 type was identified within each household and LTCF, while 
mixed P1 types were found to be co-circulating during larger outbreaks. As expected based on prior 
phylogenetic analysis of 107 M. pneumoniae genomes, isolates separated into two main groups 
corresponding to P1 type. All isolates from each household and LTCF clustered closely together within the 
type-specific groups. For larger outbreaks in which multiple P1 types were identified, isolates separated into 
type-specific clades; within these clades, the degree to which isolates clustered together varied. The median 
SNP distance between isolates from households or facility outbreaks was 4 (range, 0 to 23) compared to 47 
(range, 28 to 87) for type 1 isolates and 28 (range, 16 to 37) for type 2 isolates from larger outbreaks. In the 
larger scale investigations, isolates of a single P1 type were further differentiated into multiple distinct 
subtypes recently identified using genomic sequencing analysis, suggesting more strain types circulating 
among the population than were recognizable using existing laboratory methods. Conclusions: Despite an 
overall high degree of similarity among all sequenced M. pneumoniae genomes to date, sufficient diversity 
exists to cluster isolates from epidemiologically-linked cases. Sequence identity was highest among isolates 
from close contacts, while isolates from outbreaks occurring in a larger population were more distantly related 
to one another, likely due to the presence of multiple co-circulating strains that could not be defined with 
available diagnostic methods. WGS may be useful to accurately define transmission patterns of multiple strain 
types within a population during an epidemic. Limited availability of sufficient numbers of isolates from multiple 
outbreaks is a constraint of the current study. Further investigation using additional specimens may reveal 
important genetic features for clustering of isolates and understanding dynamics of strain circulation over time. 

Keywords: Mycoplasma pneumoniae, genomics, whole genome sequencing, genomic epidemiology, 
outbreaks  

33 A METABOLOMIC APPROACH TO INVESTIGATING GENES OF UNKNOWN FUNCTION IN THE 
ECONOMICALLY SIGNIFICANT POULTRY PATHOGEN MYCOPLASMA GALLISEPTICUM 

Y. Masukagami1, B. Nijagal2, C. Tseng3, S. Dayalan2, K. A. Tivendale1, P. F. Markham1, G. F. Browning1, F.
M. Sansom3

1Asia-pacific Centre For Animal Health, Faculty Of Veterinary And Agricultural Sciences, Melbourne
Veterinary School, University of Melbourne, Parkville, AUSTRALIA, NSW, 2Metabolomics Australia, The Bio21
Institute Of Molecular Science And Biotechnology, University of Melbourne, Parkville, AUSTRALIA,
3Melbourne Veterinay School, University of Melbourne, Parkville, AUSTRALIA, NSW
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Background: Mycoplasma gallisepticum is an economically significant pathogen of commercial poultry 
worldwide. An improved understanding of M. gallisepticum pathogenesis, and in particular its virulence 
factors, is required to develop better control methods. Recently we used signature-tagged transposon 
mutagenesis to identify a number of novel virulence factors involved in colonisation and persistence within 
chickens. These factors included a putative oligopeptide/dipeptide (opp/dpp) ATP-binding (ABC) cassette 
transporter (with the transposon inserted into MGA_0220 (oppD1)) and two hypothetical proteins (encoded by 
MGA_1102 and MGA_0578a), one of which (MGA_1102) contains a putative peptidase motif. Methods: In 
order to characterise the function of these virulence factors, we profiled the metabolome of each transposon 
mutant of interest and compared it to that of wild type M. gallisepticum. Growth curves were carried out to 
identify the time points at which cell numbers of strains were equivalent, before metabolite extraction 
experiments were performed. For metabolite extraction, cultures were rapidly quenched to 0°C before 
extraction of polar metabolites using chloroform:methanol:water and metabolite analysis using liquid 
chromatography/mass spectrometry (LC/MS). Data were median normalised and analysed using R (MAR, 
Metabolomics Australia’s in-house statistical analysis package) to enable identification of significant 
differences in metabolite levels between strains. This metabolomic approach was complemented by 
bioinformatic analysis (using BLAST-P and I-TASSER) of the predicted protein products of the genes of 
interest. Results: Two independent LC/MS analyses revealed consistent significant differences in the 
abundances of several amino acids and the dipeptide alanyl-glycine (Ala-Gly) in the wild type M. gallisepticum 
metabolome relative to the MGA_0220 mutant, which supports the predicted function of this protein as a 
peptide transporter. Similarly, lysine and Ala-Gly were significantly elevated in wild type compared to the 
MGA_1102 in mutant. This is consistent with our bioinformatic analysis suggesting that MGA_1102 encodes a 
membrane-located peptidase. In contrast to these focused differences, small fold differences in metabolites 
were observed in various metabolic pathways in the MGA_0578a mutant compared to wild type M. 
gallisepticum. Bioinformatic analysis suggested that this protein is most likely extracellular and may bind 
immunoglobulins. Conclusion: This study validated the likely function of the opp transporter in transporting 
peptides, as lower levels of dipeptides and amino acids were detected in the transposon mutant. Similarly, the 
lower levels of lysine and Ala-Gly in the MGA_1102 mutant suggest it does encode a peptidase. In contrast, 
the minor non-specific changes seen in the metabolite profile of the MGA_0578a mutant compared to wild 
type accords well with our bioinformatic analysis, which suggested that the encoded protein may play no role 
in metabolism. Overall, this study indicates that metabolomics is a useful tool in the functional analysis of 
mutants.  

Keywords: virulence factors, metabolomics, Mycoplasma gallisepticum 

34 IDENTIFICATION OF THE FIRST COMPLETE IN VIVO INTERACTOME OF A GENOME-REDUCED 
BACTERIUM  

C. Blötz1, F. O’Reilly2, L. Sinn2, J. Rappsilber2, J. Stülke1

1Dept. Of General Microbiology, University of Göttingen, Göttingen, GERMANY, 2Bioanalytics, Technische
Universität, Berlin, GERMANY

Background: Cellular life depends on the functional interactions between biological (macro)molecules, and in 
particular on the interactions between proteins. Indeed, most proteins are only active when present in 
complexes or modulated by protein-protein interactions. For a long time, bacteria were thought to have poor 
internal organization. In the past decade, the discovery of pathway-specific protein complexes, so-called 
metabolons has contributed to our understanding of bacterial physiology. So far, high throughput analyses of 
protein-protein interactions have relied on artificial systems or on the use of tagged proteins whereas high-
throughput in vivo interactions screens have not been possible. Bacteria of the genus Mycoplasma have 
attracted much attention in systems and synthetic biology, since they are the independently viable bacteria 
with the smallest genomes. Methods: We have developed an experimental setup for in vivo cross-linking of 
proteins and subsequent mass spectrometric identification of the interacting peptides, and have applied this 
technique to detect in situ protein-protein interactions in the genome-reduced bacterium M. pneumoniae. 
Results: In this study, more than 90% of the proteins that are expressed in wild type cells were covered by 
cross-linked peptides. In total, we detected more than 9,000 intramolecular cross-links from which topological 
information can be deduced, and nearly 400 intermolecular cross-links that specify interacting proteins. Our 
data provide valuable insights into the proteome organization and allowed the identification of novel protein 
functions based on the interaction profiles. Moreover, we got important insights into the interacting 
machineries of RNA and protein synthesis. Conclusion: To the best of our knowledge, this unprecedented 
study is allows for the first time the identification of the complete in situ interactome in a complete living 
organism.  
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35 HORIZONTAL DISTRIBUTIVE TRANSFERS AND THE EXTRAORDINARY PLASTICITY OF THE 
MYCOPLASMA GENOME 

E. Dordet-Frisoni, C. Citti, L. X. Nouvel, E. Sagné, M. Faucher 
IHAP, Université de Toulouse, INRA, ENVT, Toulouse, FRANCE 

Background: Horizontal gene transfer (HGT) is one main driver of bacterial evolution. Long thought to be 
marginal in Mycoplasma, we recently challenged this dogma by showing the occurrence of significant HGT 
between ruminant mycoplasmas, and discovered an unconventional mechanism involving conjugative 
chromosomal transfers, not associated to mobile genetic elements. Whole sequencing of mating-progeny 
populations revealed the exchange of large chromosomal fragments that could affect any part of the 
chromosome. This finding did not conform to classical oriT-based conjugative mechanisms but resembled that 
found in mycobacteria, where the distributive transfer of multiple, non-contiguous genome segments from a 
donor to a recipient has been described. Such mechanism, if also occurring in mycoplasmas, will 
tremendously increase the evolutionary plasticity of their minimal genome. To address this issue, several 
individual mating-progeny derived from different mating-pairs or conditions were generated, sequenced and 
analyzed. Methods: Matings were conducted in different conditions (conjugation vs Polyethylene glycol 
(PEG)-cell fusion) using parents that differ in the position of the selective marker and the type of selection 
pressure. From these, 24 transconjugant genomes were fully sequenced by NGS and their parental 
inheritance was analyzed by comparative genomic. Results: Data showed that mycoplasma chromosomal 
transfers (MCT) were much more complex than expected and generated mosaic genomes, with an average of 
15 distinct fragments of co-transferred donor DNA, reaching 30 in some cases. In a single mating, progenies 
could inherit up to 17% of the total size of the donor genome (29.4 to 147.9 kb), distributed in small (~ 0.05 
kb) or large (64.7 kb) segments all around the recipient chromosome. Some regions displayed a micro-
complexity, with multiple inherited-fragments separated by short intervals of recipient DNA. These most likely 
resulted from a combination of repair and recombination events, occurring between the recipient chromosome 
and a single molecule of introduced donor-DNA. Since more than 30 % regions flanking the transferred 
segments are micro-homologous regions (<30 nt), illegitimate recombination events might be involved in 
MCT. Genome mosaicism was independent of the parent pairs and was also observed following PEG-induced 
cell fusion. The level of identity of parental genomes and the selection pressure were found to have a 
significant impact on the complexity of the resulting hybrid genomes. Conclusion: Analyses of single progeny 
genomes provides new insights on the MCT mechanism and suggests that it can create high genome 
diversity, almost instantly: in one single event, MCT generates transconjugants that are a mosaic blend of the 
parental genomes reminiscent of that seen in the meiotic product of sexual reproduction. This distributive 
conjugative mechanism allows integration/deletion of genetic materials, but also micro-heterogeneity possibly 
implicated in refining/regulating functional elements. Our finding challenges the common idea that during 
bacterial conjugation, DNA flow is only driven by conjugative elements and brings into the spotlight a new 
mean for rapid bacterial innovation that is likely shared by other genus. Moreover, it emphasizes the 
extraordinary plasticity of the minute-size genomes of mycoplasma.  

Keywords: horizontal gene transfer, conjugation, distributive chromosomal transfer, genome evolution, 
Recombination  

 

36 GENOME EVOLUTION EVENTS THAT LED TO THE EMERGENCE OF MYCOPLASMA MYCOIDES 
CLUSTER FROM AN INSECT-ASSOCIATED ANCESTOR 

W. Lo1, G. E. Gasparich2, C. Kuo1 
1Institute Of Plant And Microbial Biology, Academia Sinica, Taipei, TAIWAN, 2College Of Arts And Sciences, 
Salem State University, Salem, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, MA 

[Background] The genus Mycoplasma is a polyphyletic group that contains species belonging to at least 
three distinct sub-groups, namely Mycoides, Hominis, and Pneumoniae. The Mycoides cluster is derived from 
within the family Entomoplasmataceae, which is in turn derived from within Spiroplasmataceae. However, the 
exact genomic changes that occurred throughout the evolutionary history of these lineages were unclear, 
mostly due to the high level of genetic divergence between the Mycoides cluster and other relevant lineages 
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with high quality genomic information available (e.g., Spiroplasma and the Mycoplasma Hominis/Pneumoniae 
groups). [Methods] To address this question, we determined the genome sequences of 11 
Entomoplasma/Mesoplasma species. This new data set, together with the other six Mesoplasma genomes 
that have been published recently, encompassed all recognized species within Entomoplasmataceae and 
allowed for detailed inference of gene content evolution. [Results] Our results indicated that the most recent 
common ancestor (MRCA) of the Mycoides-Entomoplasmataceae clade lost ~15% of the core genes when it 
diverged from the Spiroplasma Apis clade. These gene losses involve those related to cytoskeleton, as well 
as various metabolic pathways. After this initial wave of genome reduction, relatively few gene gains or losses 
were inferred until the emergence of the Mycoides cluster. Compared to those Entomoplasmataceae lineages 
that maintained the association with insect hosts, the MRCA of the Mycoides cluster experienced a second 
wave of gene losses, as well as acquiring >100 novel genes through horizontal transfer. [Conclusion] The 
gene acquisitions for the MRCA of the Mycoides cluster involve many with the Hominis/Pneumoniae lineages 
as the putative donors, suggesting that gene exchanges among these vertebrate symbionts with distinct 
phylogenetic affiliations may be important in the emergence of the Mycoides cluster. Moreover, the low levels 
of gene content differentiation between the extant Entomoplasma/Mesoplasma species, along with their 
entangled phylogenetic relationships, provide further justification to update current taxonomy and merge these 
two genera.  

Keywords: Entomoplasmataceae, Mycoides, comparative genomics, molecular evolution, taxonomy 

37 DISTRIBUTION AND POPULATION STRUCTURE OF ENDOBACTERIA IN ARBUSCULAR 
MYCORRHIZAL FUNGI AT NORTH ATLANTIC DUNES 

O. A. Lastovetsky1, E. Ahn2, S. J. Mondo2, K. H. Toomer2, A. Zhang2, L. M. Johnson3, T. E. Pawlowska2 
1Graduate Field Of Microbiology, Cornell University, Ithaca, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, NY, 2School Of 
Integrative Plant Science, Cornell University, Ithaca, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, NY, 3Cornell Statistical 
Consulting Unit, Cornell University, Ithaca, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, NY 

Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF, Glomeromycotina), in addition to forming symbioses with the majority of 
land plants, harbor vertically transmitted endosymbiotic bacteria ‘Candidatus Glomeribacter gigasporarum’ 
(CaGg, Betaproteobacteria) and ‘Candidatus Moeniiplasma glomeromycotorum’ (CaMg, Mollicutes). CaGg is 
a nonessential mutualist of AMF, whereas the lifestyle of CaMg is unknown. To start unraveling the 
interactions between AMF and their endosymbionts in nature, we examined diversity and distribution of AMF-
associated endobacteria in North Atlantic dunes at Cape Cod, MA. Of nearly 500 foredune AMF isolates 
surveyed during a systematic study, 94% were classified as the Gigasporaceae. 2% of all AMF isolates 
harbored CaGg, and 88%contained CaMg. CaGg was found only in the Gigasporaceae, whereas CaMg was 
present in Gigasporaceae, Acaulosporaceae, and Diversisporaceae. Incidence of CaGg across AMF was not 
affected by any of the environmental parameters measured, whereas distribution of CaMg in one of the hosts 
was impacted by plant density. CaMg populations associated with AMF individuals displayed high levels of 
genetic diversity but no evidence of gene flow, suggesting that host physical proximity is not sufficient to 
facilitate horizontal transmission of CaMg. Lastly, in addition to a novel lineage of CaGg, we discovered 
Burkholderia-related bacteria previously not known to associate with Glomeromycotina, and likely living inside 
AMF. They are closely related to free-living Burkholderia and endobacteria of other Mucoromycota fungi. 
Collectively, we conducted the first ecological study of AMF-associated endobacteria and assessed their 
diversity and population structure. 

Session 8: Identification, Detection and Diagnosis 

210 FIRST DESCRIPTION OF TWO MODERATELY HALOPHILIC AND PSYCHROTOLERANT  
MYCOPLASMA SPECIES ISOLATED FROM CEPHALOPODS: A NEW BRANCH OF THE HOMINIS 
LINEAGE  

A. S. Ramírez1, O. M. Vega-Orellana1, T. Viver2, J. B. Poveda1, R. S. Rosales1, C. G. Poveda1, J. Spergser3, 
M. P. Szostak3, M. J. Caballero1, J. M. Bradbury4, L. Ressel4, M. M. Tavío1, K. T. Konstantinidis5, R. Amann6, 
R. Rossello-Mora2
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Background: Two moderately halophilic and psychrotolerant new Mycoplasma species were isolated from 
cephalopods. Three isolates could be cultured from two European flying squids (Todarodes sagittatus) and 
two isolates from two common octopuses (Octopus vulgaris). Methods: Approximately two months of 
incubation were needed for the primary isolations. The strains were selected on the basis of their ability to 
pass through 0.45 µm diameter pore filters and their need of NaCl and a lower incubation temperature for 
growth. The optimal growth was achieved at 25ºC in SP4-II medium containing 3% (w/v) NaCl. Analyses of 
their 16S-23S rDNA intergenic spacer regions, 16S rRNA genes, RAPD profiles and genomes and also by 
MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry were done. Results: It was concluded that the isolates represent a new 
branch within the hominis lineage, yet comprising two types (squid and octopus species), and both different 
from all previously described mollicutes. Colonies showed typical fried-egg morphology. The cells were non-
motile and presented coccoidal forms and lack of cell wall. The isolates fermented glucose and mannose but 
did not hydrolyse arginine or urea. Conclusion: Genomic information and phenotypic properties 
demonstrated that these organisms represent novel species of the genus Mycoplasma, for which the specific 
names Mycoplasma marinum sp. nov. and Mycoplasma todarodis sp. nov. are proposed; the type strain are 
PET (DSM 105487T, NCTC 13951T) and 5HT (DSM 105488T, NCTC 13942T), respectively.  

Keywords: polyphasic taxonomy, psychrotolerant, moderately halophilic, Mycoplasma sp. nov., cephalopods 

40 ‘CANDIDATUS PHYTOPLASMA ASTERIS’ ISOLATED FROM GRAPEVINE: PRELIMINARY 
METABOLIC FEATURES 

N. Contaldo, G. D'Amico, Y. Zambon, A. Bertaccini
Distal, Alma Mater Studiorum - University of Bologna, Bologna, ITALY

Background. Phytoplasmas are phloem-limited bacteria that affect plant species worldwide, transmitted by 
plant sap-feeding insects and with restricted ability to grow in artificial media. Their identification and 
classification over time has been based on increasingly complex and accurate molecular analysis techniques 
on the 16S ribosomal gene, confirmed using various other genes conserved at the level of the 'Candidatus ' 
genus. In recent years, however, techniques have been developed that allow, thanks to the support of 
complex artificial media, the isolation and growth of phytoplasmas from infected plant material, both 
maintained in micropropagation (Catharanthus roseus, periwinkle) and sampled in the fields. Methods. 
Several liquid and solid media have been tested for the survival and growth of ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma 
asteris’- related strains isolated from infected symptomatic grapevine plants. Different combinations of 
antibiotics, carbon sources and NaCl concentration were evaluated by visual observation of the degree of 
turbidity of the liquid media, due to the presence of contaminating micro-organisms and / or symbionts 
present in the isolation tissue, and by the ability to form phytoplasma-like colonies in agar. To confirm the 
results obtained from visual observation and optical microscopy, selected colonies with characteristic 
morphology were subjected to nucleic acid extraction using commercial kits (DNeasy Plant Mini Kit, Quiagen, 
USA) and to "nested" PCR molecular analysis followed by RFLP and / or sequencing, which confirmed the 
phytoplasma presence and identity. Biochemical tests were also carried out to check the ability of the 
cultured microorganisms to ferment glucose and to hydrolyze urea and arginine. Results. The comparative 
performance evaluation in the tested liquid and solid media allowed to identify some biological and nutritional 
properties of these ‘Ca. P. asteris’ strains. They were not surviving with sucrose as source of carbon and 
were very well differentiable from the Acholeplasma laidlawii strain used as control for the arginine hydrolysis 
ability. Conclusion. The ‘Ca. P. asteris’ isolates biological characterization is relevant for field disease 
management and containment measures of their grapevine epidemics in South Africa in the frame of the 
H2020 EU founded project TROPICSAFE. Furthermore, these results will allow to improve and support 
(‘Candidatus) Phytoplasma’ species description within the class Mollicutes.  

Keywords: Phytoplasma, cultivation 
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41 MATRIX-ASSISTED LASER DESORPTION/IONIZATION TIME OF FLIGHT MASS SPECTROMETRY 
(MALDI TOF MS) IS A SUPERIOR TOOL FOR THE IDENTIFICATION AND DIFFERENTIATION OF 
MYCOPLASMAS ISOLATED FROM ANIMALS 

J. Spergser1, I. Loncaric1, C. Hess2, A. S. Ramírez3

1Department Of Pathobiology, Institute of Microbiology, Vienna, AUSTRIA, 2Department For Farm Animals 
And Veterinary Public Health, University Clinic for Poultry and Fish Medicine, Vienna, AUSTRIA, 3IUSA, 
Facultad De Veterinaria, Universidad de Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, Spain, Arucas, SPAIN

Background In veterinary diagnostic laboratories identification of mycoplasmas is mainly achieved by 
demanding, cost-intensive and time-consuming diagnostic tools that rely on antigenic or genetic identification. 
With >100 mycoplasma species currently recognized as commensals or pathogens of animals identification is 
challenging and the quest for a single generic identification assay remains pressing. As MALDI TOF MS 
seems to represent a promising alternative to the currently practiced cumbersome diagnostics we assessed 
its applicability for the identification of almost all mycoplasma species that have been isolated from animals so 
far including members of the genus Mycoplasma and Acholeplasma. Methods For generating reference or 
main spectra (MSPs) the type strains of 85 Mycoplasma and 10 Acholeplasma species as well as up to 7 field 
strains of each species were used. To complete the database MSPs of 4-6 representatives of 35 undescribed 
Mycoplasma species isolated from livestock, companion animals and wildlife were also included. All strains 
were grown at 37°C in modified SP4 or Friis medium and 1-5 ml of broth cultures were subjected to formic 
acid/acetonitrile extraction. Protein extracts were spotted onto a target plate and overlaid with α-cyano-4-
hydroxycinnamic acid matrix solution. Mass spectra were generated employing a Bruker microflex LT Biotyper 
and a minimum of 20 spectra with high quality were selected for MSP creation. Dendrograms based on the 
distance matrix of generated MSPs were constructed using the correlation distance measure with the average 
linkage algorithm. For validating the established MSP database, MALDI TOF MS was subsequently applied to 
identify 230 clinical isolates that were previously classified using 16S rRNA gene sequencing. Results A large 
in-house library containing 642 MSPs was generated from 95 type strains and up to 7 field strains per species 
as well as from 169 strains representing 35 undescribed Mycoplasma species. Diversity of spectra within a 
species was assessed by constructing dendrograms based on a similarity matrix deduced from comparison of 
MSPs. All strains of a species formed cohesive clusters clearly distinct from all other species. In addition, 
phylogenetically closely related species also clustered closely but were separated accurately (with the 
exception of M. yeatsii and M. cottewii). The library created was further evaluated on 230 field isolates by 
comparing MALDI TOF MS with 16S rRNA gene sequencing. The use of MALDI-TOF MS resulted in the 
correct identification of 98.7% of the isolates at species level considering the Brukers’ cutoff value for 
reliability. For a number of isolates, identification using 16S rRNA gene sequencing was limited to the genus, 
resulting in only 79% of the isolates correctly identified at species level. Using this extended in-house 
database, MALDI-TOF MS thus appears superior to 16S rRNA gene sequencing in order to obtain a robust 
and accurate identification of animal mycoplasmas. A continuous extension of the library is however 
necessary to further improve its reliability as three clinical isolates were not recognized because of a lack of 
intraspecific variability of the corresponding species in the database. Conclusion MALDI TOF MS is an 
excellent method for the identification and differentiation of mycoplasmas isolated from animals, combining 
speed, precision and low running costs, and is a powerful tool for taxonomic resolution of animal 
mycoplasmas.  

Keywords: MALDI TOF MS, taxonomy, Identification, animal mycoplasmas 

42 WHEN A PALEARCTIC PLANT MOLLICUTE MEETS A NEARCTIC INSECT VECTOR: GENETIC AND 
ECOLOGICAL INSIGHTS INTO THE EMERGENCE OF THE GRAPEVINE FLAVESCENCE DORÉE 
EPIDEMICS IN EUROPE 

S. Malembic-Maher1, D. Desqué1, D. Khalil1, P. Salar1, J. Danet1, S. Duret1, B. Bergey1, L. Béven1, N. Arricau-
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Background. Flavescence dorée (FD) epidemics spread in the South-European vineyards by the 
Deltocephalinae leafhopper vector Scaphoideus titanus of North American origin. However, the geographical 
and ecological origin of the etiological agents, i.e. phytoplasmas of taxonomic subgroups 16SrV-C and -D, 
remained unclear despite evidences for a plant host-range not restricted to grapevine. Methods. A six years 
survey of grapevines, alders and clematis as well as their endemic leafhoppers was conducted in France, 
Hungary, Germany, Italy and Serbia. The phytoplasma house-keeping gene map was amplified and 
sequenced from plant or insect samples. Transmission assays to Vicia faba broad beans were conducted with 
leafhoppers collected on alders and the compatibility of the transmitted phytoplasma strains with the S. titanus 
was determined though S. titanus transmission from broad bean to broad bean. Two variable genes vmpA 
and vmpB were sequenced for a representative set of phytoplasma isolates as well as for phytoplasma strains 
that were successfully transmitted by alder leafhoppers and S. titanus. Phylogenetic reconstructions using 
maximum parsimony were performed in MEGA5 software. Results. A total of 122 map genotypes (M1 to 
M122) were identified among the 287 phytoplasma-infected samples. Ten genotypes belonging to the 
previously described clusters map-FD1, FD2 and FD3 were detected in grapevines and S. titanus from FD 
outbreaks. Three genotypes also common in FD outbreaks were detected in more than 30% of the Italian, 
Hungarian and Serbian clematis. Surprisingly, a high diversity of 112 genotypes was detected in alder trees 
infected in more than 80% of the cases including in FD-free and vineyard-free areas. Twenty one successful 
transmissions showed that the Macropsinae leafhopper O. alni transmitted genotypes that could not be 
transmitted by S. titanus, while the Deltocephalinae leafhoppers Allygus sp. and Orientus ishidae transmitted 
genotypes M38 and M50 that proved to be compatible with S. titanus. VmpA and VmpB genes were selected 
among genes encoding the predicted membrane proteome of FD phytoplasma because they encode surface 
proteins with structural organization reminiscent of bacterial proteins involved in eukaryotic cell invasion. 
VmpA and vmpB phylogenetic trees were highly similar but strongly differed from the tree generated for the 
gene map, and clearly discriminated 3 genetic clusters. Vmp-I cluster grouped all the alder phytoplasma 
genotypes only transmitted by the Macropsinae leafhopper O. alni while clusters vmp-II and III grouped the 
FD genotypes transmitted by the Deltocephalinae leafhoppers. Interestingly, in cluster vmpB-I, repeated 
domains evolved independently, whereas in clusters vmpB-II and –III, repeated domains evolved by 
duplications. Conclusion. Results showed that FD phytoplasmas are endemic in European alders and 
common in clematis. Its emergence as a grapevine epidemic pathogen is restricted to some genetic variants 
pre-existing in alders. The compatibility of these variants to the introduced S. titanus vector certainly resulted 
from the adaptation of Vmps to other Deltocephalinae leafhoppers already living on alders. This suggests a 
key role of Vmps in the life-style of woody hosts phytoplasmas that rely on their adaptation to new insect 
vectors to expand their plant-host range. Recent functional studies interestingly indicate that VmpA promotes 
adhesion to the insect vector cells.  

Keywords: insect vector, genetic diversity, epidemiology, adaptation, Phytoplasma 
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43 TERMINOMICS REVEALS EXTENSIVE PROTEOLYSIS OF SURFACE PROTEINS IN MYCOPLASMA 
PNEUMONIAE 

I. Berry1, M. Widjaja2, V. Jarocki2, B. B..A. Raymond2, M. Padula1, S. P. Djordjevic2

1Proteomics, University of Technology Sydney, Sydney, AUSTRALIA, 2The iThree Institute, University of
Technology Sydney, Sydney, AUSTRALIA

Background Proteolysis is an essential and ubiquitous post-translational protein modification (PTM) for the 
normal functioning of many biological systems. In prokaryotes, the scale of proteolytic regulation of the 
proteome is poorly characterised. In 2017 we published the first systems-wide analysis of proteolytic cleavage 
in a prokaryote. This study demonstrated an unprecedented level of proteolytic processing in the porcine 
respiratory pathogen Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae which belongs to clade III. Notably, multifunctional surface 
proteins critical for interactions between M. hyopneumoniae and extracellular matrix receptors on host 
epithelial cells were a target of proteolysis. To determine if extensive proteolytic processing of surface proteins 
is a feature exclusive to M. hyopneumoniae, we applied our N-terminomics protocol to the human respiratory 
pathogen Mycoplasma pneumoniae, a phylogenetically-distinct species belonging to clade V . Methods 
Protein dimethylation and high-throughput mass spectrometry were used in a high throughput screen to 
identify proteolytic events in M. pneumoniae. Proteins targeted by processing events were cross-checked 
against surface accessible proteins identified independently using cell surface shaving and biotinylation 
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methodologies. Affinity chromatography studies were used to investigate putative interactions between 
cleaved surface proteins and extracellular matrix. Results We were able to identify cleavage sites in 391 M. 
pneumoniae proteins representing 56% of the predicted proteome, demonstrating that proteolytic processing 
is similarly ubiquitous in M. pneumoniae . Unlike observations in M. hyopneumoniae, we did not observe non-
canonical removal of initiating methionine (iMet) residues and we attribute this to a difference in repertoire 
and/or specificity of aminopeptidases between the two species of Mycoplasma. 160 proteins were identified 
on the surface of M. pneumoniae by two orthogonal methods, and over 80% of these (134 proteins) are 
targeted extensively by proteolysis. Surface-localised proteins MG040 (P75062) and L-lactate dehydrogenase 
(P78007) are offered as examples of novel processing events identified in this study. We also show putative 
interactions between cleavage fragments of molecules important to extracellular matrix function using affinity 
chromatography. Conclusion Widespread targeted proteoloysis was identified in two phylogenetically distant 
species of Mycoplasma that colonise different mammalian host species. The proteoforms produced by 
proteolysis are localised on the cell surface of both species and may play a role in host-pathogen interactions, 
biofilm formation and immune evasion. Similar findings have been observed in a recent study of Spiroplasma 
citri, as well as the medically important Gram positive pathogen Staphylococcus aureus. Our data, suggest 
that proteolytic processing may be a fundamental mechanism required to generate proteoforms on the surface 
of bacterial pathogens.  

Keywords: Proteolysis, Surfaceome, Pathogenesis, Proteomics 

44 TRANSCRIPTIONAL PROFILING OF PHYTOPLASMA INFECTED PLANTS TREATED WITH PLASMA 
ACTIVATED WATER (PAW) 

Y. Zambon1, N. Contaldo1, R. Laurita2, A. Canel1, M. Gherardi2, V. Colombo2, A. Bertaccini1
1Dipsa, University of Bologna, Bologna, ITALY, 2Industrial Engineering, University of Bologna, Bologna, ITALY

Background. Phytoplasmas are insect-transmitted plant pathogenic prokaryotes, associated with severe 
diseases in agronomic important crops. Management of these diseases has mainly focused on insect vector 
chemical control and on infected plant rouging. There is therefore a strong need for effective and friendly 
control strategies for phytoplasma-associated diseases and the possibility to use plasma activated water 
(PAW) as sustainable and effective method to them was therefore evaluated. PAW is produced by treating 
distilled water with atmospheric pressure plasmas, inducing the production of reactive oxygen and nitrogen 
species (RONS) and pH reduction. PAW has good potential for bacterial decontamination, degradation of 
organic compounds and was shown to positively affect plant growth. Methods. Sterile deionized water (SDW) 
was exposed to a nanosecond pulsed dielectric barrier discharge, operating in ambient air for 10 min 
treatment with a peak voltage of 19 kV and a pulse repetition frequency of 1 kHz, which induced production of 
nitrates, nitrites and peroxides, and a pH decrease. Phytoplasma infected and healthy periwinkles 
micropropagated shoots were exposed to PAW for about 25 minutes and gene expression studies were then 
performed. The theses used were: shoots treated with PAW, Fosetyl aluminum (as positive control) and SDW 
(as negative control), with an exposition of about 25 minutes. Nine shoots for each thesis were then collected 
at 6 different times after treatment and stored at -80°C. Quantitative RT-PCR analyses were carried out to 
determine the expression level of genes involved in the plant defense response. Parallel experiments were 
carried out treating grapevine plants in vineyards previously tested for the phytoplasma presence. Treatments 
were performed for three years injecting into the plant vascular tissues 10-20 ml of PAW or sterile distilled 
water (as control) on each selected plant for a total of 60 plants (40 with phytoplasmas and 20 without 
phytoplasmas). Results. Overexpression of selected genes involved in the phytoalexin metabolism was 
detected in the periwinkles micropropagated shoots treated with PAW in comparison with the shoots treated 
with Fosetyl-Al and distilled water. In the field trials, in a relevant number of cases, the PAW-treated 
symptomatic plants showed reduction of symptoms, while the SDW-treated and untreated plants did not show 
symptom reduction. No phytotoxicity was observed in the PAW treated grapevine and periwinkle plants. 
Conclusion. The results obtained showed the capability of PAW to enhance plant defence mechanisms and, 
as demonstrated in the field trials, confirmed its ability to improve the health status of the treated plants.  

Keywords: Phytoplasma, plasma activated water, gene expression, grapevines, periwinkles 
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45 ISOLATION OF A NOVEL SPIROPLASMA SP. CONSISTENTLY FROM TSE TISSUE CONFIRMS THAT 
THE TRANSMISSIBLE AGENT IS A SPIROPLASMA  

F. O. Bastian1, J. Lynch2, S. Hagius1, X. Wu3, G. Mccormick4, D. G. Luther2, P. Elzer2 
1Animal Sciences, LSU Agricultural Center, Baton Rouge LA, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 2Animal 
Sciences, LSU Agricultural Center, Baton Rouge LA, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, LA, 3Comparative And 
Biomedical Sciences, Louisiana state university, Baton Rouge, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, LA, 
4National Hansen's Disease Center, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA, LA 

Background: A novel Spiroplasma sp. has been isolated from brain and lymphoid tissues affected with 
transmissible spongiform encephalopathies (TSE) including Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD) in humans, 
scrapie in sheep, and chronic wasting disease (CWD) in deer and elk. This major research breakthrough 
along with other evidence including electron microscopic finding of spiroplasma in TSE-affected brain tissues, 
demonstration of spiroplasma ribosomal DNA in TSE, experimental induction of spongiform encephalopathy 
and neurodegeneration in rodents and ruminants by inoculation of spiroplasma confirms association of 
spiroplasma infection in fatal TSEs. Methods: TSE affected brain or lymph nodes were homogenized in 
Brucella media and centrifuged at low speed and the pellet discarded. The supernatant was filtered through a 
0.45 micron syringe filter. The filtrate in Brucella media was incubated at 35oC and the culture was examined 
by dark field microscopy. Drop assay of the infected media and controls was plated on agar plates containing 
Brucella media. The plates were examined by inverted light microscopy for presence of colony formation. 
Comparison of the new isolate was compared to other spiroplasma spp. by ELISA. Results: In this report we 
show that this TSE spiroplasma isolate is seen transiently in SP-4 media designed for spiroplasma isolations 
but grew well in mammalian and insect tissue cultures. Then we tried culture of spiroplasma TSE isolate in 
Brucella media which differs from SP-4 media by the presence of sodium bisulphite that creats low oxygen 
tension. The novel Spiroplasma sp. grew readily in the Brucella media and on agar plates containing that 
media forming typical subsurface spiroplasma colonies within two days after inoculation. This rapid growth on 
agar is unlike growth characteristics of other spiroplasma. The new spiroplasma has shown no immune 
relationship to other spiroplasma spp. By ELISA. Motile spiroplasma were seen in the Brucella media by 
darkfield microscopy and electron microscopy. This novel Spiroplasma sp. was recovered from ruminants 
experimentally inoculated with this spiroplasma TSE isolate supporting fulfilment of Koch’s postulates of 
causality. The DNA genomic sequence of this novel spiroplasma will be presented along with comparisons to 
biologic properties of the transmissible TSE agent and suggestions of classifying this organism. Conclusion: 
The ability to grow this spiroplasma in vitro in cell-free media and on agar plates now will allow sorting out the 
intricacies of the TSEs including the interaction between this novel spiroplasma and prion amyloid protein. 
This accomplishment of growing the spiroplasma TSE isolate in vitro confirms the role of a Spiroplasma sp. in 
the pathogenesis of the TSEs and will allow full characterization of the organism we consider to be the 
transmissible agent/s of the TSEs.  

Keywords: spiroplasma, Brucella media, Transmissible spongiform encephalopathies, CJD, CWD 

46 EVALUATION OF THIRD GENERATION MACROLIDES FOR THE TREATMENT AND METAPHYLAXIS 
OF CONTAGIOUS BOVINE PLEUROPNEUMONIA   

G. M. Muuka1, A. Colston2, E. Wesonga3, N. Gicheru3, K. Stuke2

1Bacteriology Section, Ministry of Fisheries and Livestock,Veterinary Services Department,, Lusaka, ZAMBIA,
2R&d, GALVmed, Nairobi, KENYA, 3Bacteriology, Kenya Agricultural & Livestock Research Organisation
(KALRO), Nairobi, Kenya, Nairobi, KENYA

Background: Contagious Bovine Pleuropneumonia (CBPP) is a disease of economic importance that is 
widely distributed in sub-Saharan Africa, where it contributes significantly to cattle morbidity and mortality. 
Lack of resources to implement eradication measures has led to the disease becoming endemic in most areas 
where governments have little resources and the majority of the people are poor. In Africa attempts to control 
CBPP by stamping out, a combination of vaccination, animal movement management and quarantine of 
affected animals have met limited success. The use of antibiotics to treat CBPP disease in the field is 
common, although official policy is contrary to this practice, due to the possibility of creating carrier animals 
which are thought to be sources of fresh infection in a herd, development of antimicrobial resistance and anti-
biotic residues in meat and milk products. Currently, there is limited experimental evidence to support the 
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hypothesis of carrier status created by the use of antibiotics for CBPP disease treatment. However, the 
presence of chronic carriers in naturally infected cattle herds is high and is thought to be the cause of 
persistence of the disease in endemic areas. Clinical studies to determine the efficacy of tulathromycin and 
gamithromycin in the treatment and metaphylaxis of Mycoplasma mycoides subsp. mycoides infection in 
cattle were conducted at the Kenya Agricultural & Livestock Research Organisation (KALRO) in Kenya and 
the Central Veterinary Research Institute (CVRI) in Zambia. Method: Cattle were infected by the in-contact 
method with Mmm Afade strain or Mmm Caprivi strain at KALRO and CVRI respectively. Sixty and 53 in-
contact animals for KALRO and CVRI were randomly allocated and treated with either saline, tulathromycin, 
gamithromycin or oxytetracycline. Healthy sentinel animals were co-mingled with treated animals 30 days 
after treatment to detect transmission of Mmm. Clinical examinations, serological and microbiological analysis 
was undertaken and pathological evaluation of CBPP lesions at post-mortem. Results: Control animals had 
significantly higher clinical scores compared to all treated groups in the KALRO study and compared to the 
tulathromycin and oxytetracycline treated groups in the CVRI study Control animals had a significantly higher 
proportion of days with elevated temperatures than each of the treated groups in both studies. CBPP lesions 
were detected in 93% of control; 20% of tulathromycin; 27% of gamithromycin; and 7% of oxytetracycline 
animals in KALRO study. One of five sentinels mixed with controls had CBPP lesions. Lesion scores were 
significantly higher in control than treated groups. Lesions were detected in 92% of control, 0% of 
tulathromycin and gamithromycin, and 21 % of oxytetracycline animals. Two of five sentinels mixed with 
control group had lesions. At KALRO Mmm was cultured from 36% control, none of tulathromycin, 13% 
gamithromycin and one oxytetracline animal. At CVRI Mmm was cultured from 77% control, 8% tulathromycin, 
15% gamithromycin and 43% oxytetracycline animals Nasal shedding was detected in 15% and 14% of 
control and oxytetracycline animals respectively. The infection rate was significantly higher in untreated 
control than treated animals (93% compared to 20%; 27% and 13%)) at KALRO and 93% compared to 8%, 
15% and 43% at CVRI. Conclusion: The tetracycline as well as the macrolides tested in this study 
demonstrated high therapeutic efficacy against virulent African field isolates of Mmm infection. The findings 
also indicate that antimicrobial therapy might prevent Mmm dissemination to healthy in-contact animals. In 
conclusion, all three antimicrobials are suitable candidates when administered under ideal conditions for the 
treatment of CBPP. However, results from both studies showed that only tulathromycin achieved 
bacteriological clearance in all treated animals, prevented mortalities, and offered the highest protection from 
lung lesions. The drug is therefore a potential drug of choice for use in the prevention and treatment of CBPP 
in natural infections.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma mycoides subspecies mycoides, treatment, Metaphylaxis,, Macrolides, Contagious 
bovine pleuropneumonia  

47 IN MYCOPLASMA, HORIZONTAL CHROMOSOMAL TRANSFER COULD ACCELERATE THE 
EMERGENCE OF ANTIMICROBIAL RESISTANCE  

M. Faucher1, L. X. Nouvel1, E. Dordet-Frisoni1, M. S. Marenda2, F. Tardy3, C. Citti1
1IHAP, Université de Toulouse, INRA, ENVT, Toulouse, FRANCE, 2Asia-pacific Centre For Animal Health,
University of Melbourne, Melbourne, AUSTRALIA, VIC, 3UMR Mycoplasmoses Of Ruminants, ANSES,
VetAgro Sup, University of Lyon, Lyon, FRANCE

Background: In recent years, antimicrobial-resistance (AMR) has been reported for most bacterial 
pathogens, including mycoplasmas, and has become a major public health issue. One main driver of the AMR 
crisis is the rapid spreading of AMR genes or mutations via horizontal gene transfer (HGT). In mycoplasmas, 
this mechanism was long thought to play a minor role in AMR because of (i) the absence of plasmids in the 
majority of these minimal bacteria and (ii) resistance mechanisms relying mainly on mutations in target genes 
and not on acquisition of new plasmid-encoded genes. The discovery of massive, conjugative, chromosomal 
transfers in the ruminant pathogen Mycoplasma agalactiae (MA) prompted us to revisit the impact of this 
atypical HGT on mycoplasma AMR. For this purpose, we used MA as model and the enrofloxacin (Enro), a 
fluoroquinolone which targets type II topoisomerase. Methods: First, spontaneous MA EnroR mutants with 
different MIC (Minimum Inhibitory Concentration) were obtained by serial in vitro passages of the EnroS-PG2 
type strain using increasing Enro concentrations. These EnroR strains were then used as donors in mating 
experiments with the EnroS-5632 strain as recipient. A selection of 24 MA EnroR-mutants and -
transconjugants were subjected to high-throughput sequencing to further (i) identify and map both AMR 
genetic determinants and transferred chromosomal regions, and (ii) reconstruct the dynamics of AMR 
acquisition. Results: Data showed that in spontaneous EnroR mutants, the serial increase in MIC values 
correlate with the sequential accumulation of mutations in 4 genes, resulting in amino acid substitutions. 
These are gyrA, gyrB and parC, parE, encoding the DNA gyrase and the topoisomerase IV, respectively, and 
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known as fluoroquinolone targets. Mating experiments resulted in EnroR transconjugants displaying mosaic 
genomes (donor/recipient), with the simultaneous exchange of distant fragments carrying the mutated EnroR 
genes (parE, parC and/or gyrA). Additionally, other multiple fragments were co-transferred all around the 
genome. The analysis of the impact of all exchanged fragments on AMR and fitness are being explored. 
Conclusions: Since most mycoplasmas are deprived of plasmids, this study demonstrates the importance of 
chromosomally mediated AMR in mycoplasmas, with cumulative and sequential mutations correlating with 
MIC values. More importantly, our data point towards HGT, and particularly chromosomal transfer, as a major 
contributor and an accelerator of AMR acquisition in mycoplasmas by allowing the concomitant transfer of 
multiple and dispersed mutations in one single event. These exchanges of chromosomal genes could 
contribute to the emergence and diffusion of AMR and could also be implicated in other adaptive process 
(virulence, host specificity).  

Keywords: Mycoplasmas, antimicrobial-resistance, chromosomal transfer, target gene mutations 

48 MYCOPLASMA GENITALIUM INFECTIONS IN QUEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA: ALARMING RATES OF 
ANTIBIOTIC RESISTANCE SUPPORT THE NEED FOR PATIENT-DIRECTED TREATMENT 

E. L. Sweeney1, E. Trembizki1, C. Buckley1, C. Bletchley2, A. Menon3, J. Langton-Lockton4, G. Nimmo2, D.
Whiley1

1Centre For Clinical Research, University of Queensland, Herston, AUSTRALIA, QLD, 2Pathology
Queensland, Pathology Queensland Central Laboratory, Herston, AUSTRALIA, QLD, 3Townsville Sexual
Health Service, Townsville Hospital, North Ward, AUSTRALIA, QLD, 4Metro North Sexual Health & Hiv
Service, Queensland Health, Brisbane City, AUSTRALIA, QLD

Background: Mycoplasma genitalium is a prevalent sexually transmissible bacterium associated with non-
gonococcal urethritis in men and in women may cause endometritis and pelvic inflammatory disease. In 
Queensland, macrolide antibiotics are the recommended first-line treatment for M. genitalium infections; 
however, macrolide treatment failures are increasingly common. Similarly, failure of second-line quinolone 
antibiotic treatments for M. genitalium have also been observed locally and are now being reported with 
increasing frequency in some areas. In this study, we sought to investigate the prevalence of macrolide- and 
quinolone-resistant M. genitalium in two geographically distinct regions of Queensland; Brisbane and 
Townsville. Methods: Mutations in the macrolide resistance-mediating mutations (MRMMs) of the 23S rRNA 
gene were detected using a commercially available kit (ResistancePlus™ MG; SpeeDx). DNA sequencing of 
the quinolone-resistance determining region (QRDR) of the parC and gyrA genes was performed. Alterations 
to the nucleotide sequences within the QRDR were compared to nucleotide alterations previously reported in 
quinolone-resistant M. genitalium and other Mycoplasma spp. and Ureaplasma spp. Results: To date, 326 M. 
genitalium-positive samples have been screened. Overall, 56% of samples were found to contain mutations 
within the 23S rRNA gene and there was no significant difference in the incidence of macrolide resistance 
between the Brisbane (65%) and Townsville (54%) regions. Analysis of mutations within the QRDR are 
currently ongoing; preliminary sequencing analysis of the parC QRDR revealed that 5.5% of samples 
harboured mutations that were consistent with quinolone resistance. M. genitalium samples from the Brisbane 
region were significantly more likely to harbour mutations within their QRDR (25%), when compared to 
samples originating from Townsville Queensland (3.6%; P < 0.01). We also identified a significant association 
between the presence of mutations in QRDRs and MRMMs in Brisbane; 28% of MRMM-harbouring M. 
genitalium strains from Brisbane also harboured alterations within their QRDR, consistent with resistance to 
both classes of antibiotics; whereas, in Townsville only 5% of MRMM-harbouring M. genitalium samples also 
had QRDRs (P < 0.01). Conclusion: This study has important implications for the use of first- and second-
line treatments for M. genitalium infections, including demonstrating alarmingly high levels of macrolide-
resistant M. genitalium within Queensland and raises concerns over future use of quinolones. In future, testing 
for mutations within both MRMMs (and subsequent investigations for QRDR mutations) may be required to 
facilitate patient-directed treatments, with a view to lowering the rates of treatment failure and slowing the 
emergence of antibiotic resistance in M. genitalium.  

Keywords: mycoplasma genitalium, macrolide, quinolone, antibiotic resistance 
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49 TETRACYCLINE AND FLUOROQUINOLONE RESISTANCE IN CLINICAL UREAPLASMA SPP. AND 
MYCOPLASMA HOMINIS ISOLATES IN FRANCE BETWEEN 2010 AND 2015 

A. Meygret, C. Le Roy, H. Renaudin, S. Pereyre, C. Bébéar
USC EA 3671 IHMC, INRA-University of Bordeaux, Bordeaux, FRANCE

Background. Ureaplasma spp. and Mycoplasma hominis are microorganisms that can be responsible for 
urogenital infections, neonatal infections and extra-genital infections in immunocompromised patients. Only 
three antibiotic families, tetracyclines, fluoroquinolones and macrolides and related antibiotics are potent 
against these bacteria. Because information on resistance rates is currently limited, the aim of this study was 
to investigate the susceptibility of Ureaplasma spp. and M. hominis to tetracyclines and fluoroquinolones in 
France. Methods. Susceptibility of 1014 clinical isolates (831 Ureaplasma spp. and 183 M. hominis) obtained 
in Bordeaux University Hospital (Bordeaux, France) between 2010 and 2015 was evaluated using two 
commercial kits, S.I.R. Mycoplasma (Bio-Rad) from 1st January 2010 to 5th October 2012 and MYCOFAST 
RevolutioN (ELITechGroup) from 6th October 2012 to 31st December 2015. Minimum inhibitory concentrations 
of all isolates detected as resistant were determined using broth microdilution assay and were interpreted 
according to CLSI guidelines. Mutations associated with fluoroquinolone resistance were searched by 
sequencing the quinolone resistance-determining region (QRDR) of gyrA, gyrB, parC and parE genes. The 
tet(M) gene which confers resistance to tetracyclines was searched by PCR. Results. Among 831 
Ureaplasma spp. isolates, the rate of resistance was the highest for tetracycline (7.5%), whereas low rates 
were observed for levofloxacin (1.2%) and moxifloxacin (0.1%). Among the 183 M. hominis isolates, 
resistance rates were 14.8% for tetracycline, 2.7% for levofloxacin and 1.6% for moxifloxacin. Over the 6-year 
study period, any significant evolution of resistance to tetracyclines and fluoroquinolones was observed. The 
tet(M) gene was found in all tetracycline-resistant Ureaplasma spp. and M. hominis isolates. All isolates 
resistant to levofloxacin harbored a mutation in the parC or parE genes. Isolates that were also resistant to 
moxifloxacin harbored an additional mutation in the gyrA gene. Regarding Ureaplasma spp. isolates, 
statistically significant different results (Chi2, p<0.01) were recorded between the microdilution assay used as 
reference and the MYCOFAST RevolutioN kit for levofloxacin and moxifloxacin resistance detection. The 
MYCOFAST kit identified 8.8% (48/544) and 3.1%(17/544) false cases of levofloxacin and moxifloxacin 
resistance, respectively. Conclusion. Resistance to tetracyclines and fluoroquinolones was stable and limited 
in France between 2010 and 2015 in Ureaplasma spp. and M. hominis, despite that 14.8% of M. hominis 
isolates were resistant to tetracycline. Ongoing monitoring of antibiotic susceptibility of these urogenital 
mycoplasmas remains necessary.  

Keywords: resistance, Mycoplasma hominis, Ureaplasma, Tetracycline, Fluoroquinolone 

50 THE PEDIATRIC CLINICAL PRESENTATION OF MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE INFECTIONS IN THE 
JERUSALEM AREA 

O. Gordon1, Y. Oster1, A. Michael-Gayego1, D. Averbuch2, D. Engelhard2, A. E. Moses1, R. Nir-Paz1

1Clinical Microbiology And Infectious Diseases, Hadassah-Hebrew Univ Med Ctr, Jerusalem, ISRAEL,
2Department Of Pediatrics, Hadassah-Hebrew Univ Med Ctr, Jerusalem, ISRAEL

Background: Mycoplasma pneumoniae (MP) is a major cause of community acquired pneumonia in school-
age children, however, there is increasing recognition that younger children are also affected. Clinical 
manifestations vary from asymptomatic, suggesting a carrier state, to severe complicated pneumonia. Extra-
pulmonary manifestations are reported. The aim of this study was to describe the clinical manifestations of MP 
infections in children, admitted to a tertiary medical center in Jerusalem, Israel during a long-standing 
epidemic. Methods: All children (0-18) with oropharyngeal swab positive for MP PCR at the Hadassah-
Hebrew University Medical Center during a ten-year period (2007-2017) were included. For each positive 
patient clinical data was extracted from the electronic medical records. Results: During the study period, 1940 
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children were tested and 354 (16%) were positive for MP. Out of the positive children, 56% were males, 66% 
Jewish and 34% Arabs. Mean age was 6.7 years (IQR 2.9-10, range 3 weeks to 18 years). Forty two percent 
(150/354) of the cohort were children younger than 5 years, however, compared to older children, the rate of 
positive PCR was significantly lower in these young children and even more so for infants younger than one 
year (20%, 13% and 10%, respectively; p <0.001). At current stage, the clinical presentation data was 
available for 229 cases, 64% with pneumonia confirmed by X-ray (147/229) and 22% with other respiratory 
manifestations (51/229). The rest (14%) had isolated extra-pulmonary manifestations including: skin (19/229) 
and neurological manifestations (6/229). Extra-pulmonary manifestations were also evident in 22% of children 
with any respiratory symptoms (43/198). No difference was observed between children 0-5 and 5-18 years in 
the rate of extra-pulmonary manifestations. In 82% of the patients with pneumonia (120/147), the main CXR 
findings were consolidations. However, children of 5-18 years were more likely to have CXR-confirmed 
pneumonia compared to younger children (41/79 vs. 106/150; p=0.005). Interestingly, children age 0-5 years 
who had pneumonia, had more severe presentation with de-saturation (46% vs. 20%; p=0.001) and longer 
duration of hospitalization (Median: 5 vs. 3.5 days; p=0.05). These features might be explained by higher 
prevalence of background diseases in younger children such as asthma (20% vs 8%; p=0.04) and other 
pulmonary diseases (32% vs 13% p<0.001). Younger children (age 0-5 years) also had a much higher rate of 
viral co-infection (29% vs. 1%; p<0.0001). Importantly, only two children (out 229) were admitted to ICU, both 
survived. Conclusions: Although younger children are less likely to have MP positive test or to have MP 
pneumonia, those who had MP pneumonia had a more severe presentation, higher rate of viral co-infection 
and longer hospitalization. We have identified young children with background pulmonary disease as a risk 
factor for more severe presentation of MP pneumonia. Nevertheless, in our cohort the clinical course was 
favorable and complications were extremely rare. These finding show, that in addition to being a significant 
cause of pneumonia in school-age children, MP-associated disease might contribute to hospitalization in 
younger children (age 0-5 years).  

Keywords: pediatric, epidemiology, Mycoplasma pneumoniae, Clinical presentation 

Peter Hannan Award Lecture MYCOPLASMA GENITALIUM: THE TIME HAS COME TO TAKE IT 
SERIOUSLY 

Lisa Manhart, U. Washington, USA 

Mycoplasma genitalium is the smallest of the Mollicutes with a genome of ~580kb. In the ~35 years since its 
initial identification, clear and convincing epidemiologic evidence has demonstrated that it can cause 
nongonococcal urethritis (NGU) in men. M. genitalium is also associated with female reproductive tract 
disease syndromes including cervicitis, pelvic inflammatory disease, preterm delivery, and infertility, yet some 
debate remains over the causal nature of these associations. Sexual transmission has been demonstrated 
through multi-locus typing of short tandem repeats and sequencing of the MgPa-1/MgPa-3 region, 
establishing M. genitalium as a sexually transmitted infection (STI). In high risk populations, prevalence can 
be as high as 18% to 20%, whereas the prevalence in low-risk populations (~1%) is consistent with other well-
known STIs: somewhat less than that of Chlamydia trachomatis (~4%) but almost twice that of Neisseria 
gonorrhoeae (0.6%). Despite relatively infrequent consideration of M. genitalium in the clinical management of 
female reproductive tract disease syndromes, it is increasingly considered in the clinical management of NGU 
in men. However, this is hampered by the poor availability of diagnostic testing, the low efficacy of the 
standard antibiotic therapies utilized in syndromic management, and the rapid emergence of antimicrobial 
resistance. Contemporary treatment failure rates after syndromic therapy range from 60% to 70% for 
doxycycline and from 30% to 40% for azithromycin. The efficacy of moxifloxacin, which is currently 
recommended for treatment failures, has declined from 100% to 89%. Although the reasons behind the poor 
efficacy of doxycycline are unclear, azithromycin treatment failures are largely due to antimicrobial resistance. 
Because M. genitalium culture is too time- and labor-intensive to be useful for routine determination of 
antimicrobial resistance, molecular methods are relied upon instead. Macrolide resistance mediating 
mutations in the 23S rRNA gene have been detected in 40% to 100% of infected individuals and mutations in 
the quinolone resistance determining region of the parC gene have been detected in 4% to 20%. Both 
mutations have been detected in 1% to 9% of cases. In several instances, this has translated to multi-drug 
treatment failures and M. genitalium is increasingly in danger of becoming untreatable. Future directions 
include the need for better data on infections in women and prospective studies to determine whether 
reproductive tract disease sequelae can be prevented by diagnosis and effective treatment. Awareness 
among clinical providers remains low in many settings and provider education and guidelines for how 
diagnostic tests should be used are needed. The identification of novel antimicrobials and/or effective dual 
antibiotic treatment regimens is an urgent priority.  
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52 AZITHROMYCIN (AZM) REDUCES DEATH OR SEVERE RESPIRATORY MORBIDITY AT 12 MONTH 
ADJUSTED AGE (AA) IN UREAPLASMA-POSITIVE PRETERMS 

R. M. Viscardi1, M. Terrin2, L. S. Magder2, S. J. Dulkerian1, N. L. Davis1, K. B. Waites3, N. Ambalavanan4, P.
Donohue5, D. A. Kaufman6, D. Tuttle7, J. Weitkamp8

1Pediatrics, University of Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
2Epidemiology, University of Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, MD,
3Pathology, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AL,
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Background: Ureaplasma respiratory tract infection (RTI) is a risk factor for BPD, but its effects on longer-
term pulmonary outcomes are unknown. We reported that azithromycin (AZM) 20 mg/kg x 3d effectively 
eradicates Ureaplasma RTI, but did not reduce the risk for physiologic bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD) in 
preterms 240-286 wk gestation. We hypothesized that preterms with Ureaplasma RTI would have greater 
respiratory morbidity (RM) at 12 mo adjusted age (AA) than non-infected infants and that AZM eradication of 
Ureaplasma RTI would improve respiratory outcomes in the first year of life. Objective: To determine the 
potential of AZM to improve pulmonary outcomes at 6 and 12 mo AA. Design/Methods: Infants 240-286 wk 
gestation enrolled in a prospective, multicenter, double-blind, placebo-controlled RCT were randomized to 
either AZM 20 mg/kg IV or equal volume of D5W (placebo) q24h x 3d and tracheal (TA)/nasopharyngeal (NP) 
samples were obtained pre- and post-dosing for Ureaplasma culture and species-specific PCR. Parents were 
contacted at 6 and 12 mo AA (chronologic age plus number of weeks born preterm) to complete pulmonary 
questionnaires. The statistical significance of observed differences between groups were assessed by Chi-
Square, Wilcoxon, or Kruskal Wallis Test. Results: Of 121 subjects (AZM=60; placebo=61), 44 (36.3%) were 
Ureaplasma culture and/or PCR-positive. 110 survived to discharge with questionnaires completed for 105 
(95%) at 6 mo AA and 91(82%) at 12 mo AA to date. There were no differences between treatment groups for 
post-discharge RM (hospitalization/ER or doctor visits for respiratory illnesses, home oxygen, respiratory 
medication use, or chronic cough/wheeze) or severe RM (≥2 hospitalization or ER visits for respiratory 
illnesses, systemic steroids use, home oxygen >3 mo, or cough/wheeze despite inhaled steroid Rx). We 
investigated whether the source of Ureaplasma-positive samples (TA vs NP) impacted clinical outcomes. TA-
pos infants (N=21) had lower survival [15 (71%)] and physiologic BPD-free survival [7(33%] than TA-neg 
infants (N=52) [47(90%) & 26(50%)] and NP specimens only infants (N=48) [48(100%) & 37(79%)], 
respectively (p<0.01 each). The frequency of death or severe RM at 12 mo AA was lower in AZM-treated [3/9 
(33%)] than in placebo-treated TA-pos infants [6/7 (86%)] (p=0.036). Conclusion(s): TA-pos Ureaplasma RTI 
is associated with greater adverse short and long-term outcomes and AZM treatment may improve survival 
and reduce severe respiratory morbidity in this high-risk group. A subsequent Phase III RCT of AZM should 
target Ureaplasma TA-positive preterm infants <28 wk gestation.  

Keywords: Ureaplasma parvum, Ureaplasma urealyticum, bronchopulmonary dysplasia, pulmonary outcome 

53 THE EPIDEMICAL FEATURES OF MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIA INFECTION AMONG CHILDREN 
THROUGHOUT JAPAN IN RECENT 10 YEARS 

T. Oishi, Y. Tanaka, T. Tanaka, I. Miyata, K. Ouchi
Pediatrics, Kawasaki Medical School, Kurashiki, JAPAN

Background In Japan, we experienced Mycoplasma pneumoniae infection pandemics in 2011 and 2012. The 
rate of macrolide-resistant M. pneumonia also increased at the same time, thereafter the number of M. 
pneumoniae infections decreased for a while, but increased again from late 2015 to early 2016. Therefore, it 
is necessary to understand the recent aspects of M. pneumoniae infections in Japanese children. Methods 
We enrolled children with acute respiratory tract infections who visited 69 institutions located in five areas 
around Japan (Kyushu, Chugoku, Shikoku, Kinki, and Hokkaido) since March 2008. Samples were collected 
from patients with suspected M. pneumoniae infections. Informed consent was obtained from the parents of 
the patients. To define the macrolide-resistant isolates, we performed antibiotic susceptibility testing and 
sequencing of domain V of the 23s rRNA gene of M. pneumoniae to detect specific point mutations related 
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to macrolide-resistance. Furthermore, we also examined the backgrounds of patients with M. pneumoniae 
infections. Results From 2008 to 2017, a total of 1812 isolates of M. pneumoniae were obtained from the 
patients. The annual numbers of isolates were 20, 16, and 136 in 2008, 2009, and 2010. Thereafter there 
were 467 and 604 isolates, in 2011 and 2012. Although there were 43 and 32 isolates in 2013 and 2014, after 
which there were 148, 236, and 80 isolates in 2015, 2016, and 2017, respectively. The rates of macrolide-
resistant M. pneumoniae of all isolates in each period, there was 70.8% in pre- outbreak of 2011-2012, 74.2% 
in outbreak of 2011-2012, 46.2% in post- outbreak of 2011-2012, and 48.1% in outbreak of 2015-2016, 
respectively. Almost all macrolide-resistant isolates had the A2063G point mutation in domain V of the 23S 
rRNA gene. Furthermore, the ratio of P serotype type 1 of all isolates was 50% in outbreak of 2015-2016, 
whereas it was more than 90% in outbreak of 2011-2012. Conclusion: In these 10 years, outbreaks of M. 
pneumoniae infections have occurred twice in Japan. However, there were differences in the rate of 
macrolide-resistant M. pneumoniae and the ratio of P serotype type 1 among the isolates between two 
outbreaks.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma pneumoniae, Macrolide resistance, Epidemical Feature, Japan, Children 
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54 SENTINEL SURVEILLANCE FOR MACROLIDE-RESISTANT MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE AT 
SELECT SITES IN THE UNITED STATES 

K. Waites1, A. E. Ratliff1, D. M. Crabb1, L. Xiao2, X. Qin3, Y. W. Tang4, R. Selvarangan5, X. Zheng6, J. Dien
Bard7, M. Prichard8, E. Brooks9, S. Dallas10, L. B. Duffy1, T. P. Atkinson11
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Background. Macrolide-resistant Mycoplasma pneumoniae (MRMp) has become widespread in Asia over the 
past two decades and can result in prolonged illness, necessitating change to other antimicrobial classes for 
resolution of symptoms. MRMp is now well-documented in Europe, the U.S. and Canada. We previously 
reported a 13.2% rate of MRMp among 91 Mp-positive clinical specimens collected from 6 U.S. hospitals 
between 2012 and 2014, but no clinical information was available. In order to evaluate the prevalence of 
MRMp in the U.S., its clinical significance, and whether it is becoming more common over time, the U.S. 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) established a national surveillance program for MRMp in 
children with respiratory infections. Methods. Beginning in January, 2015, 8 medical centers representing a 
broad geographic region of the U.S. began freezing nasal secretions in viral transport media that tested 
positive for Mp by the Biofire respiratory pathogen panel (bioMérieux) and shipped them to the UAB 
Diagnostic Mycoplasma Laboratory. Additional specimens from Children’s of Alabama tested with the 
GenMark ePlex RP and others from the UAB Diagnostic Mycoplasma Laboratory stored in SP4 broth are also 
being evaluated. Real-time PCR was performed for detection of 23S rRNA mutations known to confer 
macrolide resistance using altered DNA melting points measured in the Roche LightCycler 480. Specimens 
were also cultured for Mp. Clinical data from each patient are collected at each clinical site and entered into 
an electronic database to be matched with laboratory data. Results. Thus far, 207 Mp-positive specimens 
from medical centers in 7 different states have been tested by PCR for macrolide resistance mutations. PCR 
has identified 15 MRMp, giving an overall rate of 7.3%. Individual rates of MRMp according to state are: WA: 
0/44 (0%), TX: 0/3 (0%), MO: 2/39 (5.1%), IL: 2/35 (5.7%), CA: 2/28 (7.1%), NY: 6/43 (14%), and AL: 3/10 
(30%); Sequence analysis to identify gene mutations, MICs, strain typing, and evaluation of clinical 
significance of macrolide resistance are ongoing. Conclusions. CDC has taken an important step to set up a 
sentinel surveillance program to determine the prevalence and clinical significance of MRMp in the U.S. in a 
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systematic manner. Initial data indicate the overall rate of MRMp in the populations studied is fairly low 
(7.1%), but may be higher in some locations than others. Numbers from individual locations are too small to 
make meaningful conclusions at this point. Further information will be forthcoming as more patient specimens 
are evaluated and the additional methods for characterization of MRMp in this population are completed.  

55 MYCOPLASMA GENITALIUM; INCREASING RESISTANCE TO CURRENT THERAPIES HERALDS 
THE NEED FOR IMPROVED CARE PATHWAYS WITH RESISTANCE-GUIDED THERAPY 

L. Tan1, S. Walker1, E. Mokany1, J. Danielewski2, G. Muirray3, S. Garland3, E. Chow4, C. Fairley4, J. Jensen5,
T. Read4, C. Bradshaw4

1Research And Development, SpeeDx Pty Ltd, Eveleigh, AUSTRALIA, 2., Murdoch Childrens Research
Institute, Parkville, AUSTRALIA, VIC, 3Centre For Women’s Infectious Diseases, The Royal Women’s
Hospital, Parkville, AUSTRALIA, VIC, 4Alfred Hospital, Central Clinical School And Monash University,
Melbourne Sexual Health Centre, Melbourne, AUSTRALIA, VIC, 5Bacteria, Parasites & Fungi, Statens Serum
Institut, Copenhagen, DENMARK

Background - STDs are traditionally managed in the context of the presenting syndrome, and when patients 
fail treatment they are prescribed a second antimicrobial. A lack of diagnostic tests has meant Mycoplasma 
genitalium (MG) infections are often mis-diagnosed and inappropriately managed. Managment is further 
complicated by the limited availability of treatment options for MG, and the rapid acquisition of resistance to 
antimicrobials. The aim of this study was to use a molecular diagnostic test for MG that identified the 
infectious agent as well as resistance markers to facilitate resistance-guided therapy where patients can be 
prescribed treatment according to a resistance profile. 
Methods - A prospective study was performed in Australia, using the ResistancePlus MG test* (SpeeDx), 
which detects MG and 23S rRNA gene mutations for azithromycin resistance, to guide treatment for 244 
patients symptomatic for urethritis, cervicitis and proctitis. Upon initial presentation, patients were treated with 
doxycycline (which is effective against chlamydia but only has ~30% cure rate for MG). MG positive patients 
were re-called and given a high dose azithromycin regimen (no mutation detected) or sitafloxacin (resistance 
mutation present). MG load was also determined in pre- and post-treatment samples. The pre-treatment 
patient samples were subsequently assessed using a prototype MG parC test* which detect 5 mutations in 
parC associated with fluoroquinolone resistance and compared to Sanger sequencing of the parC gene. (* 
Not available for sale in the US.) Results - Utilization of the ResistancePlus MG test in a new treatment 
pathway saw cure rates for MG of 94.8% (95%CI:87.2-98.6%) for the 32% that were treated with azithromycin 
and 92.2% (95%CI:87.1-95.8%) for the 68% of patients were treated with sitafloxacin. Although doxycycline 
has poor cure rates for MG, initial treatment with doxycycline was shown to decrease overall bacterial load 
after ~1 week of treatment. Analysis of parC results is ongoing, however in 90 samples the MG parC test has 
found a prevalence of ParC mutations of 19.0%. 
Conclusion - Molecular diagnostic tests providing resistance information such as the ResistancePlus MG 
offer clinicians the possibility of implementing Resistance-Guided Therapy in STD management, which is 
particularly important for infections such as M.genitalium which display concerning levels of antimicrobial 
resistance to commonly use therapies. This study demonstrates a new strategy that increased cure rates, and 
has the potential to ultimately reduce the spread of antimicrobial-resistance.  

Keywords: antimicrobial resistance, diagnostic 
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BACKGROUND: Mycoplasma genitalium (MG) is a leading cause of persistent/recurrent urethritis and is 
becoming more difficult to treat in the U.S. due to the emergence of macrolide and quinolone resistance and 
lack of alternative effective MG treatments. METHODS: We present a case report of persistent MG urethritis 
in an immunocompromised patient seen in a Birmingham, AL clinic who has had persistent infection for over 
one year, exhibiting only partial response to moxifloxacin, doxycycline, minocycline and pristinamycin. 
RESULTS: The patient is a 22 year-old male with X-linked agammaglobulinemia and complete mannose-
binding lectin deficiency who receives monthly intravenous immunoglobulin infusions. He has a prior history of 
enteroviral meningoencephalitis and Blastomyces pneumonia, both relatively uncommon in XLA patients. He 
was diagnosed with symptomatic urethritis due to a macrolide-resistant MG strain in early December 2016. 
The patient was initially treated with moxifloxacin and had improvement in his urethral symptoms (dysuria and 
discharge) and a decline in his urine MG load by real-time PCR, but was unable to clear the infection. After 
about 2 weeks of moxifloxacin, doxycycline was added for about 2 more weeks of treatment but the patient 
was still unable to clear his infection and the treatment was stopped. During the treatment course, his MG 
strain developed 5 different mutations in quinolone resistance genes (2 in parC, 1 in gyrA, and 2 in gyrB). 
After stopping treatment, he developed penile and testicular pain. His provider was granted an FDA 
Investigational New Drug permit and received local IRB approval to treat the patient with pristinamycin 
(approved in France but not in the U.S.) initially for one month (1 gram four times a day) (supplied by Sanofi in 
France), and this was given with doxycycline 100mg twice daily. During the initial trial the patient had a clinical 
response and apparent clearance of the organism. However, it rebounded after the drug was stopped. A 
subsequent 6 month therapeutic trial of pristinamycin and minocycline was unsuccessful, and, in addition, a 
novel mutation was identified in the 23S rRNA gene (C1791T), which may represent a pristinamycin 
resistance mutation. The patient remains symptomatic and increasingly positive by culture and PCR at this 
time on daily minocycline, 15 months after the start of therapy. CONCLUSION: This case reveals that MG 
readily develops resistance mutations to multiple drugs during prolonged therapy. Further, it illustrates the 
difficulty in clearing MG in patients with humoral immunodeficiencies and the worrisome potential of such 
patients to serve as reservoirs for the spread of multi-drug resistant MG.  

Keywords: urethritis, immunodeficiency, antibiotic resistance, 

57 TWO CASES OF MULTI-DRUG RESISTANT GENITOURINARY MYCOPLASMA GENITALIUM 
INFECTION SUCCESSFULLY ERADICATED WITH MINOCYCLINE 
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BACKGROUND Mycoplasma genitalium (MG) is a sexually transmitted infection (STI) and an important 
cause of non-gonococcal urethritis. MG strains containing genetic markers of antimicrobial resistance pose a 
significant public health risk. Presented are two cases of MG infections with strains carrying macrolide and 
quinolone-associated resistance genes that were eradicated successfully with minocycline. 
METHODS/CASES We report two cases of multi-drug resistant (MDR) MG infection, diagnosed in 2017 in 
HIV-negative men who have sex with men (MSM) from New York City. Both were adherent to HIV 
chemoprophylaxis using daily tenofovir-emtricitabine (TDF/FTC). Patients one and two were referred to our 
clinic after presenting with five and four months, respectively, of genitourinary symptoms and persistent MG 
urethritis, with persistently positive urine MG NAATs (BioReference Laboratories, New Jersey) despite 
standard therapy. Both patients underwent multiple treatment regimens consisting of ceftriaxone, 
azithromycin, and prolonged courses of moxifloxacin and doxycycline without resolution of symptoms. The 
patients’ primary sexual partners tested negative for MG and were also given empiric courses of therapy. On 
examination, patient one had shotty left inguinal adenopathy and patient two’s examination was 
unremarkable. RESULTS Patient one’s urine sample was tested at the Diagnostic Mycoplasma Laboratory at 
the University of Alabama at Birmingham and tested MG positive by a real-time PCR assay that also detects 
macrolide resistance. Sequencing of the amplicon revealed a point mutation in 23S rRNA at A2072G (E. coli 
numbering 2059) that confers macrolide resistance. One point mutation in ParC (G248T, which causes the 
amino acid change S83I [E. coli numbering 80]), known to be associated with fluoroquinolone resistance was 
found. There was another point mutation in GyrA (G295A [D99N], in the quinolone resistance-determining 
region [QRDR]). Patient two’s urine and urethral specimens were sent to the CDC laboratory and tested 
positive for MG by real-time PCR. The sequencing results of ParC indicated the same change as the previous 
patient of serine to isoleucine at position 83, and a point mutation in the 23S rRNA gene at A2072G. Both 
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patient’s testing confirmed presence of a MG strain with genetic markers associated with resistance to both 
macrolides and quinolones. Both patients were successfully treated with a 14-day course of minocycline 100 
mg twice daily with resolution of symptoms and negative test of cure. CONCLUSIONS MG is an emerging 
sexually transmitted pathogen and strains with genetic markers for antimicrobial resistance are on the rise. 
While doxycycline has not shown promising cure data, both patients presented in this series were treated 
successfully with minocycline. It is unclear why doxycycline is inferior, as there is no evidence of acquired 
resistance mechanisms for the tetracycline class, though studies have demonstrated that the minimum 
inhibitory concentrations of minocycline for reference and clinical strains of MG appeared to be slightly lower 
than those of tetracycline and doxycycline. There is a need for further clinical research regarding routine MG 
screening and testing, cost-effectiveness of testing, and drug dosing and duration in order to help curb the 
potential spread of difficult to treat MDR MG strains. Minocycline may be the treatment option of last resort for 
MDR MG strains in the U.S. until new drugs become available. 
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58 EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDIES ON ABATTOIR PREVALENCE OF CBPP AND CCPP AMONGST 
RUMINANTS IN ILORIN, KWARA STATE NIGERIA. 

I. D. Olorunshola1, O. B. Daodu1, E. B. Folaranmi1, B. Ajiboye1, M. Hlusek2, R. A. Nicholas2, A. R. Peters3, M.
Scacchia4, D. S. Adegboye5
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Background: Contagious bovine bronchopneumonia disease (CBPP) of cattle is a highly contagious disease 
caused by Mycoplasma mycoides subsp mycoides (Mmm) that can lead to high rate of mortality. Similarly, 
contagious caprine pleuropneumonia (CCPP) is a severe disease of small ruminants caused by Mycoplasma 
capricolum subsp capripneumoniae (Mccp). Objective: This study aimed at establishing the prevalence of 
CBPP and CCPP among cattle and small ruminants in a cohort of abattoirs in Ilorin, Nigeria. Methods: 324 
cattle were screened for Mmm and 319 small ruminants for Mccp. Latex agglutination test, which is a rapid, 
reliable and specific serological technique, was used on the sera to determine the prevalence of CBPP and 
CCPP. Results: A prevalence rate of 56.2% was recorded for Mmm in this study. Majority of the cattle were 
from the Northern part of Nigeria 226 (69.8%), 95 (29.3%) were from the south, while 3 (0.9%) were from the 
border, however, prevalence was higher in cattle from southern origin (P= 0.853). A slightly higher prevalence 
was noticed amongst the female cattle (56%). The prevalence based on breeds distribution for cattle are Red 
Sokoto (62%), Sokoto Gudali (57.3%), White Fulani (56%), Red Bororo (50%), Mixed and Bokoloji (100%) 
while Sokoto Red and Bunaji had zero prevalence (P= 0.560). 22 of 324 cattle were ill while only 10 showed 
classical signs of CBPP (P=0.09 and P=0.05) respectively. A Mccp prevalence rate of 105 (32.9%) was also 
found among the small ruminants. Most of the small ruminants also originated from the northern (56.4%). The 
total number of goats was 275 (86.2 %) while sheep was 44 (13.8%). The breeds recorded based on sero-
positivity were Red Sokoto (37.6%), West African Dwarf (20.4%), Balami (7.2%) and Red Bororo (1.3%) while 
Uda and Yankasa were all negative. In all 267 of the 319 ruminants showed no signs of sickness, however 83 
(26 %) tested positive for the presence of Mccp. Conclusion: The high prevalence of Mmm and Mccp in this 
study area shows an urgent need for preventive and control measures to be undertaken to prevent the spread 
of CBPP and CCPP in Nigeria.  

Keywords: Epidemiology, Abattoir, LATs, Mycoplasmas, Ruminants. 

59 ACHOLEPLASMA EQUIRHINIS SP. NOV. ISOLATED FROM HORSE (EQUUS CABALLUS). 
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The genus Acholeplasma currently includes 15 established species. Acholeplasma species are phenotypically 
and genetically diverse, and are broadly distributed in the nature and can be isolated from different plant, 
avian, and mammalian sources. The acholeplasmas are chemoorganotrophs and are dependent on 
carbohydrates and amino acids of a host but do not require sterol for growth. Little is known about the 
biodiversity of acholeplasmas in mammals. In 1975, N.M. Allam and R.M. Lemcke published a study on 
mycoplasmas and acholeplasmas isolated from the respiratory tract of horses (J Hyg (Lond). 1975 74(3):385-
408). In the original study, one acholeplasma isolate N93 recovered from nasopharynx of a thoroughbred 
horse with acute respiratory disease was identified, based on serological testing, as A. equifetale. 35 years 
later, we acquired this strain as A. equifetale from the Mollicutes Collection at Purdue University, West 
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Lafayette, IN, USA and conducted genetic testing on it as a part of our phylogenetic study on acholeplasmas. 
The N93 isolate was confirmed to be a facultative anaerobe able to grow in absence of sterol and utilize 
glucose but not hydrolyze arginine and urea. Molecular characterization included the assessment of the 
following genomic loci: 16S rRNA, 23S rRNA, 23S-5S rRNA ITS, rpoB, rpoC and gyrB. The phylogenetic 
comparison with other acholeplasnas showed that the isolate N93 forms a separate branch on the 16S rRNA 
and rpoB phylogenetic trees distinct from nearest species to A. oculi, A. hippikon, and A. equifetale. The 
sequence similarities of the rpoB and gyrB genes of N93 with A. oculi, A. hippikon, and A. equifetale were 
assessed as 83% and 81%, 84% and 79%, 83% and 78%, respectively. The high level of genetic diversity 
allowed us to propose to separate N93 into a novel Acholeplasma species with taxonomic name 
Acholeplasma equirhinis sp. nov. (GenBank: FJ226562, EU925160, EU925159 and GU905035).  

Keywords: Acholeplasma, horse, novel species  

 

60 MYCOPLASMA PROCYONI SP. NOV. ISOLATED FROM RACCOON (PROCYON LOTOR). 
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Mycoplasmas are represented by phenotypically and genetically diverse group of organisms that are broadly 
distributed in humans and mammals. Although Mycoplasma spp. are widely recognized as pathogens of 
livestock and wildlife animals, potential impacts on health and the biodiversity of mycoplasmas in wildlife 
animals are not yet well studied. In 1999, isolate LR5794 was isolated from a raccoon by Dr. H.L. Ruhnke who 
worked at the Veterinary Services Laboratory, Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food, Guelph, Ontario, 
Canada. No identification to the species level was performed at the time of isolation so it was identified as 
Mycoplasma sp. Ten years later, we acquired this strain as Mycoplasma sp. LR5794 from the Mollicutes 
Collection at Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN, USA, and conducted genetic testing on it as a part of our 
phylogenetic study on mycoplasmas. The LR5794 isolate was confirmed to be a facultative anaerobe that 
utilizes glucose but not hydrolyze arginine and urea. Molecular characterization included the assessment of 
the following genomic loci: 16S rRNA, 16S-23S rRNA ITS, and rpoB. The phylogenetic comparison with other 
mycoplasmas showed that isolate LR5794 forms a separate branch on the 16S rRNA and rpoB phylogenetic 
trees distinct from nearest species, i.e. M molare, M. lagogenitalium, M. neurolyticum, and M. hyorhinis. The 
sequence similarities of the 16S rRNA and rpoB genes of LR5794 with M molare, M. lagogenitalium, M. 
neurolyticum, and M. hyorhinis were assessed as 95% and 79%, 97% and 80%, 93% and 78%, 93% and 
77%, respectively. The high level of genetic diversity allowed us to propose that LR5794 represents a novel 
Mycoplasma species. We propose this species be given a taxonomic status as Mycoplasma procyoni sp. nov. 
(GenBank: FJ226566 and FJ882043). The pathogenicity of these novel Mycoplasma species to raccoons is 
unknown, and additional research is merited to assess host/pathogen interactions.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma, raccoons, wildlife, novel species  

 

61 DETECTION AND ISOLATION OF MYCOPLASMA CAPRICOLUM SUBSPECIES CAPRICOLUM FROM 
EAST AZERBAIJAN SHEEP FLOCKS. 
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Science, Tehran, IRAN 

Background : Contagious agalactia (CA), one of the main diseases in sheep and goats, is characterized by 
mastitis, arthritis, keratoconjunctivitis, and occasionally abortion. Mycoplasma agalactiae is the classic agent 
of CA in sheep and goats. Mycoplasma mycoides subspecies capri (Mmc), Mycoplasma capricolum 
subspecies capricolum (Mcc), and Mycoplasma putrefaciens (Mp) produce a clinically similar disease, more 
often in goats. Originally a goat pathogen, Mcc is receiving more attention nowadays as it has become a 
potential risk for endangered wild goats (Capra falconeri) population. Mcc is not a human pathogen; however, 
recently for the first time, one Mcc case with severe septicemia and meningoencephalitis complications was 
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reported in an old man in Germany. Consumption of dairy goat products during an excursion or accidental 
contact with goat herds were cited as the potential transmission routes. Iran has been considered as an 
endemic area for CA. Many studies have been carried out on Ma isolation and detection in different regions of 
Iran, However, there is only one Mcc report from one Province in Iran. East Azerbaijan is an important hub of 
sheep dairy products.Therefore, the aim of the present study was to detect Mcc as one of the casual agents of 
CA in sheep in the East Azerbaijan Province through using both culture and molecular methods. Methods : A 
total of 272 samples were collected from 49 sheep flocks in East Azerbaijan Province, Iran. The samples 
included milk secretions, ear canal swabs, and eye swabs from animals with clinical signs of CA or with a 
history of disease. The samples were transferred cold with a transport medium to the Mycoplasma Reference 
Laboratory of the Razi Vaccine and Serum Research Institute in Karaj, Iran. PPLO broth and PPLO agar 
medium (BBL, USA) were used for mycoplasma culture. Mcc reference strain (NCTC 10154) was used as the 
positive control uncultured PPLO broth as the negative control. DNA was extracted from the samples using 
the conventional procedures. All the genus-positive samples were tested using M. mycoides cluster specific 
PCR. Finally, all the samples that were positive for the M. mycoides cluster were specifically tested with PCR 
for Mcc. to the mixture. Mcc reference strain (NCTC 10154) was used as the positive control and the 
uncultured PPLO broth as the negative control. The PCR assay was carried out in a Gradient Mastercycler 
(Eppendorf AG, Germany). The amplified products were visualized through using UV illumination after 
electrophoresis and ethidium bromide staining. Results : Out of the 272 samples, 67, 87, and 62 samples 
were found to be positive for mycoplasma genus using the culture method, PCR method, and both culture and 
PCR methods, respectively. Four samples were positive for the M. mycoides cluster. Mcc was also detected 
in all the four M. mycoides cluster positive samples. Conclusion : In this study, Mcc was detected for the first 
time in sheep flocks by using culture and PCR methods. Although culture method is the gold standard in 
microbiology, distinguishing between different mycoplasma species is difficult unless molecular methods are 
applied. Our  
results indicated a higher degree of sensitivity for the PCR method in comparison with the culture method. to 
reach a more comprehensive conclusion. At the end, the authors recommend using eye and ear canal swab 
samples in addition to the respiratory system, lymph node, and milk samples for Mcc detection in small 
ruminants.  

Keywords: contagious agalactia, Mycoplasma capricolum subspecies capricolum, Sheep, Iran 

 

62 MYCOPLASMA BOVIS MASTITIS IN ISRAEL: A FOURTEEN-YEAR SUMMARY (2004-2017) 

I. Lysnyansky1, Y. Yair2, I. Mikula1, M. Freed3, N. Khateb3, R. Falk3, U. Gophna2 
1Dept. Of Avian And Aquatic Diseases, Kimron Veterinary Institute, Beit Dagan, ISRAEL, 2Molecular 
Microbiology And Biotechnology, Tel-Aviv University, Tel Aviv, ISRAEL, 3Laboratory For Udder Health And 
Milk Quality, Israel Dairy Board, Caesarea, ISRAEL 

Background: Mycoplasma bovis is an emerging global mastitis pathogen that causes substantial economic 
losses to the dairy industry; its prevalence has increased markedly in many European countries and Israel 
during the last decade. Objectives: Based on the laboratory and epidemiological results obtained during 
fourteen years (2004-2017) in Israel, the objective of this study was to summarize the involvement of M. bovis 
in mycoplasmal mastitis. Results: A total of 98 Mycoplasma spp. positive herds were identified in these years 
in Israel including M. bovis (n = 89), M. alkalescens (n = 5), M. cottewii (n = 3), M. bovigenitalium (n = 2), and 
M. yeatsii (n = 1). In some herds there was a coinfection with two Mycoplasma spp. The proportion of M. bovis 
infected herds was less than 1% in 2004–2007, when only sporadic cases of mastitis (from 0 to 3 yearly), 
usually from the same geographic region the Golan Heights, were detected. The proportion of M. bovis 
infected herds increased to 3.77% in 2008 when an outbreak of mastitis has occurred affecting 18 herds from 
all over the country (total 61 cows). Since then (2009–2017) the proportion of M. bovis infected herds ranged 
from 0.77 to 2.77%. Most of the positive M. bovis dairy herds are new identified and had never been identified 
in the period of 2004-2017. Our data indicate that on Israeli dairy farms (i) mastitis is the main clinical 
presentation of M. bovis disease; (ii) M. bovis does not tend to persist upon emergence; (iii) there is a link 
between M. bovis mastitis and the expansion in herd size. Results of the molecular typing of M. bovis mastitic 
isolates revealed the presence of a dominant genotype, identified in about 65% of herds positive for M. bovis 
in milk. However, increase in diversity of M. bovis genotypes has been observed since 2012; no dominant 
genotype was identified among the isolates isolated in 2017. Conclusions: The data obtained by us show 
that M. bovis is the main mycoplasmal mastitic pathogen in Israel and it is established in local dairy herds.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma bovis, mastitis  
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63 ABSENCE OF NICOTINATE PHOSPHORIBOSYLTRANSFERASE IN MYCOPLASMA SYNOVIAE IS 
RESPONSIBLE FOR A REQUIREMENT OF THE ß-NICOTINAMIDE ADENINE DINUCLEOTIDE IN MEDIA 
FOR MYCOPLASMA SNOVIAE 

T. La1, S. Lee2

1Veterinary Microbiology, Konkuk University, Korea, seoul, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF, 2College Of Veterinary 
Medicine, Konkuk University, Seoul, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

Background Mycoplasma synoviae (MS) is a group of bacteria with no cell walls and a major pathogen 
causing respiratory disease, infectious synovitis and egg shell apex abnormality in chickens. MS requires 
complex supplements like ß-Nicotinamide Adenine Dinucleotide (NAD), fresh yeast extract and porcine serum 
for in vitro growth. Especially, ß-NAD is expensive and cannot be autoclaved. In previous study, some strains 
of MS could be cultured in the medium containing nicotinate instead of ß-NAD. These results indicated that a 
requirement of ß-NAD for culturing of MS differed among strains of MS. What makes difference of 
requirement of ß-NAD for growth of MS has not been reported yet. Comparative genome analysis were 
performed to identify whether there is a difference in the genes related to the nicotinamide metabolism among 
the isolates showing difference in the NAD dependency. Methods In this study, we performed comparative 
genome analysis with three complete genome sequences of MS, the Korean strain A4, MS53, and WVU1853 
using the Geneious software version 11 and the KEGG metabolic pathway database. Growth kinetic of the 
The Korean field strain of A4 was compared with that of the WVU1853 and Australian field strains in both of 
the modified frey medium or the modified frey medium without ß-NAD. Results Each strains have two copies 
of rRNA genes consisting of 23s and 16s subunits. The number of tRNA that presents in each strains is 34. A 
comparison of annotated functional genes showed the majority of genes were present in all three strains, 
however some variations were detected. Among them, nicotinate phosphoribosyltransferase gene related to 
the ß-NAD metabolism was only present in the Korean strain A4. The type strain WVU1853 known to require 
ß-NAD for growth in previous study, doesn’t have nicotinate phosphoribosyltransferase gene in its genome. 
The Korean strain A4 could be grown in both medium and the growth curve of strain A4 in both medium was 
similar, while the type strain could be cultured only in the medium containing ß-NAD. Conclusion These 
results suggested that absence of the nicotinate phosphoribosyltransferase gene in type strain of MS is 
responsible for a requirement of ß-NAD for growth of the strain of MS.  

Keywords: Comparative genome analysis, Complete genome, Modified Frey medium, Mycoplasma synoviae, 
ß-Nicotinamide Adenine Dinucleotide 

64 CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF LEUCINE AMINOPEPTIDASE OF MYCOPLASMA HYOPNEUMONIAE 
REVEALS ITS FEATURES AS A MULTIFUNCTIONAL ADHESIN 

R. Chen1, Y. Yu1, X. Xie1, M. Pang2, M. Wu1, M. Liu1, Q. Xiong1, Z. Feng1, W. Zhang3, W. Wang4, G. Shao1 

1Institute Of Veterinary Medicine, Jiangsu Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Nanjing, CHINA, 2Institute Of 
Food Safety And Nutrition, Jiangsu Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Nanjing, CHINA, 3College Of 
Veterinary Medicine, Nanjing Agricultural University, Nanjing, CHINA, 4College Of Life Sciences, Nanjing 
Agricultural University, Nanjing, CHINA

Background - Aminopeptidases are newly determined virulence factors produced by a large number of 
human pathogens. Various structures of aminopeptidases have been determined for the design of novel anty 
drug-resistant bacteria therapeutics. Leucine aminopeptidase (LAP) of Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae is a 
multifunctional adhesin that resides on the M. hyopneumoniae cell surface and could recognize host heparin, 
plasminogen and foreign DNA. However, till now, the three dimensional structures of Mycoplasma are still 
unknown. Methods -Here, the M. hyopneumoniae LAP (Mhp LAP) was expressed, purified and 
crystallized.The resolved structure was analysised by crystallographic methods. Results -The Mhp LAP 
crystal diffracted to a resolution of 2.8 Å. It belonged to space group I4122, with unit-cell parameters a = b = 
220.41, c = 304.56 Å. The resolved structure shows that Mhp LAP has a specific N-terminal regulatory domain 
and a conserved C-terminal catalytic domain. Its sequence identity with other cell-wall bacterial LAPs is low 
and shows the highest simirality with pseudomonas LAP with the score of 34%. Its heparin binding ability was 
confirmed by the heparin colum, Mhp LAP could bind to the column firmly and only be washed by 55% of the 
salt. The heparin binding pockets of Mhp LAP are in the regulatory domain for residues 64 to 69 and 71 to 79. 
As a homohexamer of Mhp LAP， there will be twelve sites for the heparin interaction. The putative HTH motif 
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and DNA binding sites are also on the surface of Mhp LAP, so that these regions could be accessible to the 
foreign molecules. The substrate binding region of it is formed by amino acids K243, M251, D254, T341, 
T343, G344, A433 and Y453, which are the invariable motifs found in other LAPs. Conclusion -All these 
information will help us for the understanding the multifunction features of Mhp LAP at atom level. The 
resolved Mhp LAP structure will also give insights for the design of new anti-M. hyopneumoniae drugs 
pointing at blocking the adhesion process.  

Keywords: Leucine aminopeptidase, Mycoplasma hyoneumoniae, structure 

65 CO-INFECTION OF THE KOREA FIELD STRAINS OF MYCOPLASMA SYNOVIAE WITH QX-LIKE 
INFECTIOUS BRONCHITIS VIRUS TO SPECIFIC PATHOGEN FREE CHICKENS. 

H. Lee1, S. Lee2

1College Of Veterinary Medicine, Konkuk university, Seoul, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF, 2College Of Veterinary
Medicine, Konkuk University, Seoul, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

Background. Mycoplasma synoviae (MS) infection causing airsacculitis and infectious synovitis in chickens 
and turkeys, and eggshell apex abnormality (EAA) in chickens occurs worldwide and is responsible for 
significant economic losses in the poultry industry. Most of MS infection shows subclinical signs at upper 
respiratory tract. However, under presence of other bacteria or virus, MS infection causes various clinical 
signs from mild to severe depending on its pathogenicity. Especially, it has been well known that co-infection 
of infectious bronchitis virus (IBV) could increase pathogenicity of MS. Since the early 1990s, the 
nephropathogenic IBV has become prevail in Korea. To help control of IBV infection, live attenuated vaccines 
have been intensively applied in the poultry industry. In previous study, seroprevalence of MS in the Korean 
broiler breeder farms was 88.6% Under this field condition, there is a high chance of co-infection of MS and 
IBV in the same host at the same time. In this study, we observed pathological and immunological 
consequences of co-infection of Korean field strains of MS and IBV in specific pathogen free (SPF) 
chickens.Methods. Three of Korean strains of MS, A4, G, and T strain were used in this study. For co-
infection with MS strains, nephropathogenic IBV strain belonging to the QX-like IBV subgroup (K1277/03, 
Genbank accession number FJ807930) originated from China was used. Under supervision and approval by 
the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Konkuk University, all animal protocols were designed 
with ethical procedure. Fifty of five-week-old SPF chickens were divided into 5 groups; three groups were 
challenged with each of the Korean field strain of MS and IBV, a group was challenged with only IBV, and the 
other was inoculated with only media. We examined respiratory signs, weight gain and thickness of tracheal 
mucosa of each groups. In addition, MS and IBV specific antibody levels were measured using the 
commercial ELISA.Results. All infected chickens showed signs of pale comb, lameness, and ruffled feather. 
In comparison between groups, co-infected groups with nephropathogenic IBV and the Korean field strains of 
MS showed higher rate of lameness and airsacculitis than the group inoculated with the nephropathogenic 
IBV alone. Also, chickens co-infected with IBV and MS showed significantly retarded growth when they were 
compared with control groups. Histopathological and immunological data will be assessed.Conclusion. 
These findings indicated that co-infection of the Korean field strains of MS and QX-like IBV subgroup can 
cause more severe appearance than that of IBV solely. Various clinical signs and retarded growth from co-
infection of MS and IBV mean that the Korean field strains MS have different level of pathogenicity.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma synoviae, nephropathogenic IBV, Co-infection 

66 MYCOPLASMA BOVIS INFECTION IN AN AUSTRALIAN DAIRY HERD -A LONGITUDINAL STUDY 

N. K. Wawegama1, P. D. Mansell2, C. B. Blackwood3, G. F. Browning1 
1Asia Pacific Centre For Animal Health, Melbourne Veterinary School, Faculty Of Veterinary And Agricultural 
Sciences, University of Melbourne, Parkville, AUSTRALIA, VIC, 2Department Of Veterinary Clinical Sciences, 
Melbourne Veterinary School, Faculty Of Veterinary And Agricultural Sciences, The University of Melbourne, 
Werribee, AUSTRALIA, VIC, 3Warrnambool Veterinary Clinic, Reglan parade, Warrnambool, AUSTRALIA, 
VIC 

Background. Mycoplasma bovis has been recognised as a significant cause of bovine mastitis worldwide, 
including in Australia, resulting in considerable costs to the industry due to loss of milk production, culling and 
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increased treatment costs. The lack of suitable diagnostic tools for extensive screening has hindered our 
ability to understand the epidemiology of infection with this pathogen and eventually control it. We have 
developed a novel enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (MilA ELISA), based on a recombinant fragment of 
the protein MilA (MBOVPG45_0710) and have shown its potential as an effective diagnostic tool for 
epidemiological studies. In this longitudinal study, we used the MilA ELISA, combined with a M. bovis-specific 
polymerase chain reaction assay (PCR), to understand the transmission of M. bovis within a dairy herd. 
Method. A dairy farm in western Victoria, with a ~1500 cow dairy unit, was selected because of a history of 
sporadic outbreaks of clinical mastitis in the dairy herd. Blood samples were collected from 90 Friesian-cross 
calves at 2, 4 and 7 months of age. These serum samples were tested using the MilA ELISA for M. bovis-
specific antibodies. Swab samples were collected from nasal cavities of the same animals at 2 and 7 months 
of age and used to inoculate Mycoplasma medium, which was incubated at 37˚C for at least 7 days, then 
tested using a Mycoplasma-specific PCR and the M. bovis-specific PCR. Upon detection, the products 
amplified from positive samples were subjected to sequencing. At 7 months blood and swab samples were 
also collected from randomly selected in-contact calves and processed as above. One hundred milk samples 
were also collected from the dairy herd and tested using the MilA ELISA. No clinical mastitis or pneumonia 
was reported in the calf herd or the dairy herd at the time of the study. Results. At 2 months of age, none of 
the calves were positive in the M. bovis-specific PCR or the ELISA. Swab cultures detected the presence of 
M. dispar and M. bovirhinis in 7 and 13 animals, respectively. At 4 months of age 46% of the calves had M.
bovis-specific antibodies and by 7 months this had increased to 94%. Around 60% of the in-contact calves
were also positive by MilA ELISA at 7 months. M. bovis was isolated from 3 calves, M. dispar from 18 and M.
bovirhinis from 20 calves. Twenty eight percent of the milk samples from the dairy herd were positive for M.
bovis-specific antibodies using the MilA ELISA. Conclusion. Our results show that although the farm did not
have significant clinical mastitis or pneumonia problems for several months there was evidence that M. bovis
had been circulating among the young animals and that many animals can become infected before they reach
the age of 4 months. The results also demonstrate that the MilA ELISA is more reliable for screening exposed
animals than conventional culture and that it is not affected by the presence of antibodies against other bovine
mycoplasmas.

Keywords: Cattle mastitis, MilA ELISA, Mycoplasma bovis 

67 BOVINE EPITHELIAL IN VITRO INFECTION MODELS FOR MYCOPLASMA BOVIS 

C. Josi1, S. Bürki1, O. Wellnitz2, A. Stojiljkovic3, M. H. Stoffel2, P. Pilo1

1Infectious Diseases And Pathobiology, Institute of Veterinary Bacteriology, Bern, SWITZERLAND,
2Department Of Clinical Research And Veterinary Public Health, Institute of Veterinary Physiology, Bern,
SWITZERLAND, 3Department Of Clinical Research And Veterinary Public Health, Division of Veterinary
Anatomy, Bern, SWITZERLAND

Background: Mycoplasma bovis causes bovine mycoplasmosis. Common clinical manifestations are 
pneumonia and mastitis. In Switzerland, an increase in the number of severe mastitis cases was observed in 
the mid-2000s. Subsequent studies demonstrated a concurrent switch in the genotype of circulating strains. At 
the molecular level, there is limited understanding of the mechanisms involved in the pathogenicity of M. bovis 
and cell infection models are primarily based on bovine blood cells. Furthermore, it is still unknown whether 
the severity of mastitis is related to genetically distinct M. bovis strains. Methods: We adapted bovine in vitro 
systems to investigate infection of epithelial cells with M. bovis using a cell line (MDBK: bovine epithelial 
kidney) and primary cells (PECT: bovine embryonic turbinate cells and bMEC: bovine epithelial mammary 
gland cells). Two strains, one representing the old genotype and one representative of the circulating 
genotype, were selected to perform the experiments. Adhesion and gentamicin protection assays were 
performed. Additionally, confocal fluorescent microscopy was used to confirm M. bovis cell invasion. 
Mycoplasmal growth in co-culture was measured as well as viability, cytotoxicity, apoptosis and cell 
proliferation. Results: Adhesion assays showed higher adhesion capacity, especially in the case of the new 
genotype, to the bovine cell line than to bovine primary cells after 2 hours adhesion. Gentamicin protection 
assays and confocal fluorescent microscopy showed that both strains of M. bovis are able to invade the cell 
types tested. A lowered generation time was calculated for the recent M. bovis genotype compared to the old 
one in co-culture with bMECs and MDBK cells. In the case of bMECs, this result was very pronounced. 
Cytotoxicity and apoptosis were variable depending on the strain and cell type. Induction of cell proliferation 
after M. bovis infection was observed with low quantities of mycoplasmas associated with each cell, while a 
reduction of cell proliferation was detected with increasing quantities of M. bovis associated with each cell. 
Conclusion: We developed bovine epithelial cell infection models to further characterize the potential 
molecular mechanisms involved in the pathogenicity of M. bovis. More particularly, adhesion, cell invasion, 
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cytotoxicity, induction of apoptosis and cell proliferation could be evaluated. An indisputable phenotype 
explaining the increase in the severity of mastitis cases in cattle in Switzerland is not yet obvious. However, 
the growth rate of different genotypes of M. bovis in co-culture with bMECs deserves additional investigations. 

Keywords: gentamicin protection assay, epithelial cells, mammary gland cells, Mycoplasma bovis, cell 
infection 

68 ECONOMIC COST OF MYCOPLASMA AGALACTIAE DISEASE INCURSIONS ON TWO SMALL 
RUMINANT FARMS IN SICILY 

S. Agnello1, R. Puleio1, R. Ayling2, A. Ridley2, R. Nicholas2, G.R. Loria1

1Special Diagnostic Area, Istituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale della Sicilia, Palermo, ITALY, 2Bacterial
Diseases, Animal and Plant Health Agency, Addlestone, UNITED KINGDOM

Background: Contagious agalactia (CA), a disease of dairy sheep and goats mainly caused by Mycoplasma 
agalactiae is known to have been present in Europe for 200 years. It was first described in Italy in the early 
19th century. While it can manifest as a mild disease in affected countries CA has proven difficult to eradicate 
as it persists on farms contaminating successive flocks. The economic costs associated with deaths, 
treatment, lowered milk production, spoiled products, abortions, animal welfare problems are not widely 
known. Previously the impact of the disease was thought to be most severely felt by farmers using traditional 
husbandry for producing milk products on a small scale essentially destroying their livelihoods, however here 
we see the economic impact on a both a large and small scale farm. Methods: Two confirmed CA disease 
incursions on Sicilian ruminant farms were investigated and the farmers interviewed to assess the economic 
burden of the outbreak. Results: In the first case CA disease was confirmed in a flock of 1000 susceptible 
sheep experiencing a substantial drop in milk production following suspicion of disease in 18 agalactic goats 
which delivered weak kids and had been recently imported to the farm as a group of 120 apparently healthy 
lactating Aetna goats. Following notification of the disease costs incurred included slaughtering of 200 sick 
sheep and all 240 goats, administration of a full course of commercial autogenous vaccine according to 
manufacturers recommendations to all remaining animals, purchasing of replacement animals and milk from 
other farmers to maintain his dairy business. Although the disease appears to have been controlled on this 
farm the cost of the disease was estimated at over 100,000 Euros to the farmer. The disease incursion on the 
second farm was on a smaller scale, occurring just prior to the end of the lactation period. To help control the 
disease 20 sick sheep and 15 goats were slaughtered. The purchasing of replacement lactating animals and 
the use of vaccination to control the disease meant that the farmer also incurred losses of several thousands 
of Euros. Conclusions: The loss of animals, dairy production, and the additional expenditure on disease 
control and restocking means that the economic costs of CA disease incursions on Sicilian small ruminant 
farms incurred by individual farmers is substantial.  

Keywords: Contagious agalactia, Mycoplasma agalactiae, sheep, goats, economic cost 

69 PIGLET GUT MICROBIOTA: A POTENTIAL DETERMINANT FOR MYCOPLASMA HYOPNEUMONIAE 
SUSCEPTIBILITY  

M. Surendran Nair1, T. Eucker2, J. Victoria2, B. Martinson2, A. Neubauer2, M. Pieters1

1Department Of Veterinary Population Medicine, University of Minnesota, Saint Paul, UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA, MN, 2Biological Research & Development, Boehringer Ingelheim Animal Health, Ames, UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA, IA

Background Respiratory ailments account for a staggering proportion of swine morbidity and mortality in the 
United States. Recent research indicates that a state of compromised gut microbiota could be associated with 
increased incidence of respiratory infections in animals and humans. In this study, we hypothesized that 
differences in piglet gut microbiome composition modulate susceptibility to Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae 
(MHP), the causative agent of enzootic pneumonia. Methods Thirty conventional crossbred piglets, from five 
different litters, were included in this study. Piglets were fed a commercial diet ad libitum and were 
administered Ceftiofur (5 mg/kg, IM) at three weeks of age. Fecal bacterial community compositions of piglets 
at three weeks of age (one day after antibiotic exposure), eight weeks of age (prior to MHP challenge) and 
twelve weeks of age (28 days post-challenge) were targeted by amplifying the V3-V4 region of 16SrRNA 
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gene. Illumina MiSeq generated sequences were processed using DADA2 workflow and microbiome 
community analyses were conducted using R software. Pearson's correlation coefficients were used to 
determine the association of relative abundance of amplicon sequence variants with MHP induced lung 
lesions. Lung lesion scores (LS) were recorded as described in European Pharmacopoeia from pig lungs at 
necropsy. Results and conclusion Piglets from two litters showed the highest mean LS (20%; 95%CI: 
30.32–10.4%) when challenged with MHP, whereas two other litters showed the lowest mean LS (2.5%; 
95%CI: 4.7 – 0.31%). There were significant differences in species richness and alpha diversity in piglet fecal 
microbiomes among the five litters at different time points (p<0.05). The dissimilarity matrices indicated that at 
week three, the piglet fecal samples from different litters were more dissimilar compared to those from weeks 
eight and twelve. This microbial shift at week three was mainly driven by the increase in abundance of the 
indicator family, Ruminococcaceae in litters with low LS (p<0.05). In addition, the richness counts determined 
on week three was negatively correlated with LS (r=-0.44, p=0.013). The taxa, Ruminococcus_2 having 
highest richness scores, correlated significantly between litters showing stronger associations with lowest LS 
(r=-0.49, p=0.005). Thus, it could be hypothesized that short-chain fatty acid producing taxa, such as 
Ruminococcus_2, could decrease the severity of MHP induced lung lesions.  

Keywords: gut microbiome, Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae, pigs 

70 MIC DATA OF 30 STRAINS OF MYCOPLASMA DISPAR ISOLATED IN BALS AND LUNGS IN CATTLE 
OF NORTHER ITALY 
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Backgroud: Mycoplasmas are now well recognized as etiological agents involved in the pathogenesis of BRD 
(Bovine Respiratory Disease) contributing to respiratory distress and lungs gross pathology lesions in cattle. 
The Mycoplasma bovis (MB) and Mycoplasma mycoides subsp. mycoides SC are the well known as 
mycoplasma pathogens but beside M. bovis, the Mycoplasma dispar (MD) is recently under investigation as 
cause of BRD in young calves, in fact its recovery is associated to respiratory distress or to bronco pneumonic 
lesions. Despite the metaphylaxis approach in veterinary medicine should be discouraged, this practice is still 
applied in some zootechnical sector and in some Countries. As in vitro MICs studies are mainly related to M. 
bovis, few information are available on antimicrobial profile of other pathogenic mycoplasmas, consequently 
the choice of drug is usually targeted versus MB. Therefore, basing on the prevalence of M. dispar in cattle 
and the need of its possible containment via therapeutic treatment, the aim of this study is to evaluate the 
antimicrobial behaviors of 30 field isolates of M. dispar. Materials: 30 strains of M. dispar were isolated from 
BALs or lungs specimens of cattle showing respiratory distress or macroscopic lesions related to mycoplasma 
infection. All samples were collected from animals farmed in Northern Italy during the 2015-2017; propagation 
of strains and MIC tests were performed using the Mycoplasma Experience® Media without inhibitors. MIC 
procedure carried out via microbroth dilution test, used commercial Micronaut-S plates (Merlin Diagnostika®) 
with antibiotics on demand (tylosin, tilmicosin, erythromycin, spiramycin, enrofloxacin, doxycycline, lincomycin 
and florfenicol). Briefly, plates were incubated at 37°C ± 1 and MIC was calculated 24- 48 hours after the 
inoculum, when the positive control well showed a typical acidification, revealing the mycoplasma growth. 
Moreover, we calculated the MIC 50 (i.e. the MIC able to inhibit the 50% of the strains tested) and MIC 90 (i.e. 
the MIC able to inhibit the 90% of the strains tested). Results: Our results demonstrated that most of isolates 
had high MIC values for the antibiotic enrofloxacin erythromycin and tilmicosin. On the other hand most of 
strains presented MIC values < 0,5 µg/ML for the florfenicol, this drug concentration is the lowest one present 
in the plate suggesting the presence of a bacterial population highly susceptible to this drug. Regarding the 
macrolide tylosin most strains presented very low MIC values (0,0625-1 µg/ML), but there is the evidence of a 
bacterial population showing very high MIC values (32 µg/ML), these data are also supported by the MIC 50 
and MIC 90 (0,25 µg/ML and >32 µg/ML respectively) . Finally, MICs results (and relative MIC 50 and 90 
data) for the antibiotic doxycycline, lincomycin and spiramycin pointed out several bacterial clusters with low-
intermediate-high MIC values suggesting a heterogeneous behavior for these molecules. Conclusion: the 
present study evidenced the possibility to apply MIC study via microdilution test also to Mycoplasma dispar, 
which is considered more fastidious in vitro cultivation if compare to other bovine mycoplasmas. Because its 
relevance in the industrial sector and its consequence economic impact the availability of MICs investigation 
should encouraged in order to provide a useful and reliable tool for the management of the pathogen M. 
dispar promoting a “prudent use of antimicrobials” in veterinary medicine.  
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71 SHEDDING AND SPREAD OF MYCOPLASMA BOVIS IN A NATURALLY INFECTED DAIRY HERD 
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Background: Mycoplasma bovis mastitis has been considered contagious in nature and is transmitted from 
infected to uninfected udders mostly at milking time. Still, the transmission may less commonly occurs from 
other source than mammary gland, like the mucosal of nasal cavities, eye and vagina. The aim of this study 
was to assess the shedding pathways of M. bovis in a group of naturally infected dairy cows, and to evaluate 
how the infection could spread to healthy cows. Methods: The study was realized in a dairy farm located in 
north-eastern of Italy: the herd size was 240 cows, milked in a herringbone parlour and housed in freestall 
barns. Due to the finding of M. bovis infection in 2 cows with subclinical mastitis, we tested the milk of each 
cow for the detection of the pathogen, so other 16 infected cows were found. The farmer decided to cull 
immediately only 5 infected cows, while the others 13 cows were moved in the group of “low production 
cows”. We sampled these 13 naturally infected cows monthly for 12 months: we collected milk from each 
single quarter and nasal and vaginal swabs, that were immediately dipped in 2 mL of Mycoplasma Experience 
(ME) broth medium (ME LTD, Reigate, UK). Furthermore, we collected a composite milk sample (CMS) from 
each of the low production cows to assess the spread of M. bovis among uninfected cows. Quarter milk 
samples were submitted to the following test: standard culture (according to the National Mastitis Council 
procedure), somatic cells count (SCC) by mean of DeLaval cell counter (DeLaval A.B., Tumba, Sweden) and 
M. bovis culture. CMS were submitted only for M. bovis detection. For M. bovis isolation samples were
inoculated onto ME broth medium (ME LTD, Reigate, UK) and incubated at 37±1 °C under 5% CO2. Broth
were checked daily for the presence of turbidity/changing colour, then they were plated on ME agar medium,
and checked for "egg fried colonies”. In order to confirm the identification of M. bovis, DNA was extracted from
suspect samples and a 16S-rDNA PCR and Denaturing Gradient Gel Electrophoresis method were
performed. Results: At the 1st control we found 28 M. bovis infected quarters (54%) and 10 cows (71%) had
2 or more infected quarters. Among infected quarters, 13 (23%) had a SCC > 200.000 cells/mL. The only
clinical symptoms observed were agalactia in 3 quarters and the presence of flaky sediments in 1 quarter. In
the following samplings we found other 7 new infected quarters, so the total number of infected quarters was
35. According to the features of M. bovis excretion from each quarters, we found 3 different patterns of
shedding: persistent (16 quarters, 46%), discontinuous (5 quarters, 14%), sporadic (14 quarters, 40%). The
duration of infection in infected quarters was examined using Kaplan-Meier survival function: the average
duration was 173 day (IC 121; 226). The SCC of infected quarters showed a positive correlation with the
duration of infection: in quarters with SCC < 200.000 cells/mL the average duration was 45 days (IC 30;45),
while in quarters > 200.000 the average duration was 210 days (IC 149 – 270). All the vaginal and nose
swabs collected were negative for the presence of M. bovis. All the CMS collected from uninfected cows
tested negative, therefore no new case of infection was found in the herd. Conclusion: The results of this
study highlight that M. bovis infection can induce in the mammary gland a self-limiting disease that could be
more difficult to recognize, compared to the classical form of mastitis, and less contagious.

Keywords: Mycoplasma bovis; dairy cows; milk; mastitis; epidemiology 
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Background-Contagious caprine pleuropneumonia (CCPP) is a severe respiratory disease affecting mainly 
domestic Caprinae. The disease is widespread in Africa and Asia and has a negative impact on the livestock 
sector and food security in affected countries. In low- and middle-income countries, disease control is 
currently dependent on a bacterin type of vaccine. Vaccine production is however hampered by the fastidious 
nature of the causative agent, Mycoplasma capricolum subsp. capripneumoniae (Mccp). In addition, 
knowledge of the pathogenicity of this organism is scarce, mainly due to lack of a suitable in vitro model, in 
vivo challenge models and of means to do site-directed mutagenesis. This work describes the establishment 
of a novel caprine in vivo challenge model for CCPP using a combination of repeated intranasal infection 
followed by a single trans-tracheal infection employing a recent Kenyan Mccp outbreak strain. Methods-Ten 
outbred male goats (Capra aegagrus hircus), 1-2 years of age, were intranasally infected on two consecutive 
days followed by a trans-tracheal infection on day five using Mccp strain ILRI181 (108 CCU/ml/dose). The 
animals were monitored daily by two veterinarians up to 31 days post infection (dpi). Blood samples and nasal 
swabs were collected twice per week throughout the study period. Results- All the goats developed clinical 
disease between 7 and 14 days after the first intranasal infection with fever and extensive coughing. Six 
animals had to be euthanized due to disease severity before the envisaged termination of the trial (31dpi). 
Post mortem examination revealed classical CCPP lesions characterised by severe fibrinous 
pleuropneumonia with pleural effusion (n=6), pleural adhesions (n=10), sequestra (n=3) and renal infarcts 
(n=1). Mccp were isolated from all but one of the infected animals with the highest titers reaching 109-1010 
CCU/ml in pleural fluid and lung juice. Seropositivity was detected in the four surviving goats starting 11dpi. 
Conclusion-Here we report on an in vivo challenge model for CCPP that resulted in 100% morbidity and 60% 
mortality. The model has proven reproducible in recent studies. A robust challenge model is in line with the 3R 
strategy and will reduce the number of animals in future in vivo experiments. This is a step towards a 
standardized protocol of a challenge model that will allow the comparative evaluation of results obtained by 
different research institutions. It lays the foundation for the comparison of existing vaccines and the 
development of novel vaccines against CCPP.  

Keywords: contagious caprine pleuropneumonia (CCPP), challenge model, animal testing refinement 

73 COLOSTRUM AS A SOURCE OF MYCOPLASMA BOVIS 

L. Gille1, J. Evrard2, J. Callens3, K. Supré4, F. Boyen5, F. Haesebrouck5, P. Deprez1, B. Pardon1
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Service Flanders, Torhout, BELGIUM, 4Mcc, Milk Control Centre Flanders, Torhout, BELGIUM, 5Department
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Background: Mycoplasma bovis is regarded as the Mycoplasma species with the highest economic impact in 
cattle in Europe. Several ways of transmission between animals are known. The largest transmission risks 
between animals are direct contact and the feeding of (waste) milk contaminated with M. bovis to naïve 
calves. Purchase of a carrier animal is seen as the biggest risk of introducing M. bovis into a negative herd. 
However, other sources of infection should warrant attention, especially when dealing with non-exposed farms 
and countries. The recent emergence of M. bovis in New Zealand comes to mind, where next to the purchase 
of live animals also semen, embryos and fomites were implicated in being a possible cause of the introduction 
into the previously negative island. Colostrum has often been named as a possible source of infection, but no 
studies on this subject have been published. Since colostrum is an essential part of the herd specific immunity 
of newborn calves it seems counterproductive to withhold it, especially since decontamination options for 
colostrum are limited and hard-to-implement on small farms. Next to this, colostrum often gets traded from 
farms with a surplus of colostrum to farms that need extra supply, with the possibility of transferring M. bovis 
from one farm to another. Therefore, the goal of this study was to test colostrum from farms with a known 
recent M. bovis exposure and determine the prevalence of M. bovis in these samples. Methods: A 
longitudinal study was conducted on 17 farms throughout Belgium. Farms were conveniently selected and 
samples were collected throughout 2016 and 2017. The inclusion criteria were a recently (< 1 month) 
documented M. bovis infection in the herd, by either positive culture or PCR, and secondly the willingness of 
the farmer to participate. Colostral samples were collected immediately post-partum after disinfection of the 
teats. Sample collection and subsequent storage was performed by the farmer. The samples were frozen and 
analyzed individually for M. bovis presence by real-time PCR. Results: In total, 368 colostral samples were 
analyzed. M. bovis DNA was detected in 2.2% of these samples. Twelve of the 17 farms did not have any M. 
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bovis positive samples. On farms that did have positive samples, prevalence ranged between 2.1 and 30%. 
Interestingly, only 3 samples yielded a low Ct value, indicating a high amount of M. bovis present. All other 
samples had Ct values >38, where the cutoff of a positive real-time PCR is generally around 37. This could 
indicate a possible contamination of the samples with a trace amount of M. bovis from previous samples. 
Conclusion: M. bovis is present in colostrum, albeit at very low frequency. The prevalence is that low, that 
the economic damage of the within-farm transmission risk is not larger than the disadvantages of purchasing 
colostrum from other herds or investing in pasteurization equipment. However, negative herds that purchase 
colostrum should pursue preventive measures such as the pasteurization or gamma irradiation of colostrum 
from other farms. Attention should be paid to avoid contamination while sampling, to avoid incorrect decisions 
to remove animals from the herd.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma bovis, colostrum, empidemiology, prevention, cattle 

74 A NOVEL FIELD TEST FOR DIAGNOSIS OF CONTAGIOUS AGALACTIA 
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Background: Mycoplasma agalactiae is the major pathogen cause of contagious agalactia (CA), disease 
affecting small ruminant dairy industry in Mediterranean areas, where it has a high economic impact; CA is a 
priority in this sector because of costly production losses such as low milk yields, weak lambs, poor fertility as 
well as the indirect costs of treatment, veterinary time and additional labour required to look after sick animals. 
Mycoplasmas are highly fastidious, typically taking weeks to culture, and many serological tests are non-
specific and poorly sensitive. Methods: PCR is normally used to detect a number of Mycoplasma species, but 
although PCR was a big step forward in laboratory diagnostics for detection of the DNA of the pathogen, 
significantly reducing the time needed for diagnosis, still concerns some critical point which limit its use only to 
well-equipped laboratory and to availability of expensive reagents. Authors describe a novel, robust, portable, 
diagnostic system (ICGene®) based on the last evolution of Lamp technology, which reduces all steps of 
molecular biology and simplify laboratory equipment obligatory needed for traditional PCR or Real Time-PCR 
delivering results, from field samples, in less than 1 hour with automatic results interpretation. The diagnostic 
system is characterized by portable instrument and a kit, that concerns a rapid “one step” nucleic acid 
extraction from 10 ul of milk in a special extraction buffer and detection of the fluorescence emitted from the 
sample. Six primers targeting p40 gene (Rekha V. et al. 2015) were used: F3 (Forward outer primer) 
GGTTTATTAACTGCGTCATCA; B3 (Backward outer primer) CAACAGTTGCATTCGTCTT; FIP (Forward 
inner primer) ACCTTATCACCATTATCTTGTGGATCAGTGCCTTTATTAG; BIP (Backward Inner Primer) 
AGCATTAGGTGAAGTTGTCAAAAATATTGAGCTTGCTTCAGGAATTCTGCTA; FLP (Forward Loop Primer) 
GTGAATTTTCGTTCTTATCATCAC; BLP (Backward Loop Primer) ACAAATCTAGGTGAAATAGTATTACC. 
For assessing the suitability of LAMP for detection from milk samples, artificial contamination of milk was done 
using serial dilutions of M.agalactiae culture as standard. Results and Conclusion: The test showed below 
100 CFU/ml sensitivity in milk samples, competing with traditional laboratory diagnostics, moreover it showed 
to be more tolerant to the inhibitory effect of milk ingredients which affect PCR amplification. ICGene can 
represent a practical and effective diagnostic tool for all laboratories and professionals involved in small 
ruminant husbandry with special reference to difficult areas.  

Keywords: field test, Lamp, contagious agalactia 

76 MOLECULAR IDENTIFICATION OF MOLLICUTES IN BRAZILIAN DAIRY CATTLE 

E. R. Nascimento1, A.C. N. Morais1, D. R. Pires1, L. S. Machado1, R. Lawson-Ferreira2, G. N. Souza1, N. C. 
Cunha1, M. L. Barreto1, V.L. A. Pereira1, M..G. F. Nascimento1 
1Saúde Coletiva Veterinária E Saúde Pública, Universidade Federal Fluminense, Niterói, Rio de Janeiro, 
BRAZIL, 2Incqs, Fiocruz, Rio de janeiro, BRAZIL 

Background: Mollicutes are one of the smallest known free-living and self-replicating forms of life. Among 
microorganisms of this class, Mycoplasma spp. and Ureaplasma spp. are the most clinically important genera. 
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In cattle, mycoplasmas and ureaplasmas have been associated to a variety of illness such as mastitis, 
respiratory disease, otitis, conjunctivitis, arthritis and reproductive failures, which results in significant 
economic losses. Mycoplasmosis remains to be neglected and few diagnostic centers are able to identify it. 
Clinical outbreaks of mycoplasmosis have been reported, nevertheless there are few publications about 
infected dairy herds without clinical signs of disease or occurring under subclinical conditions. Finally, Minas 
Gerais state (Southeastern Brazil) is the most important dairy basin in Brazil. The aim of this study was to 
investigate the presence of Mollicutes species by molecular identification in milk and vaginal swab samples 
from dairy cattle herds under a health surveillance program. Methods: Milk and vaginal swab samples were 
collected from 20 dairy cows randomly selected in a bovine herd from Minas Gerais, Brazil. DNA extraction 
was executed by a phenol-chloroform-isoamyl alcohol protocol for milk samples and by a phenol-chloroform 
protocol for vaginal swab samples. PCR for Mollicutes detection based on the amplification of 16S rRNA 
sequences was performed with a 270 bp amplicon. Positive samples were after purified using Illustra GFX 
PCR DNA and Gel Band Purification Kit/GETM). DNA sequencing of 16S rRNA was carried out with chain-
termination dideoxiribonucleotides using Big Dye Terminator (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, USA). The 
sequences were edited using SeqMan II software (Lasergene, DNAStar) and compared to those available on 
GenBank® using Nucleotide BLAST®. Results: Ten percent (2/20) of milk samples and 100% (20/20) of 
vaginal swab samples were positive in PCR for Mollicutes detection. Sequencing of 16S rRNA from milk 
samples resulted in an identity of 98% to Ureaplasma diversum and 97% to Mycoplasma bovigenitalium. 
From 20 vaginal swab samples, 25% (5/20) resulted in a 98% match to U. diversum and 5% (1/20) was found 
to present an identity of 95% to M. bovigenitalium. Ten percent (2/20) of samples resulted in a < 90% match 
to U.diversum (85%) and M. arginini (83%). Other samples did not show any identity to Mollicutes, resulting in 
a 100% match to rumen bacteria. Conclusion: In this preliminary study, genomic sequencing was able to 
identify Mollicutes species from milk and vaginal swab of cattle’s samples. Further studies are necessary to 
evaluate the strategies of genomic sequencing, such as using larger amplicons. Notwithstanding, our results 
highlight that Mollicutes species are present in cattle from major brazilian state in dairy production.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma spp., Ureaplasma spp., 16S ribosomal, genomic sequencing 

77 DNA INTEGRITY IN CATTLE SAMPLES FROM TWO EXTRACTION PROTOCOLS IN THE DETECTION 
OF UREAPLASMA DIVERSUM 
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N. C. Cunha, M. L. Barreto, V.L. A. Pereira, M..G. F. Nascimento
Saúde Coletiva Veterinária E Saúde Pública, Universidade Federal Fluminense, Niterói, Rio de Janeiro,
BRAZIL

Background: Ureaplasma diversum is a bacteria which belongs to the Mollicutes class and is associated to 
reproductive failures, such as endometritis, salpingitis, abortion and infertility in bovine cattle, causing adverse 
impacts on health, welfare and economics. Culture and molecular methods are the major techniques to detect 
U. diversum in biological samples, while polymerase chain reaction (PCR) assays have been used due to
characteristics such as rapid detection, sensivity and specificity. Performing PCR requires extracting DNA as
the first step that can influence results, because DNA quality and quantity are crucial factors for successful
amplification. Commercially available kits are commonly used for DNA extraction because of its speed,
practicality and safety. However, factors such as costs and DNA yield must be considered mainly in diagnostic
centers with limited financial support. Chemical protocol and commercial kits are often used in DNA extraction
from swab samples. This preliminary study aimed to evaluate DNA extracted by different protocols and
identify U. diversum by PCR from cattle's vaginal swab. Methods: Vaginal swab samples were collected from
20 dairy cows randomly selected in a dairy herd from Minas Gerais, Brazil. DNA was extracted by an in-house
chemical (phenol-cloroform) protocol (P:C) and by a commercial DNA extraction kit. DNA quality (A260/A280
ratio) and quantity (ng/µL) were obtained in spectrophotometer (BiodropTM UV/VIS). The data related to
normality were analyzed by the Shapiro-Wilk test, and subjected to analysis of variance (ANOVA), while the
means were compared by Student's t test at 5%. The data without normal distribution were analyzed by the
Wilcoxon test at 5% . PCR for U. diversum was performed using 100 ng of DNA template and amplicons were
after visualized in agarose gel 1.5% electrophoresis. PCR results were analyzed by McNemar proportion test
at 5% of probability. Results: There was no significant statistical difference related to DNA quality (p>0.05;
p=0.4632), however DNA quantity yield was significantly different (p<0.05; p=0.0003). DNA quantity in
samples extracted by P:C resulted in 81.37±78.38 μg/μL while by kit, in 209.10±38.60 μg/μL, demonstrating
more homogeneous results in the last. In PCR for U. diversum, 25% (5/20) of samples extracted by P:C and
35% (7/20) extracted by kit were positive. Four samples were positive when extracted by both extraction
methods and three presented discordant results. Nevertheless there was no significant statistical difference
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(p>0.05; p=0.6250) when comparing results in PCR for samples extracted by both methods.Conclusions: 
Both extraction techniques resulted in satisfactory results in terms of quality and quantity of DNA. There was 
no difference in PCR results considering the extraction methods. Chemical protocol and commercial kit can be 
used to extract DNA in swab samples and both methods did not influence the PCR results.  

Keywords: DNA extraction, PCR, Ureaplasma spp. 

78 ANALYSIS OF PIG ANTIGEN-SPECIFIC ANTIBODY RESPONSES TO MYCOPLASMA 
HYOPNEUMONIAE INFECTION DETERMINED BY PROTEIN MICROARRAY 

J. M. Clampitt, A. C. Petersen, C. Minion
Veterinary Microbiology, Iowa State University, Ames, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, IA

Introduction. Pigs harbor several different species of mycoplasmas, including Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae, 
M. hyorhinis, M. hyosynoviae and M. flocculare. The former species presents the most disease and economic
problems to the swine industry. While ELISA’s are the predominant diagnostic assay to measure antibody
responses during infection with M. hyopneumoniae, the assay itself is only a crude estimate of the antibody
response. It lends little information on pathogen-wide antigen-specific responses. In addition, antibody
responses as measured by ELISA are slow to develop in infected swine. To complicate analyses, incomplete
proteolytic cleavage of surface antigens in M. hyopneumoniae presents significant challenges to analyzing
antigen-specific responses by immunoblot. The microarray is designed to overcome these issues and provide
a more complete story of the rate of antibody development in an antigen-specific manner in a single compact
assay. Methods. The gene sequences of approximately 50 surface M. hyopneumoniae proteins or protein
fragments were cloned, mutated to remove UGA codons, and expressed in E. coli. Purification of these
recombinant proteins was accomplished by chelate chromatography through a poly-histidine sequence; each
purified protein was then prepared for printing to microarray substrates. The array printing was performed with
a microarray robotic printer on Nexterion H slides. Caesarian-derived colostrum-deprived mycoplasma-free
pigs approximately 5 weeks old were infected intratracheally with M. hyopneumoniae and serum was
collected over 118 days including Day 0 (control). Sera were diluted and adsorbed against the E. coli
expression strain to reduce cross reactions from low level contaminants in the protein preparations on the
array. Reaction with a secondary biotinylated anti-swine conjugate and streptavidin Alexa555 completed the
process. Slides were scanned and spots quantified. Results. Heat maps were generated to better visualize
the results of the study. In two of the three animals, the strongest antibody responses occurred on days 30
and 54. The variability in animal responses is extraordinary with one of the three infected pigs having low
antibody levels across all antigens throughout the infection even though lung lesions were apparent at
necropsy in this animal. Two of the P102 paralogs, mhp272 and mhp384, were the most responsive along
with one P97 paralogue, mhp493. In the low responsive animal, antigens mhp272, mhp367 and mhp493
yielded early (day 8) responses. Conclusions. The protein microarray is a powerful tool to analyze antigen-
specific responses and is more sensitive than commercial ELISA assays. Its sensitivity is unparalleled,
capable of detecting and measuring antibody responses when commercial ELISAs fail to give positive
responses. Our results indicate that animals thought to be mycoplasma free by all known criteria (serology
and PCR) might very well harbor inapparent M. hyopneumoniae infections. Conversely, a M. flocculare
infection might be present in animal #143 because of the extensive cross-reactivity observed between these
species in previous studies. In summary, the protein microarray has the potential to identify new targets for
assay development to enhance sensitivity of antibody based assays.

Keywords: protein microarray, surface proteins, Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae, antibody responses 
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Background: Contagious agalactia (CA), is a multi etiological syndrome in ovines and caprines. Three 
microorganisms have been identified as the cause of the disease: Mycoplasma agalactiae (historically 
considered the main), M. capricolum subsp. capricolum, and M. mycoides subsp. capri. CA affects goats, 
sheeps and some wild ruminant species. It is a notifiable disease to the World Organisation for Animal Health 
(OIE) for causing severe economic losses. Little is known about the virulence factors and membrane proteins 
of M. agalactiae. Thereby, the aim of the present study was to determine the antigenicity of three Mycoplasma 
agalactiae membrane proteins. Methods: DNA coding sequences (CDS) proteins located in the membrane 
from M. agalactiae were analyzed by bioinformatic algorithms to identify linear and conformational epitopes for 
B cells (Bepipred and CBTope software). The proteins were expressed in heterologous system (Escherichia 
coli) and purified by affinity chromatography on immobilized nickel. The purified proteins were assayed for 
antigenicity in ELISA using sera of naturally infected and uninfected goat and sheep with M. agalactiae. 
Results: The bioinformatics analyses detected that all proteins have conformational and non-conformational 
epitopes predicted for B cells. All proteins were expressed in the soluble fraction, purified and showed to be 
immunoreactive with sera from naturally infected goats and sheeps. None protein was immunoreactive with 
sera from uninfected animals. Conclusion: These results showed that the seleted proteins in this study have 
antigenic epitopes. These proteins are possibly available in future studies for the control and prevention of 
contagious agalactia.  

Keywords: contagious agalactia, Recombinant antigens, Small ruminants, Bacterial epitopes 
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Background: Spiroplasmas are specialized wall-less bacteria that act as parasites and commensals in 
arthropods, including biting flies of the Tabanidae, and cause a number of agriculturally important diseases in 
plants. We performed an analysis of the microbiome on DNA extracted from the midgut of two species of 
Tabanid flies to assess the prominence and diversity of these organisms among other bacteria in the insect 
midgut. Methods: One female fly (Tabanus sp1: specimen #1) was collected in Greene County, AL and 3 
females and 2 males were collected in Tuscaloosa County, AL (Tabanus sp2: #2-6). The midgut was 
microdissected free of the thorax, divided, and one half cultured in SP4 media while the remainder was 
digested with Proteinase K at 60° C for 2 hours, then used for 16S PCR. Single end reads (251 bases) were 
obtained using Illumina MiSeq and analyzed by the UAB Microbiome Core Facility. Results: Spiroplasma 
cultures were positive for multiple species from the female Tabanus sp1 (#1) and one of the males of Tabanus 
sp2 (#5). In all but one fly (#3), OTUs were obtained that belong to the Entomoplasmatales, all closely related 
to known Tabanid spiroplasmas. In two flies, #1 and #5, a total of 52 OTUs were found, of which 51 were 
detected in #1 and 49 in #5. The total of all spiroplasma OTUs in specimens #1 and #5 comprised 55.9% and 
76.8% of all OTUs detected. In contrast, the total spiroplasma OTUs in the other flies comprised less than 1% 
of all OTUs. Two spiroplasma OTUs dominated the sequences detected in flies #1 and #5. One, designated 
denovo15674, comprised 13.3% and 30.4% of total the total OTUs detected in flies #1 and #5 and was 100% 
identical to Spiroplasma corruscae. The other, designated denovo30245, comprised 39.4 and 43.5% of all 
OTUs detected in those two individuals and was 99% identical to Spiroplasma gladiatoris. Sequence of the 
16S rRNA gene from single spiroplasma isolates from specimens #1 and #5 were identical to denovo30245. 
Conclusion: There is broad variability both in the relative abundance and diversity of spiroplasmas in 
Tabanid flies of the same species. There is also a surprising degree of similarity in a large array of 
spiroplasmas found in some individuals of different Tabanid species with the same species of spiroplasmas 
sometimes making up a major proportion of bacterial species detected.  

Keywords: spiroplasma, endosymbionts, insects, microbiome 
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81 LONGITUDINAL ASSESSMENT OF M. HYOPNEUMONIAE NATURAL INFECTION IN GILTS. 

M.J. Clavijo1, C. Johnson2, A. Farkas2, J.P. Cano3
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Assurance, PIC, Hendersonville, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, TN

Background: The assessment of the duration of M. hyopneumoniae (Mhp) shedding in swine populations is 
an essential aspect for the success of control and elimination programs. Such information will determine the 
appropriate timing of introduction of replacement gilts, as well the duration of herd closures during elimination 
programs. Although the duration of shedding in experimentally infected pigs has been assessed, the 
epidemiology of Mhp in naturally infected gilt populations remains unknown. The objective was to describe the 
pattern of Mhp infection and persistence in a naturally exposed gilt population. Methods: The farm enrolled 
housed 3600 sows and was confirmed Mhp positive prior to the start of the study. In this prospective cohort 
study, 62 unvaccinated gilts were sampled in vivo via laryngeal or tracheal swabbing weekly for 5 weeks and 
monthly afterwards until 340 days of age (doa) for a total of 16 sampling events. Samples were tested by 
PCR. Serum samples were collected at 21, 110 and 140 doa and were tested for Mhp antibodies by ELISA. A 
total of 5 study gilts were euthanized and subjected to a comprehensive pathological examination at 215 (2), 
245 (2) and 275(1) doa, to assess infection at the lung level. To evaluate vertical transmission, a tracheal 
sample was collected from 20 study sows and 5 of their piglets at weaning. Results: Nineteen gilts either died 
or were discarded at different stages. At 21 doa, 11% of the gilts tested PCR positive and 100% were positive 
Mhp antibodies. Between 28 doa and 140 doa detection in laryngeal swabs was constant and the prevalence 
never exceeded 37%. The seroprevalence at 110 days was 60.8% (28/46). However, 8 seronegative gilts 
tested PCR positive in laryngeal swabs. This shows the variability in seroconversion for Mhp and supports the 
fact that antibody response is a lagging indicator for exposure. Due to the significant decrease in detection at 
170 doa (4,2% ) in laryngeal swabs, a side by side comparison was completed between laryngeal and 
tracheal swabbing. Mhp was detected in 8.8% of laryngeal swabs compared to 42.2% of tracheal samples at 
200 doa, and in 5.2% of laryngeal swabs compared to 52% of tracheal samples at 215 doa. This suggests 
that tracheal samples could be a more sensitive compared to laryngeal swabs. Furthermore, seroconversion 
was observed in 100% of gilts at 140 doa, still, 30% of those were PCR negative in laryngeal swabs after 8 
sampling events. The prevalence of Mhp in tracheal samples decreased from 33% at 245 doa to 0% at 340 
doa. Detection of bacterial shedding by gilts ranged between 30 to 284 days, with an average of 118 days. 
Four seropositive gilts (6.3%) remained PCR negative. This limitation in the sensitivity of ante-mortem 
sampling should be taken into account when designing diagnostic protocols for Mhp. At farrowing, all sows 
and 100 of their piglets tested PCR negative. Finally, all lung sections from euthanized sows at 215, 245 and 
275 doa tested PCR negative. Conclusion: Overall, most gilts cleared infection within routine Mhp elimination 
timelines without intentional exposure. This suggests that if exposure is early, gilts will be successfully 
acclimated to Mhp. This results in a reduction of shedding in the farrowing house and therefore a decreased 
prevalence in piglets at weaning. This study provides a framework to understand the dynamics of infection in 
gilt populations that will be useful to design targeted control measures to prevent MHP-associated disease.  

Keywords: Swine, epidemiology, gilts, Enzootic pneumonia, Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae 

82 CHALLENGES OF VIRULENCE TESTING IN MYCOPLASMAS: VALIDATION OF A MODEL SYSTEM 

A. M. Burne, M. E. Watson, M. B. Brown
Infectious Diseases And Immunology, University of Florida, Gainesville, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, FL

Background-Although complete genome sequences are available for many major Mycoplasma sp., there is 
still a limited understanding of specific virulence factors. Defining these virulence mechanisms is key to 
understanding how a pathogen causes host damage and disease. Additionally, the host immune response is 
crucial in determining the severity of mycoplasmal disease. Studies to assess pathogenicity and variation 
amongst clinical isolates/strains of a pathogen have typically been conducted in vitro using cell lines or in vivo 
using experimental infections of the natural host or a surrogate host. There are drawbacks and limitations to 
studying Mycoplasma sp. using these systems. A primary limitation for reptilian pathogens is the temperature 
growth restriction. Most Mycoplasma sp. from reptiles do not grow above 30 C, and cell lines are limited for 
Reptilians. Cell lines lack an intact immune system, a major drawback to studying host-pathogen interaction in 
the mammalian Mycoplasma sp. When considering in vivo experimental infections, some host species are 
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federally protected, so when possible, alternatives to experimental infections in these species are ethically 
desirable. However, tissue tropism may make the pathogen difficult to adapt in surrogate hosts, or hosts may 
be unamenable because of temperature restrictions. Therefore we have developed an alternative model for 
virulence testing of Mycoplasma isolates using the invertebrate Galleria mellonella. G. mellonella has an intact 
innate immune system, with crucial immune activation mechanisms such as toll-receptor signaling, microbial 
killing and apoptotic pathways. Unlike other invertebrates, G. mellonella larvae can grow between 15-37C. In 
order to address critical knowledge gaps, we validated the G. mellonella invertebrate model to test the 
virulence potential of four reptilian pathogens (M. alligatoris, M. crocodyli, M. agassizii strain PS6, M. agassizii 
strain 723) and a small ruminant mammalian pathogen (M. mycoides subsp. capri). Methods-A dose 
response was established for each pathogen using G.mellonella ultimate instar larvae. 10uL aliquots were 
injected directly into the hemolymph via the last proleg. Infected larvae were checked daily for morbidity, 
pupation and emergence. Results At the low infective dose, M. alligatoris had decreased larval survival 
compared to M. crocodyli; at high doses, M. alligatoris severely inhibited pupation and emergence. Larvae 
infected with M. agassizii strain 723 entered into pupation earlier than did larvae infected with M. agassizii 
type strain PS6; pupation was severely impacted in both. For M. mycoides subsp. capri, infection with higher 
doses prevented the transition from larvae to pupa and resulted in high mortality. Conclusions-G. mellonella 
is a suitable model for virulence potential testing of Mycoplasma sp. The invertebrate model is particularly 
useful for clinical isolates obtained from reptile hosts. More testing needs to be done among the Chelonian 
pathogens to fully assess virulence potential of isolates, but the use of the insect model overcomes the host 
temperature restrictions and provides an intact immune system.  

Keywords: insect model, virulence testing 

83 NUCLEOTIDE CHANGES IN GENES ASSOCIATED WITH DECREASED SUSCEPTIBILITY TO 
MACROLIDES, FLUOROQUINOLONES AND TETRACYCLINES OF MYCOPLASMA BOVIS ISOLATES 
FROM DAIRY CATTLE AND VEAL CALVES. 

R. Buter, R. Dijkman, A. Veldhuis, A. Heuvelink, E. Van Engelen, J. Mars
Research & Development, GD Animal Health, Deventer, NETHERLANDS

Background Mycoplasma bovis is considered as a major emerging pathogen of cattle in industrialized 
countries threatening livestock production and leading to substantial economic losses. M. bovis is described 
as the causative agent of mycoplasmosis, a disease with a variety of clinical manifestations, mostly of chronic 
nature Although M. bovis can affect a large variety of tissues and organs, it is also isolated from healthy cattle. 
At present, there is no effective vaccine that prevents M. bovis infections or reduces clinical signs. Therapy 
with antimicrobial agents is limited effective. Antimicrobial agents used for treatment of M. bovis infections are 
macrolides, fluoroquinolones and tetracyclines. Increasing resistance to these antibiotics is reported. The 
objective of this study was to detect genes or mutations in genes that are associated with resistance to 
macrolides, fluoroquinolones, and tetracyclines. Methods Ninety-three M. bovis isolates were collected in the 
years 2008 to 2014, from samples taken from diseased cattle during life or post mortem. Isolates were derived 
from lungs of calves with bovine respiratory disease (BRD) (n = 56), from mastitis milk (n = 27), and from 
synovial fluid from cattle with arthritis (n = 10). Antimicrobial susceptibility testing was performed with a broth 
microdilution test using the colorimetric reagent alamarBlue. DNA of the M. bovis cultures was used for 
species identification by real time PCR and subsequently for screening by sequence analysis to detect genes 
or nucleotide changes in genes. Results obtained by genetic analysis were compared with phenotypic minimal 
inhibitory concentration (MIC) data obtained for antimicrobial agents belonging to the same groups and 
associations were determined between the presence of specific mutations and MIC values. Results 
Fluoroquinolones inhibited M. bovis growth most effectively, followed by tulathromycin and oxytetracycline. 
Highest MIC values were obtained for erythromycin, tilmicosin, and tylosin. Nucleotide changes G954A in 
domain II of the 23S rRNA and in genes rplD (deletion of nucleotides 313-321, amino acids KEA) and rplV 
(T279A) were associated with high MIC values for all macrolide antibiotics. Whether these nucleotide changes 
themselves contribute to macrolide resistance in M. bovis remains unclear. For enrofloxacin, sequence 
analyses of the quinolone resistance-determining regions of the gyrA, gyrB, parC and parE genes were 
performed. Nucleotide changes were found in gyrA (C449T) and parC (G272T) which were associated with 
high enrofloxacin MIC values (≥8 µg/mL). Resistance to oxytetracycline could not be explained by presence of 
the tetM gene. However, specific nucleotide changes in the 16S rRNA gene for a subset of isolates showed 
good correlation with high oxytetracycline MIC values. Conclusion Knowledge on the molecular mechanisms 
involved in resistance to antibiotics may contribute to the development of specific diagnostic molecular tests 
which may support the control and treatment of M. bovis. 
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84 IDENTIFICATION OF METABOLITE MARKERS OF MYCOPLASMA HYOPNEUMONIAE INFECTION 

M. Surendran Nair1, D. Yao2, C. Chen2, M. Pieters1

1Veterinary Population Medicine, University of Minnesota, Saint Paul, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, MN,
2Department Of Food Science And Nutrition, University of Minnesota, Saint Paul, UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA, MN

Background Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae is a primary pathogenic bacterium that significantly affects 
worldwide swine production through enzootic pneumonia and Porcine Respiratory Disease Complex. M. 
hyopneumoniae infection is marked by chronicity and the lack of systemic and detectable immune responses 
in the host. Hence, there is a growing need for practical surveillance tools that complement diagnostics to 
demonstrate that populations are negative or to detect early infection in swine populations. The objective of 
this investigation was to identify metabolite biomarkers associated with pathophysiological events occurring in 
early M. hyopneumoniae infections in pigs through metabolomic analysis. Methods Twelve 8-week old M. 
hyopneumoniae free pigs were included in this study. Two pigs served as non-infected controls, while 10 pigs 
were intratracheally inoculated with M. hyopneumoniae strain 232. Serum samples, laryngeal swabs (LS) and 
tracheo-bronchial lavages (TBLF) were collected on day 0, 2, 5, 9, 14, 21 and 28 of the experiment. The 
metabolites in serum samples were profiled by high-resolution liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-
MS) analysis. The metabolite markers were identified by the multivariate statistical analysis of LC-MS data 
and structural analysis. Genetic material from M. hyopneumoniae was detected in LS and TBLF using real-
time PCR. Results and conclusion In M. hyopneumoniae infected pigs, profound changes were observed in 
host amino acid and fatty acid metabolism, as early as 5 days post-infection (dpi). A decrease in serum 
branched-chain amino acids (BCAAs) concentrations were observed at 5 and 9 dpi along with reduced levels 
of other proteinogenic amino acids, including proline, alanine, arginine, histidine, and glycine (p<0.05). A 
significant increase in the levels of 2-aminobutyric acid (AABA), a non-proteinogenic amino acid and a known 
marker of hepatic injury in sepsis, was also identified 14 and 21 dpi (p<0.05). Interestingly, serum AABA level 
was positively correlated with the level of M. hyopneumoniae DNA detected in both LS and TBLF (LS: r=0.21, 
p=0.053; TBLF: r=0.32, p=0.0028). Furthermore, the levels of free fatty acids in serum samples were 
dramatically elevated on 14 and 21 dpi in infected pigs (p<0.05). This observation is consistent with the 
reported lipolytic activity of mycoplasmas. Overall, the identification of these mycoplasma-responsive serum 
metabolites indicated that mycoplasma infection can cause systemic metabolic changes in pigs. The changes 
in serum amino acids and fatty acids could become useful indicators of mycoplasma infection. Further studies 
are required to determine the biochemical and physiological mechanisms underlying these metabolic 
changes. 

85 RESEARCH AND APPLICATION OF AEROSOL VACCINATION ON THE ATTENUATED 
MYCOPLASMA HYOPNEUMONIAE VACCINE (STRAIN 168) 

Z. Feng, G. Shao, Z. Zhang, Y. Bai, Y. Gan, Q. Xiong, T. Yuan, M. Wu, L. Zhang, Y. Wei
Institute Of Veterinary Medicine, Jiangsu Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Nanjing, CHINA

Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae (M. hyopneumoniae) causes a chronic respiratory disease with high morbidity 
and low mortality in swine, and has been presented as a major cause of growth retardation in the swine 
industry. Aerosol vaccination presents a needle free, high throughput, and efficient platform for vaccine 
delivery, and has been widely applied in poultry vaccination. However, aerosol vaccines have rarely been 
used in swine vaccination primarily because the long and curving respiratory track of swine presents a barrier 
for vaccine particle delivery. To develop an effective M. hyopneumoniae aerosol vaccine, three major barriers 
need to be overcome: to optimize particle size for aerosol delivery, to maintain the viability of mycoplasma 
cells in the vaccine, and to optimize the environmental conditions for vaccine delivery. In 2013, we published a 
report about the development of an aerosol M. mycoplasma vaccine based on the Pari LCD nebulizer. Recent 
years, the development of aerosol vaccine was updated including the pattern of atomization and the mucosal 
adjuvant design. Total 12 batches of animal assay on the different breeds of pigs showed that the protection 
of aerosol vaccine could be above 60%. In addition, a set of automatic vaccination device was also designed 
for clinical application, which makes the mass vaccination of all the piglets a reality. The aerosol vaccination 
on the attenuated M. hyopneumoniae vaccine (strain 168) was demonstrated the clinical practicability in 
several industrialized pig farm, such as WENS Group and MUYUAN Group， where the safety of aerosol 
vaccination on piglets and the labor reduction were also presented.  
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86 DEVELOPMENT OF A NOVEL VACCINE FOR CONTAGIOUS CAPRINE PLEUROPNEUMONIA 
BASED ON A FAST-GROWING MYCOPLASMA FERIRUMINATORIS CHASSIS 

F. Labroussaa1, V. Talenton2, P. Nicholson1, S. Vashee3, Y. Arfi2, A. Blanchard2, P. Sirand-Pugnet2, C. 
Lartigue2, J. Jores1 
1Institute Of Veterinary Bacteriology, University of Bern, Bern, SWITZERLAND, 2UMR 1332 Biologie du Fruit 
Et Pathologie, INRA, Villenave d'Ornon, FRANCE, 3Synthetic Biology, J. Craig Venter Institute, Rockville, MD, 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

BACKGROUND. Contagious caprine pleuropneumonia (CCPP), caused by Mycoplasma mycoides subsp. 
capripneumoniae (Mccp), is a disease of utmost importance in Africa and Asia. Vaccination is the most cost-
effective disease control especially in the absence of any governmental reimbursement schemes. A 
sustainable control program for CCPP would benefit from novel effective vaccines that are easier to produce, 
can induce long-lasting immunity and can be combined with other live vaccines. RATIONALE. The fastest-
growing Mycoplasma species to date, Mycoplasma feriruminatoris (Mferi), which has been isolated from ibex 
and other caprine is the phylogenetically closest relative of the ‘M. mycoides cluster’. With a generation time 
of less than 30 min., Mferi appears as an attractive candidate organism towards the construction of a vaccine 
chassis for production of live and dead vaccines spiked with heterologous antigens. Towards the development 
of a new rationally designed vaccine against CCPP, we are currently developing an avirulent Mferi-based 
chassis that will be used to express antigens of Mccp on its surface. METHODS. Genome engineering of the 
Mferi-based chassis will be performed using synthetic biology (SB) methods, including (1) bacterial genome 
cloning and reconstruction in yeast,(2) seamless deletions of virulence genes and (3) back transplantation of 
the genome into a recipient mycoplasma. About 40 candidate virulence genes encoding conserved 
lipoproteins, proteins involved in H2O2 production or in the immunoglobulin cleavage MIB-MIP system will be 
deleted while still maintaining the growth capacity of the chassis. Selected Mccp antigens will then be 
expressed at the surface of this Mferi-derived chassis. The different mutants derived from this strategy will be 
characterized using in vitro and cell assays before animal trials. RESULTS. In a previous study, we 
demonstrated that Mferi was amenable to SB methods of genome engineering including cloning into yeast 
and back transplantation into a recipient cell. As a first step of the project, we initiated the building of the non-
virulent Mferi chassis. Two complementary approaches are now used for the deletion of five genomic regions 
encoding most of the candidate virulence genes identified so far by comparative genomics. The first approach 
uses the CRISPR/Cas9 system previously developed for the systematic and successive deletion of each 
region. The second approach relies on the transformation-assisted recombination (TAR) cloning strategy. It 
aims at reassembling the Mferi chassis genome in yeast by homologous recombination of overlapping DNA 
fragments excluding the five genomic regions encompassing the virulence genes. CONCLUSION. The 
establishment of SB technologies on the Mferi genome, enhanced by its fast-growing, offers a very powerful 
system to boost vaccine production for mycoplasma diseases. In addition, because of its exceptional growth 
properties, Mferi could give insights on fundamental research questions related to other mycoplasmas.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma feriruminatoris chassis, Synthetic Genomics, fast growth, CCPP vaccine, 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae 

 

87 THE MEMBRANE CORE PROTEOME OF MYCOPLASMA BOVIS: A CONSERVED SET OF ANTIGENS 
WITHIN A RAPIDLY CHANGING PATHOGEN 

G. Pretre1, R. Maillard1, G. Foucras1, S. Assié2, M. Hygonenq1, S. Claverol3, P. Giammarinaro1, L. X. Nouvel1, 
A. Guo4, C. Citti1, E. Baranowski1 
1IHAP, Université de Toulouse, INRA, ENVT, Toulouse, FRANCE, 2Bioepar, Oniris, INRA, Nantes, FRANCE, 
3Pôle Protéomique, Centre de Génomique Fonctionnelle, Université de Bordeaux, Bordeaux, FRANCE, 4The 
State Key Laboratory Of Agricultural Microbiology, Huazhong Agricultural University, Wuhan, CHINA 

Background: Mycoplasma bovis (Mb) is a re-emerging cause of pneumonia and mastitis in cattle which 
management is challenging since most current vaccines are ineffective and antibiotic treatments are facing 
the alarming rate of antibiotic resistance. Vaccine development against Mb has been impaired by the high-
versatility of its surface antigenic makeup that is involved in host-immune escape. Therefore, mycoplasma 
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candidates to be incorporated in vaccine formulations or in diagnostic assays should be stably expressed and 
highly conserved among circulating strains. To address this issue, we characterized the Mb membrane core 
proteome and studied the interaction of selected membrane associated proteins (MAP) with components of 
the host immune system. Methods: MAPs expressed by a panel of 7 Mb strains were enriched by using 
Triton X114 and characterized by nano liquid chromatography coupled to a nanospray Q-Exactive hybrid 
quadruplole-Orbitrap mass spectrometer. Selected MAPs (n=22) were produced as soluble recombinant 
proteins in E. coli. The IgG response against individual recombinant MAPs (rMAPs) was analysed by Western 
blotting and ELISA. Interferon gamma (IFNγ) production was used to monitor the development of a Th1 
immune response. Results: Up to 136 MAPs were identified as commonly expressed by the 7 Mb strains 
used in this study. Quantitative proteomics identified major components of the Mb membrane core proteome 
and revealed important strain variations in their relative abundance. Among the 22 rMAPs tested, 18 were 
recognized by a pool of bovine sera derived from naturally infected animals. The reactivity was remarkably 
high for 3 of them. IFNγ production was determined in naturally infected animals, both before and after 
vaccination with a heat inactivated preparation of strain PG45. PBMC stimulation with individual rMAPs 
identified up to 7 MAPs associated with a significant IFNγ production. Interestingly, IFNγ production by rMAPs 
was only poorly correlated with their antigenic properties. Conclusions: This study provides a basis for the 
selection of Mb subunit vaccine candidates.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma bovis, core proteome, subunit vaccine 

 

88 EVALUATION OF MYCOPLASMA GALLISEPTICUM (MG) TS-304 VACCINE AS A LIVE ATTENUATED 
VACCINE IN TURKEYS 

A. Kanci1, D. S. Wijesurendra1, N. K. Wawegama1, G. J. Underwood2, A. Noormohammadi3, P. F. Markham1, 
G. F. Browning1 
1Asia-pacific Centre For Animal Health, Melbourne Veterinary School, Faculty Of Veterinary And Agricultural 
Sciences, University of Melbourne, Parkville, AUSTRALIA, VIC, 2Bioproperties, Proprietary Limited, 
Ringwood, AUSTRALIA, VIC, 3Asia-pacific Centre For Animal Health, Melbourne Veterinary School, Faculty 
Of Veterinary And Agricultural Sciences, University of Melbourne, Werribee, AUSTRALIA, VIC 

Mycoplasma gallisepticum (MG) is an important pathogen of poultry worldwide that causes chronic respiratory 
disease (CRD) in chickens and infectious sinusitis in turkeys. M. gallisepticum strain ts-11 (Vaxsafe MG) is a 
live attenuated temperature sensitive vaccine that has been proven to be effective in controlling CRD in 
chickens, but it is not efficacious in turkeys. Recently, a GapA positive clone, MG ts-304, recovered from 
strain ts-11 has been shown to have enhanced efficacy as a vaccine in chickens. A series of studies were 
conducted to assess the safety and efficacy of MG ts-304 as a vaccine candidate in turkeys. The results of the 
studies showed that MG ts-304 was able to colonise the trachea of 3-week-old turkeys and was safe, even at 
a tenfold overdose, inducing no adverse clinical signs of respiratory disease or significant gross lesions in the 
respiratory tract (air sacs or trachea), and was poorly transmissible to in-contact birds. The findings also 
showed that it was efficacious when administered to in 3-week-old turkeys, inducing protective immunity 
against challenge with the M. gallisepticum wild-type strain Ap3AS. MG ts-304 is therefore a suitable live 
attenuated vaccine candidate for use in turkeys.  

Keywords: GapA, Mycoplasma gallisepticum, ts-304, vaccine, turkeys 

 

89 HUMORAL AND CELLULAR IMMUNE RESPONSES AFTER ADMINISTRATION OF INNOVATIVE 
MYCOPLASMA HYOPNEUMONIAE BACTERINS IN PIGS 

A. M.F. Matthijs1, G. Auray2, D. Maes1, C. Barnier-Quer3, F. Boyen4, I. Arsenakis1, A. Michiels1, F. 
Haesebrouck4, A. Summerfield2 
1Department Of Reproduction, Obstetrics And Herd Health - Unit Porcine Health Management, Faculty of 
Veterinary Medicine, Ghent University, Merelbeke, BELGIUM, 2-, Institute of Virology and Immunology, 
Mittelhäusern, SWITZERLAND, 3Department Of Biochemistry, University of Lausanne, Epalignes, 
SWITZERLAND, 4Department Of Pathology, Bacteriology And Avian Diseases, Ghent University, Merelbeke, 
BELGIUM 
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Background: New vaccine formulations against M. hyopneumoniae that include novel strains of the micro-
organism formulated with innovative adjuvants specifically designed to induce T helper cell responses could 
improve vaccine efficacy. The aim of this experimental study was to screen innovative bacterin formulations 
based on the highly virulent and recently isolated M. hyopneumoniae field strain F7.2C for their ability to 
induce both potent antibody and T-cell responses in pigs. Methods: Nine groups, each consisting of 6 M. 
hyopneumoniae-free piglets, were primo- (D0; 39 days of age) and booster (D14) vaccinated with 7 different 
experimental bacterin formulations, the commercial bacterin Hyogen® as a positive control or PBS as a 
negative control. The experimental bacterin was formulated either with dmLT (group A), DDA:TDB liposomes 
(B), DPPC:DC-Chol liposomes + C-di.AMP (C), DPPC:DC-Chol liposomes + CpG ODN, resiquimod and 
Pam3Cys-SK4 (TLR ligands; D), PLGA:CTAB microparticles + TLR ligands (E), O/W emulsion + TLR ligands 
(F) and DOPC:Chol liposomes + TLR4 agonist and QS-21 (G). The specific immune response to M. 
hyopneumoniae was assessed by the levels of specific antibodies in serum (IDEIA™ MYCOPLASMA 
HYOPNEUMONIAE EIA KIT, in house IgG and IgA ELISA; D0, D7, D14, D28) and in bronchoalveolar lavage 
fluid (BALf; In house IgA ELISA; D28), and by T-cell specific responses determined with intra-cellular flow 
cytometry measuring TNF, IFN-γ and IL-17 in CD4 T cells following peripheral blood mononuclear cell 
restimulation with M. hyopneumoniae bacterin (D14 and D28). Results: All pigs from the negative control 
group and group A remained M. hyopneumoniae seronegative throughout the study. On D28 6/6 pigs from 
groups B, C, D, F, G and the commercial vaccine group, and 2/6 pigs from group E were seropositive. Group 
B, C and the commercial vaccine group had significantly higher OD-values for IgG in serum than group A and 
the negative control group, and the OD-value from group E was significantly lower compared to group C and 
the commercial vaccine group (p ≤ 0.05). Serum IgA ELISA results did not differ over time or among groups. 
In group F 1/6 pigs tested positive for M. hyopneumoniae specific IgA in BALf on D28. Average OD-values did 
not differ between the groups. At D14, we observed a significant upregulation of both TNF and IFN-γ double 
positive as well as IL-17+ CD4 T cells in the commercial vaccine and F groups compared to the negative 
control group. At D28, a strong TNF and IFN-γ response was observed in CD4 T cells from groups B and F, 
while a significant IL-17 response was seen in cells from the group E compared to the negative control group. 
Conclusion: Considering their potency to induce Th1 or Th17 responses, formulation B, E and F seem to be 
promising M. hyopneumoniae vaccine candidates and will be further tested in a vaccination-challenge study.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae, vaccines, immune responses 

 

90 SECRETOME CHARACTERIZATION OF NPTR SWINE EPITHELIAL CELLS INFECTED WITH 
MYCOPLASMAS OF THE SWINE RESPIRATORY TRACT 

F. M.A. Leal1, H. Moura2, J. Barr2, H. B. Ferreira1 
1Center For Biotechnology, Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul, Porto Alegre, BRAZIL, 2Biological Mass 
Spectometry Laboratory, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA, GA 

Background: Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae and Mycoplasma flocculare cohabit the porcine respiratory tract. 
However, M. hyopneumoniae causes porcine enzootic pneumonia (PEP), while M. flocculare is a commensal 
bacterium. Comparative genomic analyses have demonstrated high similarity between these species. M. 
hyopneumoniae and M. flocculare do not penetrate their host cells, and secreted proteins are important for 
bacterium-host interplay. Differences in the secretomes of both bacterial and host cells may contribute to the 
difference in pathogenicity of these two related mycoplasma species. The aim of this work is to compare the 
secretomes from swine cells infected with M. hyopneumoniae 7448 (a pathogenic strain), M. hyopneumoniae 
J (a non-pathogenic strain) or M. flocculare, in order to shed light on bacterium-host interactions. Methods & 
Results: NPTr, a swine newborn trachea cell line, was washed with FBS-free medium and infected with M. 
hyopneumoniae 7448, M. hyopneumoniae J or M. flocculare for 18 h. NPTr cells without mycoplasma 
infection, and mycoplasma cultures without NPTr cells were used as controls. Medium from infection assays 
and controls were collected, and both swine and mycoplasma secreted proteins were identified by a LC-
MS/MS proteomics approach. Overall numbers of identified host and bacterial proteins were, respectively, 488 
and 58, for NPTr/M. hyopneumoniae 7448 (NPTr-Mh7448) cultures; 371 and 67, for NPTr/M. hyopneumoniae 
J (NPTr-Mf) cultures; and 203 and 81, for NPTr/M. flocculare (NPTr-Mf) cultures. A total of 287 swine proteins 
were identified in the NPTr control culture, and 148, 140, and 67 mycoplasma proteins were identified in the 
supernatants of M. hyopneumoniae 7448, M. hyopneumoniae J, and M. flocculare cultures. Secretory 
pathway predictions (as ‘classical’, ‘non-classical’ or ‘extracellular vesicle’) were performed using SignalP, 
SecretomeP, PrediSi, Phobius and ExoCarta. and were possible for about two thirds of the swine identified 
proteins. A larger proportion of ‘extracellular vesicle’ predictions in the infection cultures were observed when 
compared with the NPTr control. For functional analyses, the sets of differential proteins were submitted to 
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hierarchical GO enrichment using the Cytoscape plugin BiNGO. Differential swine proteins identified in NPTr-
Mh7448 were compared with swine proteins identified in NPTr-MhJ and NPTr-Mf cultures, and in the NPTr 
control. Subcategories as ‘cell death’, ‘NIK/NF-kappaB signaling’ and ‘antigen processing and presentation of 
exogenous peptide antigen’ were exclusively enriched in ‘biological process’ (BP) category of NPTr-Mh7448 
proteins. On the other hand, ‘phagocytosis engulfment’, ‘defense response’ and ‘membrane invagination’ were 
BP subcategories enriched in NPTr-MhJ proteins. BP subcategories enriched in the NPTr control and NPTr-
Mf proteins were involved in cell regulation and metabolism. Cellular component category had extracellular 
subcategories as overrepresented for all conditions. Conclusion: Thus, the swine cells revealed different 
secretion profile in response to the infection with each M. hyopneumoniae strain or with M. flocculare. Swine 
proteins involved in the specific response to M. hyopneumoniae 7448 are being analyzed to provide insights 
on swine cell behavior during PEP. In addition, analyses of mycoplasma secreted proteins from infection 
assays are also under way to identify secreted PEP determinants from bacterial origin.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae, Mycoplasma flocculare, Host response, Secretome, Swine cells 

 

91 MYCOPLASMA HYOPNEUMONIAE INFECTION PROMOTES THE SECRETION OF IL-1β THROUGH 
AN AUTOPHAGOSOMAL CARRIER REGULATED BY HSP90/SEC22B 

Q. Xiong, Z. Zhang, Y. Wei, B. Liu, Y. Wu, H. Wang, X. Xie, Z. Feng, G. Shao 
Institute Of Veterinary Medicine, Jiangsu Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Nanjing, CHINA 

Background: Interleukin-1β (IL-1β) is a critical inflammatory regulator in response to Mycoplasma 
hyopneumoniae infection. The aim of this study was to explore the mechanism involved in the secretion of IL-
1β during Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae infection. Methods: Western blot, ELISA, co-immunoprecipitation and 
gene knockdown assay were employed to explore the responses of porcine alveolar macrophages (PAM) 
3D4/21 cells to Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae infection. Results: We demonstrated that Mycoplasma 
hyopneumoniae infection increased the secretion of mature-IL-1β (m-IL-1β), but not pro-IL-1β, in PAM 3D4/21 
cells. Moreover, Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae infection promoted the generation ofs. We further revealed that 
Hsp90 was required for the entry of m-IL-1β into autophagosomes during Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae 
infection. The secretion of m-IL-1β-containing autophagosomes was regulated by Sec22b and independent of 
lysosomal dysfunction. Conclusion: These results reveal for the first time that increased autophagosomes 
may be attributed to the secretion of m-IL-1β during Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae infection. The elucidation of 
the molecular and cellular machinery in Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae infected mammalian cells in this study 
suggests avenues for further study and applications and paves the way for novel therapeutic strategies to 
prevent tissue damage in mycoplasma-associated diseases.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae, IL-1β, autophagosome, secretion 

 

92 CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF SERUM CYTOKINES LEVEL IN CHILDREN WITH MYCOPLASMA 
PNEUMONIAE INFECTIONS 

Y. Feng, C. Yan, H. Zhao, G. Xue, S. Li, H. Sun 
Department Of Bacteriology, Capital Institute of Pediatrics, Beijing, CHINA 

Background: Mycoplasma pneumoniae (MP) is one of the most important pathogens of community-acquired 
pneumonia in children of China. Although the mechanisms of MP’s pathogenesis are unclear, the induction of 
proinflammatory and other cytokines are the important part of the Mp infections. The ability of various 
Mycoplasma species to induce cytokines has been investigated. The aim of this study was to explore the 
relationship between the changes and clinical significance of serum level cytokines in children with MP 
infections in Beijing, China. Methods: Two hundred and fifty six serum specimens of pneumonia patients 
were collected from the department of respiration, Children’s hospital, Capital Institute of Pediatrics, from 
January to December in 2016. And 60 specimens of healthy children were enrolled during the same period as 
control group. MP was detected by PCR in all specimens. And the pneumonia patients were divided into MP 
positive group and MP negative group based on the result of MP-PCR. Interleukin (IL) -2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 
18 in all of the specimens were detected by the enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). Results: The 
median age of the pneumonia patients was 5.05±3.49 years, and the control group was 4.42±3.49, there was 
no statistically significant difference (P<0.05). 44.5% cases (114/256) were MP-positive, and 55.5% cases 
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(142/256) were MP-negative. No positive specimen was detected in control group. Compared with the control 
group, the levels of IL-2, 4, 6, 12 and 18 were lower in pneumonia group. The differences in IL-2, 4, 6and 18 
were statistically significant (P<0.05). The levels of IL-8 and 10 were higher in control group, but no 
statistically significant difference was found. Compared the MP positive group with the MP negative group, IL-
2, 6, 8, 12 was lower，and IL-10, 18 was higher. The differences in IL-2, 6, and IL-8 had the statistically 
significance (P<0.05). Conclusion: The results of this study suggest that the induction of IL-2 and IL-6, which 
promoting the inflammatory reaction, play a more important role in the lung inflammation. And they are the 
specific changes in children with Mycoplasma pneumoniae pneumonia. It may be due to MP infection induced 
increased IL-2 and IL-6 gene expression or protein secretion. The concentration of IL-2 and IL-6 in the serum 
may be a potential indicator of the severity and outcome for Mp infections.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma pneumoniae, cytokines, Clinical significance 

 

93 IN-VITRO CHARACTERIZATION OF THE INNATE IMMUNE RESPONSE ACTIVATED BY A 
PATHOGENIC OR A COMMENSAL PORCINE MYCOPLASMA 

B. Trueeb1, P. Kuhnert1, R. Braun2, G. Auray2, A. Summerfield3 
1Institute Of Veterinary Bacteriology, University of Bern, Bern, SWITZERLAND, 2Virology And Immunology, 
FDHA, Mittelhaeusern, SWITZERLAND, 3Institute Virology And Immunology, University of Bern, Bern, 
SWITZERLAND 

Background Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae is the etiological agent of enzootic pneumonia in pigs and is 
closely related to Mycoplasma hyorhinis. While M. hyorhinis can be isolated from arthritic joints and serositic 
regions it is mainly found in the tonsils and nasal cavity of healthy pigs. Both species cause economic loss in 
the pig industry and as of yet no vaccine is available preventing colonization. The nature of disease is chronic 
rather than acute; hence the inability of the immune system to effectively clear the system could drive the 
disease. Since the innate immune system is an important first line of defense against invaders, we aimed at 
characterizing the innate immune response to porcine mycoplasmas by comparing the two species M. 
hyopneumoniae and M. hyorhinis, which differ in their pathogenicity in vivo. Methods Peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells (PBMCs) of pigs were infected with three different multiplicities of infection (MOI) of both 
porcine mycoplasmas and innate response was analysed by multi-colour flow cytometry to identify Dendritic 
Cells (DCs) subsets, monocytes and B cells. The response was assessed by measuring the up-regulation of 
the activation marker CD40 and intracellular pro-inflammatory cytokine TNF-α in DC subsets and monocytes. 
Furthermore, up-regulation of the activation marker CD25 and proliferation in B cell subsets was assessed to 
determine innate B cell response. Results We found a striking difference in the TNF-a production in 
plasmacytoid DCs, which was only induced by M. hyorhinis and not by M. hyopneumoniae. In line with that 
finding, CD40 upregulation was higher in monocytes and conventional DC1 after stimulation with M. hyorhinis 
than with M. hyopneumoniae. Similarly in B cell subsets, CD25 upregulation was induced more strongly with 
M. hyorhinis than with M. hyopneumoniae. In contrast, we did not find a significant difference in the 
proliferative response of the B1-like cells (CD21-low and IgM-high B cell subset), between the species. 
Conclusion Our data indicate a more pronounced innate immune response against M. hyorhinis when 
compared to M. hyopneumoniae. These findings could serve as starting point to explain mycoplasma-
dependent differences in the ability of the immune response to clear the infection.  

Keywords: B cells, M. hyopneumoniae, M. hyorhinis, DCs, monocytes 

 

94 MACROPHAGE AND BLASTOCYST RESPONSES TO UREAPLASMA DIVERSUM AND ITS 
MEMBRANE-ASSOCIATED LIPOPROTEINS INFECTION 

L. M. Marques1, M. N. Santos-Junior2, I. S. Rezende3, C. L.S. Souza4, M. S. Barbosa3, G. B. Campos1, J. 
Timenetsky3 
1Microbiology And Immunology, FEDERAL UNIVERSITY OF BAHIA, VITÓRIA DA CONQUISTA, BRAZIL, 
2Biology And Biotechnology Of Microorganisms, STATE UNIVERSITY OF SANTA CRUZ, ILHÉUS, BRAZIL, 
3Institute Of Biomedical Sciences, UNIVERSITY OF SAO PAULO, SÃO PAULO, BRAZIL, 4Microbiology And 
Immunology, FEDERAL UNIVERSITY OF BAHIA, vitoria da conquista, BRAZIL 
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Background: Ureaplasma diversum is a pathogen of cows that may cause intense inflammatory responses in 
the reproductive tract and interfere with bovine reproduction. The aims of this study were to evaluate the 
immune response of bovine blastocysts and macrophages to U. diversum infection and to evaluate the 
invasion capacity of this microorganism in bovine blastocysts. Methods: Viable and heat-inactivated U. 
diversum strains ATCC 49782 and CI-GOTA and their extracted membrane lipoproteins were inoculated in 
macrophages in the presence or absence of signaling blockers of Toll-like Receptor (TLR) 2, TLR2/4 and 
Nuclear Factor ΚB (NF-κB). In addition, the same viable U. diversum strains were used to infect bovine 
blastocysts. RNA was extracted from infected and lipoprotein-exposed macrophages and infected blastocysts 
and assayed by qPCR to evaluate the expression of Interleukin 1 beta (IL-1β), Tumor Necrosis Factor Alpha 
(TNF-α), TLR2 and TLR4 genes. U. diversum internalization in blastocysts was followed by confocal 
microscopy. Results: Both ureaplasma strains and different concentrations of extracted lipoproteins induced 
a higher gene expression of IL-1b, TNF-a, TLR2 and TLR4 in macrophages (p<0.05) when compared to non-
infected cells. The used blockers inhibited the expression of IL-1β and TNF-α in all treatments. Moreover, U. 
diversum was able to internalize within blastocysts and induce a higher gene expression of IL-1B and TNF-
alpha when compared to non-infected blastocysts (p<0.05). Conclusion: The obtained results strongly 
suggest that U. diversum and its lipoproteins interact with TLR4 in a type signaling pathway involving TLR2 
acting via NF-kB signaling to stimulate the inflammatory response. This is the first study to evaluate the in 
vitro immunological response of macrophages and bovine blastocysts against U. diversum. These results may 
contribute to a better understanding of the immunomodulatory activity and pathogenicity of this infectious 
agent.  

Keywords: blastocysts, Ureaplasma diversum, immunogenicity, macrophages 

 

95 ALLERGIC AIRWAY SENSITIZATION HAMPERS MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE CLEARANCE AND 
AUGMENTS CARDS TOXIN GENE EXPRESSION, AND CARDS-RELATED IMMUNE RESPONSES IN 
MICE. 

A. H. Totten1, L. Xiao2, H. Wang1, D. M. Crabb3, K. B. Waites3, T. P. Atkinson1 
1Pediatrics, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 2Medicine, 
Univ. Ala Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AL, 3Pathology, University of Alabama 
at Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AL 

Background: Mycoplasma pneumoniae (Mpn), is a leading bacterial cause of community acquired 
pneumonia in pediatric and adult populations. Mpn has also been implicated in both the initiation and 
exacerbation of asthma. We studied the effect of allergic airway sensitization on Community Acquired 
Respiratory Distress Syndrome Toxin (CARDS Txn) gene expression, the immune response to recombinant 
(rCARDS) Txn, and bacterial clearance in mice experimentally infected with Mpn. Methods: BALB/cJ mice 
were sensitized and challenged with ovalbumin (OVA) to induce allergic airway inflammation and then 
infected with a clinical Mpn strain, UAB PO1. Serum IgG and IgE antibody levels to a recombinant CARDS 
Txn, recombinant C-terminal P1 adhesin (rP1-C) and OVA were studied. Total lung RNA was used to 
examine host immunologic gene expression and bacterial burden. Virulence gene expression was determined 
by RT-qPCR. Results: Upon Mpn infection, CARDS Txn gene expression was increased by 4 logs in infected, 
allergic animals, while infected, unsensitized controls had no detectable expression by qPCR. Additionally, 
allergen-sensitized and Mpn-infected animals had increased absolute numbers of Mpn load per total lung 
RNA compared to non-sensitized, infected controls. rCARDS Txn specific serum IgG antibody was similar in 
OVA-sensitized and allergically-naïve, infected controls. This was in contrast to previous observations that 
antigen-specific IgG antibody titers against rP1-C and Mpn whole cell lysate were decreased in OVA-
sensitized, Mpn infected hosts compared to allergically naïve, infected controls. CARDS Txn-specific IgE 
responses were detected at low titers in infected allergic animals, but not in allergically-naïve controls. 
Conclusions: Allergic airway sensitization impaired the clearance of Mpn, enhanced CARDS Toxin gene 
expression and production of IgE antibody to CARDS Txn, suggesting that the allergic milieu induces 
prolonged virulence factor expression during infection.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma pneumoniae, CARDS Toxin, Virulence, Immunology 
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96 COLONIZATION AND SEROLOGICAL RESPONSE OF MYCOPLASMA HYORHINIS IN 
EXPERIMENTALLY INFECTED SWINE 

M. M. Merdio, L. G. Gimenez-Lirola, K. Poonsuk, A. Mcdaniel, R. Derscheid, B. Arruda 
Vdpam, Iowa state university, ames, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, IA 

Background: Mycoplasma hyorhinis (Mhr) is a common inhabitant of the upper respiratory tract in pigs that 
can cause arthritis and polyserositis. Although Mhr is commonly detected, information regarding the duration 
and colonization pattern is scarce. In addition, due to the lack of specific serologic assays against Mhr, little is 
known about the humoral response in pigs. The aim of this study was to investigate the immunopathogenesis 
and bacterial dissemination pattern of Mhr in a Mhr single and multiple inoculation model in caesarian derived, 
colostrum deprived (CDCD) pigs. Methods CDCD piglets were inoculated once (n=12; Mhr1) or four (n=8; 
Mhr2) times with Mhr or sham-inoculated (n=3; controls). Mhr inoculated animals were inoculated with a triple 
cloned Mhr field isolate (4.5 X 107 CFU) in Friis by tonsillar painting (3 mL) and intranasally (1 mL). Sham-
inoculated pigs were inoculated with Friis. Clinical signs were evaluated daily. Antibody responses (IgA and 
IgG) were evaluated on serum and oral fluid specimens at 0, 7, 14, 21, 28, 35 and 42 days post inoculation 
(dpi) by a recombinant chimeric VlpA-G-based indirect ELISA. The presence of Mhr in oral fluids, nasal and 
oropharyngeal swabs were evaluated at similar intervals by qPCR. At dpi 42, pigs were euthanized and 
evaluated grossly for lesions consistent with Mhr. Results: Clinical signs or gross lesions consistent with Mhr-
associated disease were not observed in any group. Mhr was never detected in any sample type during the 
duration of the study in control animals. Animals in the Mhr2 group developed an earlier and stronger humoral 
response compared to animals in Mhr1. IgA was detected in oral fluids and serum at 14 dpi in animals from 
the Mhr2 group; however, in animals from the Mhr1 group, IgA was only detectable in oral fluids after 35 dpi. 
Significant levels of IgG were detected in the Mhr2 group after 28 and 35 dpi in serum and oral fluids, 
respectively (p < 0.05). Finally, no significant levels of IgG were detected in either serum or oral fluids in pigs 
from the Mhr1 group (p > 0.05). Mhr was detected by PCR on nasal swabs in 6 out of 12 pigs and at each 
sampling point in 2 pigs in the Mhr1 group. Mhr was detected by qPCR on nasal swabs in 100% (7 dpi) to 
62.5% (42 dpi) of pigs in the Mhr2 group. Mhr was detected by qPCR on nasal swabs at each sampling point 
in 3 pigs in the Mhr2 group. The proportion of animal shedding Mhr in the Mhr1 group was consistent 
throughout the study (58.3%). Mhr was detected by qPCR on the tonsil in a larger proportion of animals in the 
Mhr2 group (50%) compared with Mhr1 (25%). Conclusion: The lack of clinical signs and presence of a 
humoral response and bacterial colonization, indicate that the multiple inoculation experimental model may 
mimic subclinical natural infection in the field. Based on this observation, animals would have to be exposed 
multiple times to mount a detectable immune response.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma hyorhinis, serology, qPCR 

 

97 ORGANIZATION OF MULTI-BINDING TO HOST FACTORS: THE GLYCERALDEHYDE-3-PHOSPHATE 
DEHYDROGENASE OF MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE 

J. Grimmer, R. Dumke 
Institute Of Medical Microbiology And Hygiene, TU Dresden, Dresden, GERMANY 

Background: Different glycolytic enzymes of bacteria have been confirmed as surface-localized and 
interacting with host proteins. Especially in the cell wall-less mycoplasmas, multi-functioning proteins are 
suggested to compensate the strongly limited genome resources. As described in many other species, the 
glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) of Mycoplasma pneumoniae (M.p.) is a typical 
member of the class of moonlighting proteins. In previous studies, the enzyme was characterized as localized 
on the surface of M.p. cells and able to bind to human plasminogen and many extracellular matrix proteins 
(ECM), like fibrinogen, fibronectin, lactoferrin, laminin and vitronectin, respectively. However, the molecular 
organization of these interactions with different host factors remains unclear. Methods: We divided full-length 
GAPDH of M.p. into four recombinant proteins (GAPDH-1 to -4) and produced polyclonal antibodies. Using 
immunoblotting, ELISA, immunofluorescence and protein binding experiments, surface-localization of GAPDH 
parts and their interaction with human factors were investigated. Results: All tested protein parts of GAPDH 
bind to human A549 cells and, in most cases, concentration-dependently to selected human proteins 
(plasminogen, fibrinogen, fibronectin and vitronectin). Furthermore, in the presence of GAPDH-1 to -4 and 
activators uPA and tPA, plasminogen was converted to proteolytically active plasmin. In contrast, surface 
localization could be confirmed for GAPDH-4 only. The following order of binding affinities (KD values) of host 
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factors to immobilized recombinant GAPDH and GAPDH-4 was measured: plasminogen > fibronectin > 
vitronectin > fibrinogen, respectively. In comparison with single human proteins, incubation of immobilized 
recombinant GAPDH and GAPDH-4 with mixtures of selected ECM components (plasminogen + fibronectin, 
fibronectin + vitronectin), a constant binding of plasminogen and reduced interactions with the other host 
factors could be found. Interestingly, analysis of peptides overlapping protein GAPDH-4 resulted in the C-
terminal sequence (326QLVRVVNYCAKL337) demonstrating reactivity with all human proteins tested. 
Conclusion: Regarding GAPDH of M.p. as example for a multi-binding bacterial protein, the results of the 
study show the occurrence of many binding sites for different host factors. Thus, surface localization of a 
confirmed binding region is a crucial prerequisite for its effective role in host-pathogen interaction. The C-
terminal part of GAPDH is able to meet both conditions. Associations of GAPDH in the presence of several 
human ECM proteins seem be regulated by differences in binding affinities with plasminogen as preferred 
host component.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma pneumoniae, moonlighting protein, GAPDH, host-pathogen interaction 

 

98 AN ATYPICAL ATPASE IS NECESSARY FOR THE FUNCTION OF THE ANTIBODY CLEAVAGE 
SYSTEM MIB-MIP 

Y. Arfi1, R. Anger2, C. Lartigue2, A. Blanchard3, P. Sirand-Pugnet4 
1INRA UMR 1332 Biologie du Fruit et Pathologie, Université de Bordeaux, Villenave d'Ornon, FRANCE, 2UMR 
1332 Biologie du Fruit et Pathologie, INRA, Villenave d'Ornon, FRANCE, 3UMR 1332 Biologie du Fruit et 
Pathologie, Univ Bordeaux-INRA, Villenave D'Ornon, FRANCE, 4UMR 1332 Biologie du Fruit et Pathologie, 
INRA-University of Bordeaux, Villenave d'Ornon, FRANCE 

Background –The ability of mycoplasma to cause chronic infections suggests that these organisms are able 
to evade their host’s immune system. The identification of these immunity evasion mechanisms is a key 
aspect for the understanding of mycoplasma virulence and the development of efficient therapies. Two years 
ago, our group presented to the IOM their findings regarding a novel system, called MIB-MIP, used by 
mycoplasma to selectively capture and cleave antibodies. This system is encoded by an operon found in the 
majority of animal-pathogenic mycoplasma species. Interestingly, in addition to the genes encoding the MIB 
and MIP proteins, the operon always contain 7 genes corresponding to an atypical F1-like X0 ATPase. This 
co-occurrence suggests that this ATPase could be involved in the antibody-cleavage process. Methods – To 
assess this hypothesis, we generated a mutant strain of Mycoplasma mycoides subsp. capri GM12 (Mmc 
GM12), where we deleted the F1-like X0 ATPase loci without affecting the MIB-MIP part of the operon. The 
deletion mutant of Mmc GM12 was produced using a synthetic biology approach during which we first edited 
the bacterial genome in yeast, then transplanted it back into a recipient mycoplasma cell. To validate that the 
partial deletion of the operon did not affect the rest of the genes, we performed a series of control 
experiments, using RT-PCR and quantitative mass spectrometry to assess the mRNA and protein levels in 
the mutant. We then assessed the ability of the mutant to cleave immunoglobulins, and compared it to the wild 
type strain. Results – The analysis performed showed that the deletion of the F1-like X0 ATPase did not 
affect the global proteome of the bacteria and that the MIB-MIP loci was still expressed in similar amounts 
compared to the wild-type. However, a functional comparative study showed that the mutant is no longer able 
to cleave antibodies. Conclusion – The results obtained in this study confirm the hypothesized involvement of 
this atypical ATPase in the MIB-MIP system, although its exact function is currently unknown.  

Keywords: ATPase, antibody cleavage, MIB-MIP 

 

99 EFFECTS OF HAPE OF MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIA ON HUMAN RESPIRATORY EPITHELIAL 
CELLS LINE NHBE 

S. Li, H. Sun, H. Zhao, Y. Feng, G. Xue, C. Yan 
Department Of Bacteriology, Capital Institute of Pediatrics, Beijing, CHINA 

Background Mycoplasma pneumoniae is the most common pathogens in cause of Community-acquired 
pneumonia. HapE (hydrogen sulfide, alanine, and pyruvate producing enzyme) is a newly discovered 
virulence factor of M.pneumoniae in recent years, and it can stimulate host respiratory epithelial cells to 
produce hydrogen sulfide (H2S) cause erythrocyte dissolve, but HapE whether can cause other cytotoxicity is 
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unclear. This study attempt to observe the effect of HapE on the proliferation and apoptosis in human 
respiratory epithelial cells line NHBE in vitro and investigate the cytotoxicity of HapE, and try to offer a new 
pathogenic mechanism of M.pneumoniae.Methods Flow cytometry methods (PI and Annexin V/PI double-
labeled stainning) was used to detect the proliferation and apoptotic cells and cell cycle changes effectively 
after different protein concentration co-incubation with human respiratory epithelial cells line NHBE, using flat 
cloning experiments to detect the reduction in the number of cells cloned after protein processing, and IL-2/ 
IL-6/ IL-8 and IL-10 cytokines by the human respiratory epithelial cells were assayed by using ELISA before 
and after protein action. Results 1. As the HapE concentration increases (greater than or equal to 3μg/mL), 
the rate of cell apoptosis increased. 2. Compared with control groups, the cell cycle indicated that HapE 
(3μg/mL) blocked cells at S phase, showed an increase of S phase and a decrease of G1 and G2 phases. 3. 
HapE could inhibit the proliferation of NHBE cells, and the inhibition was depended on the concentrain of 
HapE, after treated with HapE in 3μg/mL, cells proliferation inhibition was clearly observed. 4. HapE can 
active human respiratory epithelial cells to release more IL-6 and IL -8, but show no or little effect on IL-2 and 
Il-10. Conclusion HapE could inhibit proliferation of NHBE by inducing apoptosis and arresting cell in S 
phase, and IL-6 and IL -8 produced by NHBE in response to HapE of M.pneumoniae. It may take a role in the 
pathogenesis of M.pneumoniae pneumoniae.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma pneumonia;, HapE;, Pathogenesis;, Cytotoxicity;, Cytokines 

 

100 ANALYSIS OF RECEPTOR DENSITY AND SPECIFICITY ON MYCOPLASMA 
PNEUMONIAE ATTACHMENT AND GLIDING MOTILITY 

C. R. Williams1, L. Chen2, E. Arnold1, A. Driver1, J. Locklin2, D. Krause1 
1Microbiology, University of Georgia, Athens, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, GA, 2Chemistry, University of 
Georgia, Athens, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, GA 

Background: Mycoplasma pneumoniae, best known as the etiologic agent of “walking pneumonia”, is a 
common cause of human respiratory tract infections. M. pneumoniae binds to carbohydrate receptors in the 
human airway, in particular to α-2,3-linked sialic acid residues. The removal of terminal sialic acids by 
treatment with neuraminidase results in substantially reduced attachment in tissue and organ culture models, 
underscoring their role in mycoplasma colonization of the airways. In the current study, we examined the 
impact of sialylated receptor specificity and density on M. pneumoniae adherence and gliding motility using 
two model systems. Methods: M. pneumoniae was incubated on glass surfaces (i) coated with the sialylated 
glycoproteins laminin or human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG), or (ii) chemically functionalized with α-2,3- or 
α-2,6-sialyllactose at varying densities. Surface functionalization was achieved using poly(pentafuorophenyl 
acrylate) brushes activated with hydrazine monohydrate and ethanolamine hydrochloride to allow conjugation 
with sialyllactose. In some experiments, laminin-coated or α-2,3-sialyllactose-functionalized surfaces were 
pre-treated with neuraminidase to assess specificity. We quantified mycoplasma binding and gliding 
frequency visually by light microscopy, and gliding speed by time-lapse microscopy. Results: M. pneumoniae 
bound to chamber slides coated with laminin in a concentration-dependent manner, as expected, with 
saturation consistently at about 10µg and at levels comparable to chamber slides pre-treated with SP4 growth 
medium containing serum glycoproteins, which served as a positive control. Binding to hCG was significantly 
lower than for laminin or the SP4 control. Pre-treatment of laminin with neuraminidase to remove terminal 
sialic acids resulted in significantly reduced mycoplasma binding. M. pneumoniae likewise bound to surfaces 
functionalized with α-2,3-sialyllactose in a concentration-dependent manner, and to a lesser extent to surfaces 
functionalized with α-2,6-sialyllactose. We observed motility on laminin and α-2,3-sialyllactose but not on hCG 
or α-2,6-sialyllactose. Gliding frequency increased with laminin concentration, with no gliding observed at the 
lowest laminin concentrations despite significant mycoplasma adherence. Gliding speed was not found to 
increase as concentration increased, but remained constant across all concentrations. Gliding on α-2,3-
sialyllactose was likewise concentration-dependent, with no gliding observed at conjugation densities less 
than 20%. Somewhat surprisingly, gliding frequency actually decreased at the highest α-2,3-sialyllactose 
densities. Conclusion: These results indicate that that the nature and density of host receptor moieties 
influences M. pneumoniae gliding, with a threshold density of α-2,3-sialic acid required for initiation of gliding. 
This impact on gliding might in turn affect pathogenesis, persistence, and infection outcome.  

Keywords: Attachment, Receptors, Mycoplasma pneumoniae, Gliding 
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101 FRUCTOSE-1,6-BISPHOSPHATE ALDOLASE (FBA) MOONLIGHTS AS AN ADHESION ON THE 
SURFACE OF MYCOPLASMA HYOPNEUMONIAE BY BINDING FIBRONECTIN 

Y. Yu, M. Qiu, M. Liu, L. Hua, J. Wang, R. Chen, Q. Xiong, Z. Feng, X. Xie, H. Wang, G. Shao 
Institute Of Veterinary Medicine, Jiangsu Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Nanjing, CHINA 

Background: Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae is a colonizing respiratory pathogen that can cause great 
economic losses to the pig industry worldwide. Although putative virulence factors have been reported, the 
pathogenesis of this species remains unclear. Methods: In the work reported here, we evaluated the relative 
abundance of the whole proteins of the virulent M. hyopneumoniae strain 168 and its attenuated counterpart 
strain 168L to identify the virulence-associated factors by two-dimensional electrophoresis (2-DE) analysis. 
Results: Seven proteins showing an increased abundance of ≥1.5 in the virulent M. hyopneumoniae strain 
168 were identified: Molecular chaperone DnaK (Hsp70 or P42), Elongation factor Tu (EF-Tu), 
Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH), Adenine phosphoribosyltransferase (Apt), L-lactate 
dehydrogenase (LDH or P36), Heat shock protein (GrpE) and Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase (FBA). A 
network established using the differential abundance proteins obtained in this study and the reported putative 
virulence factors reported in literature showed that all the seven differential abundance proteins were involved 
in M. hyopneumoniae virulence. And unexpectedly, a pan-genome analysis showed that almost all the novel 
virulence-associated factors were encoded by the core genome, before what, the virulence of a pathogen is 
often reported associated with the expression of accessory genomic elements. One of the novel differential 
abundance proteins showing the most fold change in abundance, FBA, was successfully recombined. Flow 
cytometry demonstrated that surface localized FBA was accessible to FBA-specific antibodies. The 
recombinant FBA (rFBA) was involved in adhesion to swine tracheal epithelial cells (STEC). Furthermore, 
anti-rFBA antibodies enclosed M. hyopneumoniae decreased adherence to STEC significantly. The surface 
plasmon resonance analysis showed that fibronectin could be one of the host receptors for FBA, and they 
bound with a KD of 469 nM. Conclusion: To some extent, we can speculate that the intrinsic virulence 
determinants of core enzymes were important and represent potential targets for broad-spectrum drugs. FBA 
exists on the cell surface of M. hyopneumoniae and moonlights as an adhesin to host cell STEC. The 
adhesive effect of FBA is meditated by fibronectin.  

Keywords: STEC, adherence, FBA, fibronectin, M. hyopneumoniae 

 

102 INTEGRATION ANALYSIS OF SWINE TRACHEAL MUCOSAL INJURY INFECTED BY M. 
HYOPNEUMONIAE USING TRANSCRIPTOMIC AND PROTEOMIC 

M. Liu, L. Hua, Y. Gan, Z. Feng, Q. Xiong, F. Bai, H. Wang, B. Li, G. Shao 
Institute Of Veterinary Medicine, Jiangsu Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Nanjing, CHINA 

Background: Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae is a colonizing respiratory pathogen that can cause great 
economic losses to the pig industry worldwide. Till now, the studies on the pathogenic mechanism of M. 
hyopneumoniae mainly focus on adhesion-associated virulence factors. However, a comprehensive 
understanding on the interaction between the pathogen and the host is still insufficient. Methods: Sixteen pigs 
were divided randomly into 4 groups, 4 pigs per group. 8 pigs in control group were injected phosphate buffer 
solution in tracheal, and 8 pigs in challenge group (Mhp) were injected with M. hyopneumoniae in tracheal. 14 
and 28 days post challenge (DPC), the tracheal mucosa of 4 pigs in each group were collected, respectively. 
The changes profiles of the tracheal mucosal tissues in the control group and the M. hyopneumoniae infection 
group were analyzed by digital gene expression tag profiles (DGE) and isobaric tags for relative and absolute 
quantitation (iTRAQ). The bio-functions, pathways and networks of differentially expressed genes and 
proteins were analyzed by Ingenuity pathway analysis software. Results: Compared with the control group, 
425 genes and 281 proteins were differentially expressed in the M. hyopneumoniae infection group at 14 
DPC, and 339 mRNAs and 148 proteins were differentially expressed at 28 DPC. The bio-functions, including 
infection, inflammation and death, were significantly activated by M. hyopneumoniae infection, while the bio-
functions, including cell proliferation, differentiation, movement, adhesion and immunity, were significantly 
inhibited at 14 DPC. At 28 DPC, the bio-function of cell apoptosis, death, cell morphology, cell development 
were activated, and that bio-functions of cell number, movement, chemotaxis, adhesion, binding were 
inhibited. The affected cell type mainly included lymphocytes, mononuclear leukocytes, macrophages and 
other immune cells. The dysfunctional canonical pathways mainly focused on cholesterol metabolism 
pathway, apoptosis, inflammatory response, immune defection, protein modification at 14 DPC, and 
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cholesterol metabolism, inflammatory response, apoptosis, signal transduction, dysfunction at 28 DPC. 
Furthermore, the infection caused significant changes in the network in cell death, development, inflammation, 
metabolism and immune at 14 DPC, while significant changes of development, metabolism, 
immunosuppression and other networks were found at 28 DPC. Conclusion: In summary, the damages of 
swine respiratory tract mucosa caused by M. hyopneumoniae infection involve cell death, lipid metabolism 
and immune function classification, and the immune cells played an important role in the damages. This study 
provides a new insight in the understanding the pathogenesis of M. hyopneumoniae.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma hyopneumiae; swine tracheal mucosal; injury; Omics; 

 

103 RESEARCH ON MYCOPLASMA HYOPNEUMONIAE, M. HYORHINIS AND M. FLOCCULARE IN 
PNEUMONIA: AN EXPLORATORY STUDY IN 671 LUNGS 

S. Fourour1, C. Fablet2, V. Tocqueville1, V. Dorenlor2, F. Eono2, E. Eveno2, A. V. Gautier-Bouchardon1, I. 
Kempf1, C. Marois-Créhan1 
1Unité Mycoplasmologie-bactériologie, Anses, Ploufragan, FRANCE, 2Unité Epidémiologie Et Bien-etre 
Porcin, Anses, Ploufragan, FRANCE 

Background - Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae (Mhp) is the etiologic agent of porcine enzootic pneumonia and 
is involved in the Porcine Respiratory Disease Complex. Two other mycoplasmal species are in the same 
ecological niche as Mhp: M. hyorhinis (Mhr) and M. flocculare (Mfloc). The aims of this study were to 
investigate (i) the frequency of associations and the amounts of these mycoplasmal species in pig lungs with 
pneumonia-like gross lesions and (ii) the impacts of mycoplasmal associations on the severity of pneumonia-
like gross lesions. Methods - At the slaughterhouse, 671 lungs from 47 herds with a history of respiratory 
disorders were examined, collected and analyzed by multiplex TaqMan qPCR, targeting the p102, p37 and 
fruA genes of Mhp, Mhr and Mfloc, respectively. The relationships between the gross pneumonia-like lesion 
scores of the pigs and the contamination status of the lungs regarding Mhp, Mhr, and Mfloc, alone or in 
association, were determined by a multidimensional analysis (multiple correspondence analysis followed by 
hierarchical clustering). Results - Mhp, Mhr and Mfloc were not detected in 126 of 671 samples tested 
(18.8%). For the 545 Mhp-, Mhr- or Mfloc-positive lung samples (81.2%), 59.5% were positive for Mhp, 3.4% 
for Mhr, and 34.7% for Mfloc, with an average amount of 3.1x107, 9.7x106 and 5.7x106 mycoplasma genome 
equivalents /ml, respectively. At the lung level, Mhp detection significantly reduced the odds of being Mfloc 
PCR-positive (Odds Ratio: 0.6, Confidence Interval at 95%: 0.4-0.8). No significant association was found 
between a PCR-positive result for Mhp and Mhr nor Mhr and Mfloc. No relationship was found between the 
amounts of mycoplasmal species. Among the 671 examined lungs, five lungs showed extensive lesions of 
pleurisy concealing the gross pneumonia-like lesions and were discarded of the statistical analysis. Among 
the 666 remaining lungs scored for macroscopic pneumonia, 657 (98.6%) showed gross pneumonia-like 
lesions with a minimum score of 1/28, a maximum score of 22/28. The multidimensional analysis revealed 
three main groups of associations between variables describing the score of gross pneumonia-like lesions 
and the PCR status of the lungs for the three mycoplasmal species. A first group was characterized by lungs 
without or with low gross pneumonia-like lesion scores (score≤2) and lung samples PCR-negative for all three 
mycoplasmal species or PCR-positive only for Mfloc. A second group consisted of lung samples with 
moderate to high gross pneumonia-like lesion scores (score ≥ 3) and lung samples PCR-positive for Mhp. The 
third group comprised lung samples with high gross pneumonia-like lesion scores (score>10) and lung 
samples PCR-positive for several mycoplasmal species. The findings also indicated that Mhp and Mhr 
significantly increased the odds for a lung to have macroscopic pneumonia. No relationship was found 
between the extent of lesions and the mycoplasma genome load. Conclusion - This exploratory study 
provides a basis for assessing the role of mycoplasmal interactions in pneumonia pathogenesis.  

Keywords: mycoplasma, association, pneumonia, pig, multiplex qPCR 

 

104 COMPARATIVE PROTEOMICS ANALYSES OF M. HYOPNEUMONIAE AND M. FLOCCULARE 
SURFACE PROTEINS 

L. D.P.N. Machado1, J. A. Paes1, F. M.A. Leal1, H. Moura2, J. Barr2, H. B. Ferreira1 
1Center For Biotechnology, Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul, Porto Alegre, BRAZIL, 2Biological Mass 
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Spectometry Laboratory, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA, GA 

Background - Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae is the main causative agent of porcine enzootic pneumonia, an 
infectious disease that causes many economical losses in the pig industry. Mycoplasma flocculare is a closely 
related species also found in the swine respiratory tract which, despite of sharing most of the known virulence 
factors with M. hyopneumoniae, does not cause any disease. However, the surface protein repertoires of 
these species likely differ, and require additional characterization in order to identify pathogenicity 
determinants. Therefore, a comparative proteomic approach was carried out to evaluate qualitative and 
quantitative differences among surface-enriched protein samples from two M. hyopneumoniae strains, one 
pathogenic (7448) and other non-pathogenic (J), and from M. flocculare. Methods - Insoluble protein extracts 
were digested with trypsin and analyzed using a liquid chromatography(LC)-tandem mass spectrometry 
(MS/MS) approach. Results - The used LC-MS/MS approach allowed the identification of 267 proteins for M. 
hyopneumoniae 7448, 304 for M. hyopneumoniae J, and 179 for M. flocculare, which represent approximately 
31-45% of the total predicted proteomes. Moreover, our proteomic approach validated 59, 63 and 53 genes 
previously regarded as hypothetical for M. hyopneumoniae 7448 and J, and M. flocculare, respectively. 
Sample enrichment in the order of 31.7-34.6% with surface proteins was confirmed by the 
qualitative/quantitative comparisons of the identified protein repertoires with the protein repertoires of soluble 
extracts of the same strains/species. Approximately one third (29.2%) of the proteins identified in M. 
hyopneumoniae 7448 were differentially represented in comparison to those identified in the J strain. 
Differential representation was even higher (~67%) when M. hyopneumoniae 7448 was compared to M. 
flocculare. Many virulence-related proteins were exclusive or differentially represented in M. hyopneumonaie 
7448, suggesting their role in pathogenesis. Also many of the uncharacterized proteins were found 
overrepresented or exclusively detected in M. hyopneumoniae 7448, and revealed some functional domains 
associated to virulence factors, such as proteases, nucleases and membrane transporters. Mapping of 
peptides is under way in order to provide evidence of possible events of post-translational proteolytic 
processing involving some of the identified/quantified surface proteins. Conclusion - Overall, the comparative 
proteomic analysis carried out in this study has provided so far data on quantitative and qualitative differences 
in the surface proteomes of these closely-related mycoplasmas which differ in pathogenicity. Further 
functional studies will be required to understand how these differential proteins are related with the 
pathogenicity of M. hyopneumoniae 7448, or with the lack of pathogenicity of M. hyopneumoniae J or M. 
flocculare.  

Keywords: comparative proteomics, surface proteins, virulence factors, porcine enzootic pneumonia 

 

105 COMPARATIVE PROTEOMICS OF TWO MYCOPLASMA HYOPNEUMONIAE STRAINS AND 
MYCOPLASMA FLOCCULARE FOR THE IDENTIFICATION OF NOVEL PORCINE ENZOOTIC 
PNEUMONIA DETERMINANTS 

J. A. Paes1, F. M.A. Leal2, L. D.P.N. Machado2, S. N. De Moraes1, H. Moura3, J. Barr3, H. B. Ferreira2 
1Centers For Biotechnology, Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul, Porto Alegre, BRAZIL, 2Center For 
Biotechnology, Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul, Porto Alegre, BRAZIL, 3Biological Mass Spectometry 
Laboratory, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, GA 

Background: Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae and Mycoplasma flocculare are genetically similar bacteria, which 
coinhabit the porcine respiratory tract. These mycoplasmas share most of the so far known virulence factors, 
but, while M. hyopneumoniae causes porcine enzootic pneumonia (PEP), M. flocculare is a harmless species. 
Comparative ‘omics’ studies between M. hyopneumoniae strains differing in virulence degrees, and between 
M. hyopneumoniae and M. flocculare are of relevance to identify pathogenicity determinants and novel 
virulence factors. Methods: Here, a proteomics LC-MS/MS approach of high resolution and sensitivity was 
used to compare the cellular proteomes of two M. hyopneumoniae strains, one pathogenic (7448) and other 
non-pathogenic (J), and the commensal M. flocculare. Results: Average coverages of ~40% of the predicted 
proteomes of M. hyopneumoniae 7448 (287 proteins) and J (239 proteins), and M. flocculare (286 proteins) 
were achieved. Many of the identified proteins were exclusively detected or differentially abundant in M. 
hyopneumoniae 7448 in comparison to M. hyopneumoniae J (87 proteins, ~30%), and M. flocculare (89 
proteins, ~31%). Most of the M. hyopneumoniae 7448 differentially abundant proteins were overrepresented 
in relation to M. hyopneumoniae J (100%), and M. flocculare (~70%). Moreover, GO functional analyses 
revealed that functions related to basic metabolism were differentially enriched in M. hyopneumoniae 7448. 
The LC-MS/MS data also provided experimental validation for 45, 35 and 56 genes previously regarded as 
hypothetical ones for M. hyopneumoniae 7448 and J, and M. flocculare, respectively. Several functional 
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domains were predicted for several of the encoded uncharacterized protein species, most of them conserved 
among orthologs. Many of these functional domains were potentially related to pathogenicity, and two of them 
(a HSP domain, and a specific protein binding domain) were presented in two uncharacterized proteins 
overrepresented in M. hyopneumoniae 7448. Conclusions: Overall, many of the differentially represented 
proteins of M. hyopneumoniae 7448 in comparison to the assessed non-pathogenic counterparts are likely 
PEP determinants, including adhesins, proteases, and oxidative stress-related proteins, among other potential 
virulence factors. In this context, our comprehensive protein profiling of two M. hyopneumoniae strains and M. 
flocculare provided an extended list of tens of candidates to PEP determinants or virulence factors, beyond 
those classically described.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae, comparative proteomics, Mycoplasma flocculare, Mycoplasma-host 
interactions, virulence factors 

 

106 VIRULENCE MECHANISM AND IMMUNE RESPONSE TO MAMMARY PATHOGENIC MYCOPLASMA 
BOVIS 

R. Brill1, E. Eliraz2, E. Amram1, I. Lysnyansky1, N. Y. Shpigel2 
1Dept. Of Avian And Aquatic Diseases, Kimron Veterinary Institute, Beit Dagan, ISRAEL, 2The Koret School 
Of Veterinary Medicine, Faculty Of Agriculture, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Rehovot, ISRAEL 

Background. Mastitis due to Mycoplasma bovis is a worldwide problem leading to significant economic 
losses and affecting animal welfare. However, information regarding M. bovis virulence factors and the 
immune response caused by M. bovis in the host is currently limited, partially because of the lack of suitable 
experimental models to study the pathogenesis of M. bovis intramammary infection. Objective. To study 
virulence mechanisms and immune response using in vitro mammary alveolar epithelial (MAE) cell-based 
system and in vivo murine mastitis model system. Methods. In vitro, murine MAE cell line, EpH4, transduced 
with nuclear factor-κappa-B (NF-kB) binding element fused to the firefly luciferase gene, was challenged with 
M. bovis strain 161791. Cells were infected with live and UV-treated bacteria at different multiplicity of 
infection as well as with different concentrations of M. bovis lipoproteins (MBLP). In the murine mastitis model, 
lactating C3H/HeN mice were challenged by intra-mammary injection via the teat canal with M. bovis 161791 
bacteria or MBLP. Mammary inflammation was analyzed using intravital whole-body imaging followed by 
qPCR analysis for inflammatory mediators and histological analysis of harvested mammary tissues. Results. 
Both live and UV-treated bacteria and MBLP activated NF-kB (master regulator of immune response) in MAE 
cells with dose-response relationship. In the murine mastitis model, temporal and spatial dynamics of 
inflammation in the mammary tissues were evident. Live M. bovis elicited diffuse inflammation affecting the 
whole challenged gland peaking at 48 hours after challenge in contrast to MBLP challenge which elicited only 
focal inflammation peaking at 24 hours and resolving after 48 hours. Inflammation in the challenged glands 
was characterized by massive neutrophil recruitment into the milk spaces and elevated expression of the 
inflammatory mediators TNF-α, KC, and NF-kB dependent genes; A20 and IkBa. Moreover, we show here for 
the first time, the presence of intraepithelial bacterial communities in glands challenged with live M. bovis 
bacteria. Conclusion. We believe that the in vitro cell-based model system using the EpH4 cell line with NF-
kB reporter system, and in vivo model system using the murine mastitis model, can be used efficiently for 
future characterization of M. bovis virulence factors and its pathogenesis.  

Keywords: in vitro cell-based system, in vivo murine mastitis model, mammary inflammation 

 

107 M. AGALACTIAE PHASE VARIANTS ASSOCIATED WITH DIFFERENTIAL PATHOGENICITY 
INDUCE DISTINCT HOST RESPONSES IN SHEEP MAMMARY GLAND 

R. Chopra-Dewasthaly1, R. Ertl2 
1Department Of Pathobiology, University Of Veterinary Medicine Vienna, Institute of Microbiology, Vienna, 
AUSTRIA, 2University Of Veterinary Medicine, Vienna, Austria, VetCore Facility for Research, Vienna, 
AUSTRIA 

Background Many pathogenic mycoplasmas possess large overrepresented multigene families devoted to 
phase and antigenic variation of proteins, whose exact role in pathogenicity needs to be unequivocally proven 
in most cases. ‘Phase-Locked’ Mutants (PLM) of M. agalactiae expressing single stable Vpma lipoproteins 
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served as ideal tools to study the role of such variable antigens. Recent in vitro and in vivo sheep infection 
studies with PLMs not only highlighted the importance of Vpma phase variation in the immunocompetent host 
but also demonstrated differential infection potential of individual phase variants in the natural host. 
METHODS Using the transcriptomics approach we tried to investigate the differential pathogenicity of the 
Vpma variants with reference to the corresponding host responses. Mammary gland tissues from sheep 
infected with PLM-U, PLM-Y and PLM-W, expressing VpmaU, VpmaY and VpmaW respectively, were 
analysed using Illumina RNA-seq. To further investigate transcriptional changes during the infection with 
PLMs, specific qPCR assays were developed to measure the RNA amounts of the six Vpma genes (Vpma-U, 
-V, -W, -X, -Y and -Z) in the infected sheep udders. RESULTS Compared to uninfected sheep a total of 378 
(PLM-U), 353 (PLM-W) and 349 (PLM-Y) differentially expressed genes (DEGs) were detected. Out of these, 
144 DEGs were shared by all three PLMs, 141 were found in PLM-W and PLM-Y whereas PLM-U shared only 
17 and 5 DEGs with PLM-W and PLM-Y, respectively. Functional categorization of the downregulated DEGs 
revealed that the most affected biological processes can be associated to 'triglyceride metabolism' and 
'organic acid transmembrane transport' in all PLMs, followed by 'mammary gland development' in PLM-W and 
PLM-Y. In contrast, upregulated genes in PLM-U were highly associated to 'B cell proliferation' and 'negative 
regulation of leukocyte apoptosis', which was not found in PLM-W and PLM-Y. RT-qPCR analyses revealed 
that although the PLM inocula expressed the respective Vpma gene at a large majority, it was a completely 
different scenario in vivo. For instance, in PLM-U-infected sheep udders, VpmaU was found to be completely 
absent and the RNA composition had switched to VpmaW (57%) and VpmaX (38%). A similar enrichment of 
VpmaW and VpmaX RNA was also observed in PLM-Y infected sheep, whereas PLM-W-infected udders 
showed predominance for VpmaW and VpmaY RNA. CONCLUSION The data clearly demonstrate a distinct 
host response of PLM-U, different to PLM-W and PLM-Y. Also, considering the results of a previous study 
where PLMU was found to have the lowest cytadhesion capacity compared to other Vpma variants, the 
current study points to a “barrier” function for the VpmaU expressors, which likely interact with host immune 
factors and protect the underlying adherent variants that are in direct contact with host epithelium. 
Furthermore, a shift in the expression of the Vpma genes was observed in all PLM-infected sheep at 15 days 
p.i., with certain genes, in particular, VpmaW being preferentially expressed in all three PLMs, while the 
expression of VpmaU is repressed in PLM-U. Most importantly, these results correlate very well with the 
findings of another sheep infection study where PLM-U was outcompeted by PLM-Y during a co-challenge 
experiment and led to the selective enrichment of VpmaW and VpmaX expressors despite Xer1 disruption. 
This further underscores the in vivo significance of the Vpma proteins and their phase variation during M. 
agalactiae infections.  

Keywords: Host response, Mycoplasma agalactiae, pathogenicity, phase variation, transcriptomics 

 

108 VARIABLE LIPOPROTEIN HEMAGGLUTININ A (VLHA) EXPRESSION IN VARIANT MYCOPLASMA 
GALLISEPTICUM STRAINS IN-VIVO 

K. Pflaum, E. Tulman, J. Beaudet, J. Canter, S. J. Geary 
Pathobiology, University of Connecticut, Storrs, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Mycoplasma gallisepticum, the primary etiologic agent of Chronic Respiratory Disease, is a significant poultry 
pathogen, causing severe inflammation of respiratory tract, leading to economic losses worldwide. 
Immunodominant proteins encoded by members of the variable lipoprotein and hemagglutinin (vlhA) gene 
family are thought to be important for mechanisms of M. gallisepticum-host interaction, pathogenesis, and 
immune evasion, but their exact role and the overall nature of their phase variation are unknown. To further 
investigate this gene family, we assessed the vlhA gene expression profile of M. gallisepticum strains, both in-
vivo and in-vitro. Here, we assessed the vlhA profile of 2 well characterized vaccine strains, GT5 and Mg7, a 
vlhA 3.03 mutant strain, and an M. gallisepticum population expressing an alternate immunodominant vlhA 
gene. Additionally, we examined the expression of M. gallisepticum vlhA genes in-vitro upon exposure to 
various eukaryotic cell types. Here, we report that the two M. gallisepticum vaccine strains show a 
dramatically different vlhA profile over the first two days of infection compared to wild-type Rlow, while the 
population expressing an alternate immunodominant vlhA gene reverted immediately back to a profile 
identical to wild-type Rlow. Additionally, we observed a shift in the vlhA gene expression profile but 
surprisingly, no reduction in virulence when a transposon insertion disrupted the immune dominant vlhA 3.03. 
Finally, we show that exposure to various eukaryotic cells in-vitro drives a change in M. gallisepticum vlhA 
3.03 gene expression.  

Keywords: Phase variation, gallisepticum, RNA-seq 
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109 TN-SEQUENCING OF MYCOPLASMA HYOPNEUMONIAE AND MYCOPLASMA HYORHINIS 
MUTANT LIBRARIES REVEALS POTENTIAL VIRULENCE-ASSOCIATED, NON-ESSENTIAL GENES 

B. Trueeb1, S. Gerber1, W. H. Gharib2, P. Kuhnert1 
1Institute Of Veterinary Bacteriology, University of Bern, Bern, SWITZERLAND, 2Interfaculty Bioinformatics 
Unit, University of Bern, Bern, SWITZERLAND 

Background Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae and Mycoplasma hyorhinis are two genetically closely related 
species inhabiting the respiratory tract of pigs. M. hyopneumoniae is the etiological agent of enzootic 
pneumonia, a disease with high economic impact, while M. hyorhinis is considered a commensal of the 
respiratory tract of pigs potentially acting as a pathogen in polyserositis and arthritis. Little is known about the 
virulence genes driving their differences in pathogenicity. We hypothesize that genes that are non-essential 
under lab condition and are unique to one species could account for these differences. Methods To identify 
such genes, we refined a transposon (Tn) mutagenesis approach to have a stable transformation protocol for 
both species. Libraries were generated containing about 4000 transposon mutants. Furthermore, a Tn-
sequencing technique for mycoplasma has been established and successfully applied to sequence pools of 
mutants in parallel. Tn-sequencing data of mutant libraries were analyzed using the software Tn-seq and 
genes were classified as “essential” and “non-essential”. Results Out of 684 coding sequences (CDS) of the 
M. hyopneumoniae strain F7.2C, 292 CDS were classified as non-essential. Besides unique hypothetical 
proteins, we also found genes involved in the inositol catabolism are non-essential for M. hyopneumoniae 
grown under lab conditions. Furthermore, genes coding for proteins involved in the binding of 
glycosaminoglycans, plasminogen and fibronectin were found to be non-essential. Interestingly, the gene 
coding for the major adhesin P97 was identified as being truly essential. On the other hand, M. hyorhinis 
strain JF5820 contains a total of 758 CDS, of which 322 have been classified as non-essential. Besides 
several unique CDS for hypothetical proteins, we found non-essential genes unique to M. hyorhinis being 
involved in DNA modification. Conclusion The essentiality patterns of genes of the pathogenic as well as the 
commensal porcine mycoplasma species of the respiratory tract were investigated. A high proportion of CDS 
for hypothetical proteins were found to be non-essential and unique to one or the other species, possibly 
explaining differences in pathogenicity. In the future, we will investigate essentiality patterns of genes under 
various growth conditions eventually leading to the identification of potential virulence attributes and 
pathogenicity mechanisms. Furthermore, this will define new target genes to knock out for an attenuated live 
vaccine.  

Keywords: Tn-sequencing, non-essential genes, porcine Mycoplasma 

 

111 POTENTIAL ROLE OF A PUTATIVE MYCOPLASMA HOMINIS NUCLEASE  IN INNATE IMMUNITY 
EVASION STRATEGIES: ESCAPE FROM NEUTROPHIL EXTRACELLULAR TRAPS (NETSCAPE). 

D. Dessi1, A.R. Cocco1, C. Cacciotto2, T. Cubeddu2, P. Rappelli1, P.L. Fiori1, A. Alberti2 
1Dept Of Biomedical Sciences, University of Sassari, Sassari, ITALY, 2Dept Of Veterinary Medicine, University 
of Sassari, Sassari, ITALY 

Background M. hominis can be isolated from the genital tract of both symptomatic and asymptomatic 
individuals and it is considered a commensal microoorganism that can act as a pathogen. There are 
evidences that M. hominis may play an etiologic role not only in genital tract diseases, but also in extragenital 
infections. M. hominis can typically cause chronic infections, allowing the persistence in the host over 
extended periods of time. This suggests an ability to evade the mechanisms of the immune response, while 
establishing a delicate balance with the host. A M. hominis genomic survey lead us to detect a homolog of a 
Staphylococcus aureus Nuclease (SNase), a virulence factor involved in the evasion of host innate immunity, 
specifically NETosis. NETosis is a mechanisms through which neutrophils release NETs (Neutrophil 
Extracellular Traps), a nuclear DNA backbone associated with antimicrobial peptides, histones and proteases 
that provide a matrix to entrap and kill pathogens. SNase is able to degrade Neutrophil Extracellular Traps 
(NETs) via a specific nuclease activity, allowing bacteria to escape neutrophil killing. Aim of this work is the 
functional characterization of the M. hominis homolog of SNase, MHOM_730 , and the study of its potential 
role in NETs/M. hominis interaction. Methods The ability of M. hominis to disrupt NETs was assessed 
qualitatively by confocal microscopy, and quantitatively by a fluorimetric assay. MHOM_730 was cloned and 
expressed in E. coli, and the recombinant protein used for nuclease activity assays over nucleic acid 
substrates. rMHOM_730 was used to produce a rabbit polyclonal antibody, and immunological detection in 
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purified M. hominis surface proteins allowed to assess the subcellular localisation of MHOM_730. Sera from 
patients at high risk for sexually transmitted infections were tested in ELISA to evaluate the in vivo expression 
of MHOM_730 during human infection. Since MHOM_730 is a predicted lipoprotein, we synthesized both 
diacyl- and triacyl-peptides, which were then used to stimulate primary neutrophils to assess their ability to 
induce NETosis. Results M. hominis showed to be able to induce the degradation of the DNA backbone of 
NETs, while affinity purified rMHOM730 showed a nuclease activity over different DNA substrates. The 
production of a a specific rabbit polyclonal antibody allowed us to detect the presence of MHOM_730 in the 
surface subcellular fraction, showing the surface localisation of this putative nuclease. We also demonstrated 
that MHOM_730 is expressed during natural infection. A group of human sera was shown to be reactive 
against rMHOM_730, as compared to negative controls. Furthermore, we demonstrated by confocal 
microscopy that MHOM_0730-derived synthetic lipopetides are able to induce NETs in primary human 
neutrophils. Conclusion Altogether our experimental data show that M. hominis is able to disrupt NETs and 
that its predicted nuclease MHOM_0730 possesses a nuclease activity in vitro. Furthermore, MHOM_0730 is 
expressed in vivo during natural infection and it is surface exposed, consistently with its hypothetical role in 
NETs degradation. MHOM_0730 derived lipopetides are able to induce NETs, as expected from a surface 
mycoplasmal lipoprotein, revealing a double-face nature of this protein: on the one side it may induce NETs, 
and on the other side it may disrupt the very same NETs. Further studies will help us to shed light on the 
molecular mechanisms underlying M. hominis/neutrophils interaction  

Keywords: nuclease, neutrophils, innate immunity, NETs, immune evasion 

 

112 SEQUENCE VARIATION OF THE MGPB AND MGPC ADHERENCE PROTEINS OF MYCOPLASMA 
GENITALIUM AND ANTIBODY RESPONSE IN PERSISTENTLY INFECTED MEN 

G. E. Wood1, S. L. Iverson-Cabral1, L. E. Manhart2, M. S. Lowens3, C. W. Gillespie4, P. A. Totten1 
1Medicine, University of Washington, Seattle, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, WA, 2Epidemiology, Global 
Health, University of Washington, Seattle, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 3Public Health - Seattle & King 
County, Public Health - Seattle & King County, Seattle, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 4Epidemiology, 
University of Washington, Seattle, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Background Mycoplasma genitalium (MG) is a sexually transmitted pathogen that causes reproductive tract 
disease in men and women, frequently persisting in the genital tract for months to years if untreated. Recent 
evidence suggests that antigenic and/or phase variation of the immunodominant adhesion-associated 
proteins, MgpB and MgpC, facilitates avoidance of host antibodies. Our clinical trial comparing the 
effectiveness of azithromycin vs doxycycline for treatment of non-gonococcal urethritis (NGU) provided a 
unique opportunity to track the development of antibodies and the evolution of MgpB and MgpC diversity over 
time during natural, human infection. Methods Sera from 22 MG-infected and 13 MG-negative men with 
NGU, were assessed for reactivity to MG whole cell lysates by immunoblot. Four men exhibiting dominant 
serum reactivity to MgpB and MgpC, with specimens collected across 28 to 50 days, were further analyzed for 
mgpB and mgpC sequence evolution and antibody reactivity to recombinant MgpB and MgpC peptides by 
ELISA. Two of these patients were seronegative at enrollment and developed anti-MG antibodies during the 
study, and two were MG-antibody positive at both early and late time points. We recovered viable MG strains 
from all four of these persistently infected men at both early and late time points using Vero cell co-culture. 
Strain typing confirmed that (1) a single MG strain was present in patient specimens at early and late time 
points, and (2) that patient specimens and cultured bacteria shared an identical strain type. The variable 
regions of mgpB (regions B, EF, and G) and mgpC (region KLM) were PCR-amplified from early and late 
cultures from each of four men and cloned. Sequencing of 10 inserts from plasmids containing mgpB and 
mgpC variable sequences identified regions that varied within a patient. We further analyzed regions with 
significant differences by sequencing 75 plasmid inserts and assessing sequence evolution over time. 
Results Immunoblot analysis of patient sera revealed a significant association of strong antibody reactivity to 
MgpB with MG infection. Sequences of mgpBC varied between time points in all four patients in at least one 
variable region and the loss of early sequences at later time points was apparent. ELISA reactivity of sera 
from patients who seroconverted during the study was measured against a panel of recombinant peptides 
spanning MgpB and MgpC of the G37 type strain. Antibody reactivity to the conserved regions of MgpB and 
MgpC increased over time while variable region reactivity remained low, suggesting that antibodies made to 
patient variable regions could not recognize the different epitopes present in G37 variable regions. 
Alternatively, variable regions of MgpB and MgpC may be poorly immunogenic in these patients, however, our 
previous studies using G37-infected primates in which G37-specific variable region antibodies were detected 
does not support this hypothesis. Conclusions Our results support and expand previous findings that MgpB 
and MgpC are targeted by host antibodies during natural infection. The findings that extensive changes in 
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mgpB and mgpC variable regions occurred in all four patients during infection, and that variation was detected 
in all variable regions of MgpB and MgpC, are consistent with a role for gene variation in persistence in vivo. 
Future studies will explore the interactions of these antibodies with time point-specific sequences.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma genitalium, antigenic variation, immune avoidance 

 

113  MEDIA MATTERS - IMPLICATIONS IN THE MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE GLYCOCALYX AND 
BIOMOLECULAR PROPERTIES BETWEEN DIFFERENTIAL IN VITRO CULTURE CONDITIONS? 

J. M. Daubenspeck1, A. H. Totten2, T. P. Atkinson2, K. Dybvig3 
1Genetics, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, Al. , UNITED STATES MINOR OUTLYING 
ISLANDS, 2Pediatrics, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
3Genetics, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, Al., UNITED STATES MINOR OUTLYING 
ISLANDS 

The impact of the bacterial glycocalyx on the initial stages of a pathogenic interaction with a host cannot be 
underestimated. The bacterial capsule, glycosylated proteins, biofilm matrix, and other surface-exposed 
glycomoieties modulate adherence and the initial interaction with the host immune system. This is 
complicated by the fact that the composition of the Mycoplasma pneumoniae glycocalyx is influenced by the 
culture medium, affecting whether the bacteria grow adhered to the surface of a flask or are free-floating. M. 
pneumoniae in SP4 medium grew attached to tissue-culture flasks with a significant increase in both capsular 
and biofilm matrix polysaccharides as compared to cells grown in DMEM with or without the addition of yeast 
extract (YE). Cells grown in DMEM or DMEM +YE had less polysaccharide material and adhered poorly to the 
flasks. The aggregate sizes of free-floating, nonadherent cells were examined using flow cytometric analysis. 
Aggregates of cells grown in SP4 were smaller in all cases as compared to cells grown in other media. This 
result held true for both type 1 and type 2 strains of M. pneumoniae. As growth conditions drastically altered 
the biochemical and physical properties of M. pneumoniae, it is predicted that media composition will 
significantly alter the scale and breadth of the host immune response to infection. An understanding of the 
glycocalyx produced by the mycoplasma while in the human host, as opposed to culture media, would provide 
a clearer understanding of the actual pathogenic process. 
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75 THE OCCURRENCE OF MYCOPLASMAS INFECTION IN BREEDING FLOCKS OF GEESE IN 
POLAND 

A. M. Sawicka, G. Tomczyk, O. Kursa 
Department Of Poultry Diseases, National Veterinary Research Institute, Pulawy, POLAND 

Mycoplasmas (Mycoplasma spp.) are well-known pathogens of domestic poultry, causing significant economic 
losses. The most important avian Mycoplasma spp. have a predilection for the upper respiratory tract, but 
several species can also infected and cause disease in the reproductive tract. Clinical and pathological 
symptoms may include cloaca and phallus inflammation, testicular atrophy in ganders and contribute to 
reduced fertility, egg production and hatchability. The aim of this study was to evaluate the occurrence of 
Mycoplasma spp. in geese breeding flocks in Poland. The tracheal and cloacal swabs were collected from of 
both sexes of breeding geese from 44 separate flocks. All individuals from selected flocks did not showed any 
clinical signs. The swabs were pooled and inoculated into modified Frey’s broth and incubated at 37°C for 24 
hours. DNA was extracted from 200 µl of cultures using the QIAamp DNA Mini Kit (Qiagen, Germany) 
following the manufacturer's recommendations. All swabs were analysed for the presence of Mycoplasma 
spp. using a genus-specific PCR, as previously described by Lierz et al. (2007), introducing modified 
temperature profiles. To separate PCR product, 2% agarose gel with the addition of ethidium bromide was 
used. From the samples in which the DNA of Mycoplasma was detected an aliquot of 50 µl was transferred 
onto agar media and incubated at 37 C with 5% CO2. Selected amplification products were sequenced in both 
directions with the forward and reverse amplification primers. Sequences were analysed with MEGA 6 
software. The phylogenetic tree was built using the neighbour-joining algorithm. Bootstrap analyses with 1000 
replicates were performed. The DNA of Mycoplasma spp. was found in 30 (75 %) of the sampled geese 
breeding flocks but the colonies of Mycoplasma spp. had grown only on agar medium from the sample taken 
from one of the studied flocks. Amplification products with a size of 1013 bp were detected in 15 tracheal and 
28 cloacal swabs. The sequences obtained from 13 selected samples was identical to: Mycoplasma sp. strain 
2445 (4 sequences), Mycoplasma anserisalpingitis (3 sequences), Mycoplasma verecundum (3 sequences), 
Mycoplasma anseris (2 sequences), Mycoplasma cloacale (1 sequence). The results showed that geese are 
common hosts of Mycoplasma spp. and confirmed that Mycoplasma spp. are most frequently present in 
cloacal than in tracheal swabs. Performing BLAST analyses, obtained isolates were most closely related to 
various sequences of Mycoplasma spp. found in geese and different species of birds. Although the most of 
Mycoplasma spp. detected in this study are considered as pathogens of geese, no clinical signs that can 
suggest subclinical infections were observed. The research demonstrated that the vertical transmission of 
mycoplasmas may pose a risk for breeding geese and the constant monitoring of this pathogens is strongly 
recommended.  

Keywords: breeding geese, Mycoplasma spp.,PCR 

 

110 MYCOPLASMA SYNOVIAE AND EGGSHELL APEX ABNORMALITIES IN AN EXPERIMENTAL 
STUDY ON LAYING HENS 

A. M. Sawicka1, O. Kursa1, A. Kycko2, G. Tomczyk1 
1Department Of Poultry Diseases, National Veterinary Research Institute, Pulawy, POLAND, 2Department Of 
Pathology, National Veterinary Research Institute, Pulawy, POLAND 

Infection of M. synoviae (MS) in poultry poses a significant global epidemiological and economic problem. The 
differences between MS strains are related to the pathogenicity and the course of the disease, which is 
evidenced not only by infectious synovitis but also possible infection of the reproductive tract of laying causing 
the eggshell apex abnormality (EAA). The loss of egg production and eggshell changes characteristic for 
EAA, such as altered shell surface, thinning and increased translucency in different areas of shell, leading to 
an increase in the incidence of cracks and breaks of eggshell, may be a reason of appearance the microbial 
and higher water vapor loss during the entire incubation process. All these problems can cause higher 
embryonic mortality and lead to significant economic losses. The aim of the study was to evaluate the 
pathogenicity of two field strains for laying hens. Commercial brawn hens at 22 weeks inoculated via trachea. 
The hens of first (n=11) and third group (n=15) was inoculated with 0,4 ml of broth culture containing 104 CFU 
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MS/ml of the strain GK1/15PL of M. synoviae isolated from trachea swab. The second (n=11) and fourth 
group (n=15) was inoculated with 0,4 ml of broth culture containing 104 CFU MS/ml of the strain PL146/3-J/15 
of M. synoviae isolated from oviduct. The fifth group (control group n=16) were given of sterile modificated 
Frey Medium. The result of the infection was a drop in the egg production (an average decrease of about 
11%), as well as changes in the eggshell that involved not only its apex but also other parts of the shell (24 to 
26.5%) when compared to the control. Changes have been observed at different time points since the 
infection of birds. The GK1/15PL strain of MS, caused pathological changes in the eggshell in a shorter time 
but they were less pronounced compared to the 146-3J/15PL of MS strain. On the other hand, the 146-
3J/15PL strain of MS caused a gradual appearance of pathological lesions that were longer and more 
prominent compared to the GK1/15PL strain of MS. There were no patological changes in control hens. 
Histopathological examination of oviduct sections from birds infected with MS revealed salpingitis and metritis 
characterised by infiltrations of mucosa and submucosa by lymphoid cells, frequently migrating to a lumen of 
the oviduct. Perivascular infiltrates consisting of lymphocytes, plasma cells and sporadic heterophiles were 
visible in infundibulum and magnum. Hyperplasia of lymphoid follicles was additionally observed in 
infundibulum, whereas in magnum focal areas of cell death visible in the lymphoid follicles. Epithelium of the 
magnum appeared hyperplastic. In an uterus, there were multifocal lymphocytic and plasmatic infiltrates 
visible in mucosa and submucosa and the mucosa appeared thinner compared to appeared thinner compared 
to negative controls. In conclusion, the observed pathological changes in the eggshell formation after MS 
infection as well as significant losses in egg production underline the high economic importance of these 
infections in poultry. Based on the obtained results, it is advisable to conduct further studies on the occurrence 
of MS infections, including molecular analysis of the obtained isolates together with the assessment of their 
genetic variability. This will help to improve the effectiveness of MS infection control and reduce economic 
losses caused by this pathogen in the poultry population.  

Keywords: M. synoviae, eggshell, EAA 

 

114 MOLECULAR SPEEDOMETER FOR GLIDING MOTILITY OF MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE 

D. Nakane1, K. Murata1, T. Kenri2, K. Shibayama2, T. Nishizaka1 
1Department Of Physics, Gakushuin University, Tokyo, JAPAN, 2Department Of Bacteriology Ii, National 
Institute of Infectious Diseases, Musashimurayama, Tokyo, JAPAN 

Bacteria have various way to move over solid surfaces, such as glass, agar, and host cell. These movements 
involve surface appendages such as flagella, type IV pili or other “mysterious” nano-machineries. Gliding 
motility was a term used for various surface movements in several mechanisms that have not been well 
understood in past few decades. However, recent visualization techniques allowed us to make much progress 
on their dynamics of machineries. Our group has developed techniques of optical microscopy to visualize the 
molecular function of “mysterious” nano-machineries in some prokaryotes [1-3]. Here we applied them to the 
gliding motility of Mycoplasma pneumoniae. M. pneumonia, a human pathogenic bacterium, glides on host-
cell surfaces by unknown mechanism. It forms an attachment organelle: a membrane protrusion at a cell pole 
composed of a highly organized rod-like cytoskeleton. Here, we constructed several mutants by a genetic 
manipulation to increase or decrease coiled-coil regions of HMW2, a 200-kDa protein aligned in parallel along 
the cytoskeleton [4]. Notably, these mutants showed different gliding speed under a phase-contrast 
microscope. We compared the speed with the length of rod quantified by transmission electron microscopy, 
and found simple correlation that the speed was increased as the length became longer. It suggests that the 
size of rod-like cytoskeleton could be a molecular speedometer indicating the rate of cell motility in this 
species. [1] Nakane D, Nishizaka T. Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 114, 6593-98. (2017) [2] Kinosita Y, Nakane D, 
et al. Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 111, 8601-06. (2014) [3] Nakane D, et al. Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 110, 11145-
50. (2013) [4] Nakane D, Kenri T, Matsuo L, Miyata M. PLOS Pathogens 11, e1005299. (2015)  

Keywords: Length control, Optical microscopy, Gliding motility, Attachment organelle 
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115 MISSING N-TERMINAL METHIONINE MACHINARY IN MYCOPLASMAS MAY ENABLE HOST 
IMMUNE SYSTEM EVASION 

V. Jarocki, I. Berry, M. Padula, S. P. Djordjevic 
Proteomics, University of Technology Sydney, Sydney, AUSTRALIA 

Background: Formylated bacterial peptides are powerful chemoattractants for innate immune effector cells. 
In bacteria, protein biosynthesis is initiated by formylated methionine (fMet) start tRNA, whereas in eukaryotes 
the methionine is unformylated. The formyl group is provided by formyltetrahydrofolate (fTHF) and attached by 
formyltransferase (FTM). During cotranslation, the formyl group is frequently removed by peptide deformylase 
(PDF), though some mature proteins remain formylated. Methionine aminopeptidase (MAP) can then cleave 
deformylated nMet if the second residue is small and uncharged, thus completing the ubiquitous proteolytic 
process known as N-terminal methionine excision (NME). Components of NME, particularly PDF amd MAP, 
are promising therapuetic targets for bacterial pathogens. However, the pdf gene in M. hyopneumoniae is 
absent from the genome sequences of this organism. Previously we used dimethyl labelling and LC-MS/MS to 
characterise the N-terminome of M. hyopneumoniae. Deviations from standard MAP NME were observed and 
attributed not to MAP, but two other aminopeptidases. Methods & Results: Here through a comparative 
analysis of 53 Mycoplasma proteomes we demonstrate that M. hyopneumoniae along with 13 other 
Mycoplasma species are missing NME machinery required to form, attach and subsequently remove fMet. 
Conclusion: We propose some Mycoplasmas have evolved an NME process not previously described in 
prokaryotes and which may assist in host immune system evasion in these organisms.  

Keywords: NME, Bacterial formylated peptides, Comparative analysis, Proteomes, Immune system evasion 

 

116 NANO-SCALE LENGTH CONTROL OF CYTOSKELETAL CORE IN MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE 

T. Kenri1, K. Murata2, D. Nakane2, K. Shibayama1, T. Nishizaka2 
1Department Of Bacteriology Ii, National Institute of Infectious Diseases, Musashimurayama, Tokyo, JAPAN, 
2Physics, Gakushuin University, Tokyo, JAPAN 

The attachment organelle mediates cytadherence and gliding motility of M. pneumoniae. The cytoskeletal 
core inside the organelle is needed for organelle formation and for localization of P1 adhesin complexes at the 
organelle surface. The HMW2 protein, a 216-kDa high molecular weight cytoskeletal protein that is rich in 
coiled-coil motif, is a major component of the core and is believed to align in parallel to form the rod-like part 
of the core [1]. In this study, to characterize structural features of HMW2 in detail, we labeled both the N- and 
C-termini of HMW2 with fluorescent proteins, mCherry and EYFP. The internal start codon in the hmw2 gene 
was modified to prevent expression of the P28 protein. We also modified the length of hmw2 by increasing or 
decreasing coiled-coil domains. These series of hmw2 derivatives were used to transform an HMW2 null 
mutant, and cytadherence activity of transformants was examined. The derivative gene of wild type length 
hmw2 restored cytadherence of the HMW2 null mutant. In this cytadherence-restored transformant, 
fluorescent signals of mCherry and EYFP were localized separately at the organelle. N-terminus fluorescence 
was located near the cell end and C-terminus fluorescence was observed in the base of the organelle. The 
distance between two fluorescent signals was about 200 nm, corresponding to the length of the rod-like part 
of the core. Several other hmw2 derivatives of different lengths also restored cytadherence. However, 
distances between fluorescent signals depended on the length of the hmw2 gene. An increase or decrease of 
approximately 300 amino acids (containing the coiled-coil domain located between 618 and 874 aa) of HMW2 
resulted in a 30-nm increase or decrease in N- and C- fluorescent signal distances, indicating extension or 
shortening of the core length. In these transformants, extension or shortening of the core length is simply 
controlled by the engineering of HMW2. In hmw2 derivatives that have no cytadherence complementation 
activity (modifying the coiled-coil domain between 314 and 581 aa of HMW2, for example), fluorescent signals 
of transformants localized more randomly, suggesting improper folding of these HMW2 derivatives. 
Cytadherence-restored transformants with altered core length exhibited gliding motility. These mutant strains 
may be useful for further understanding of the gliding mechanism of M. pneumoniae. [1] Nakane D, Kenri T, 
Matsuo L, Miyata M. PLOS Pathogens 11, e1005299. (2015)  

Keywords: Cytoskeletal core, cytadherence, Gliding motility, gene complementation, fluorescent proteins 
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117 GLIDING BEHAVIOR ANALYSES OF MYCOPLASMA GALLISEPTICUM 

M. Mizutani, M. Miyata 
Graduate School Of Science, Osaka City University, Osaka, JAPAN 

Background: Mycoplasma gallisepticum, an avian pathogen, is related to human-pathogenic mycoplasmas, 
Mycoplasma pneumoniae and Mycoplasma genitalium. It attaches to animal tissue surfaces and glides to 
spread infected area. The gliding system of M. pneumoniae is totally different from that of Mycoplasma 
mobile, well-studied mycoplasma gliding. The gliding machinery of M. pneumoniae is composed of an internal 
core and surface adhesion proteins. The P1 adhesin complex is suggested to catch sialylated 
oligosaccharides (SOs) on host surface and propel the cell forward by the structural changes of the internal 
core. Previous studies indicate that M. gallisepticum has a similar gliding machinery to M. pneumoniae. 
Methods: In the present study, we analyzed the gliding behavior in detail for M. gallisepticum by using phase-
contrast or dark-field optical microscopy to clarify Pneumoniae-type gliding mechanism. Results: M. 
gallisepticum glided at a speed of 0.27 ± 0.09 µm/s on the glass coated with SOs and bovine serum albumin 
(BSA). To examine the gliding direction, we measured the changes of cell axis for 5-s intervals. The averaged 
gliding direction relative to the cell axis was 0.6 ± 44.6 degrees, showing that the gliding direction is not biased 
to the left or right. In general, some gliding bacteria show the rolling of cell body in gliding. To check whether 
M. gallisepticum rotate or not in gliding, we attached a 40-nm colloidal gold to a gliding cell and observed by 
dark-field microscopy. The cell and the colloidal gold parallelly moved keeping constant intervals, indicating 
that the cell body is not rolling. To investigate the relationship between cytadherence and gliding, we added 0 
to 0.5 mM of free sialyllactose, an SO, to gliding cells to decrease the number of binding adhesin. The gliding 
speed linearly decreased to 0.10 µm/s, but the gliding cell ratio sigmoidally reduced to 1.8%, indicating drag 
caused by adhesins or the cell body. To determine the direct energy source of gliding, we treated gliding cells 
with detergent to permeabilize the cell membrane, resulting in the removal of cytoplasm. The cells treated with 
only detergent stopped gliding simultaneously with permeabilization, but some permeabilized cells treated 
with detergent containing ATP continued gliding at 0.02–0.03 μm/s for at least 1 min, indicating that the direct 
energy source of gliding is possibly ATP. Conclusion: M. gallisepticum glides straight 0.3 μm/s without the 
rolling of cell body by using the energy of ATP.  

Keywords: Gliding, Mycoplasma gallisepticum, Optical microscopy, Quantitative measurements, Energy 
source 

 

118 UTILIZATION OF THP-1 EXTRACELLULAR TRAPS AS A SOURCE OF NUCLEIC ACID 
PRECURSORS BY MYCOPLASMA HYOPNEUMONIAE 

C. R. Henthorn1, O. Sahin1, C. Minion2 
1Vdpam, Iowa State University, Ames, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, IA, 2Vmpm, Iowa State University, 
Ames, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, IA 

Background. Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae (Mhyo) infection of swine is a major disease problem for 
producers world-wide. Vaccines have had some success in reducing disease, but colonization of swine herds 
continues unabated with the potential for severe disease in naîve animals and exacerbation of disease 
associated with other pathogens. Few antibiotics are effective against this organism because of structural and 
molecular differences from other bacteria. Neutrophils are recruited to areas of infection in the lung, where 
they eject chromatin to form NETs (neutrophil extracellular traps) that serve to entrap and kill bacteria while 
additional host immune responses can be mounted against the pathogen. We propose that these NETs or 
NET-like structures would be degraded by mycoplasma surface nucleases and the released purines and 
pyrimidines taken up through membrane transporters for use in mycoplasma DNA replication. By 
demonstrating the flow of nucleotides from NETs to the mycoplasma, we can begin to consider these 
nucleases as viable intervention targets either through pharmacological approaches or vaccination. Methods. 
The overall approach was to take THP-1 cells labeled with a modified nucleic acid base, induce macrophage 
extracellular traps (METs), add mycoplasmas and then monitor the destruction of the METs with concomitant 
uptake of the modified nucleotide and its incorporation into the mycoplasma DNA. We tested the thymidine 
analogue 5-ethynyl-2’-deoxyuridine (EdU). EdU can be detected by treating labeled DNA with a fluorescent 
azide through a Cu(I)-catalyzed cycloaddition reaction also referenced as “click” chemistry. Results. We first 
demonstrated Mhyo could incorporate EdU into its DNA by incubating Mhyo with free EdU, permeabilization, 
reacting the cells with an Alexa555-labeled azide, and detecting fluorescence via confocal microscopy. Next, 
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we confirmed Mhyo’s membrane nuclease function and its ability to degrade extracellular DNA. THP-1 cells 
were then incubated with EdU and induced with phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA) to produce EdU-
labeled METs. Following washing, Mhyo was then incubated with the induced THP-1 cells for 6 hours to 
confirm that it was able to degrade the METs and integrate the released EdU into its own genomic DNA by 
visualizing the resulting Mhyo via fluorescence confocal microscopy following permeabilization and azide 
condensation. Conclusions. The appearance of Alexa555 fluorescence confirmed that the released EdU was 
incorporated into Mhyo nucleic acids. In addition, when the fluorescence intensity of Mhyo when incubated 
with free EdU was compared with that of Mhyo “fed” on THP-1 METs, it appeared that the uptake and 
incorporation of EdU was more efficient when incubated on METs. These findings showed Mhyo could 
procure free nucleotide bases from NET-like structures in this monocytic cell line by nuclease action and 
incorporate them into its genome, supporting our hypothesis that Mhyo can utilize extracellular traps as a 
source of nucleic acid precursors.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae, extracellular traps, DNA uptake 
 

119 EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF A GENOME-SCALE MODEL FOR THE NEAR-MINIMAL 
BACTERIUM MESOPLASMA FLORUM 

D. Matteau, J. Lachance, J. Brodeur, D. Garneau, S. Rodrigue 
Biologie, Université de Sherbrooke, Sherbrooke, CANADA, QC 

Background – Near-minimal organisms constitute powerful tools for understanding the fundamental rules of 
cell functioning. Deep knowledge of genome organization and metabolic networks will in turn facilitate the 
creation of engineered cells. Mesoplasma florum represents an interesting candidate to become a cellular 
chassis for systems and synthetic biology studies due to its small genome (<800 kbp), lack of pathogenic 
potential, and fast doubling time (~40 min). Genetic manipulation tools as well as whole-genome cloning and 
transplantations procedures have also been developed for this organism. However, no genome-scale model 
(GEM) reconstruction has previously been described for M. florum. Here, we present the procedures and 
experimental data that are being used to reconstruct, constrain and validate a metabolic GEM for M. florum. 
We also discuss the main challenges related to the characterization of very small and near-minimal bacteria. 
Methods – The macromolecular composition of M. florum was evaluated by measuring the cellular dry weight 
of the L1 strain, and by quantifying the total amount of DNA, RNA, proteins, and lipids per cell. The size of M. 
florum L1 was measured using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) as well as stimulated emission 
depletion (STED) microscopy. Transcriptomics, proteomics and lipidomics analyses were also performed. The 
growth of M. florum was analyzed in different media by microplate assays as well as flow cytometry. Sucrose 
consumption rates and fermentation products production were quantified by high-performance liquid 
chromatography (HPLC). Results – We have measured that M. florum cells have an average diameter of 
~700nm and a dry weight of ~30 fg. Proteins account for ~30% of the total biomass, whereas DNA, RNA, and 
lipids account for ~5%, ~15% and ~12%, respectively. We also observed evidences of a capsule produced by 
M. florum that could account for a significant portion of the remaining biomass. Transcriptomics and 
proteomics datasets revealed that most of the genes included in the metabolic model are expressed, which is 
in good agreement with GEM-predicted metabolic fluxes. Growth kinetics also revealed that serum 
concentrations in culture media have a significant impact on M. florum doubling time, while the sucrose 
concentration has only a minimal effect. In addition, we observed that different sugars can sustain the growth 
of M. florum in rich medium, including two sugars (mannose and maltose) that were not initially accounted for 
by the metabolic reconstruction. Finally, we used various mutants to refine the genome annotation of M. 
florum. Conclusion – We have generated a GEM and initiated a systematic investigation of the physical and 
physiological properties of M. florum. These efforts will help acquiring a detailed understanding of global cell 
functioning and facilitate future genome engineering efforts for this bacterium.  

Keywords: Mesoplasma florum, systems and synthetic biology, genome-scale model, near-minimal 
organisms 
 

120 STRUCTURAL ANALYSES OF GLI123 PROTEIN, ESSENTIAL FOR MYCOPLASMA MOBILE 
GLIDING 

D. Matsuike1, Y. O. Tahara1, T. Hamaguchi1, M. Arai2, M. Miyata1 
1Department Of Biology, Osaka City University, Osaka, JAPAN, 2Department Of Life Sciences, The University 
of Tokyo, Tokyo, JAPAN 
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Background: Mycoplasma mobile, a fish pathogen glides on solid surfaces by a unique mechanism. Three 
huge proteins clustering on the surface of the gliding machinery are essential for this mechanism. Gli349 
shaped like an eighth music note (♪), acts as a leg protein by binding to sialylated oligosaccharides on solid 
surfaces. Gli521 shaped a question mark (?), transmits the force to Gli349 as a crank protein. Gli123 is a 123 
kDa protein responsible for the assembly of surface gliding proteins in the "neck" part on cell surface. 
However, the structure of Gli123 has not been elucidated. Methods: We isolated Gli123 from M. mobile and 
recombinant Gli123 (rGli123) expressed in Escherichia coli. We observed the protein molecules by negative-
staining electron microscopy (EM), then reconstructed the three-dimensional structure by single particle 
analysis. We applied small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) to examine the molecular shape, size and mass in 
water. Limited proteolysis by trypsin and analysis by mass spectrometry identified the flexible part. Light 
scattering was carried out to examine the changes in protein conformations under various buffer conditions. 
Results: We found that the Gli123 shaped like a "White-mushroom" with dimensions, 20.0, 14.5, and 16.0 
nm, based on negative-staining EM, which was consistent with rGli123. The SAXS analyses suggested that 
the rGli123 is a globular protein with its radius of gyration about 8.7 nm, in agreement with the EM data. 
Limited proteolysis showed flexibility of N-terminal 450 amino acid residues in the whole 1132 residues, 
suggesting that the flexible part can be assigned to the N terminus including a transmembrane segment. The 
conformational change in the rGli123 according to the ionic strength was detected by light scattering in the 
range of ammonium acetate concentration from 100 to 500 mM. Rotary-shadowing EM showed that rGli123 
forms globular and filamentous structures with the lengths of 19.7 ±3.0 nm and 47.9 ± 9.4 nm under 300 and 
200 mM ammonium acetate, respectively. Conclusion: Gli123 shaped like a "White-mushroom", and can 
change their conformation to the filamentous structure according to the ionic strength. Gli123 may interact 
with other gliding proteins through the extension and contraction of the molecule.  

Keywords: Gliding, Electron Microscopy, Structure, mycoplasma mobile, single particle analysis 

 

121 CO-EXISTENCE OF TWO CHIRAL HELICES PRODUCES KINK TRANSLATION IN SPIROPLASMA 
SWIMMING 

D. Nakane, T. Ito, T. Nishizaka 
Department Of Physics, Gakushuin University, Tokyo, JAPAN 

The mechanism underlying Spiroplasma swimming is an enigma. This small bacterium possesses two helical 
shapes with opposite handedness at a time, and the boundary between them, called a kink, travels down, 
possibly accompanying the dual rotations of these physically connected helical structures, without any rotary 
motors such as flagella. Although the outline of dynamics and structural basis have been proposed, the 
underlying cause to explain the kink translation is missing. We here demonstrated that the cell morphology of 
Spiroplasma eriocheiris was fixed at the right-handed helix after motility was stopped by the addition of CCCP, 
and the preferential state was transformed to the other handedness by the trigger of light irradiation. This 
process coupled with the generation and propagation of the artificial kink, presumably without any energy 
input through biological motors. These findings indicate that the co-existence of two chiral helices is sufficient 
to propagate the kink and thus to propel the cell body.  

Keywords: swimming motility, cytoskeleton, Optical microscopy, cell morphology 

 

122 METABOLITE-DEPENDENT VARIABILITY OF CELL SHAPE IN MYCOPLASMA IOWAE 

N. R. Schwab, R. L. Wyma, N. K. Patel, M. F. Balish 
Department Of Microbiology, Miami University, Oxford, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, OH 

Background: Mycoplasma iowae, a poultry pathogen that causes diminished hatchability and leg 
abnormalities, has a distinctly elongated cell shape under typical laboratory conditions. Contributing to this 
elongated shape is the polar attachment organelle, which enables the bacteria to adhere to the host cell 
surface and move by gliding motility. The attachment organelle is constructed upon an internal scaffold made 
of proteins that are insoluble in the nonionic detergent Triton X-100. Several mycoplasma species that have 
attachment organelles rely on these structures for virulence and survival in a host. Although altered 
expression of ADP-ribosylating toxin-like genes in response to O2 is implicated in virulence of M. iowae, its 
suite of virulence mechanisms and the details of its life cycle during infection, including the question of 
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whether it is invasive, are both poorly characterized. Noting that M. iowae is among the few mycoplasma 
species that can use either glucose or arginine to generate ATP for growth, and reasoning that concentrations 
of these nutrients inside and outside host cells are dramatically different, we sought to observe the impact of 
the availability of arginine on M. iowae cellular features, including their attachment organelles. Methods: M. 
iowae strain DK-CPA was grown in SP-4 broth supplemented with various concentrations of amino acids and 
related compounds. Shape was measured by staining cellular DNA with 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole and 
calculating the aspect ratios (length/ width) of the DNA-filled cell bodies using ImagePro 7.1 in conjunction 
with fluorescence microscopy. Cell shape was also examined by scanning electron microscopy. Profiles of 
total cellular and Triton X-100-insoluble proteins of cells grown under conventional and amino acid-enriched 
conditions were examined and compared by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. 
Results: High concentrations of arginine, as well as four other amino acids and some related compounds, 
caused statistically significant rounding of cells. Rounding increased linearly at metabolite concentrations 
between 20-70 mM; aspect ratio in maximally rounded cells plateaued at ~75% that of untreated cells. The 
effects on cell shape by individual amino acids were additive, with much lower concentrations of individual 
amino acids required to cause shape change when in combination. Cell shape was not responsive to glucose 
concentration. In 70 mM arginine, although alterations to the total protein profile were unremarkable, 
numerous proteins were redistributed out of the Triton X-100-insoluble fraction. Conclusions: M. iowae cells 
alter their shape in response to a subset of amino acids and related compounds that are enriched inside host 
cells compared to the extracellular milieu. Shape change is accompanied by biochemical changes to several 
proteins that might be associated with the attachment organelle. The additive effect of the change-inducing 
compounds suggests that they utilize a common mechanism and that relatively modest differences in their 
concentrations, such as would be encountered as M. iowae transitions between intracellular and extracellular 
environments, could effectuate these changes. We propose that these metabolites signal M. iowae cells to 
become rounder upon invading host cells partly through reorganization of attachment organelle proteins. 
Direct observation of this change and its role in the infectious process remain to be established.  

Keywords: Amino acids, cytoskeleton, Microscopy 

 

123 THERE ARE 149 ESSENTIAL GENES OF UNKNOWN FUNCTION IN A NEAR MINIMAL BACTERIAL 
CELL. DO YOU KNOW WHAT ANY OF THEM DO? 

J. I. Glass1, K. S. Wise1, C. Merryman1, H. O. Smith1, Y. Suzuki1, L. Sun1, N. Assad-Garcia2, C. A. Hutchison 
Iii1 
1Synthetic Biology & Bioenergy, J. Craig Venter Institute, La Jolla, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, CA, 
2Synthetic Biology & Bioenergy, J. Craig Venter Institute, Rockville, MD, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, MD 

Background In 2016 we designed and built a minimal bacterial cell that encodes only the genes essential for 
life. This organism, called JCVI-syn3.0, encodes the 474 essential and quasi-essential genes present in 
Mycoplasma mycoides subsp. capri. Analysis and careful re-annotation of those genes showed that most are 
widely conserved not only across bacterial phylogeny, but across all three kingdoms of life. Our JCVI team as 
well as numerous collaborators from other institutions are not just studying this synthetic bacterium to gain 
insight into M. mycoides or mycoplasmas in general. We believe that because of its inherent simplicity, JCVI-
syn3.0 can be an experimental platform for understanding fundamental properties of cellular life. Towards that 
end, we, as well as several other groups of computational biologists are now developing computer models 
intended to produce virtual cells in which the cellular roles of all gene products are taken into account. The 
idea is that if the function of each protein, nucleic acid, and metabolite in the cell can be incorporated into the 
model, the resulting virtual cell will behave exactly as the living cell on which it is based. Such an achievement 
will indicate we have a complete understanding of the biology of this minimal cell. At this point, we do not 
understand the cellular function of at least 149 of the JCVI-syn3.0 gene products. Former president of the 
U.S. National Academy of Sciences, Bruce Alberts recently wrote that one of the great biological challenges 
for young scientists today should be to figure out the cellular roles of these proteins of unknown function. The 
fact that you are attending the IOM Congress means you are a mycoplasmologist. Most of these genes are 
highly similar to genes in other mycoplasma species. Our hope is that some of you might have some 
knowledge about the genes listed on this poster, or perhaps be interested in figuring out what some do. We 
would love your help or even just your advice. Methods Our list of JCVI-syn3A genes of unknown function is 
presented. Results Since we reported on JCVI-syn3.0 in 2016 we have gained information on a few of the 
149 genes of unknown function. This was done using a variety of methods that include omics studies and 
biochemical analyses using synthetic versions of the JCVI-syn3.0 genes made by the Biobricks Foundation 
that were codon optimized for expression in E. coli and use the standard genetic code. We will gladly make 
JCVI-syn3.0 bacteria available to qualified labs. We can also provide data from proteomics, transcriptomics, 
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and metabolomics studies we have done on our minimal cell. Perhaps most importantly, we can provide 
copies of the genes that use the standard genetic code so that the proteins can be expressed in E. coli. 
Conclusions We have knowledge, organisms, and reagents to share with our fellow IOM members. We hope 
that together we can figure out what all of the genes of unknown function are doing for the cell, and also that 
we can advance our understanding of mycoplasma and cellular biology.  

Keywords: essential genes, genes of unknown function, mycoplasma genes synthesized to use standard 
genetic code, minimal cell 

 

124 LENGTH OF CYTOSKELETAL CORE ACTS AS A SPEEDOMETER IN THE GLIDING MOTILITY OF 
MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE 

K. Murata1, D. Nakane1, T. Kenri2, K. Shibayama2, T. Nishizaka1 
1Department Of Physics, Gakushuin University, Tokyo, JAPAN, 2Department Of Bacteriology Ii, National 
Institute of Infectious Diseases, Tokyo, JAPAN 

Mycoplasma pneumoniae, a human pathogen glides on solid surfaces by a unique and unknown mechanism. 
This gliding motility is essential for infectious process to move over host cell surface, which is mediated by a 
membrane protrusion at a cell pole named as the attachment organelle. This characteristic morphology is 
defined by the internal cytoskeletal core that aligns in parallel along the body axis. One simple model to 
explain the gliding motility is the conformational changes in the cytoskeletal core that push the tip of the cell 
forward in small steps. However it remains unclear whether the cell actually generate the inchworm-like 
motion or not. To test this hypothesis, we analyzed mutant strains of HMW2 protein, a 216-kDa aligned in 
parallel along the cytoskeletal structure. Most recently we artificially manipulated the molecular arrangement 
of HMW2 protein by increasing and decreasing 300 amino acids of its internal coiled-coil region, and 
confirmed that the distance between N- and C- terminus became longer and shorter under optical microscopy 
(see the poster presented by Kenri T, et al. for more detail). To get further insight into the length control of the 
attachment organelle, we observed the cytoskeletal core of these mutants under a transmission electron 
microscope. The EM image clearly showed that the length of cytoskeletal core became 40 nm longer in the 
increasing mutant, and became 40 nm shorter in the decreasing mutant from its original length of 185 nm. 
This displacement was approximately consistent with the predicted length assuming that the whole part of 300 
amino acids form α-helix. Next, the gliding motility of these mutants was observed under phase-contrast 
microscopy at room temperature. The movement was tracked with 20-nm precision by the fitting of intensity 
profile of cell with a 2D Gaussian function in these condition. The gliding speed in these mutant were 
increased and decreased, and calculated to be 0.19 and 0.37 μm/s from its original speed of 0.29 μm/s. 
Therefore, we found simple correlation that the gliding speed was proportional to the length of cytoskeletal 
core. Our results suggest that the coiled-coil regions of HMW2 could be a molecular speedometer indicating 
the rate of gliding motility of M. pneumoniae.  

Keywords: Genetic manipulation, Fluorescence tagging, Electron Microscopy, Optical microscopy 

 

125 EFFECT OF MREB DEPOLYMERIZATION ON HELICITY-SWITCHING SWIMMING MOTILITY IN 
CRUSTACEAN PATHOGEN, SPIROPLASMA ERIOCHEIRIS 

Y. Sasajima, I. Tulum, M. Miyata 
Graduate School Of Science, Osaka City University, Osaka, JAPAN 

Background: Spiroplasma eriocheiris, a crustacean pathogen causing trembling disease, has a unique 
swimming system in which kinks propagate along the cell body by switching the cell helicity in clockwise and 
countercrockwise. It bases on its special internal structure involving five MreBs, a bacterial actin, and Fibril 
specific to genus Spiroplasma. In this study, to elucidate the role of MreBs in the swimming, we analyzed the 
effect of the MreB depolymerization by treating the cells with A22, a MreB polymerization inhibitor. Methods: 
The swimming behavior was observed by the phase-contrast optical microscopy. The internal structure was 
observed by the negative staining electron microscopy. Results: (1) When the swimming cells were exposed 
to A22, they lost the helicity and kink propagation. The helical pitch and diameter became shorter and larger, 
respectively. However, the cells nonspecifically fixed on glass surface showed the translocation of the cell 
density to several spots on the cell, whose positional intervals increased with the A22 concentration used. (2) 
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The helical pitch shifted depending on nutritional status. The starved cell showed a more coiled, shorter pitch 
than nutrient rich one under the optical microscopy. (3) The cytoskeletal structures consisted of a dumbbel 
and a helical ribbon, at the front and along the body, respectively, in the negative staining electron microscopy 
of the cell extracted by Triton X-100. (4) The cell treated with A22 showed some bulges along the cell on EM 
grid, consistent with the observation by optical microscopy. The stacks of filaments were observed in the 
bulges after detergent treatment. No helicity was observed in the filaments left on the ribbon trace after 
additional detergent treatment. (5) We isolated Fibril, known as another major component of the ribbon 
structure. It showed characteristic repeated structure but no helicity. Conclusion: These results suggest that 
MreBs interacting with Fibril form a helical ribbon as the cytoskeleton and cause the helicity-switching 
swimming motility of cell with energy consumption.  

Keywords: Swimming, Spiroplasma, MreB, A22, cytoskeleton 

 

126 STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF SIX CYTOSKELETAL PROTEINS IN SPIROPLASMA SWIMMING 

D. Takahashi1, A. Kodama1, K. Imada2, M. Miyata3 
1Graduate School Of Science, Osaka city university, Osaka, JAPAN, 2Graduate School Of Science, Osaka 
university, Osaka, JAPAN, 3Graduate School Of Science, Osaka City University, Osaka, JAPAN 

Background: Spiroplasma eriocheiris causes a serious disease to Chinese mitten crab. It swims using a 
unique mechanism unrelated to flagella or pili, in which kinks propagate along its helical body. The helical 
body is suggested to be formed by six cytoskeletal proteins including Fibril, a Spiroplasma specific protein, 
and five MreB proteins (MreB1 ~ MreB5), bacterial actin homologs. However, how the helical body is created 
and the kink propagation is caused by the proteins are unclear. To solve this mystery, we are studying the 
polymerized and monomeric structures of the six proteins. Method: The proteins were individually expressed 
as recombinants fused with N-terminal His-tag in Echerichia coli, and observed by optical and electron 
microscopy. To study the monomeric structures, the proteins expressed in E. coli cells were examined for 
their solubility. The soluble proteins were purified through the Ni-NTA affinity and gel filtration columns and 
were applied for crystallization. Results: The cells expressing MreB1, MreB2 or MreB5 showed elongated cell 
morphology. The cells expressing MreB2 were enlarged 1.5 times and others were elongated 1.3 times. 
Filamentous protein structures were observed in the cells treated by sonication under electron microscopy. 
MreB1 filaments were 50 nm diameter and others were 20 nm. Fibril and MreB4 formed insoluble aggregates 
and others were soluble. MreB3 and MreB5 were successfully purified and crystallized. X-ray structural 
analysis of these proteins is underway. Conclusion: MreB1, MreB2 and MreB5 were suggested for their 
specific polymerizing ability under physiological conditions.  

Keywords: Spiroplasma, Swimming, MreB, 3D-structure 

 

127 GLIDING MACHINERY OF MYCOPLASMA MOBILE VISUALIZED BY HIGH-SPEED ATOMIC FORCE 
MICROSCOPY 

K. Kobayashi1, N. Kodera2, T. O. Yuhei3, T. Toyonaga3, T. Kasai3, T. Ando2, M. Miyata3 
1Biology, Osaka City University, Osaka, JAPAN, 2Physics, Kanazawa University, Kanazawa, JAPAN, 
3Department Of Biology, Osaka City University, Osaka, JAPAN 

Backgrounds-Mycoplasma mobile, a fish pathogen forms a protrusion at a cell pole and glides in the 
direction of the protrusion with a unique mechanism. In the mechanism, "legs" on a cell repeatedly catch, pull, 
and release sialylated oligosaccharides on substrate surfaces, driven by force generated through ATP 
hydrolysis on an internal novel motor. However, the actual structures of gliding machinery in a living cell has 
not been observed. Methods-High-speed atomic force microscopy, high-speed AFM is a unique method to 
observe living cells under a physiological condition without chemical fixation, by scanning specimen surfaces 
with a fine needle which is called “probe”. In this study, we tried to visualize the gliding machinery in vivo by 
the high-speed AFM. To prevent Mycoplasma mobile cells from the removal from the glass slide in the 
observation, they were fixed onto the glass slide by crosslinking with glutaraldehyde. The cells were alive on 
the glass, because they restarted gliding after two hours incubation in a growth medium. The quick-freeze-
replica electron microscopy showed that the cells were fixed onto glass surfaces with keeping their shape. 
Results-The structures of internal motor consistent with those reconstructed by cryo-electron microscopy 
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were observed on the cells fixed onto a glass slide by the high-speed AFM. The alighnment of internal motors 
were tilted from the cell axis. Conclusion-We succeeded in visualizing the internal motors beneath the cell 
membrane. Now we are trying to observe the dynamic behaviors of the internal motors in the living cell. We 
found that the alignment of internal motors are tilted from cell axis. A previous study showed that 77% of cells 
glided to the left with a change in direction without rolling around the cell axis (Morio H et al. 2016). The tilted 
alighnment of gliding machinery may cause the biased direction of gliding.  

Keywords: Quick-freeze Replica Electron Microscopy, Gliding, mycoplasma mobile, High-speed atomic force 
microscopy 

 

128 MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE HSDS GENE TANDEM REPEAT VARIATIONS DURING INFECTION 

R. N. Mulpur, L. Xiao, A. H. Totten, K. Qin, Y. Liu, T. P. Atkinson, K. Waites 
Pediatric Allergy And Immunology, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA, AL 

Background: Mycoplasma pneumoniae (Mpn) is an etiologic agent known to cause walking (atypical) 
pneumonia in pediatric and adult patients and exacerbate other chronic lung diseases. Mpn possesses type I 
restriction endonuclease systems, which were described in other prokaryotes to be used in the elimination of 
exogenous nucleic acids, such as those from bacteriophages. These complexes are pentamers, comprised of 
two hsdR (restriction) two hsdM (methylation) and one hsdS (specificity) subunit. The specificity subunit is 
responsible for recognizing the foreign nucleic acids. Ten genes encoding for hsdS subunits have been 
observed in Mpn genome and 7 of them contain a 12-base pair (bp) tandem repeat (TR). The copy number of 
the TR varies in 6 out of the 7 hsdS genes. The nature and cause of this copy number variation is unknown 
and under investigation in this study. Methods: In vitro continuous infection was conducted using BEAS-2B 
cells (normal bronchial epithelial cells) and Mpn strain 54089, a clinical isolate from the UAB Diagnostic 
Mycoplasma Laboratory. Cells were infected with Mpn at a 10:1 (bacteria: cell) ratio and passaged for 11 
generations. DNA was extracted and TR variations in 6 variable hsdS genes were examined by PCR and 
sequencing. To determine if in vitro data correlated with in vivo observations, 6-10 week old female BALB/cJ 
mice were infected intranasally with 107 CFU/mL of Mpn and euthanized at 24 hours (hrs), 72hr, and 7 days 
post infection (dpi). Bronchoalveolar lavage (BALs) were harvested from the mice and cultured in SP4 for 
selective growth of Mpn. DNA was then purified from positive cultures, and TR variations were examined. 
Results: The TR copy numbers of 5 hsdS genes, MPN089, MPN289-MPN290, MPN343, MPN365, and 
MPN615, did not vary in strain 54089 with the continuous passages in BEAS-2B cells. However, gel 
electrophoresis allowed visualization of a shorter version of the MPN285 gene in later passages. The same 
shortening of the MPN285 gene was also seen on the gel of the in vivo infection. Sequencing of varied 
MPN285 from both the in vitro and in vivo models is ongoing. Conclusion: The TR number of hsdS gene 
MPN285 in isolate 54089 varies during in vitro and in vivo infection. This observation warrants future analysis 
on genome modifications as well as transcription and protein expression changes. It is interesting to further 
explore whether the mycoplasma’s adaptation to the host is influenced by the variation of MPN285. 

 

129 RESPIRATORY MYCOPLASMA PHYLOTYPES IN HALICHOERUS GRYPUS AND PHOCA VITULINA 
SEALS STRANDED ON THE NEW ENGLAND COAST 2011-2017 

D. R. Brown1, D. L. Michaels1, S. Frasca, Jr.2, S. J. Anthony3, C. J. Innis4, K. Pugliares-Bonner4 
1Infectious Diseases And Immunology, University of Florida, Gainesville, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, FL, 
2Comparative, Diagnostic, And Population Medicine, University of Florida, Gainesville, UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA, FL, 3Epidemiology, Columbia University Medical Center, New York, UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA, NY, 4Rescue And Rehabilitation, New England Aquarium, Boston, UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA, MA 

Background - An unusually large number of young seals died along the coastlines of the US New England 
states during the fall of 2011. In response to that exceptional event, disease surveillance was increased to 
improve our ability to explain marine mammal mortalities and their implications for human and ocean health. 
Methods - Moribund or dead grey (Halichoerus grypus), harp (Pagophilus groenlandicus), and harbor (Phoca 
vitulina) seals were recovered from the North Atlantic coast annually 2011-2017 by the New England 
Aquarium's rescue network. Complete diagnostic necropsies were performed. Matched fresh or archived 
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specimens of tonsil, bronchus, and lung parenchyma were screened for mycoplasmas by inoculation onto SP-
4 agar with glucose and arginine, and onto Mycoplasma Experience agar; and by conventional 16SrDNA PCR 
and sequencing. The mycoplasma phylotypes detected were clustered according to best BLASTN matches. 
Results - Pneumonia and bronchopneumonia were frequent pathologic findings in the stranded seals. 
Mycoplasmas were detected in 18/23 fresh versus 7/45 archived harbor seal cases; and in 3/5 fresh versus 
0/7 archived grey seal cases. Most of their 16SrDNA sequences clustered with either: 1) GenBank KP292569 
from a human "seal finger" case, and JQ206215 from a sea lion Zalophus californianus; 2) AF304325 
Mycoplasma phocidae from lung and trachea of a harbor seal; or 3) AF412983 Mycoplasma lagogenitalium 
from prepuce of a pika Ochotona rufescens, AF412985 Mycoplasma molare from pharynx of a dog, and 
JQ910955 Mycoplasma sp. 406 from bronchioalveolar lavage of a ferret Mustela putorius with influenza. 
Single instances of Mycoplasma phocirhinis, Mycoplasma phocicerebrale, or mammalian intestinal 
mycoplasmas also occurred. Multiple phylotypes of mycoplasma were commonly present in the same case. 
No mycoplasmas were detected in 2 fresh or 12 archived harp seal cases. Streptococci and Gram-negative 
bacteria were also present in the respiratory tracts of many cases, but only single instances of influenzavirus, 
morbillivirus, or hepatitis A-like phopivirus were detected. Conclusion - The diversity of mycoplasma 
phylotypes present in the respiratory tracts of North Atlantic seals is greater than formerly appreciated. Their 
potential roles in primary or co-infection that could result in strandings remain to be definitively established.  

Keywords: mycoplasma, seal, respiratory tract, culture, 16SrRNA sequence 

 

131 COMPARISON OF THE MOLECULAR CHARACTERISTICS OF MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE 
FROM CHILDREN ACROSS DIFFERENT REGIONS OF CHINA 

G. Xue1, M. Li2, N. Wang3, J. Zhao4, B. Wang5, Z. Ren6, C. Yan1, C. Wu2, Y. Liu3, H. Sun4, M. Xu5, H. Sun1 
1Department Of Bacteriology, Capital Institute of Pediatrics, Beijing, CHINA, 2Department Of Respiratory 
Medicine, Kunming Children’s Hospital, Kunming, CHINA, 3Institute Of Antibiotics, Fudan University, 
Shanghai, CHINA, 4Xinjiang Institute Of Pediatrics, People’s Hospital of Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region, 
Xinjiang, CHINA, 5Department School Of Public Health, Southeast University, Nanjing, CHINA, 6Department 
Of Pediatrics, the Second Affiliated Hospital of Harbin Medical University, Harbin, CHINA 

Background Previous molecular characterization of Mycoplasma pneumoniae in China focused only on one 
or two cities, data from other areas are scarce. In this study, we characterized 835 samples suspected to be 
infected with M. pneumoniae; these samples were collected in 2016 from pediatric patients from different 
regions of China. Methods Multiple locus variable number tandem repeat analysis (MLVA), P1-restriction 
fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) analysis, and sequencing of the domain V of 23S rRNA were 
performed to compare genotype distribution across different locations. Results Two-hundred-and-thirteen 
samples tested positive for M. pneumoniae by PCR. P1 types were identified in 154 samples: 78.6% were 
type I and 21.4% were type II. Type I was the most prevalent genotype in five locations, except Nanjing where 
type II was the most common type (p < 0.01). Five distinct MLVA types were identified in the 172 samples. 
Genotype M4-5-7-2 was predominant at all locations, except Nanjing where type 3-5-6-2 was the most 
common (p < 0.01). Macrolide resistance-associated mutations were identified in 186 (76.3%) samples. The 
resistance rate differed with the location. Conclusion This study showed that genotypes and macrolide 
resistance rate differed across China. The most prevalent genotype in China remains M4-5-7-2/P1-1. The 
resistance rate decreased, along with changes to the M4-5-7-2 genotype.  

Keywords: P1-RFLP, MLVA, Macrolide resistance, Mycoplasma pneumoniae 

 

132 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MLVA GENOTYPE AND CLINICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 
MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE PNEUMONIA 

H. Sun, C. Yan, G. Xue, S. Li, Y. Feng, H. Zhao, S. Ni 
Department Of Bacteriology, Capital Institute of Pediatrics, Beijing, CHINA 

Objective: To understand the relationship between the M.pneumoniae genotype and the clinical 
characteristics of M. pneumoniae pneumonia (Mpp). Methods: A total of 4715 clinical specimens were 
collected from the pediatric patients with pneumonia diagnosed in the Affiliated Children’s Hospital of the 
Capital Institute of Pediatrics from January 2015 to December 2017. Clinical information was retrospectively 
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collected from the medical records of the patients. According to the diagnostic criteria of SMPP (severe M. 
pneumoniae pneumonia), patients were divided into two groups, GMPP (general M. pneumoniae pneumonia) 
and SMPP. M. pneumoniae was detected by real-time PCR. Positive specimens were characterized using 
amended multi-locus variable-number tandem-repeat (VNTR) analysis (MLVA). Results: One thousand and 
four hundred eleven specimens (33.8%, 1411/4175) were M. pneumoniae PCR-positive. The positive rates 
rose from 29.31% (204/696) in 2015 to 33.53% (227/677) in 2016 and 34.98% (980/2802) in 2017. Complete 
clinical data and complete MLVA gene analysis of the clinical specimens were obtained from 423 positive 
samples. Of them, five distinct MLVA types were identified, which M4572 (370/423, 87.5%) was the most 
prevalent genotype, followed by M3562 (48/423, 11.3%), M4562 (2/423, 0.47%), M4573 (2/423, 0.47%) and 
M4552 (1/423, 0.24%). The tendency of dominant genotypes from M4572 change to M3562 genotyping was 
found when compared the different years. Three hundred and fifteen (315/423, 74.5%) patients were 
classified as SMPP while 108 (108/423, 25.5%) patients were GMPP. The higher level of neutrophils was 
observed in 164 patients, while 28.7% (31/108) in GMPP and 42.2% (133/315) in SMPP group; The lower 
level of lymphocyte was found in 132 patients, of them, 18.5% (20/108) in GMPP and 34.9% (110/315) in 
SMPP group; The higher level of C reactive protein was observed in 274 patients, while 51.9% (56/108) 
belongs to GMPP and 69.2% (218/315) belongs to SMPP group. Pleural effusion is the most common extra-
pulmonary complication of Mpp (169/423, 39.12%). When correlated the MLVA genotypes with clinical 
characteristics, there were 32.6% and 56% combined with pleural effusion in M4572 (70/215) and M3562（
14/25）genotypes in M. pneumoniae infected patients without other pathogen infection. 77.1% (37/48) of 
M3562 genotype was found in SMPP patients while 22.9% (11/48) of M3-5-6-2 genotype was in GMPP 
patients. CD3 increased in 47.9% (115/240) of SMPP cases, compared with 30.4% (24/79) of GMPP cases. 
CD4/CD8 decreased in 31.7% (76/240) of SMPP group and 17.7% (14/79) of GMPP group (P<0.05). And the 
increase of CD3 and decrease of CD4/CD8 were statistically obvious in patients typed with M3562 (the 
averages were 69 and 1.422) than M4572 (the averages were 67.66 and 1.48). Conclusions: This study 
suggests that there is a certain correlation between M3562 genotype and SMPP patients. SMPP are more 
likely to-accompany with higher levels of neutrophils, C reactive protein and lower levels of lymphocyte 
(P<0.05). MLVA genotyping can provide corresponding hints for clinical characteristics of Mp infection, which 
is beneficial for clinicians to choose treatment plan and analyze the prognosis. The proportion of M3562 
genotype in SMPP was significantly higher than M4572 genotype. For the serology indicators, the increase of 
CD3 and decrease of CD4/CD8 were the specific immune changes in Mpp infection patients, and were more 
associated with SMPP and the M3562 genotype.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma pneumoniae; clinical characteristics; MLVA; SMPP; GMPP 

 

133 MOLECULAR CHARACTERISATION AND CLINICAL PRESENTATION OF MYCOPLASMA 
PNEUMONIAE STRAINS ISOLATED IN SLOVENIA EPIDEMICS 

R. Kogoj1, J. Rodman Berlot2, B. Zakotnik3, M. Korva1, D. Keše1 
1Istitute Of Microbiology And Immunology, University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Medicine, Ljubljana, SLOVENIA, 
2University Children's Hospital, Unit For Pulmonary Diseases, University Medical Centre, Ljubljana, 
SLOVENIA, 3Department Of Infectious Diseases, University Medical Centre, Ljubljana, SLOVENIA 

Background: Mycoplasma pneumoniae is one of the major causative agents of community acquired 
respiratory tract infections (RTI). Although M. pneumoniae is endemically present all over the world, increases 
in incidence are observed in 4 to 7 year intervals. Several molecular typing techniques have been developed 
but multiple-locus variable-tandem repeat (MLVA) is increasingly in use. The goal of this study was to type M. 
pneumoniae isolates from RTI patients during two consecutive epidemics by the use of P1 typing and MLVA 
in order to assess MLVA type to P1 type association and to determine if M. pneumoniae P1 genotype is 
associated with presentation and severity of acute M. pneumoniae infection Methods: We used previously 
developed P1 typing and MLVA protocols with amended interpretation guidelines on 870 M. pneumoniae 
isolates obtained by culturing respiratory tract samples from RTI suffering patients residing in Slovenia during 
2006-2015 thus encompassing two epidemics (2010-11; 2014-15). Clinical data was analysed using 
Independent Samples T-test or Mann-Whitney U-test, where appropriate for continuous variables, whereas 
categorical variables were compared by using Pearson Chi-Square test. Results: MLVA type 4,5,7,2 was the 
most frequent and present through the study with 60.1% (523/870) and almost exclusively associated with P1 
type I (520/523). The second most common MLVA types were 3,5,6,2 and 3,6,6,2 with 18.6% (162/807) and 
16.6% (144/807) respectively and almost exclusively associated with P1 type II (304/306). All other detected 
MLVA types accounted for only 4.7% (41/870). However, this situation was not constant and shifted in 
between epidemics. In the 2010-11 epidemic MLVA-3,5,6,2 and 3,6,6,2 were dominant with 41.9% (52/124) 
and 34.7% (43/124) respectively. During this epidemic MLVA 4,5,7,2 accounted only for 19.4% (24/124). In 
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contrast, in the 2014-15 epidemic MLVA-4,5,7,2 become predominant with 72.0% (452/628) followed by 
3,5,6,2 with 12.1% (76/628) and 3,6,6,2 with 10.8% (68/628). The described relation between MLVA types 
during epidemics was observed in all age groups. Clinical characteristics showed that patients infected with 
P1 type II had a higher median baseline C-reactive protein and were 1.7 times more often hospitalized than 
patients infected with P1 type I strains. Conclusion: Our results indicate to an almost exclusive relation 
between MLVA 4,5,7,2 type and P1 type I and MLVA 3,5,6,2; 3,6,6,2 and P1 type II. Consequently, the 
occurrence of MLVA types followed the P1 type change in between epidemics. MLVA-3,5,6,2; 3,6,6,2 which 
were dominant in the 2010-11 epidemic were replaced by 4,5,7,2 in the 2014-15 epidemic. This change was 
observed in all age groups indicating that in our study population MLVA types do not specifically correlate to 
age of patient. The results from clinical data indicate that the two M. pneumoniae P1 subtypes could have a 
different pathogenic potential.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma pneumoniae, epidemiology, P1 typing, MLVA, Clinical presentation 

 

134 DETECTION OF MOLLICUTES, MYCOPLASMA HYORHINIS AND HELICOBACTER PYLORI IN 
BIOPSIES OF PATIENTS WITH AND WITHOUT GASTRIC CANCER. 

G. B. Campos1, C. N. Araujo1, A. T. Amorim2, C. M. Leal1, L. M. Marques3, J. Timenetsky2 
1Microbiology And Immunology Laboratory, FEDERAL UNIVERSITY OF BAHIA, VITORIA DA CONQUSTA, 
BRAZIL, 2Institute Of Biomedical Sciences, UNIVERSITY OF SAO PAULO, SÃO PAULO, BRAZIL, 
3Microbiology And Immunology Laboratory, FEDERAL UNIVERSITY OF BAHIA, vitoria da conquista, BRAZIL 

Background: Gastric cancer is the second leading cause of death by cancer in the world. The disease was 
also associated with bacterial infections and Mollicutes were included to promote the tumor advancement. 
This study evaluated the presence of Mollicutes, Mycoplasma hyorhinis and Helicobacter pylori and its 
correlations with different clinical-demographic characteristics of the studied individuals. Methods: It was 
used 120 samples of gastric fragments previously paraffin-embedded and formalin-fixed (EPFF). Eighty 
samples were from patients with gastric cancer (case group) and 40 samples were from patients undergoing 
stomach reduction surgery (control group). The samples were deparaffined with mineral oil. Samples of DNA 
were extracted with a commercial kit. Conventional PCR was the method to detect the β-globin housekeeping 
gene. Mollicutes and H. pylori. M. hyorhinis detection was performed by conventional PCR, qPCR and the 
Immunohistochemistry (IHC) reaction. The data were processed by the Pearson (X2) and Mann-Whitney 
statistical tests, with a significance level of 5% (p <0.05). Results: Mollicutes were detected in 09 samples of 
the case group (8.0%) and 01 sample in the control group (0.9%). The presence of Mollicutes was associated 
with the observation of papillary arrays (p = 0.003). H. pylori was detected in 06 samples of the case group 
(5.3%) and in 09 samples of the control group (8.0%). The detection of H. pylori was associated with the 
lymphatic invasion (p 0.033), histopathological grading - G2 (p 0.008), intestinal type tumor (p 0.028) and 
location in the antro region (p 0.026). M. hyorhinis was not detected by the conventional PCR, but was with 
qPCR methodology in 08 samples of the case group (11.0%) and in 02 samples of the control group (5.0%). 
Using IHC, 08 samples were positive (6.7%), all belonging to the case group. No statistical association was 
obtained among M. hyorhinis detection and the clinical-pathological data. It was not detected a coinfection 
among Mollicutes, M. hyorhinis and H. pylori in the case group, but the control group had a higher statistical 
prevalence (p <0.001). Conclusion: The finding of Mycoplasma hyorhinis in individuals with stomach cancer 
indicates an unprecedented finding. Chronic infections are closely associated with intestinal-type tumor. 
These results may lead to improved control and knowledge of mycoplasmas and their relevance to malignant 
phenotypes.  

Keywords: Mollicutes, Mycoplasma hyorhinis, Helicobacter pylori, Gastric cancer 

 

135 DETECTION OF MYCOPLASMA AGALACTIAE IN FAECES DURING A PILOT STUDY TO MONITOR 
ITS ENVIRONMENTAL PERSISTENCE ON A SICILIAN SHEEP FARM 

A. Ridley1, M. Giles1, H. Hudson1, R. Puleio2, A. Parco2, S. Tumino2, G.R. Loria2 
1Bacteriology, Animal and Plant Health Agency, Addlestone, UNITED KINGDOM, 2Special Diagnostic Area, 
Istituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale della Sicilia, Palermo, ITALY 
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Background: Contagious agalactia (CA) in sheep and goats is present in mainland Europe, but not in the UK. 
Mycoplasma agalactiae (Ma) has been shown to persist on sheep farms for at least a year following clinical 
recovery. In Italy CA is known as “mal di sito” because animals become infected after grazing on pasture 
when sick animals had previously been. However, little is known about survival of the organism in the farm 
environment. Methods: A small experimental farm was successfully set up in Sicily to investigate the 
presence and persistence of Ma in different environmental sources. Seven sheep sourced from a disease free 
area and serologically negative for Ma were infected with a wild type strain of M. agalactiae via an ethically 
approved hand-milking method. Longitudinal sampling of milk, blood and mucosa of the sheep as well as 
sampling of environmental sites around the farm, according to a predefined plan was performed consistently 
over a seven week period. Results: Ma was identified by culture and by real-time PCR in milk from all seven 
sheep, from as early as the first sampling point at three days following challenge. However, some rectal swab 
samples were also found to be positive. The organism was also identified by culture and/or RT-PCR from boot 
swabs from the milking area and from sampling of faeces and muck heaps within the close farm surroundings. 
Ticks were found to be positive on the farm during later visits. In contrast, Ma was not detected in mucosal 
swab samples from the sheep or in urine and was absent in samples taken from plastic water buckets, 
feeding troughs, milker’s hands, water samples, and boot swabs from grass/fields. Conclusion: The authors 
believe this is the first report of detection of Ma in faeces as it is not a sampling site usually considered when 
testing for Ma. Thus faeces samples should be considered when testing for CA in future. Contamination of the 
farm environment by Ma excreted in milk and faeces of infected sheep may enable reservoirs of Ma to persist 
in the farm environment with potential risk to naïve animals.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma agalactiae, experimental farm, environmental sources, faeces 

 

136 MYCOPLASMA GENITALIUM CO-INFECTION IN WOMEN WITH CHLAMYDIA TRACHOMATIS 
INFECTION 

W. M. Geisler1, A. E. Ratliff2, L. Xiao3, K. M. Olson1, B. Van Der Pol4, K. B. Waites5 
1Medicine, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AL, 
2Pathology, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 3Medicine, 
Univ. Ala Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AL, 4Medicine, University of Alabama at 
Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 5Pathology, University of Alabama at 
Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AL 

Background – Mycoplasma genitalium (MG) infection is an emerging sexually transmitted infection (STI) that 
may cause reproductive morbidity. The prevalence of MG co-infection in women with Chlamydia trachomatis 
(CT) infection, which is a well-known cause of reproductive morbidity, has not been well described. Antibiotics 
used to treat CT may not cure MG infection, especially azithromycin-resistant MG strains, which are becoming 
more prevalent. Methods – In this ongoing study, MG detection and macrolide resistance testing is being 
performed by real-time PCR on stored DNA samples that were isolated from cervical swab specimens from a 
previously enrolled cohort of CT-infected women seen at a STD clinic in Birmingham, AL. The women had a 
positive screening CT nucleic acid amplification test and were enrolled in a chlamydia immunology study at 
the time they returned for treatment. At enrollment, women had repeat testing to confirm chlamydia and a 
cervical swab specimen was stored for future studies. Women with gonorrhea, HIV, or syphilis were excluded. 
For this study, MG prevalence and frequency of macrolide-resistance is being determined. Participant 
characteristics associated with MG infection is being evaluated using Fisher’s exact, Pearson’s chi-square, 
and Wilcoxon rank sum tests as appropriate. Results – To date, MG testing has been performed in 187 CT-
infected women with the following characteristics: 94% African American; median age of 22 (range 16-50); 
median number of sex partners in the last 3 months of 1 (range 0-9); 46% on hormonal contraception; 51% 
with prior CT infection (by self-report or medical record review); 50% without urogenital symptoms; 21% with 
cervicitis; 4% with pelvic inflammatory disease; 23% with bacterial vaginosis; 14% with vulvovaginal 
candidiasis; and 4% with trichomoniasis. MG was detected in 11 (5.9%) women. There were no participant 
characteristics significantly associated with MG co-infection, although CT-infected women with MG co-
infection more often had urogenital symptoms (64% vs. 49%) and less often had bacterial vaginosis (9% vs. 
24%) than CT-infected women without MG co-infection. MG macrolide resistance testing is pending. 
Conclusion – Based on MG testing performed to date, findings suggest MG co-infection occurs infrequently 
in CT-infected women. Although we did not identify participant characteristics associated with MG co-
infection, the small sample size of participants with MG co-infection may have limited power to detect 
significant associations. MG testing of more participants’ samples is planned. Determination of the frequency 
of MG macrolide resistance in CT-infected women with MG co-infection is pending and will be important to 
understand how often MG coinfection in CT-infected women may not be cured with CT treatment.  
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137 SURVIVAL ANALYSIS OF PROTOCOLS FOR ERADICATION OF MYCOPLASMA HYOPNEUMONIAE 
IN SWINE FARMS 

P. Yeske1, R.J. Valeris Chacin2, R. Singer2, M. Pieters3 
1Swine Vet Center, Swine Vet Center, Saint Peter, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, MN, 2Veterinary And 
Biomedical Sciences, University of Minnesota, Saint Paul, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, MN, 3Veterinary 
Population Medicine, University of Minnesota, Saint Paul, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, MN 

Background: Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae is an important respiratory pathogen causing economic losses in 
finisher pigs. Eradication of this bacterium from herds results in increased productivity and animal welfare. 
The objective of this research was to compare time without M. hyopneumoniae detection after farms applied 
either herd closure or whole herd medication as strategies for eradication. Methods: fifty-six sow farms 
located in the US Midwest constituted the cohort. Herd closure was performed in 45 farms, while whole herd 
medication was applied in the remaining 11 farms. All farms were followed up for a maximum of 155 months 
while they remained M. hyopneumoniae-free. Two possible events were recorded: detection of M. 
hyopneumoniae (the event) or end of follow-up (censored observation). Time-to-event data were analyzed 
with non-parametric (Kaplan-Meier curves and Wilcoxon test), semiparametric (Cox proportional hazards 
model), and parametric methods. Moreover, the proportional hazards assumption was assessed using a 
simulation procedure. A sensitivity analysis to evaluate the assumption of independent censoring was 
performed as well. Results: time to detection of M. hyopneumoniae in 25% of farms was 8.2 months when 
whole herd medication was applied and >155 months when herd closure was applied. The hazard of detecting 
M. hyopneumoniae in those farms with whole herd medication was 4.5 times the hazard in those with herd 
closure (95% CI: 1.1-18.1; P<0.05). The most parsimonious parametric model was exponential. The estimate 
for the survival time (negative to M. hyopneumoniae) in pig farms with herd closure was 4.45 times the 
survival time in those with whole herd medication (95% CI: 1.11 – 17.78; P value<0.05). Conclusion: under 
the conditions of this investigation, bacterial eradication using herd closure significantly reduced the likelihood 
of detecting new cases of M. hyopneumoniae in swine farms, which makes it a more suitable strategy to 
tackle this swine health problem.  

Keywords: survival analysis, Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae, eradication 

 

138 MYCOPLASMA GALLISEPTICUM DYNAMICS IN EGG-LAYING HENS  

J. Nezworski1, R.J. Valeris Chacin2, J. L. Erickson3, R. Singer2, M. Pieters4 
1Blue House Veterinary And Laboratory, Blue House Veterinary and Laboratory, Buffalo Lake, UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA, MN, 2Veterinary And Biomedical Sciences, University of Minnesota, Saint Paul, 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, MN, 3Michael Foods Inc., Michael Foods Inc., LeSueur, UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA, MN, 4Veterinary Population Medicine, University of Minnesota, Saint Paul, UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA, MN 

Background: Mycoplasma gallisepticum is an important avian pathogen causing chronic upper respiratory 
tract clinical signs and egg production drop in adult hens. M. gallisepticum can become endemic in many 
flocks despite vaccination strategies in place. These characteristics make it one of the most important 
diseases in egg-laying hens. The objective of this research was to assess the dynamics of M. gallisepticum in 
a vaccinated egg-laying flock. Methods: A 1.15-million egg-laying-hen flock, located in the US Midwest, was 
selected based on respiratory signs compatible with mycoplasmosis and on a decrease of egg production. A 
cluster stratified cross-sectional study was conducted. Blood samples and tracheal swabs were collected from 
250 egg-laying hens ranging from 20 to 70 weeks of age. Anti-M. gallisepticum ELISA was performed in sera 
and species-specific PCR was performed in tracheal swabs. Prevalences (observed) and seroprevalences 
(observed and true) were calculated. A logistic regression model was built to assess whether the presence of 
antibodies against M. gallisepticum was associated with active shedding of the bacterium, after adjusting for 
age. A deterministic sensitivity analysis was conducted to estimate the effect of misclassification in the 
category of suspect in ELISA. A random subset of 30 PCR positive samples was sequenced to determine the 
presence of vaccine F strain. Results: Observed M. gallisepticum prevalence was 39.9% (95% CI: 33.5 – 
46.7%). Prevalence varied by age in a bimodal way with 40 and 70 weeks of age as the periods with highest 
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prevalence (52.6 and 45.7%, respectively). True seroprevalences were systematically higher than the 
observed ones, after adjusting for non-differential misclassification of exposure (sensitivity of 0.847 and 
specificity of 1). True seroprevalence also showed a bimodal frequency distribution with 40 and 70 weeks of 
age as the periods with highest seroprevalence (67.3 and 52%, respectively). However, age was not found to 
be a confounder. When all hens with borderline levels of anti-M. gallisepticum antibodies were considered 
positive, the odds of actively shedding M. gallisepticum in hens with anti-M. gallisepticum antibodies were 
44.3 times (95% CI: 16.3-120.3) the odds in hens with no antibody detection. When all hens with borderline 
levels of anti-M. gallisepticum antibodies were considered negative, the odds of actively shedding M. 
gallisepticum in hens with anti-M. gallisepticum antibodies were 21.4 times (95% CI: 8.1-56.9) the odds in 
hens with no antibody detection. Vaccine F strain DNA was detected in all 30 PCR positive samples. 
Conclusion: M. gallisepticum is a bacterium with a high prevalence in egg-laying hens in spite of vaccination 
taking place prior to the egg-laying stage. The abundant presence of the vaccine F strain alongside clinical 
signs of mycoplasmosis, warrants further investigation of its role in the protection against the clinical 
manifestations.  

Keywords: egg production, Mycoplasma gallisepticum, misclassification analysis 

 

139 GILT FLOW AND ACCLIMATION FOR MYCOPLASMA HYOPNEUMONIAE SOW HERD STABILITY 

K. Takeuti1, E. Fano2, A. Betlach3, D.E.s.n. De Barcellos1, M. Pieters3 
1Department Of Animal Medicine, Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, Porto Alegre, BRAZIL, 2., 
Boehringer Ingelheim Vetmedican Inc, Duluth, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, GA, 3Department Of 
Veterinary Population Medicine, University of Minnesota, Saint Paul, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, MN 

Background: Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae (Mhp) is the main causative agent of enzootic pneumonia, which 
affects pigs of all ages. The bacterium predisposes pigs to secondary infections, increasing economic losses 
in pig production, due to decreased pig performance and increased costs associated with antibiotic therapy 
and vaccination. Young parity dams play an important role in transmission of Mhp, since they may have been 
recently exposed and likely shed the bacterium to their piglets during the lactation period. In order to control 
Mhp infection, gilt acclimation is recommended at gilt entry into the reproductive herds, especially when 
purchased from farms with different health status. However, a clear understanding of the best practices for gilt 
acclimation based on gilt flow is still lacking. Therefore, the objective of this study was to characterize the Mhp 
colonization and seroconversion pattern in negative gilts, which had been recently introduced to endemically 
infected farms. Methods: Three sow farms practicing different replacement gilts’ flow were enrolled in this 
study. Two of the three farms (A and C) practiced continuous flow, where gilts were co-housed at 65 and 45 
days of age (doa), respectively, with older gilts exhibiting coughing immediately post-entry, and shared the 
same air space, regardless of age. The remaining farm (B) practiced an all-in/all-out flow, where gilts were 
housed in separate air space from older gilts, and were co-housed with coughing culling sows at 130 doa. 
Two replicates, of 35 gilts each, were randomly selected per farm and followed longitudinally. All gilts were 
sampled by blood collection and laryngeal swabs four/five times every 60 days, approximately. Samples were 
assayed for Mhp antibodies and genetic material using a species-specific ELISA and real time PCR, 
respectively. The last sampling event took place peri-farrowing in all 3 farms, and 60 suckling piglets were 
sampled in Farms B and C to evaluate sow-to-piglet transmission. Moreover, Mhp genetic variability was 
evaluated in gilts at all farms using MLVA typing. Results: No difference in the detection or seroconversion 
pattern was observed at farms based on the type of flow. Mhp genetic material was not detected in the last 
sampling event (prior to farrowing), including in gilts introduced to the farm at 130 doa. No sow-to-piglet 
transmission was detected in this study. However, 30.9% of the gilts remained negative to Mhp by PCR 
throughout the study, which may have resulted from a possible acclimation failure. Additionally, the genetic 
variability analysis revealed a limited number of Mhp variants in gilts at the three different farms. Farm A 
presented two variants (15-21; 13-21), Farm B also showed two variants (3-13; 3-14) and one variant was 
detected in Farm C (13-19). Conclusion: Results of this study suggest that gilt acclimation processes should 
be in place at farms regardless of gilt flow in order to minimize negative subpopulations. Moreover, the lack of 
difference in Mhp detection based on gilt flow points at other factors, such as age at exposure, being 
potentially more influential for gilt acclimation.  

Keywords: herd stability, All-in/All-out, Continuous flow, Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae, Gilt acclimation 
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140 ANALYSIS OF RISK FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH M. GALLISEPTICUM  INFECTION IN 
COMMERCIAL POULTRY IN THE NETHERLANDS 

C. Ter Veen1, I. Berends2, A. Feberwee1 
1Poultry Department, GD Animal Health, Deventer, NETHERLANDS, 2Epidemiology Department, GD Animal 
Health, Deventer, NETHERLANDS 

Background In the Netherlands, M. gallisepticum prevalence in commercial poultry in the Netherlands has 
decreased considerably since 1999. In 2016 reproduction stock was free from M. gallisepticum while 
prevalence in commercial layers and commercial meat turkeys was low (2.4% and 0% respectively). In order 
to enable further reduction of M. gallisepticum prevalence in the Netherlands a study was performed to assess 
risk factors for transmission of M. gallisepticum in a low prevalence situation. Methods Data available from 10 
years M. gallisepticum monitoring were analyzed. A multivariable logistic regression analysis using STATA 
(Statacorp 2012) was conducted to study the association between M. gallisepticum infection and associated 
risk factors. Nine factors were included: production type, access to free range, presence of other farms within 
a 500m radius, presence of a positive farm within a 500m radius, distance to closest farm, multiage housing, 
history and age at sampling, farm size. Furthermore a cluster analysis was performed to investigate the 
correlation with poultry density and more in-depth analyses were done to describe M. gallisepticum positive 
layers farms. Results A positive association was found between M. gallisepticum infection and commercial 
layers (p ≤ 0.01), with grandparents, parents, pullets or turkeys having a lower odds to be M. gallisepticum 
positive compared to layers (OR: 0.01-0.58). Additionally, a positive result in previous years was associated 
with a higher odds to be positive (OR 5.93 – 17.87, p < 0.01) positive in previous year ; OR 1.06 – 6.04 p = 
0.04 negative in previous year but positive in years prior to that). M. gallisepticum positive farms within 500m 
(OR 2.27 – 10.43, p < 0.01) and multiage housing (OR 1.25 – 2.62, p <0.01) were associated with a higher 
risk of being positive. The 50% - 75% larger farms had a lower risk of M. gallisepticum infection than the 25% 
smallest farm (OR 0,36 – 1.00, p = 0.05). No association was found for poultry density, access to free range 
and age at sampling. The absence of an association between M. gallisepticum infection and poultry density in 
the current situation was confirmed by cluster analysis. It showed that between 2005 and 2007 a higher than 
average M. gallisepticum prevalence was found in poultry dense areas while this was absent in 2008 until 
2016. At positive layer farms, intermittent M. gallisepticum infections occurred more frequently on multiage 
farms and on farms with free range access. Conclusion The results of this study showed that multiple risk 
factors could be identified for M.gallisepticum infection in a low prevalence situation. The results show that the 
control of M. gallisepticum in the Netherlands is successful and the risk factors positively associated with M. 
gallisepticum infections can be helpful for the control of M. gallisepticum on individual farms. 

 

141 HIGH PREVALENCE OF INTEGRATIVE AND CONJUGATIVE ELEMENTS (ICES) IN MYCOPLASMA 
HOMINIS 

A. Meygret1, O. Peuchant1, E. Dordet-Frisoni2, P. Sirand-Pugnet3, C. Citti2, C. Bébéar1, S. Pereyre4 
1Usc Ea 3671 Ihmc, INRA-University of Bordeaux, Bordeaux, FRANCE, 2IHAP, INRA-University of Toulouse, 
ENVT, Toulouse, FRANCE, 3UMR 1332 Biologie du Fruit et Pathologie, INRA-University of Bordeaux, 
Villenave d'Ornon, FRANCE, 4Bacteriology, Bordeaux University Hospital, Bordeaux, FRANCE 

Background. Horizontal gene transfers (HGT) play a major role in microbial evolution, allowing microbes to 
acquire new genes and phenotypes. Integrative and conjugative elements (ICEs) are modular mobile genetic 
elements that disseminate both vertically in a host-integrated state, and horizontally, through excision, 
circularization and transfer to a new recipient cell. The occurrence of ICEs in a number of mycoplasma 
species such as M. agalactiae, M. bovis, M. mycoides subsp. capri and M. capricolum subsp. capricolum has 
been reported but has yet to be documented in Mycoplasma hominis, a human urogenital pathogen. To fill this 
gap, ICEs were searched, characterized and compared by genome analyses of 12 strains of M. hominis to 
further define common and specific ICE determinants. The prevalence of ICEs in the M. hominis species, was 
estimated in a collection of 120 clinical M. hominis isolates. Methods. The genomes of one reference strain 
and 12 clinical isolates of M. hominis were sequenced using Illumina GAIIx and MiSeq technologies. Contigs 
were obtained using two de novo assembly tools, ABySS and CLC assembly cell, before Prokka annotation 
and integration into the MolliGen database. Gap closure in ICE sequences was performed by PCR. For 
prevalence estimation, PCR assays targeting four conserved ICE genes were performed on 120 clinical 
isolates of M. hominis including 27 tet(M)-positive isolates, collected between 2010 and 2015 at the Bordeaux 
University Hospital (France). Results. ICEs were found in seven out of the 12 M. hominis sequenced strains. 
These were large genetic elements (26 to 29 kb) that were present in a single copy, accounting for 
approximately 4% of the genome. In the host-genome, ICE integration sites were different from one to the 
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other strains. Only five of these ICEs seemed functional since a circular form could be detected. When 
circularized, the left and right termini of the integrated element were juxtaposed and separated by a coupling 
sequence derived from direct repeats flanking the chromosomal ICE as a result of target site duplication. The 
four conserved CDS (CDS1, CDS5, CDS17 and CDS22) found in ICEs from ruminant Mycoplasma species 
were also found in M. hominis. All M. hominis ICEs display a similar structure encompassing a conjugation 
module and a 4-kbp module specific of M. hominis that includes seven to eight CDS. This specific M. hominis 
module harbored orthologs to CDS found in others Mycoplasma species and in Finegoldia magna, an 
opportunistic human pathogen, suggesting the occurrence of exchange of genetic material between these 
species. Finally, the screening of the 120 M. hominis clinical isolates collection revealed that the ICE 
prevalence was 45%. There was no predominance of ICEs in isolates carrying the tet(M) gene, responsible 
for tetracycline resistance. This suggests that ICEs are not responsible for the spread of tetracycline 
resistance. Conclusion. The high prevalence of ICEs in M. hominis, the similarity of their backbone with other 
mycoplasma ICEs and their possible functionality suggest that this mycoplasma is capable of HGT, a feature 
that may have an important role in the evolution and adaptability of this pathogen. The presence and potential 
role of the M. hominis ICE-specific module is intriguing and would deserve further investigation.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma hominis, Prevalence, Integrative and conjugative element (ICE) 

 

142 ISOLATION OF MYCOPLASMA AMPHORIFORME FROM A MAN WITH COMMUNITY-ACQUIRED 
PNEUMONIA IN ARGENTINA 

K. Waites1, D. M. Crabb1, L. Xiao2, A. E. Ratliff1, G. Chaparro3, L. Goldberg4, L. Gasink4, S. Paukner5 
1Pathology, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 2Medicine, 
Univ. Ala Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AL, 3Medicine, Platense Medical 
Institute, Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA, 4Clinical Trials, Nabriva Therapeutics, Inc., King of Prussia, UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA, PA, 5Clinical Trials, Nabriva Therapeutics GmbH, Vienna, AUSTRIA 

Background. Mycoplasma amphoriforme was first described as a novel species infecting humans by Webster 
and colleagues in 2003 after isolating it from sputum of a patient with primary antibody deficiency and chronic 
bronchitis. M. amphoriforme has subsequently been detected in both immunocompromised and 
immunocompetent patients with respiratory tract infections in the UK, Denmark, France, Tunisia, and Japan. 
We report the detection of M. amphoriforme from a throat swab of an Argentinian man who was enrolled in an 
international phase 3 clinical trial comparing the efficacy of lefamulin to that of moxifloxacin for the treatment 
of community acquired pneumonia. Methods. A 58 year-old Hispanic/Latino male shipyard worker with 
underlying emphysema and type 2 diabetes mellitus developed severe dyspnea and moderate cough 
associated with fever, mild chest pain, with production of purulent sputum. Upon presentation to a clinic in La 
Plata, Argentina, he had a temperature of 39.0 o C and a respiratory rate of 32 bpm. A right lower lobe 
pulmonary infiltrate without effusion was evident on chest radiograph. A comprehensive microbiological 
assessment was performed to detect conventional and atypical bacterial pathogens. Results. Blood cultures 
were negative as were urinary antigen tests for Legionella pneumophila and Streptococcus pneumoniae. 
Cultures of sputum showed only normal respiratory flora. Real-time PCRs of sputum showed S. pneumoniae 
(4.89 x 105 CFU/ml) and Haemophilus influenzae (5.4 x 106 CFU/ml), but were negative for Chlamydia 
pneumoniae, M. pneumoniae, and L. pneumophila. Serological tests for L. pneumophila and M. pneumoniae 
were negative, but a 4-fold rise in IgG titer without change in IgM was detected for C. pneumoniae. A throat 
swab cultured for M. pneumoniae showed acidic shift in SP4 broth after 14 days of incubation and spherical 
colonies were subsequently observed on SP4 agar. Real-time PCRs performed on the throat swab specimen 
and on isolated colonies were negative for M. pneumoniae. 16S rRNA gene sequencing demonstrated a 99% 
match with M. amphoriforme strain A39. A Taqman real-time PCR targeting the M. amphoriforme gene 
MAMA39_00510 was positive on 4 different subcultures. The patient received intravenous moxifloxacin for 5 
days followed by 3 days of oral moxifloxacin with a satisfactory clinical response. Conclusions: This is the 
first reported isolation of M. amphoriforme from the Western Hemisphere, suggesting this organism has a 
broad geographic distribution. In view of simultaneous detection of other known respiratory pathogens, its 
clinical significance in this patient is uncertain.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma amphoriforme, pneumonia, Argentina 
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143 MOLECULAR TYPING OF MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE FROM CLINICAL SAMPLES USING A 
NESTED MODIFICATION OF THE PUBLISHED MULTI-LOCUS SEQUENCE TYPE (MLST) PROTOCOL 

J. Townley1, S. Platt2, M. Mentasti1 
1Respiratory And Vaccine Preventable Bacteria Reference Unit, Public Health England, London, UNITED 
KINGDOM, 2Infectious Disease Informatics, Public Health England, London, UNITED KINGDOM 

Background Mycoplasma pneumoniae is a common cause of respiratory tract infections in humans of all age 
groups. Molecular typing of M. pneumoniae is becoming increasingly important due to the global rise in 
infections and the isolation of macrolide-resistant strains. In 2015, a multi-locus sequence typing (MLST) 
scheme based on the partial sequence of eight housekeeping genes (ppa, pgm, gyrB, gmk, glyA, atpA, arcC, 
and adk) was developed for M. pneumoniae isolates. As culture of M. pneumoniae is a specialist, slow 
process with an extremely low success rate, the need for an adaptation of the developed MLST scheme for 
use directly on clinical samples was identified. The aim of this study was to develop and evaluate a nested-
MLST scheme for the characterisation of M. pneumoniae. Method: Nested-MLST primer sets, as well as new 
improved MLST primers, targeting the same eight genes were designed using Primer 3 software. Shorter 
allele lengths were established to improve sequencing results. Serial dilutions of a commercially available M. 
pneumoniae DNA standard (Cambio) were tested to compare performances of three different commercial 
PCR kits (GeneAmp® Fast PCR Master Mix; AmpliTaq Gold® Fast PCR Master Mix and HotStarTaq Master 
Mix Kit). Sequence tracefiles were analysed using SeqScanner v2 (Applied Biosystems) and BioNumerics 
v6.1 (Applied Maths) to assess sequence quality and to obtain MLST contigs using a bespoke automated 
script. Following successful assessments of all 8 alleles, the allelic profile was determined using data from the 
M. pneumoniae MLST database (http://pubmlst.org/mpneumoniae). The optimised protocol was then used for 
57 M. pneumoniae PCR-positive clinical samples referred to Public Health England in 2016. Results The 
nested modification increased the sensitivity of the typing method; 25 genome copies required to obtain a full 
allelic profile using a single MLST PCR with HotStarTaq, decreased to 2.5 copies when using nested-MLST. 
Analysis of sequence tracefiles on SeqScanner and BioNumerics showed a higher quality of results when 
using HotStarTaq Master Mix. Full allelic profiles were obtained from 78.9% (45/57) of the clinical samples 
tested, with a total of 7 sequence types identified; ST14 (19 samples, 42.2%), ST20 (9, 20.0%), ST3 (8, 
17.7%), ST17 (6, 13.3%), ST2 (1, 2.2%), ST7 (1, 2.2%) and a new ST, ST32 (1sample, 2.2%). M. 
pneumoniae was cultured from 8/57 (14%) samples and the original MLST profiles from these isolates fully 
matched the nested-MLST profile obtained. Conclusion The modification of the MLST scheme using shorter 
allele lengths improved practical applicability, and the introduction of the nested-MLST method enabled 
designation of STs directly from clinical samples in 78.9 % of those tested, compared to 14% of samples 
which would have been characterised by the original MLST method.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma pneumoniae, Multi-Locus Sequence Type (MLST), nested-MLST scheme, Molecular 
typing 

 

144 DISSEMINATED SPIROPLASMA APIS INFECTION IN A AGAMMAGLOBULINEMIC PATIENT. 

N. Etienne1, L. Bret2, C. Le Brun3, H. Lecuyer4, J. Moraly1, F. Lanternier1, O. Hermine5, M. Lecuit1, S. 
Pereyre6, L. Béven7, O. Lortholary1 
1Necker-pasteur Center For Infectious Diseases And Tropical Medicine, Ap-hp, Necker-Enfants malades 
University Hospital, Paris Descartes University, Sorbonne Paris Cité, Paris, FRANCE, 2Laboratory Of 
Microbiology-virology, CHR Orléans, Orléans, FRANCE, 3Laboratory Of Bacteriology, CHR Tours, Tours, 
FRANCE, 4Laboratory Of Bacteriology, Ap-hp, Necker-Enfants malades University Hospital, Paris Descartes 
University, Sorbonne Paris Cité, Paris, FRANCE, 5Department Of Clinical Haematology, Ap-hp, Necker 
Hospital, Paris, FRANCE, 6Usc Ea 3671 Mycoplasmal And Chlamydial Infections In Humans, Univ. Bordeaux, 
Bordeaux, FRANCE, 7UMR 1332 Biologie du Fruit et Pathologie, University of Bordeaux, INRA, Villenave 
d'Ornon, FRANCE 

Background. X-linked related agammaglobulinemia patients are more susceptible to mycoplasma infections. 
More specifically, mycoplasmas are frequently isolated during septic arthritis in this population, and the 
species known to be involved in these invasive infections are Ureaplasma spp. and Mycoplasma hominis. 
Only three cases of human infection due to Spiroplasma spp. were previously reported, hepatitis in a lung 
transplant patient, uveitis in a premature neonate and bacteremia in a patient with hypogammaglobulinemia 
receiving immunosupressive therapy. Arthropods, mainly insects and crustaceans, are the main reservoir for 
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spiroplasmas. However, none of the three formerly reported human infections associated to spiroplasmas 
could be correlated with any insect bites history. Results. We report the case of a X-linked 
agammaglobulinemia patient who developed an eruption in February 2017, a distal interphalangeal arthritis in 
March 2017, and a febrile arthritis in April 2017. At that date, physical examination revealed a pulmonary heart 
murmur with purpuric lesions, and the cardiac echography showed a slight tricuspid regurgitation. Four out of 
six blood cultures were positive, for which direct examinations by Gram staining were negative. Subcultures 
were performed and small alpha-hemolytic areas appeared on horse blood aerobic agar after 5 days of 
culture. Whereas urine and stool cultures were negative, the synovial fluid from the right knee also led to small 
alpha-hemolytic colonies on horse blood agar. DNA was extracted from the zone of hemolysis visualized on 
blood agar and the 16S rRNA gene was amplified and sequenced with the primer set 27F/16S1RRB. The 
491-bp amplified sequence was 100% identical to the 16S rDNA from Spiroplasma apis strain B31T (ATCC 
33834) (accession no. GU993267). The identification of S. apis was confirmed by specific PCR in synovial 
fluid from left ankle and right knee and in blood culture. Direct examination of synovial fluid and blood culture 
with dark field microscopy allowed the identification of spiroplasmas having the typical helical morphology and 
motility. Highly enriched spiroplasma cultures could then be obtained in modified SP4 medium starting from 
synovial fluid and blood cultures. The specific PCR for S. apis was also retrospectively found positive in the 
synovial biopsy from the distal interphalangeal. Minimum inhibitory concentrations for tetracycline, levofloxacin 
and moxifloxacin, determined by broth dilution method, were similar to those reported for other human 
mollicutes and the patient recovered after a 6-week azithromycin and doxycycline therapy. The patient 
reported in the present study was stung several times by a flying insect resembling a hornet eight months 
before his hospitalization. S. apis being more prevalent in spring, one can hypothesize that these stings 
represented the gateway of the reported infection, although S. apis has not yet been isolated from hornets. 
Conclusion. This X-linked agammaglobulinemia patient developed a disseminated infection with bacteremia 
and septic polyarthritis due to S. apis. This species is here documented for the first time in human blood, and 
this is the first report of spiroplasmas colonizing the synovial fluid. This study raises serious concerns about 
the pathogenicity of these arthropod-infecting bacteria in immunocompromised patients.  

Keywords: Spiroplasma, Emerging pathogen, Human infection, insect vector 

 

145 CLONING, STABILITY AND MODIFICATION OF MYCOPLASMA HOMINIS GENOME IN YEAST 

F. Rideau1, C. Le Roy1, H. Renaudin1, C. Lartigue2, C. Bébéar1 
1Usc Ea 3671 Ihmc, INRA-University of Bordeaux, Bordeaux, FRANCE, 2UMR 1332 Biologie du Fruit et 
Pathologie, INRA, Villenave d'Ornon, FRANCE 

Background- Mycoplasma hominis is a minimal human pathogen that is responsible for genital and neonatal 
infections. Despite many attempts, there is no efficient tool to manipulate this bacterium, limiting most 
investigations of its pathogenicity and its uncommon energy metabolism that relies on arginine. The recent 
cloning and subsequent engineering of other mycoplasma genomes in yeast open new possibilities for studies 
of the genome of genetically intractable organisms. Methods- Here, we report the one-step cloning of the M. 
hominis PG21 genome in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae using the transformation-associated 
recombination (TAR) cloning method that requires three partners: the linearized M. hominis PG21 whole 
genome, a yeast TAR shuttle vector containing M. hominis specific sequences at its ends, and the yeast host 
S. cerevisiae. The integrity of mycoplasma genomes cloned into yeast was verified by multiplex PCR and 
Pulsed-Field Gel electrophoresis (PFGE). To assess the stability of this genome, yeast transformants carrying 
a M. hominis PG21 whole genome were propagated during 30 passages. Completeness of whole genome 
cloned in yeast was controlled by PFGE and multiplex PCR at different passages. Yeast clones containing 
full-length M. hominis genome were modified by CRISPR/Cas9 tool. The adhesion-related vaa gene was 
targeted. This technique required a plasmid containing a guide RNA specific of the vaa gene, the plasmid 
carrying the Cas9 programmable nuclease-encoding gene and a recombination template permitting the 
seamless deletion of the targeted gene by homologous recombination. Yeast transformants containing 
putative modified M. hominis PG21 genome were screened and validated by PCR, sequencing of the vaa 
locus, multiplex PCR and PFGE. Results- The complete M. hominis PG21 genome was successfully cloned 
in yeast using the transformation-associated recombination (TAR) cloning method. At low passages, the M. 
hominis genome cloned into yeast displayed a conserved size. However, after ≈60 generations in selective 
media, this stability was affected, and large degradation events were detected. Taking these results into 
account, we selected early passage yeast clones and successfully modified M. hominis PG21 genome using 
the CRISPR/Cas9 editing tool, available in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Thirteen yeast clones with complete 
M. hominis PG21 genomes lacking the adhesion-related vaa gene were efficiently obtained. Conclusion- 
These results confirm that a human mycoplasma could be cloned and modified in yeast, using efficient 
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genetic tools available in this organism. We show for the first time that these whole genomes cloned in yeast 
should be verified because of their instability during yeast propagation. This instability raises questions 
regarding the stability of large heterologous DNA molecules cloned in yeast and the requirement to minimize 
host propagation. Transplantation of vaa-deleted M. hominis genome is now considered to obtain the first M. 
hominis genetically modified.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma hominis, TAR cloning, yeast, genome stability, CRISPR/Cas9, Vaa 

 

146 QUANTITATIVE ESSENTIALITY IN A MINIMAL GENOME ACROSS DIFFERENT CONDITIONS 

D. Shaw1, S. Miravet-Verde2, M. Lluch-Senar1, L. Serrano3 
1Health And Life Sciences, Universitat Pompeu Fabra (UPF), Barcelona, SPAIN, 2Embl/crg Systems Biology 
Research Unit, Centre for Genomic Regulation (CRG), Barcelona, SPAIN, 3(icrea), Institució Catalana de 
Recerca i Estudis Avançats,, Barcelona, SPAIN 

Background: Deciphering the minimal number of genes that are essential to sustain life is one of the major 
challenge in biological science. Nowadays, transposon based mutagenesis combined with ultrasequencing 
(HITS technique) allow us to generate a map of essential genomic regions at high resolution. These studies 
have revealed that the concept of essentiality includes three different categories: Essential (E, non-disruptable 
regions), Non Essential (NE, disruptable regions) and fitness. This last category comprises regions that 
cannot be classified as E or NE but depending on the condition, this gene can be dispensable or not. 
Basically, these categories are assigned by considering the density of insertions per gene and two gold sets 
of E and NE genes. However, it is a qualitative category and changes in essentiality depending on the 
conditions can be difficult to detect, requiring a quantitative method. Each gene contributed the fitness of an 
organism to various extents, and this can change depending on the niche the cell finds itself in. Certain 
metabolic genes may be superfluous in rich media, but become essential in a when the cell is grown in 
minimal media. Herein we present a new method to study changes in essentiality in different conditions the 
Mycoplasma pneumoniae. By using barcoded sequencing primers and a bioinformatic model based on 
Euclidean distances we can get a quantitative value for each gene that represents its essentiality, or lack 
thereof. Our main conditions of interest are the growth of M. pneumoniae in a defined serum free media, using 
orbital incubation and a combination of the two. Investigating which genes become more or less essential in a 
more ‘industrial context’ could aid in the rational design of a Mycoplasma chassis, and further optimise it for 
use in specific industrial contexts. Methods: M129 cells were transformed with a Tn4001 transposon 
containing a chloramphenicol resistance gene flanked by a constitutive promoter at each end to prevent 
disruption of operons. After 4 hours of recovery, a time 0 sample was isolated from the pool of transformants 
and its genomic DNA was isolated. The rest of the cells were evenly divided between 4 growth conditions: 
attached growth in Hayflick media, attached growth in defined serum-free media, orbital growth in Hayflick 
media and orbital growth in defined serum-free media. Cells were passed 10x through each media, with 
samples being taken every passage. To get a quantitative value for the essentiality of any given gene, we 
need an accurate number of unique reads found in that gene across the meta-genome per sample. To 
counteract the amplification of sample that inevitably happens during sequencing, the sequencing primers will 
contain a random barcode. These barcodes will anneal to the samples close to the inverted repeat, so each 
unique read will contain a unique barcode and the region of genome. Therefore, any reads that contain the 
same barcode and same insertion can be discarded as sequencing artefacts. Using the data from cells grown 
in Hayflick attached as a baseline, we can see how the fitness landscape of the genome changes in the other 
conditions. Results: This experiment is currently ongoing at time of submission, with results and analysis 
expected to be ready by May. Conclusions: None so far.  

Keywords: Essentiality, Mycoplasma pneumoniae, Genetics, Engineering 

 

147 COMPARATIVE GENOMIC ANALYSES OF MYCOPLASMA SYNOVIAE VACCINE STRAIN MS-H 
AND ITS PARENT STRAIN 86079/7NS 

L. Zhu1, M. A. Shahid2, J. Markham3, A. H. Noormohammadi1, G. F. Browning4, M. S. Marenda1 
1Asia-pacific Centre For Animal Health, The University of Melbourne, Werribee, AUSTRALIA, VIC, 
2Department Of Pathobiology, Bahauddin Zakariya University, Multan, PAKISTAN, 3Department Of Electrical 
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And Electronic Engineering, The University of Melbourne, Parkville, AUSTRALIA, VIC, 4Asia-pacific Centre 
For Animal Health, The University of Melbourne, Parkville, AUSTRALIA, VIC 

Background - Mycoplasma synoviae is an economically important pathogen in the poultry industry worldwide, 
causing respiratory disease and infectious synovitis in chickens and turkeys. The M. synoviae strain MS-H 
was developed by chemical mutagenesis of an Australian isolate and has been used as a live attenuated 
vaccine in many countries over the past two decades. Despite the widespread use of MS-H, the precise 
molecular basis for attenuation of its virulence is still poorly understood. Material and Methods- To explore 
genetic mechanisms behind the attenuation of MS-H vaccine, the whole genome sequencing of the vaccine 
MS-H and its parent strain 86079/7NS were performed, using a combination of Illumina and Nanopore 
methods followed by a comparative genomic analysis of these two strains. Results - Compared to WVU-
1853, the M. synoviae type strain isolated in the USA 30 years before 86079/7NS, and MS53, a more recent 
isolate from Brazil, both MS-H and 86079/7NS had a slightly larger number of pseudogenes than the two 
other strains and contained a unique 55 kb chromosomal inversion partially affecting a putative genomic 
island. The genome (excluding the vlhA expressed region) of the vaccine parent 86079/7NS, was shown to be 
almost identical to that of MS-H, exhibiting no insertions, deletions, or rearrangements of genes. A number of 
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) were identified in MS-H, including nonsynonymous mutations that may have 
disrupted the secondary structures of the deduced proteins, one leading to a truncation of oppF-1, which 
encodes the ATP-binding protein of an oligopeptide permease transporter. Other nonsynonymous mutations 
mapped to predicted coding sequences involved in amino acid metabolism, environmental sensing, central 
metabolism, transport, tRNA metabolism, and nucleic acid metabolism. Conclusion - This study has identified 
a range of SNPs with putative functional effects and yielded some intriguing insights that suggest that the 
attenuation observed in the MS-H strain is not the result of a single mutation but rather the cumulative and 
complex effect of several ones.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma synoviae; MS-H vaccine; 86079/7NS; comparative genomic analysis 

 

148 TRANSPOSON ENGINEERING FOR INCREASING TRANSFORMATION EFFICIENCY IN 
MYCOPLASMA SPECIES AND ITS APPLICATIONS 

A. Montero-Blay, L. Serrano, M. Lluch-Senar, C. Piñero-Lambea 
Design Of Biological Systems, Centre of Genomic Regulation, Barcelona, SPAIN 

Background. Mycoplasma species are known as the simplest cells capable of autonomous growth. Despite 
their simplicity, some Mycoplasma species are able to cause infections in farm animals causing veterinary 
concerns and economic losses. However, the study of the mechanisms of pathogenesis in these bacteria has 
been hampered by the lack of tools for efficient genome engineering. Particularly, the low transformation 
efficiency obtained in some Mycoplasma species such as M. agalactiae or M. gallisepticum has blocked 
transposon mutagenesis-essentiality maps (either in vitro or in vivo) which are crucial for identifying key genes 
for pathogenesis. In parallel, M. agalactiae needs pyruvate for growth whereas M. pneumoniae or M. 
gallisepticum use glucose as preferable carbon source. Methods. The increase of the transformation 
efficiency became vital for having a representative number of mutants in M. agalactiae needed for 
comprehensive transposon mutagenesis studies. For that purpose, a rational-designed transposon termed 
‘universal transposon’ was engineered. This transposon contains optimized promoters fused to key 
transposon elements (e.g. transposase and resistance marker). Alternatively, by analyzing which are the 
genes missing in M. agalactiae compared to other Mycoplasmas able to grow with glucose, a new transposon 
containing the genes required for glycolysis restoration was constructed. Finally, the exogenous genes were 
introduced in its genome by transposition. Results. The functionality of the ‘universal transposon’ was tested 
successfully in different Mycoplasma species, which are phylogenetically distal. Indeed, this new vector 
increases two orders of magnitude the transformation efficiency compared to widely used mini Tn4001 
transposon (pMtnGm) either for M. agalactiae or M. gallisepticum. This observation highlights that efficient 
recognition by the Mycoplasma transcription and translation machinery of the key transposon elements was 
fundamental for increasing transformation efficiency. In fact, transformation efficiency obtained for M. 
agalactiae was the best ever published. In the case of M. gallisepticum, the transformation efficiency obtained 
is comparable to the one of M. pneumoniae, one of the Mycoplasmas with higher transformation efficiency. 
Alternatively, the glycolysis pathway was repaired in M. agalactiae creating a new strain able to metabolize 
glucose as carbon source. Conclusions. The engineered transposon turned out a representative number of 
mutants in M. agalactiae and M. gallisepticum needed for comprehensive transposon mutagenesis that may 
boost the creation of essentiality maps for these microorganisms. Consequently, the pathogenesis 
mechanisms can be studied with application in vaccination purposes. In addition, deciphering the core of 
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genes essential for growth in species with different characteristics (e.g. duplication time or GC content) and its 
comparative analysis could be interesting for identifying key determinants for growth. Finally, the improvement 
of transformation efficiency in M. agalactiae concomitantly with glycolysis restoration could pave the way for 
the study of genes that evolve from essential to non-essential under different growth conditions (e.g. pyruvate 
transporter).  

Keywords: Transposon-engineering, promoter-engineering 

 

149 MOLECULAR TYPING OF UREAPLASMA DIVERSUM ISOLATES BASED ON MULTILOCUS 
SEQUENCE TYPING  

Y. M.F.D.S. Andrade1, I. S. Rezende2, A. T. Amorim2, M. S. Barbosa2, G. B. Campos2, M. N. Santos-Junior1, 
É. C. Queiroz3, J. Timenetsky2, L. M. Marques3 
1Biology And Biotechnology Of Microorganisms, STATE UNIVERSITY OF SANTA CRUZ, ILHÉUS, BRAZIL, 
2Institute Of Biomedical Sciences, UNIVERSITY OF SAO PAULO, SÃO PAULO, BRAZIL, 3Microbiology And 
Immunology, FEDERAL UNIVERSITY OF BAHIA, VITÓRIA DA CONQUISTA, BRAZIL 

Ureaplasma diversum is a important pathogens found in the genital tract of cattle. This bacteria is associated 
with genital disorders in bovines, as infertility, placentitis, abortion or birth of weak calves and low sperm 
motility, seminal vesiculitis, and epididymitis. Thus, represents a major economic impact in the bovine 
industry. However, the relationship of U. diversum and reproductive disorders in bovine remains controversial. 
We used multilocus sequence typing (MLST) to a better understanding of genetic relationships between 
isolates from Brazil. A MLST scheme based on six housekeeping genes was used to characterize forty-five U. 
diversum isolates from herds of livestock. The isolates were cultured and the DNA was extracted. Polymerase 
chain reactions was performed to ftsH, polC, rpL22, rpoB, valS and urea genes. The products were submitted 
to purification and sequencing. The allele profile assignment, sequence types (ST) and clonal complexes (CC) 
were determined. The size of the fragments varied between 248bp and 809bp. The combination of six alleles 
determined its allelic profile, and each unique allelic profile was designated a unique sequence type. A clonal 
complex was defined as a group when every ST shared three loci with one other member in the group. Thus, 
a total of 19 STs and 4 CC were observed. CC1 contained the majority of STs: ST2, ST3, ST4, ST5, ST6 and 
ST16. CC2 showed ST8, ST9 and ST17. CC3 had ST10 and ST11. CC4 exhibited ST14, ST15 and ST19. 
While the remaining five STs were singletons (ST1, ST7, ST12, ST13 and ST18). In conclusion, this study 
indicates the existence of genetic variability between the strains of U. diversum, besides showing high 
resolving power of the MLST scheme providing better insights into the molecular epidemiology of infections 
caused by U. diversum.  

Keywords: Ureaplasma diversum, MLST, sequence type, clonal complex, allelic profile 

 

150 A GENE REGULATION TOOLKIT FOR MYCOPLASMA 

A. Broto, M. Isalan 
Life Sciences, Imperial College London, London, UNITED KINGDOM 

The most interesting features of Mycoplasmas are, arguably, their reduced genome sizes, making them 
appealing minimal cell models. In recent years, Mycoplasmas have been intensively used in systems biology 
studies where high-throughput techniques have been used to determine and quantify all elements within cells. 
Moreover, they have been used in whole-cell modelling projects and have been associated to important 
synthetic biology milestones including the first chemically synthesised genome, genome transplantation and 
generation of the first synthetic cell. Nevertheless, Mycoplasma genomes still contain nearly a third of genes 
with unknown function(s). The study of Mycoplasma biology is limited given the reduced amount of molecular 
genetics tools available. With new advances in genome engineering techniques, it seems more important than 
ever to increase the gene regulation toolkit for these microorganisms. Thus far, only the tetracycline-inducible 
system has been reported to be functional in Mollicutes. Increasing the amount of such tools for Mycoplasma 
will not only be useful in the study of essential genes with unknown function, but will also contribute to the 
exploitation of Mycoplasma as a synthetic biology asset. Here we present the adaptation to Mycoplasma 
pneumoniae of several well-characterised inducible systems, including TetR. Furthermore, we evaluate the 
use of synthetic theophylline-dependent riboswitches in M. pneumoniae. To implement inducible systems in 
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Mycoplasma, several synthetic inducible promoter candidates were designed and evaluated in silico. 
Sequences predicting the probability of a promoter sequence in M. pneumoniae (i.e. found above a defined 
threshold) were analysed. In this way, chosen synthetic promoters were synthesised and cloned in a 
minitransposon platform, with a reporter system, and used to generate non-clonal M. pneumoniae mutant 
strains. The activity of synthetic promoters was studied in vivo with a newly developed time course assay, 
where growth and reporter expression are analysed. Additionally, expression levels of the reporter were also 
analysed at late exponential phase of growth by western blot. Interestingly, all synthetic sequences predicted 
to be functional in silico were found to be functional promoters in M. pneumoniae. After optimising expression 
of the repressor proteins in M. pneumoniae, all four inducible systems were characterised. Results showed 
that all inducible systems analysed are functional in M. pneumoniae. Induction of reporter expression is dose-
dependent and these systems appear to work with promoters with very different strengths. Finally, several 
synthetic riboswitches were evaluated here in M. pneumoniae, using the minitransposon reporter platform. 
Time course experiments showed that riboswitches are functional in Mycoplasma, but their dynamic range is 
very limited. Overall, we have shown that all four inducible systems, as well as riboswitch-like sequences, are 
functional in M. pneumoniae. This study provides the first set of gene regulation tools that allows circuit design 
in the context of minimal genomes.  

Keywords: inducible system, gene regulation toolkit, riboswitch 

 

151 GENOME EXPANSION IN INSECT-SYMBIOTIC SPIROPLASMA CLARKII 

Y. Tsai, A. Chang, C. Kuo 
Institute Of Plant And Microbial Biology, Academia Sinica, Taipei, TAIWAN 

[Background] The patterns of genome evolution among diverse symbiotic bacteria are characterized by a 
general trend of genome reduction. The genus Spiroplasma within the class Mollicutes contains diverse 
species that are mostly facultative symbionts of insects. The typical genome sizes among those Spiroplasma 
species within the Apis clade were estimated to be ~1.0-1.4 Mb. Although not as extremely reduced as those 
of the obligate symbionts of insects (i.e., mostly ~0.1-0.7 Mb), these Spiroplasma genomes are some of the 
smallest among facultative symbionts of insects and are much smaller than those of environmental bacteria 
(i.e., mostly >4 Mb). Given these general observations, it is interesting to note that Spiroplasma clarkii was 
found to have a genome size that is >30% larger than the median of its closely related species within the 
same clade. [Methods] To investigate the molecular evolution events that led to the genome expansion in this 
bacterium, we determined the complete genome sequence of S. clarkii and inferred the evolutionary origin of 
each protein-coding gene based on the taxonomic distribution of homologs. [Results] The genome of S. 
clarkii contains one circular chromosome that is 1.56 Mb in size. Although this size is smaller than the 1.77 Mb 
estimate from the previous pulsed-field gel electrophoresis experiment, it is still >30% larger than the other 
Apis clade species with complete genome sequences available. Among the 1,346 annotated protein-coding 
genes, 637 were inferred as being vertically inherited, 231 were putatively acquired (including 89 high-
confidence candidates and 142 low-confidence candidates), and 478 were specific to S. clarkii without any 
identifiable homolog in the current database (i.e., the origins remained unknown). Notably, >50% of the 
acquired genes are related to carbohydrate transport and metabolism, suggesting that these acquired genes 
contributed to the expansion of both genome size and metabolic capability. [Conclusion] The findings of this 
work provided an interesting case against the general evolutionary trend observed among symbiotic bacteria 
and further demonstrated the flexibility of Spiroplasma genomes. For future studies, investigation on the 
functional integration of these acquired genes, as well as the inference of their contribution to fitness could 
further improve our knowledge of symbiont evolution.  

Keywords: Spiroplasma, comparative genomics, horizontal gene transfer, molecular evolution 
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Background: Protein complexes are crucial to many cellular functions. This includes the large well-
established complexes in information processing such as the ribosome or RNA polymerase but also protein 
complexes that organize the proper activity of metabolic pathways, the so-called metabolons. So far, it has 
been difficult to identify protein-protein interactions that occur in a living cell. Methods: Using a membrane-
permeable cross-linker and proteomics, we could for the first time study the in situ interactome of a complete 
living cell. Results: For this project, we used Mycoplasma pneumoniae, a genome-reduced bacterium with 
only about 700 protein-coding genes. However, for many M. pneumoniae genes no functions have so far been 
identified. Our analysis detected many of the known or suspected protein complexes such as the ribosome, 
complex aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases, or the the heterotetrameric RNase J. In addition, we detected novel 
complexes such as a putative metabolon consisting of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex and 
phosphotransacetylase that may help to channel acetylphosphate to acetate to facilitate substrate level 
phosphorylation. Interestingly, a protein of unknown function was found to interact with multiple subunits of 
RNA polymerase suggesting that this protein plays a role in transcription. Conclusion: Thus, this approach 
allows the identification of functions of previously unknown proteins.  

Keywords: protein-protein interactions, interactome, M. pneumoniae 

 

153 MYCOPLASMA HYORHINIS PROTEOMIC ANALYSIS:  DIFFERENTIAL EXPRESSION BETWEEN IN 
VITRO AND EX VIVO CULTURES 

B. Martinson1, C. Minion2, K. Pendarvis3 
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Background—Mycoplasma hyorhinis (MHR) is a pathogen of swine causing polyserositis and arthritis. We 
have developed a cell-associated MHR vaccine which protects against these two parameters. Differences 
were noted between cell-associated and broth derived MHR vaccines during the vaccine development 
process. In an attempt to elucidate beneficial attributes of our vaccine, we sought to evaluate the protein 
expression of our MHR vaccine isolate cultured in two ex vivo systems and comparing to a standard broth 
culture of the same isolate. Methods—Six biological replicates of each culture type were analysed. Modified 
Friis medium cultures were inoculated with MHR in 50 mL centrifuge tubes and were harvested at late log 
phase, as indicated by pH shift (acidification). Two sets of ex vivo cultures were produced, one composed of 
adherent monolayers of Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells and one as murine fibroblasts (McCoy) in 
suspension. MDCK cells were seeded in 75 cm2 vented flasks and incubated at 37 °C with 5 % CO2 until 
confluent. Prior to infection, medium was removed and cells were rinsed with PBS. Mycoplasmas were then 
added and allowed to incubate for two hours before adding MEM with 2 % FBS. MDCK cultures were 
harvested when cytopathic effect (CPE) was observed. McCoy cells were seeded in 125 mL spinner flasks. 
Cells were allowed to incubate for three days at 37 °C while stirring before adding Mycoplasmas directly into 
the cell suspension. McCoy cultures were harvested four days post-inoculation when McCoy viability was < 80 
%, indicative of CPE. Samples were processed and lysed for HPLC analysis. Separation of peptides was 
performed using a Dionex U3000 splitless nanoflow HPLC system. A Thermo LTQ Velos Pro mass 
spectrometer using a nanospray Flex ion source was used to analyse the eluate from the U3000. The mass 
spectra for each culture type were searched against the reference proteome of M. hyorhinis HUB-1 using 
X!tandem and OMSSA algorithms. Differential expression of proteins between broth cultured MHR and that 
grown in MDCK and McCoy cultures was evaluated using peptide elution profiles. Analyses were performed 
separately for broth vs. MDCK, broth vs. McCoy, and MDCK vs. McCoy comparisons. Data were normalized 
using a mode based technique. Proteins were considered to be differentially expressed if the difference in 
means between conditions resulted in a p-value ≤ 0.05 and the difference in means between one of the 
conditions and its baseline was ≤ 0.05. Results—Of the 658 predicted proteins in the MHR reference 
proteome HUB-1, 291 peptides were identified in this study. The average protein coverage was 30% with a 
false discovery rate of ≤ 1.3%. Significant differences (p < 0.05) were obtained for broth vs. McCoy (99 
proteins), broth vs. MDCK (76 proteins), and MDCK vs. McCoy cell grown organisms (76 proteins). A Venn 
diagram identified unique proteins up- and down-regulated in each category. Conclusion—Results 
demonstrate differential expression of particular MHR proteins in the two ex vivo systems. Proteins up-
regulated in tissue culture may provide insight into the mechanisms necessary for in vivo infection and are 
likely integral to the efficacy observed with our MHR vaccine.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma hyorhinis, proteomics 
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154 CREASPY-CLONING: SIMULTANEOUS CLONING AND ENGINEERING OF MEGABASE-SIZED 
GENOMES INTO YEAST USING THE CRISPR-CAS9 SYSTEM 

E. Ruiz1, V. Talenton1, M. Dubrana1, G. Guesdon1, M. Lluch-Senar2, P. Sirand-Pugnet3, Y. Arfi1, C. Lartigue1 
1UMR 1332 Biologie du Fruit Et Pathologie, INRA, Villenave d'Ornon, FRANCE, 2Health And Life Sciences, 
Universitat Pompeu Fabra (UPF), Barcelona, SPAIN, 3UMR 1332 Biologie du Fruit Et Pathologie, Université 
de Bordeaux, Villenave d'Ornon, FRANCE 

Background- The genetic manipulation of Mycoplasma is notoriously difficult, as only a small number of tools 
are available. Recently, a novel approach has been developed in order to bypass these limitations. In a first 
step, the Mycoplasma genome is transferred into a yeast cell, where it is carried as an artificial chromosome 
(“cloning”). The cloned bacterial genome can then be modified efficiently (“engineering”) using all the tools 
available in yeast. The last step is to transfer the modified genome back to a bacterial cell to produce a mutant 
(“transplantation”). This method has already been applied to the majority of the mycoides cluster. However, 
despite its advantages this strategy has two main limitations: (1) the cloning step requires the integration of 
yeast elements in the bacterial genome to drive its replication and maintenance in yeast. Using the current 
methods, this insertion is random or depends on the presence of a unique restriction site in a non-essential 
gene, which can be difficult to find. (2) The succession of the cloning and engineering steps is time 
consuming, requiring several weeks to produce a mutant strain. In this study, we developed a new approach, 
based on the CRISPR-Cas9 system, to simultaneously clone and edit a mycoplasma genome in yeast: the 
CReasPy-cloning. Methods- We co-transform the yeast S. cerevisiae with four elements: the wild-type 
bacterial chromosome, two plasmids for the expression of a Cas9 nuclease and a guide RNA targeting a 
specific genome region, and a recombination template containing the yeast elements flanked by regions 
homologous to the insertion site. The bacterial chromosome is cleaved at desired site by the gRNA-Cas9 
complex, and subsequently repaired by the yeast homologous recombination system, using the template 
provided. During this process, we can precisely target the cleavage locus on the bacterial genome and the 
location of the recombination site, allowing us to eliminate a specific gene or group of genes. Yeast 
transformants are then screened by PCR to detect clones with the expected deletion. In positives clones, the 
completeness of the cloned and edited bacterial genome is validated by multiplex PCR and pulse-field gel 
electrophoresis. Results- Using the CReasPy-cloning method, we performed the simultaneous cloning and 
engineering of the genome of M. pneumoniae M129 in S. cerevisiae. We targeted three different loci to delete 
the candidate genes MPN372 (CARDS toxin), MPN142 (cytadherence protein) and MPN400 (IgG-blocking 
protein). For MPN142 and MPN400 we also removed the operons comprising these two genes (MPN142-143 
and MPN398-400, respectively). In addition, CReasPy-cloning was used to clone and engineer the genomes 
of M. feriruminatoris G5847 (deletion of D500_0407 and D500_0244, restriction enzymes) and M. mycoides 
subsp. mycoides Afadé (deletion of glpOKF operon – glycerol import and degradation system). Conclusion- 
This new and original method allows the one-step cloning and engineering of several Mycoplasma genomes. 
Efforts are currently being made towards the targeting of two and three different loci in a single step. This next 
improvement of the CReasPy-cloning tool will enable us to perform quick, one-step engineering of bacterial 
chromosomes at large scale.  

Keywords: Genome editing, Whole genome cloning, CRISPR-Cas9, Synthetic Biology 

 

155 ENGINEERING MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE CELLS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF SATURATED 
FATTY ACIDS  

L. Garcia Morales1, R. Burgos2, C. Lartigue1, A. Blanchard3, L. Serrano4, M. Lluch-Senar4, L. Béven1 
1UMR 1332 Biologie du Fruit Et Pathologie, INRA, Villenave d'Ornon, FRANCE, 2Embl/crg Systems Biology 
Research Unit, Centre for Genomic Regulation (CRG), Barcelona, SPAIN, 3UMR 1332 Biologie du Fruit Et 
Pathologie, Université de Bordeaux, Villenave d'Ornon, FRANCE, 4Health And Life Sciences, Universitat 
Pompeu Fabra (UPF), Barcelona, SPAIN 

Background. Mycoplasmas are bacteria that lack a cell wall and are characterized by small genomes. These 
bacteria evolved from Gram-positive ancestors by genome reduction, which have led to the loss of many 
biosynthetic pathways and to a parasitic lifestyle. Besides, “synthetic” mycoplasma strains with further 
minimized genomes have been recently obtained using synthetic biology approaches. The study of these 
natural and synthetic minimal genomes brings new information about the basic cellular processes that sustain 
cellular life. Moreover, by adding genes or metabolic pathways to these core or minimal genomes, there is the 
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possibility to engineer cells with novel functions such as the production of biofuels, pharmaceuticals or 
biomaterials. The MycoSynVac project aims at designing a universal Mycoplasma pneumoniae-derived 
chassis that could be deployed as single- or multi-vaccine in a range of animal hosts by displaying selected 
surface antigens. For large-scale production, this chassis strain should ideally be able to grow in serum-free 
medium without the addition of any source of saturated fatty acids. In this context, we aim to introduce a fatty 
acid biosynthesis pathway to Mycoplasma pneumoniae in order to reduce its nutritional requirements in vitro. 
Methods. We have engineered two mini-transposons containing the 13 genes encoding for the saturated fatty 
acid biosynthesis pathway from Acholeplasma laidlawii and transformed them into M. pneumoniae cells. The 
expression of the genes was analyzed by proteomics and their functionality by analyzing the lipid composition 
of their membranes. To this purpose, we have also developed a serum-free semi-defined medium that allows 
the growth of M. pneumoniae. We finally have examined the growth of the engineered strains in the presence 
and in the absence of saturated fatty acid sources. Results. We have obtained 7 clones containing the 
complete saturated fatty acid biosynthesis pathway identified in A. laidlawii. Whole-genome sequencing 
revealed the absence of non-intended mutations and identified the insertion points of the 2 transposons in 
each clone. All the genes were strongly expressed in all engineered clones while their core proteomes were 
only slightly altered. Finally, these clones were found to be able to grow in the absence of external sources of 
saturated fatty acids. Conclusion. Despite the simplicity of their genomes, mycoplasmas are robust bacteria. 
Not only are they able to endure strong genome minimization experiments, but also we demonstrate here that 
they can incorporate large biosynthetic pathways. This makes mycoplasmas interesting targets as chassis 
cells for approaches such as those planned in the MycoSynVac project. We have engineered a M. 
pneumoniae strain expressing the whole fatty acid biosynthesis pathway from A. laidlawii. This gain of 
function will eventually facilitate the growth of the MycoSynVac chassis strain in defined culture medium at 
industrial scales. Also, this pathway could be further engineered for the production of other remarkable 
chemical compounds.  

Keywords: fatty acids biosynthesis, serum-free medium 

 

156 SUBCELLULAR LOCALIZATION OF PUTATIVE GLIDING PROTEINS IN MYCOPLASMA MOBILE 

I. Tulum, K. Kimura, M. Miyata 
Graduate School Of Science, Osaka City University, Osaka, JAPAN 

Background: Mycoplasma mobile exhibits unique gliding motility and uses ATP to repeatedly catch, pull, and 
release sialylated oligosaccharides on host cells. The gliding machinery is a complex composed of surface 
and internal components. The internal structure consists of at least ten proteins and seven of them are 
tandemly coded with very short gaps on the genome. Two proteins, coded by the ORFs, MMOBs 1660 and 
1670 are paralogs of F1-ATPase/synthase α and β subunits, respectively. F1Fo ATPases have been identified 
in most bacteria, including Mycoplasmas. Interestingly, besides the conventional F1Fo ATPase (Type 1), 
phylogenetic studies identified two types of F1-like ATPase clusters, Type 2 and Type 3 which had emerged 
during mycoplasma evolution (Beven L. et al. 2012). Method: In this study, subcellular localization of internal 
structure proteins and 3 types of ATPases were visualized by the previously developed EYFP tagging using 
total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM). Binding and gliding behaviours of EYFP-tagged 
mutants were visualized by optical microscope and analyzed. In order to find the orthologous genes of internal 
and surface gliding structure in newly reported gliding Mycoplasmas, Mycoplasma agassizii and Mycoplasma 
testudineum (pathogens of desert tortoise), we performed BLAST against the genome sequences provided 
from Joint Genome Institute genome portal. In order to examine the relationship of the orthologs and to predict 
the function, we compared the amino acid sequences of M. mobile, M. pulmonis M. testudineum, and M. 
agassizii with the multiple sequence alignment algorithm T-Coffee. Results and Conclusions: Five out of six 
proteins of internal structure colocalized with surface gliding structure, suggesting that internal structure is 
associated with the gliding machinery. The transformants of two different internal structure paralogs exhibited 
enhanced binding activity and one of the transformants exhibited significantly decreased binding activity, 
suggesting that these proteins were directly involved in the gliding mechanism. The phylogenetic tree and 
comparative sequence analyses showed that the proteins of internal and surface gliding structures also exist 
in newly identified gliding Mycoplasmas, Mycoplasma agassizi and Mycoplasma testudineum. Although the 
proteins of internal structure were highly conserved, the surface gliding proteins and 16S rDNA sequences 
were distinct, suggesting that the surface structure differs according to the host surface while the internal 
gliding structure remains conserved to generate the force.  

Keywords: EYFP, TIRFM, F-type ATPase, mycoplasma mobile 
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157 EXTENSION OF SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY METHODS FOR THE GENOME ENGINEERING OF 
MYCOPLASMA FERIRUMINATORIS 

V. Talenton1, F. Labroussaa2, S. Vashee3, A. Blanchard1, J. Jores4, P. Sirand-Pugnet1, C. Lartigue1 
1UMR 1332 Biologie du Fruit et Pathologie, INRA-University of Bordeaux, Villenave d'Ornon, FRANCE, 
2Institute Of Veterinary Bacteriology, Vetsuisse, University of Bern, Bern, SWITZERLAND, 3Synthetic Biology, 
J. Craig Venter Institute, Rockville, MD, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 4Institute Of Veterinary 
Bacteriology, University of Bern, Bern, SWITZERLAND 

BACKGROUND. During the past decade, synthetic biology (SB) methods have emerged as powerful 
approaches for accelerating the engineering of microorganisms with a growing impact on fundamental 
knowledge about the molecular organization of living systems and a wide range of applications from human 
health to industrial biotechnology. One of the most remarkable milestones was obtained by the J. C. Venter 
Institute with the cloning of a mycoplasma genome in yeast, its engineering using efficient genetic tools and its 
back transplantation into a suitable recipient cell. First developed with Mycoplasma mycoides subsp. capri 
(Mmc) as donor genome and Mycoplasma mycoides subsp. capricolum (Mcap) as recipient cell, SB methods 
are currently improved and extended to other bacterial species. In this work, we present the extension of SB 
methods for the genome engineering of Mycoplasma feriruminatoris (Mferi), a mycoplasma isolated from ibex, 
phylogenetically related to other ruminant species belonging to the ‘M. mycoides cluster’ and documented as 
the fastest growing mycoplasma. METHODS. Development of SB methods for the genome engineering of the 
Mferi includes two key steps that are (1) cloning the genome into yeast, (2) evaluating the efficiency of genetic 
tools as CRISPR/Cas9 and (3) back transplanting the genome from yeast into a recipient cell. RESULTS. We 
first cloned Mferi genome into yeast. To accelerate the genome engineering process, a strategy was 
developed to clone the genome and delete one or two genes in a single step. This system, allowing the 
targeted insertion of the yeast replicative elements using the CRISPR/Cas9 technology, was used to 
inactivate two restriction-modification (R-M) systems. Yeast clones harboring Mferi genome with one or two 
genes deleted were obtained and characterized to validate the deletion of the targeted genes and the global 
completeness of the bacterial genome. Then, the Mferi genomes cloned in yeast were successfully back-
transplanted into Mycoplasma capricolum subsp. capricolum (Mcap) recipient cells to get the first living Mferi 
mutants. CONCLUSION. In this work, we demonstrated that SB methods including bacterial genome 
cloning/engineering in yeast and back transplantation into a recipient mycoplasma could be used for the 
genome-scale engineering of Mferi. This proof of concept is a milestone towards the functional genomics of 
the fastest-growing mycoplasma and further applications including the development of a rationally designed 
vaccine against ruminant mycoplasmoses.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma feriruminatoris, Synthetic Biology, CRISPR/Cas9 

 

158 ADAPTIVE LABORATORY EVOLUTION REVEALS MUTATIONS LINKED TO GROWTH FITNESS OF 
A MINIMAL MYCOPLASMA CELL 

T. E. Sandberg1, K. S. Wise2, J. I. Glass2, A. M. Feist1, B. Ø. Palsson1 
1Department Of Bioengineering, University of California San Diego, La Jolla, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
CA, 2Synthetic Biology, J. Craig Venter Institute, La Jolla, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, CA 

Background The JCVI-syn3.0 cell, created from a minimized synthetic genome based on Mycoplasma 
mycoides subsp. capri strain GM12, offers an experimental platform to understand fundamental features of 
cellular life. Its reduced genome retains genes that, collectively, are essential for life and sustain an 
experimentally tractable growth rate. A recent version of this genome containing 16 additional protein coding 
genes has rendered a cell with improved growth rate, but without the morphological variation present in the 
original construct. This cell, JCVI-syn3A, is amenable to greater experimental manipulation, including growth 
in suspension culture. Consequently, we could apply the powerful method of Adaptive Laboratory Evolution 
(ALE) along with high-fidelity whole-genome sequencing to characterize, quantify and localize possible 
mutations associated with improved growth fitness selected during extensive propagation. These patterns 
might identify rate-limiting processes important to in silico modeling of this minimal cell, as well as candidate 
genes for engineering improvements in the biological efficiency of this organism in the laboratory setting. 
Moreover, basic knowledge of the rates and underlying processes of mutation in this cell and similar 
organisms might be gained. Methods A clonal isolate of JCVI-syn3A was grown to a minimal volume in SP4 
medium supplemented with KnockOut™ serum substitute, and seeded into 10 separate growth chambers that 
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were subsequently maintained in parallel as independent suspension cultures by continuous stirring at 37˚C. 
After passaging cells in each chamber for approximately 400 generations, representative in-chamber growth 
rates were measured, and endpoint cultures from each chamber were plated on agar at limit dilutions, to 
select colonies representing the predominating final populations. These endpoint colony isolates were 
subjected to HiSeq whole genome sequencing with >1000 x coverage and mutations were mapped to the 
originating genome sequence (543379 bp in length). Results Increased in-chamber growth rates (e.g., 
doubling time reduced from 103 min with the originating culture to 87 min after 400 generations) suggested 
that fitness under these conditions was improved in endpoint populations. A summary of mutations from all 
endpoint cultures indicated the following features: 1) An average mutation rate of 7 mutations per genome, 2) 
a prevalence of SNPs over indels, and an absence of inversions 3) an extreme bias for A/T vs G/C 
replacements 4) localization of missense SNPs in relatively few genes 5) acquisition of multiple missense 
SNPs in some of these; including genes encoding the permease components of multiple ABC transporters, 
and a kinase involved in fatty acid acquisition and membrane synthesis, and 6) multiple indel mutations in a 
canonical, unstable (AT) dinucleotide tract consistent with the selected expression of a phase-variable surface 
lipoprotein of unknown function. Conclusions ALE technology clearly identified specific candidate genes in a 
minimized mycoplasma cell that may be further studied to understand their specific roles in conferring fitness. 
Notable among those with assignable function is their involvement in exchange with the external milieu. This 
is consistent with the metabolomic simplicity of the organism and its paucity of biosynthetic pathways. This 
study also gave a direct experimental measure of mutation rates in these cells.  

Keywords: evolution mutation fitness minimal genome 

 

159 COMPARISON OF MYCOPLASMA GALLISEPTICUM VACCINE STRAIN GENOMES 

S. Leigh, J. Evans, S. Branton 
Poultry Research Unit, USDA-ARS, Mississippi State, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, MS 

Mycoplasma gallisepticum (MG) infects chickens and turkeys, which can result in significant economic losses 
for poultry producers. Three live MG vaccine strains (F, ts-11, and 6/85) are commercially available for the 
prevention of pathology associated with MG infection, but the afforded protection differs markedly between the 
strains. Genomic sequencing was performed to identify genomic differences between the strains and to 
identify potential differences in antigenic and virulence gene potential. Two different methods of genome 
sequencing were performed. Illumina sequencing (2X150 bp from 500 bp fragments) was performed to 
generate high depth sequence with high accuracy. Long fragment sequencing was performed with the MinION 
system (N50 > 22,000, greater than 50X coverage) to generate lower accuracy long read data that spanned 
the multiple repetitive regions of the genome. The Illumina and MinION data were assembled together using 
the Unicycler hybrid assembly pipeline. Genome annotation was performed using the Prokka annotation tool 
and a custom mycoplasma reference database. All three strains retain the same genetic organization when 
compared to the R-low strain, except for the known 500+ kb sequence inversion in the F-strain and a much 
smaller 100+ kb sequence inversion in the ts-11 strain that aligns with the middle of the F-strain inversion. 
Notable genetic differences included marked variation in the number and sequence of vlhA genes, duplication 
of genomic regions, significant differences in length and organization of the CRISPR repeat regions, and the 
absence of a type 1 DNA restriction-modification system in the ts-11 and 6/85 strains. Other researchers have 
demonstrated that specific changes in VlhA protein expression occur during differing phases of MG infection 
of the host and suggest that changes in vlhA expression may impact that ability of MG to infect the host and 
cause disease. This suggests that the many differences in vlhA genes may contribute to the differences in 
vaccine performance between the different vaccine strains.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma gallisepticum, vaccine, VlhA, MinION 

 

160 GENERATING MYCOPLASMA HYBRIDS USING SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY TO FACILITATE VACCINE 
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Background: Contagious bovine pleuropneumonia (CBPP) is caused by Mycoplasma mycoides subspecies 
mycoides (Mmm), a bacteria species that belongs to the mycoides cluster and infects cattle. Since the current 
CBPP vaccine exhibits poor efficacy in the field, our goal is to develop a rationally designed vaccine for this 
genetically intractable organism. Novel synthetic biology (SB) methods have been developed and used 
successfully to yield a rationally attenuated Mycoplasma mycoides subspecies capri (Mmc) strain. However, 
these SB tools, including transplantation of the cloned genome from yeast into a recipient cell, have yet to be 
applied successfully to Mmm. We hypothesize that application of SB tools in Mmm may be impeded by a 
number of factors, including the presence of characteristically large number of insertion sequence (IS)-
elements in the Mmm genome (compared to other members of the mycoides cluster), a potential toxin-
antitoxin system, or other unknown defense mechanisms. Therefore, to overcome this issue and to test the 
potential of using Mmc as a vaccine vector, we use existing SB tools available for Mmc to create Mmc-Mmm 
hybrids to study different Mmm proteins that may have potential roles in transplantation, host-pathogen 
interaction and in the rational design for Mmm vaccine strains. Methods: Hybrid genomes employing Mmc as 
a vector to introduce/ replace orthologous genes, gene clusters, or pathways from Mmm were designed. As a 
proof of principle method to generate Mmc-Mmm hybrids, we focused on the IS-elements in the Mmm 
genome and their potential role in yeast transplantation and re-booting of the engineered genome. We 
designed the Mmm genome in silico to be divided into 3 parts, each part containing varying degree of IS-
elements (high, medium, and low). We also designed a combination of TAR-cloning of the Mmm parts, yeast 
mating and Cre-lox based exchange of DNA fragments as an approach to generate the Mmc-Mmm hybrids. 
Results: Using SB methods available for Mmc, we have established methodologies to make Mmc-Mmm 
hybrids. As a working model, one of the third parts of the Mmm genome has successfully been integrated into 
the Mmc genome and maintained in yeast, while the other two parts are currently being generated. These 
hybrid Mmc genomes will then be tested for their ability to be transplanted out of yeast and re-booted in the 
recipient cell to generate Mmc-Mmm hybrids strains. If viable, the Mmc-Mmm hybrid strains will also be 
assessed for their role in interaction with caprine and bovine immortalized epithelial lung and alveolar 
macrophages. If non-viable, Mmc hybrids with smaller parts of the Mmm genome will be generated and tested 
as described. Conclusion: The generation of Mmc hybrid strains using SB techniques will provide the 
capacity to conveniently manipulate intractable genomes such as Mmm, and enable the identification and 
characterization of transplantation elements, host tropism and pathogenicity factors. Additionally, this 
approach will also provide an opportunity to determine whether Mmc can potentially serve as a vaccine 
vector, where an attenuated Mmc strain carrying immunologically important Mmm genes may be employed.  

Keywords: Synthetic biology, vaccine vector development, mycoplasma 

 

161 TUNING GENE ACTIVITY BY INDUCIBLE AND TARGETED REGULATION OF GENE EXPRESSION 
IN THE MINIMAL MYCOPLASMA CELLS 

S. Kakizawa, J. Hsu, K. Tanaka, S. Lijie, P. D. Weyman, K. S. Wise, C. Merryman, C. A. Hutchison Iii, H. O. 
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Background: Functional genomics studies in mycoplasma cells enable unobstructed access to some of the 
most fundamental processes in biology. Conventional transposon bombardment and gene knockout 
approaches often fail to reveal functions of genes that are essential for viability because lethality precludes 
phenotypic characterization. Conditional inactivation of genes is effective for characterizing functions central 
to cell growth and division, but tools are limited for this purpose in mycoplasmas. Methods: Here we 
demonstrate systems for inducible repression of gene expression based on clustered regularly interspaced 
short palindromic repeats-mediated interference (CRISPRi) in synthetic Mycoplasma mycoides JCVI-syn1.0 
and JCVI-syn3.0. In the CRISPRi process, a defective cas9 gene is used that binds to a guide RNA directed 
target, but does not cut the DNA. Rather the defective Cas9 protein prevents RNA polymerase access to the 
gene. Results: Time-course data suggest rapid kinetics and reversible engagement of CRISPRi. Targeting of 
six selected endogenous genes with this system results in lowered transcript levels or reduced growth rates 
that agree with lack or shortage of data in previous transposon bombardment studies, and now produces 
actual cells to analyze. The ksgA gene encodes a methylase that modifies 16S ribosomal RNA, rendering it 
vulnerable to inhibition by the antibiotic kasugamycin. Targeting the ksgA gene with CRISPRi removes the 
lethal effect of kasugamycin and enables cell growth, thereby establishing specific and effective gene 
modulation with our system. Conclusion: CRISPRi is a facile method for conditional gene activation that 
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opens the door to analysis of protein function and systematic dissection of genetic programs at the core of 
cellular life.  

Keywords: clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats interference (CRISPRi), functional 
genomics, Inducible promoters, tetracycline-mediated repression 
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Background. Iron is an important enzymatic cofactor and it is essential for survival in all living organisms. 
However, excess iron stimulates the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS), which cause severe 
damage to cells. For this reason, the expression of genes dedicated to iron acquisition and storage is tightly 
regulated in prokaryotes. Transcriptional regulators of the Fur family (Ferric Uptake Regulators) are 
widespread in bacteria and control the uptake of iron and other metals. In the presence of iron, Fur proteins 
bind to specific DNA sequences within the promoter region of target genes and block RNA polymerase 
binding. Conversely, when iron is scarce, Fur is unable to bind their DNA targets and transcription of the 
regulated genes is de-repressed. Methods. In this work, we investigated the transcriptional response of 
Mycoplasma genitalium to iron starvation. To this end, we conducted a genome-wide RNA-Seq analysis to 
identify genes differentially expressed upon shock with the iron chelator 2,2’-bipyridyl. Results. Iron limitation 
induced a robust response and transcription of genes coding for several lipoproteins and putative ABC-
transporters was significantly upregulated. Moreover, transcript levels of clpB (14.3-fold), lon (7.2-fold) and 
dnaK (4-fold), which coordinate the general stress response orchestrated by the HrcA repressor, increased 
considerably. In addition, we investigated the participation of MG236, a protein with sequence homology to 
Fur family regulators, in the regulation of iron homeostasis. RNA-Seq analysis of an MG_236 null mutant 
revealed the activation of a putative metal ion transport system as well as a triacetylated lipoprotein (MG_149) 
that has been shown to elicit a potent host inflammatory response. All of these genes were consistently 
activated upon exposure to the iron chelator 2,2’-bipyridyl. Reintroduction of the MG_236 allele restored wild-
type levels of transcription of these genes. Of note, a global proteome analysis confirmed overexpression of 
MG149 in the MG_236 mutant strain. Moreover, we found that loss of the MG236 protein prompted a 
decrease in the growth rate that was likely associated with the resulting iron overload. Inspection of the 
promoter region of the Fur-regulated genes revealed the presence of a conserved sequence with dyad 
symmetry. We found that the expression of a reporter gene (mcherry) under the control of the MG_149 
promoter containing the regulatory sequence was both iron- and Fur-dependent. Mutagenesis of the identified 
Fur box activated transcription of the mcherry reporter, demonstrating the implication of the palindromic 
sequence in Fur regulation. Conclusion. Overall, we prove that fluctuations in iron availability induce a 
complex transcriptional response in M. genitalium. In this sense, transcriptional changes observed upon iron 
starvation are coordinated by the MG236 protein (Fur) as well as other unknown regulatory factors. 

 

163 IN VITRO SUSCEPTIBILITY TEST OF ANTIBIOTICS AND XIAOER FEIRE KECHUAN ORAL LIQUID 
TO MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIA 

D. Shi, L. D. Xin 
Beijing Tropical Medicine Research Institute, Beijing Friendship Hospital, Capital Medical University,, beijing, 
CHINA 

Objective To explore the antibacterial activity of antibiotics and Xiaoer Feire Kechuan Oral Liquid in to 
mycoplasma pneumoniae (MP) . Methods Thirty throat swab specimens were cultured to isolate MP. Clinical 
isolated strains were identified by RT-PCR of MP species specific 23SrRNA gene. Of 30 strains, 10 strains 
had not point mutation 23SrRNA V region gene,while 20 strains had a point mutations in 23S rRNA at 
positions 2063. Minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC) of Macrolide, quinolones, tetracycline antibiotics and 
Xiaoer Feire Kechuan Oral Liquid were determined by antibiotic susceptibility test. Results In vitro drug 
susceptibility test, containing 2063 A → G point mutation clinical isolates MICs of erythromycin, azithromycin 
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were ≥ 64μg / ml; 10 strains that had not point mutation 23SrRNA V region gene MICs of erythromycin, 
azithromycin were ≥ 64μg / ml; All clinically isolated strains MIC of tetracycline were ≤ 2.0μg / ml; all clinical 
strains MIC of levofloxacin were ≤ 1.0μg / ml; pediatric Hyperactivity Guchuan oral liquid MIC for the original 
2-6 concentration. Conclusion In vitro MP is highly resistant to macrolide antibiotics.All isolated strains were 
susceptible to quinolones and tetracycline antibiotics . Xiaoer Feire Kechuan Oral Liquid is effective to 
erythromycin susceptible and resistant MP strains.
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164 UK MYCOPLASMA HOMINIS AST SURVEILLANCE 2005-2015: HIGH VARIATION IN THE GENETIC 
COMPONENTS INCLUDED IN TET(M) RESISTANCE CASSETTE, AND THREE POTENTIAL 
THERAPEUTICS TO COMBAT COMBINED FLUOROQUINOLONE/TETRACYCLINE RESISTANCE. 

V. J. Chalker1, C. L. Rees2, O. Bell2, O. B. Spiller3 
1Respiratory And Vaccine Preventable Bacteria, Public Health England, London, UNITED KINGDOM, 
2Division Of Infection And Immunity, Cardiff University School of Medicine, Cardiff, UNITED KINGDOM, 
3Division Of Infection And Immunity, Dept. Medical Microbiology, Cardiff University, School of Medicine, 
Cardiff, UNITED KINGDOM 

Background: Mycoplasma hominis is inherently resistant to macrolides (>64 mg/L azithromycin), 
aminoglycosides (>8 mg/L gentimycin, 32 mg/L amikacin) and CLSI breakpoints have only been determined 
for fluoroquinolones (moxifloxacin and levofloxacin), ketolides (clindamycin) and tetracycline. M. hominis is 
emerging as a more wide-spread pathogen than previously thought, being isolated from patients with lung and 
kidney transplant rejection, post-surgical infections as well as genitourinary and preterm birth maladies. 
Methods: One-hundred and eight of a total 125 cultured Mycoplasma hominis strains, submitted to Public 
Health England between 2005-2015 were recovered for successful antimicrobial sensitivity testing (AST) 
representing various patient sample types including wound infection swabs, sepsis, and septic failed 
orthopaedic joint replacements. CLSI -compliant agar and microbroth based methods were used to screen for 
resistance and all resistant strains were analysed following whole genome sequencing on Illumina MiSeq. 
Variable adhesin antigen (vaa) type and MLST types were assigned using published criteria. Results: No 
clindamycin resistance was found, while levofloxacin/moxifloxacin resistance was identified in 2/102 isolates 
mediated by combined mutations in gyrA (S83L or E87G) as well as parC (S80I or E84V). The tet(M) gene 
was present in fourteen (13%) tetracycline-resistant isolates that were resistant to minocycline (>16mg/L) and 
tetracycline (>16mg/L). Whole genome sequencing found 5/12 had the same mobile elements as previously 
published Sprott and PL5 strains of M. hominis genomes (i.e. an incomplete set of mobile Tn916 elements 
coupled to 9 additional genes including a serine recombinase). The tet(M) mobile element was inserted in the 
rumA RNA methylase gene for all isolates, commensurate with serine recombinase activity in other bacterial 
species. However, the remaining 7 tet(M)-positive strains were missing between 4-14 of these genes, 
including one strain missing both the serine recombinase and Tn916 Xis-tn/Int-Tn genes. MLST and vaa gene 
typing proved that the tet(M)-containing strains did not arise by clonal expansion, given that no increased 
homology for tet(M)-positive strains was observed relative to WGS of tet(M)-negative strains, and all tet(M)-
positive strains spanned 3 separate vaa types. Expanded AST was performed as one 2015 isolate had dual 
tetracycline/moxifloxacin resistance and found all isolates, irrespective of tet(M)-presence, were susceptible to 
2 mg/L tigecycline, 0.25 mg/L eravacycline and 0.25 mg/L Josamycin (16-membered ring macrolide). 
Conclusion: Therefore, tet(M) is mobile and M. hominis appears to be the only reservoir for donation to 
susceptible strains as no close homology (in mobile gene cassette composition or serine recombinase 
sequence) was found in the GenBank database. Although CLSI guidelines would only have left clindamycin 
as a therapeutic option, we have found 2 currently available antibiotics (tigecycline and josamycin) that would 
clear tet(M)-positive Mycoplasma hominis infections, and found all isolates were also highly sensitive to the 
newly developed antibiotic eravacycline.  

Keywords: WGS proves M.hominis tet(M) mobile 

 

165 PRELIMINARY STUDY ON ANTIMICROBIAL SUSCEPTIBILITY OF POLISH MYCOPLASMA BOVIS 
ISOLATES 

E. Szacawa1, K. Dudek1, D. Bednarek1, R. D. Ayling2 
1Department Of Cattle And Sheep Diseases, National Veterinary Research Institute, Pulawy, POLAND, 
2Department Of Bacteriology, Animal and Plant Health Agency, Surrey, UNITED KINGDOM 

Background. Mycoplasma bovis is a major pathogen of cattle worldwide causing pneumonia, arthritis, 
mastitis, keratoconjunctivitis, otitis media, infertility and abortion. Significant economic losses occur through 
the increased cost of treatment and reduced production. The control of M. bovis infection is difficult, 
confounded by the organisms being less susceptible to the antimicrobials routinely applied to treat bovine 
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respiratory disease (BRD). There is no commercially available vaccine against M. bovis in Europe. The aim of 
the study was to isolate Polish M. bovis strains and evaluate their antimicrobial susceptibility. Keywords: 
Mycoplasma bovis, antimicrobial susceptibility Methods. A total of 146 cattle from 31 herds with clinical signs 
of BRD from different regions of Poland were examined. Nasal swabs were cultured in Eaton’s medium to 
obtain M. bovis isolates. Identification was confirmed by extracting DNA and using a specific M. bovis PCR 
with primers based on uvrC gene. PCR products were sequenced and compared with relevant sequences 
from GenBank. A dendrogram was plotted using a neighbor-joining (NJ) algorithm with 1000-BOOTSTRAP 
replicate analysis. The sequences were plotted as a similarity matrix based on percentage values. A micro-
broth dilution method using “Sensititre” plates that contained 12 freeze-dried antimicrobials was used to obtain 
the M. bovis strains minimum inhibition concentration (MIC) values. Results. Nine M. bovis strains were 
identified. The phylogenetic analysis based on the uvrC gene revealed that they were closely related to the 
PG45 M. bovis reference strain. Most M. bovis strains had low MIC values to the fluoroquinolones, medium 
MIC values to florfenicol, spectinomycin, lincosamides and lincomycin/spectinomycin combination. High MIC 
values were observed to macrolides, tulathromycin, oxytetracycline and chloramphenicol. Conclusion. Polish 
field strains of M. bovis are closely related to the PG45 M. bovis reference strain and they are most 
susceptible to the fluoroquinolones.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma bovis, antimicrobial susceptibility 

 

166 SCREENING OF NEW ANTIMICROBIAL COMPOUNDS FROM THE METHANOLIC EXTRACT OF 
PROPOLIS PRODUCED BY THE NATIVE BRAZILIAN BEE MELIPONA QUADRIFASCIATA  

C. Galgowski, S. Frare, A. Guedes, C. M.M. De Cordova 
Department Of Pharmacy, University of Blumenau, Blumenau, BRAZIL 

Background: Propolis, being a material collected and modified by bees from several plants sources, has a 
high biological potential due to the diversity of its components. Original natural and synthetic compounds are 
constantly studied due to the issue of bacterial resistance to the currently available drugs, both of common 
bacteria and of mollicutes. The present study looks for a potential new drug from propolis produced by a 
Brazilian native species called Melipona quadrifasciata using the mollicutes as a model of study. We have 
already investigated an ethanolic extract of this propolis type, but evidences suggested that a methanolic one 
may be able to derive compounds with higher activity. Through bio guided analysis with mycoplasma species, 
fractions of the crude methanolic extract (CME) of propolis which present the most promising values of 
Minimum Inhibitory Concentration (MIC) will be the fractions of choice for the continuity of the work until the 
isolation of the active compounds. Methods: To obtain the CME, the propolis sample was initially powdered 
and then subjected to a maceration extraction technique and the grease of this extract was separated with 
hexane. Then a liquid-liquid partition was made for the acquisition of the other fractions (dichloromethane, 
ethyl acetate, butanol and aqueous). The fractions that presented the better antimicrobial results against the 
mycoplasma strains were submitted to a chromatographic silica column for purification of its compounds. The 
biomonitoring of the active fractions was guided by their MIC, according to the technique recommended by 
CLSI, 2011. The mollicute species used for biomonitoring were Mycoplasma capricolum subsp. capricolum, 
M. mycoïdes subsp. capri, M. genitalium, M. pneumoniae FH and M. pneumoniae 129. Results: From 1,000 g 
of propolis we obtained 204.59 g of a CME, a yield of approximately 20%. The degreasing of the CME yielded 
69.72 g of a hexane fraction. The remaining mass (127.59 g) of the CME was used to proceed with the liquid-
liquid fractionation, yielding 77.29 g of a dichloromethane fraction, that along with the hexane fraction were the 
most promising ones. The hexane fraction presented MICs of 62.5 μg mL-1 for M. pneumoniae 129 and 125 
μg mL-1 for M. pneumoniae FH and M. genitalium) and the dichloromethane one presented a MIC of 250 μg 
mL-1 for all the species tested). The chromatographic separation in silica columns of the hexane and 
dichloromethane fractions and the MICs of its respective sub-fractions are being performed. Conclusion: 
Through this bio guided analysis we could note that there is a biological potential related to nonpolar 
substances contained in this propolis type. This potential was demonstrated by the promising MIC values of 
the hexane and dichloromethane fractions. They will be evaluated by analytical chemical methods in the 
search for isolated or synergistic compounds.  

Keywords: Melipona quadrifasciata, Methanolic Extract, Antimicrobials, mycoplasma, Propolis 
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167 ANTIBACTERIAL ACTIVITY OF ROSMARINUS OFFICINALIS ETHANOLIC EXTRACT AGAINST 
MOLLICUTE STRAINS 

D. H. Mafra, C. Galgowski, Í. R. Garcia, S. P. Frare, A. Guedes, C. M.M. De Cordova
Department Of Pharmacy, University of Blumenau - FURB, Blumenau, BRAZIL

Background: The use of plants in popular medicine for treatment of various diseases dates back throughout 
human history, and this popular knowledge has guided the research and development of drugs. In parallel, 
pathogens have been acquiring resistance, hindering the diagnosis and treatment of infectious diseases, 
thereby raising the need for new drugs and thorough research into plants. The present study aims the 
evaluation of Rosmarinus officinalis L., known as 'Rosemary', for the development of new antibiotics from the 
ethanolic crude extract (EE) in order to identify new compounds. The phytochemical composition of the 
rosemary varies according to the region, but usually consists of poly-phenolic compounds, diterpenes, 
flavonoids, triterpenes and phenolic acids, the majority of which are: carnosic acid, carnosol, rosmanol, ursolic 
acid, betulinic acid, rosmarinic acid. There has been reported inhibitory activity data of Rosemary over several 
microbial species, such as C. albicans, S. aureus, E. faecalis, P. aeruginosa, Actinomyces spp., 
Streptococcus spp., E. coli, Lactobacillus acidophilus and Veillonella spp., but there is no data against 
mollicutes strains. This study aims to evaluate the biological activity by determining the Minimum Inhibitory 
Concentration (MIC) of a rosemary ethanolic crude extract over mollicutes. Methods: To obtain the crude 
extract, the leaves of R. officinalis were separated and transferred to a soxhlet system, ethanol was used for 
the extraction for five cycles and the extract was dried in desiccator. The biological activity assay was 
performed by serial microdilution into sterile 96-well plates in order to determine the minimum inhibitory 
concentration of the extract over the following mollicutes bacteria: Mycoplasma capricolum subsp capricolum, 
M. mycoïdes subsp capri, M. genitalium, M. pneumoniae FH, and M. pneumoniae 129, according to the 
method recommended by the CLSI, 2011. The essay was performed in replicates for each species. Results: 
The preparation of the crude extract obtained from 23.4 g of rosemary leaves resulted in 3.4 g of the crude 
ethanolic extract (EE), representing a yield of 14.5%. We have obtained a MIC of 62.5 μg/ml against M. 
capricolum and 31.5 μg/ml against M. pneumoniae 129. Conclusion: The active inhibitory concentration of 
the extract against the mollicute strains proved to be low and promising, considering that it was from a crude 
extract. These results and the lack of research in mollicutes instigate to exploit the rosemary in order to 
identify the compounds that confer its antibacterial activity.

Keywords: Rosmarinus officinalis, Ethanolic extract, Mollicutes, Antimicrobial 

168 MACROLIDE- AND FLUOROQUINOLONE-RESISTANT UREAPLASMA SPECIES IN 
HETEROSEXUAL AFRICAN AMERICANS IN ALABAMA 

L. Xiao1, A. E. Ratliff2, B. Van Der Pol3, E. W. Hook, III3, K. B. Waites2

1Medicine, Univ. Ala Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AL, 2Pathology, University 
of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

3
Medicine, University of Alabama 

at Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Background. Macrolide and fluoroquinolone resistance Ureaplasma spp. has been reported from Europe, 
China and the United States in the past decade and the molecular mechanisms of resistance has been 
described. Methods. We investigated the prevalence of macrolide- and fluoroquinolone-resistant Ureaplasma 
spp. in young heterosexual African Americans attending a STD clinic in Birmingham, Alabama. U. parvum 
(UP) and U. urealyticum (UU) were detected by a multi-plex real-time PCR. A mono-plex real-time PCR was 
developed to detect mutations associated macrolide resistance in Ureaplasma spp.. Fluoroquinolone 
resistance-associated mutations were detected using traditional PCRs amplifying QRDR regions in 
Ureaplasma gyrA and parC. Results. A total of 679 oral, anal, urine, and/or vaginal specimens were tested 
from 238 participants (113 females and 125 males). All females (100%) were positive for UP or UU at one or 
more body sites, while only 85 (68%) males were positive for UP or UU. No previously reported macrolide 
resistance mutation in 23S rRNA gene were detected, instead, one female carried a point mutation (G1904A, 
UU) with unknown function. Among the 155 patients successfully sequenced for parC QRDR, 13 had amino 
acid substitutions: 10 (6.5%) carried previously reported mutations associated with fluoroquinolone resistance 
(S83L and S83W), 3 carried novel mutations (S83T, S93N and D104N). Among 132 patients successfully 
tested for gyrA, 6 patients were found to carry 4 novel mutations (V34I, K78I, S83Y and A94T) with unknown 
biological functions. Conclusions. Ureaplasma spp. is highly prevalent in these heterosexual African 136
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Americans with high STD risk. Macrolide resistance was not detected and fluoroquinolone resistance rate is 
low. This study is limited by the lacking of the Ureaplasma isolates to test for the minimum inhibitory 
concentration (MIC), as well as to test plasmids conferring tetracycline resistance. This study extends 
previous knowledge of the prevalence and mechanisms of drug resistance in Ureaplasma spp. in the United 
States.  

Keywords: Ureaplasma macrolide fluoroquinolone resistant 

169 MACROLIDE- AND FLUOROQUINOLONE-RESISTANT MYCOPLASMA GENITALIUM INFECTIONS 
IN HETEROSEXUAL AFRICAN AMERICAN COUPLES IN ALABAMA 

L. Xiao1, K. Waites2, B. Van Der Pol3, K. J. Aaron3, E. W. Hook, Iii3, W. M. Geisler3

1Medicine, Univ. Ala Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AL, 2Pathology, University of
Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 3Medicine, University of Alabama at
Birmingham, Bingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Background. Mycoplasma genitalium (MG) is a sexually transmitted pathogen associated with inflammatory 
syndromes in men and women. Macrolides and fluoroquinolones are recommended MG treatments. MG 
resistance to both drugs is increasing worldwide. There are sparse data on MG drug resistance in populations 
in the US. Methods. We investigated the prevalence of macrolide- and fluoroquinolone-resistant MG 
infections and MG infection concordance within African American couples in Birmingham, Alabama. We used 
a real-time PCR to detect MG and identify macrolide resistance-associated mutations. Fluoroquinolone 
resistance-associated mutations were detected using traditional PCRs amplifying regions in gyrA, gyrB, parC 
and parE. MG concordance in couples was evaluated by MG positivity and MG genotypes. Results. Oral, 
anal, urine, and/or vaginal specimens were tested from 116 couples. Twenty-eight (12.1%) participants 
comprising 22 couples tested MG positive (11.2% in men and 12.9% in women). Macrolide resistance 
mutations were detected in 17 (60.7%) MG positive participants, with gender-specific resistance rates of 
69.2% for men and 53.3% for women. Fluoroquinolone resistance mutations were detected in 3 (11.1%) MG 
positive participants, all of whom had macrolide-resistant strains. By MG positivity status, 27.3% of couples 
were concordant. If MG strain genotypes are also considered, then concordance was 20.0%. Conclusions. 
About 60% of MG positive participants had macrolide-resistant strains and about 11% of MG positive 
participants had multidrug-resistant strains. This is the first study investigating macrolide- and fluoroquinolone-
resistant MG prevalence and couple concordance in heterosexual African Americans. These findings may 
help to guide clinicians in MG testing and treatment decisions in the US.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma genitalium, macrolide, fluoroquinolone, resistant 

170 IN VITRO ACTIVITIES OF THE BENZOQUINOLIZINE  QUINOLONE LEVONADIFLOXACIN (WCK771) 
AND OTHER ANTIMICROBIALS AGAINST MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE 

G. Xue1, D. M. Crabb2, Y. Liu3, L. Xiao4, K. Waites5

1Pediatrics, University of alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AL,
2Pathology, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AL,
3Institute Of Antibiotics, Fudan University, Shanghai, CHINA, 4Medicine, Univ. Ala Birmingham, Birmingham,
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AL, 5Pediatrics, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA, AL

Background. Mycoplasma pneumoniae is an important cause of community acquired bacterial pneumonia 
(CABP) in children and adults. Antimicrobial Agents used for treatment of infections caused by this organism 
include macrolides, tetracyclines, and fluoroquinolones. Macrolide resistance is becoming common worldwide 
and now affects more than 90% of infections in some Asian countries. Therefore, alternatives are needed for 
management of infections due to resistant M. pneumoniae. Levonadifloxacin (WCK 771) and its oral prodrug 
alalevonidafloxacin (WCK 2349) are being developed by Wockhardt, Ltd. for treatment of infections caused by 
Gram positives such as acute bacterial skin and soft tissue infections, CABP, and other types of bacterial 
infections. Methods. We evaluated in vitro activities of levonadifloxacin against 20 clinical isolates of M. 
pneumoniae and compared them with azithromycin (AZI), tetracycline (TET), levofloxacin (LEV) and 
moxifloxacin (MOX) using broth microdilution. Thirteen isolates were obtained from various states in the USA 
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between 2013 and 2017. Seven isolates obtained from Shanghai, China between 2008 and 2011 were known 
to be resistant to AZI. Results. WCK 771 (MIC range = 0.125 µg/ml) was consistently active against all 20 
isolates, including the 7 AZI-resistant organisms, comparable in potency to MOX (MIC range = 0.125 µg/ml) 
and 8-fold more potent than LEV (MIC90 = 1 µg/ml). WCK 771 MIC90 was 4-fold lower than TET (0.5 µg/ml). 
AZI had the lowest MICs overall for macrolide-susceptible isolates (MICs < 0.001 µg/ml), but MICs for 7 
isolates with 23S rRNA mutations conferring macrolide resistance were much higher, ranging from 16 to 32 
µg/ml. Conclusions. These data suggest that levonadifloxacin may be useful for treatment of infections due 
to M. pneumoniae, including macrolide-resistant organisms, and merits further clinical development.  

Keywords: Benzoquinolizine, Levonadifloxacin, (WCK 771), Mycoplasma pneumoniae, pneumonia 

171 DIFFERENTIAL SUSCEPTIBILITY OF MYCOPLASMA AND UREAPLASMA SPECIES TO CU-
ENHANCED COMPOUND TOXICITY. 

A. H. Totten1, A. G. Dalecki2, L. Xiao3, F. Wolschendorf2, K. B. Waites4, D. M. Crabb5, T. P. Atkinson1 
1Pediatrics, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 2Medicine, 
University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AL, 3Medicine, Univ. Ala 
Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AL, 4Pathology, University of Alabama at 
Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 5Pathology, University of Alabama at 
Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AL 

Background: Mycoplasmas represent important etiologic agents of many human diseases. Due to the 
increases in antibiotic resistance and stalling of new antibiotic development, it is apparent that unconventional 
methods of drug discovery are necessary. Copper (Cu) ions are ubiquitously utilized by host phagocytes to 
combat bacterial infections, and an inability to tolerate Cu ions has also been shown to be detrimental to 
bacterial survival within the host. Thus, we hypothesized that Mollicutes may have differential susceptibility to 
Cu stress in vitro, and that non-classical growth inhibitors may decrease bacterial viability with the aid of Cu 
ions. Methods: Mycoplasma pneumoniae (Mpn strains M129, FH, UAB PO1, and 54524), Ureaplasma 
parvum (Up3), Ureaplasma urealyticum (Uu strains Uu10, Uu9) and Mycoplasma hominis (Mh strain PG21) 
were exposed to CuSO4in vitro to examine tolerance of Cu levels. Once minimum inhibitory concentrations 
(MICs) of CuSO4 had been determined, bacteria were then treated with varying concentrations of GTSM 
(Glyoxal bis(4-methyl-3-thiosemicarbazone)) and Neocuproine (2,9-dimethyl-1,10-phenanthroline) in the 
presence or absence of sublethal Cu-concentrations, to determine if these compounds inhibit Mollicutes in a 
copper dependent fashion. Results: Ureaplasma species were able to tolerate 30-60 uM CuSO4 in vitro, while 
Mh could tolerate 125 mM Cu. Unlike other species, Mpn tolerated up to 1 mM CuSO4. GTSM at lower uM 
concentrations was active against all bacterial species tested and the addition of copper did not modulate 
GTSM’s anti-microbial potency. Conversely, Neocuproine did not affect microbial growth at any concentration 
tested, unless copper was added. The MICs for neocuproine in the presence of copper were as follows: a 8-
fold decrease in Up3 growth (10 µM to 625 nM in 50 µM Cu), a 4-fold decrease in Uu10 growth (10 µM to 1.25 
µM in 25 µM Cu), an 8-fold decrease in Uu9 growth (10 µM to 625 nM in 50 µM Cu), a 16-fold decrease in 
PG21 growth (10 µM to 19.5 nM in 50 µM Cu), and a 4-fold decrease in Mpn growth (2.5 µM to 313 nM in 50 
µM Cu). Other transition metals (Zn, Mg, and Fe) were unable to bestow activity on Neocuproine suggesting a 
Cu-specific mode of action. Conclusions: Cu stress differentially affects Ureaplasma and Mycoplasma 
species, possibly based on differences in environmental niches. Neocuproine exhibited an increased ability to 
inhibit Ureaplasma and Mycoplasma growth in the presence of Cu, while inhibition of bacterial growth by 
GTSM may be dependent on trace Cu present in complex media required by Mollicutes. Cu-enhanced 
antibiotic discovery may be a beneficial avenue for expanding drug discovery possibilities with respect to 
Mollicutes.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma pneumoniae, Copper Toxicity, Drug Discovery, Ureaplasma 

172 TURNING THE TIDE AGAINST ANTIBIOTIC RESISTANCE BY EVALUATING NOVEL PHENAZINE, 
QUINOLINE, AND IMIDAZOLE COMPOUNDS AGAINST UREAPLASMA SPP. CLINICAL ISOLATES AND 
MYCOPLASMA TYPE STRAINS 

M. Valentine-King1, R. W. Huigens III2, M. B. Brown3

1Environmental And Global Health, University of Florida, Gainesville, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, DC,
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Diseases And Immunology, University of Florida, Gainesville, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, FL 

Background- Numerous studies have identified substantial levels of antibiotic resistance in human and 
animal mycoplasmas to either macrolides, tetracyclines, or quinolones. Emerging antibiotic resistance further 
limits treatment options, as beta-lactams, vancomycin and sulfonamides and trimethoprim are ineffective due 
to the structure and properties of mycoplasmas. Thus, identifying new drugs is of paramount importance for 
treating mycoplasma infections, especially with dwindling therapeutic treatment options available. Methods- 
To help overcome this drug shortage, we screened NH-125, an imidazolium cation with a 16-membered fatty 
tail, a novel NH-125 analogue, and 20 phenazine and quinoline compounds against a subset of urinary 
Ureaplasma spp. and M. hominis clinical isolates. Compounds were initially screened against a subset of 
clinical isolates, then underwent full testing against all 73 Ureaplasma spp. and 10 M. hominis isolates if MICs 
were ≤ 12.5 uM based on the initial screening. A subset of these drugs (n=9) was tested against nine 
mycoplasma type strains of human (M. pneumoniae, M. genitalium, M. fermentans) and animal (M. agassizii, 
M. alligatoris, M. canis, M. capricolum, M. gallisepticum, M. pulmonis) origin using microbroth or agar dilution
methods. Drugs were tested in doubling dilutions from 12.5 uM to 0.2 uM against clinical isolates and from 25
uM to 3.13 uM against type strains. Statistical comparisons of MICs between U. parvum and U. urealyticum
were conducted using either a Wilcoxon-Mann Whitney test for MIC data in interval form, or a chi-square test
for MICs characterized as either greater or less than 12.5 uM. Statistical calculations were conducted using
RStudio. Results- Among 73 Ureaplasma spp. clinical isolates, nitroxoline proved most effective (MIC50: 3.13
uM, MIC90: 6.25 uM), followed by the NH-125 analogue (MIC50: 6.25 uM, MIC90: 12.5 uM). NH-125 and its
analogue also had significantly higher MICs against U. urealyticum compared to U. parvum isolates (p <
0.0001). M. hominis clinical isolates showed similar results, with slightly higher MICs to nitroxoline (12.5 uM)
and the NH-125 analogue (25 uM). Among type strains, nitroxoline and quinoline analogues had MICs ≤ 12.5
uM against M. pneumoniae (n=6), M. fermentans (n=5), M. genitalium (n=4), M. pulmonis (n=3), and M.
capricolum (n=2). The NH-125 analogue had MICs ≤ 12.5 uM against all human and animal type strains
except for M. alligatoris, M. capricolum, and M. fermentans. Conclusions- Overall, halogenated quinolines
proved most effective against M. pneumoniae, M. fermentans, and M. genitalium type strains, while the NH-
125 analogue proved more broadly effective across mycoplasma clinical isolates and type strains. Lastly,
nitroxoline, a compound approved to treat urinary tract infections outside of the US, demonstrated low MICs
against Ureaplasma spp. isolates, which included levofloxacin and tetracycline resistant isolates (one of
each). Thus, many of these compounds show promise in treating mycoplasma infections, especially against
M. pneumoniae and M. genitalium—two mycoplasmas that have demonstrated high levels of macrolide
resistance in recent years.

Keywords: new compounds, ureaplasma, animal, human 

173 IN VITRO ACTIVITIES OF THE BENZOQUINOLIZINE FLUOROQUINOLONE LEVONADIFLOXACIN 
(WCK 771) AND OTHER ANTIMICROBIAL AGENTS AGAINST HUMAN MYCOPLASMA AND 
UREAPLASMA SPECIES FROM THE UROGENITAL TRACT  

G. Xue1, D. M. Crabb2, L. Xiao3, K. Waites4

1Pediatrics, University of alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AL,
2Pathology, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AL,
3Medicine, Univ. Ala Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AL, 4Pathology, University of
Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Background. Levonadifloxacin (WCK 771) and its oral prodrug alalevonadifloxacin (WCK 2349) are being 
developed by Wockhardt Ltd. for the treatment of infections caused by gram-positives such as acute bacterial 
skin and soft tissue infections, community acquired bacterial pneumonia (CABP) and other types of bacterial 
infections. Methods.We evaluated in vitro activities of WCK 771 in comparison to moxifloxacin (MOX), 
levofloxacin (LEV), tetracycline (TET), azithromycin (AZI) and clindamycin (CLI) by broth microdilution for 
reference strains and clinical isolates of Mycoplasma hominis (n = 20), Mycoplasma genitalium (n = 8), and 
Ureaplasma species (n = 20). Isolates tested included organisms known to be resistant to tetracyclines, 
macrolides, and/or fluoroquinolones. Minimum bactericidal concentrations (MBCs) were determined for 2 
isolates of M. hominis, and Ureaplasma spp. Results. WCK 771 was active against all 8 M. genitalium isolates 
(MIC range 0.125-0.5 µg/ml). Its overall activity was similar to MOX (MIC range 0.063 – 0.125 µg/ml). TET 
MIC range was 0.125 – 2 µg/ml and LEV (MIC range was 0.25 - 2 µg/ml. AZI had the lowest MICs (0.0005 
µg/ml) against M. genitalium. WCK 771 was active against M. hominis (MIC50/MIC90 = 0.25/1 µg/ml), including 
TET-resistant isolates, with potency similar to MOX (MIC50/MIC90= 0.125/1 µg/ml). For 2 isolates resistant to 
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LEV (MICs 8-16 µg/ml), MOX MICs were 4-8 µg/ml and WCK 771 MICs were 1 – 16 µg/ml. CLI had lowest 
MICs against M. hominis (MIC range 0.016-0.25, MIC90 = 0.063 µg/ml). WCK 771 was active against 
Ureaplasma species, including TET-resistant and AZI-resistant isolates. It had the lowest MIC50/MIC90 
(0.125/2 µg/ml) among all agents tested. For isolates resistant to LEV (MICs 4-16 µg/ml), MOX MICs were 1-4 
µg/ml and WCK 771 MICs were 0.25 – 4 µg/ml. WCK 771 MBCs were within 2 dilutions of the corresponding 
MICs for all isolates tested, indicating a bactericidal effect. Conclusions. WCK 771 may be useful for 
treatment of infections due to genital mycoplasmas and ureaplasmas, including AZI and TET-resistant 
organisms, and merits further clinical development. 

 

174 IN VIVO ENROFLOXACIN EFFICACY IN MYCOPLASMA BOVIS INFECTION CONTROL 

K. Dudek1, D. Bednarek1, A. Kycko2, E. Szacawa1, M. Reichert2 
1Department Of Cattle And Sheep Diseases, National Veterinary Research Institute, Pulawy, POLAND, 
2Department Of Pathology, National Veterinary Research Institute, Pulawy, POLAND 

In vivo enrofloxacin efficacy in Mycoplasma bovis infection control Dudek K.1, Bednarek D.1, Kycko A.2, 
Szacawa E.1, Reichert M.2 1Department of Cattle and Sheep Diseases, 2 Department of Pathology, National 
Veterinary Research Institute, Partyzantow Avenue 57, 24-100 Pulawy Background Mycoplasma bovis is 
known as causative agent of pneumonia, arthritis and mastitis in cattle. There is still a lack of commercial 
vaccines against M. bovis infection in Europe and increasing antimicrobial resistance of field M. bovis isolates 
was also observed. Therefore target effective treatment is principal strategy for M. bovis infection control. 
Many in vitro studies showed that the fluorochinolones seem to be still the most effective antimicrobials 
against M. bovis infection. However it makes difficult to interpret in vitro results to in vivo conditions because 
of a lack of standardized test methods and clinical breakpoints for veterinary Mycoplasma species. The 
objective of the study was to evaluate the efficacy of enrofloxacin administration in the calves challenged with 
M. bovis. Methods Fifteen 4 week old clinically healthy calves were divided into three groups: experimental 
(n=6) and two controls: positive (n=6) and negative (n=3). The experimental and positive control calves were 
three times challenged with virulent M. bovis strain, whereas negative control received phosphate buffered 
saline. At day 9 post the first challenge the experimental calves were subcutaneously injected with 
enrofloxacin by sequential three days. The blood samples and nasal swabs were collected from each animal 
daily up to day 9 post the first challenge and then weekly up to week 3 post the beginning of the calf 
treatment. At the end of the study all experimental and positive control calves and one negative control calf 
were euthanased to collect trachea, lung and mediastinal lymph node samples for gross pathology and 
histopathological analysis. In nasal swabs and collected organs the presence of M. bovis was detected, 
whereas blood samples were analysed for specific antibodies to M. bovis. Results Enrofloxacin administration 
caused the strong humoral response against M. bovis and reduced lung colonization by the pathogen in the 
treated calves. A visible reduction of clinical manifestation of M. bovis challenge and its specific lung lesions 
were also observed following the antibiotic injection compared to the positive control calves. Conclusion 
Enrofloxacin is effective for treatment the affected calves with Mycoplasma bovis. Keyword Mycoplasma 
bovis, calves, enrofloxacin, therapy 

 

175 PREVALENCE OF MYCOPLASMA HOMINIS INFECTION IN PREGNANT WOMEN  WITH AN 
ADVERSE PREGNANCY OUTCOME: A PROSPECTIVE STUDY   

O. M.S. Abdul-Wahab1, H. M..M. Mubashar2, A. Rizwan3, S. I. Khalil4, N. M. Abdalla5 
1Clinical Laboratory Science, Faculty of Applied Medical Sciences, Abha, SAUDI ARABIA, 2Obstetrics & 
Gynecology, Omudurman Maternity Hospital, khartoum, SUDAN, 3Maternity, Abha Maternity and Children 
Hospital, Abha, SAUDI ARABIA, 4Department Of Medicine, Faculty of Medicine, University of Medical 
Sciencs, khartoum, SUDAN, 5Department Of Microbiology, Faculty of Medicine, Abha, SAUDI ARABIA 

Background:Genital Mycoplasmas(namely, Mycoplasma hominis, Mycoplasma genitalium and Ureaplasma 
spp.) are implicated in a number of adverse outcome of pregnancy and some other conditions.M hominis 
might be associated with or causing the conditions such as ectopic pregnancy, spontaneous preterm labour, 
preterm prelabour rupture of the membranes, pelvic inflammatory disease, maternal postpartum or postabortal 
fever, Low birth weight and bacterial vaginosis. Aims: To evaluate the prevalence of Mycoplasma hominins 
infections among the pregnant woman and its association with an adverse pregnancy outcome and some 
other conditions at maternity and Children Hospital, in Abha (a city southwest region), Saudi Arabia.Materials 
and methods:A hundred pregnant patients (mean age 29.00 years) were enrolled in the study whose 
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urogenital swabs were analyzed for the presence of Mycoplasma hominis. Detailed history was obtained for 
all patients including an adverse pregnancy outcome and some other clinical conditions.Results:The 
incidence of Mycoplasma hominis among pregnant woman was 12 positive out of 100(12%) associated 
pregnancy outcomes and other conditions including threatened miscarriage, 5/12, and spontaneous preterm 
labour, 3/12 were the most common clinical conditions and all other condition including, ectopic pregnancy, 
pelvic inflammatory disease, preterm prelabour rupture of membrane and secondary infertility, were observed 
as the less common,1/12 .All twelve positive isolates were identified as Mycoplasma 
hominins.Conclusion:Our study shows considerably a higher prevalence due to Mycoplasma hominis 
infections in pregnant patients and its associated various pregnancy outcomes and other clinical conditions 
and further work studies are needed for the role and the effect of this pathogen in patients with genital tract 
infections. It is important to maintain a safe pregnancy outcome, by testing for detecting and identify 
mycoplasma isolates and the treatment.  

Keywords: Pregnancy outcomes, Mycoplasma hominins, Prevalence 

 

176 DEVELOPMENT OF DUPLEX FLUORESCENCE-BASED LOOP-MEDIATED ISOTHERMAL 
AMPLIFICATION ASSAY FOR DETECTION OF MYCOPLASMA BOVIS AND BOVINE HERPES VIRUS 1 

Z. Xie, Q. Fan, L. Xie, S. Wang, Z. Xie, L. Huang, J. Huang, Y. Zhang 
Microbiology, Guangxi Veterinary Research Institute, Nanning, CHINA 

Background:Mycoplasma bovis(MB) and bovine herpes virus 1(BHV-1) are two important pathogens causing 
bovine respiratory disease in beef feedlot and diary industries globally.Infections of these two pathogens can 
lead to reduced production, higher levels of morbidity and mortality, increased veterinary labor costs and thus 
severe economic losses. Both M.bovis and BHV-1 frequently induce similar symptoms and pathogenesis, and 
they can co-infecttheir naturalhosts. The aim of this study was to develop and validate a duplex fluorescence-
based loop-mediated isothermal amplification assay (dLAMP) for simultaneous detection of MB and BHV-1. 
Methods: Two sets of specific primers for each pathogen were designed to target conserved sequences of 
the MB Uvrc gene or BHV-1 gB gene, respectively. The two inner primers FIP were synthesized with 
fluorophore at the 5’end. The results of dLAMPwereevaluated by the color of electrophoretic band of 
fluorescent dye-conjugated fragments of amplified products. We developed a duplex fluorescence-based 
LAMP assay, and optimized experimental conditions for a fast and specific detection of MB and BHV-
1.Results: The duplex fluorescence-based LAMP assay developmed here was capable of specially detect 
MB and BHV-1 without cross-reaction with other known non-targeted bovine pathogens. The sensitivity of this 
assay was 2×102 copies for a recombinant plasmid containing MB Uvrc gene or BHV-1 gB gene. In a 
screening test for 125 clinical samples, the positive rates for MB, BHV-1 and co-infection were 44.8%, 13.6% 
and 1.6%, respectively. The sensitivity and specificity of dLAMPwere94.4%～96.6% and 100%, respectively, 
compared to the real-time PCR assay for detection of field samples recommended by the World Organization 
for Animal Health（OIE）.Conclusion: In this study, we developed a rapid, specific and sensitive duplex 
fluorescence-based LAMP assay for simultaneous detection of MB and BHV-1. This assay has a great 
potential to be applied for clinical diagnosis and epidemiological screening of MB and BHV-1co-infected 
samples, and may help to monitor infection ofMB and BHV-1 in their natural reservoir.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma bovis, bovine herpes virus 1, duplex fluorescence-based loop-mediated isothermal 
amplification assay, detection 

 

177 MISTAKEN IDENTITY OF A PCR TARGET PROPOSED FOR IDENTIFICATION OF MYCOPLASMA 
BOVIS AND THE EFFECT OF SEQUENCE VARIATION ON ASSAY PERFORMANCE 

K. Register1, W. Boatwright1, K. Gesy2, T. Thacker3, M. Jelinski2 
1Ruminant Diseases & Immunology, USDA/ARS/National Animal Disease Center, Ames, UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA, IA, 2Dept. Of Large Animal Clinical Sciences, Univ. of Saskatchewan Western College of 
Veterinary Medicine, Saskatoon, CANADA, 3Infectious Bacterial Diseases, USDA/ARS/National Animal 
Disease Center, Ames, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, IA 

Background. Mycoplasma bovis is an important cause of disease in cattle and has recently emerged as a 
primary disease agent in bison. Because the bacterium requires specialized growth conditions many 
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diagnostic laboratories use PCR to replace or complement traditional isolation and identification methods. The 
uvrC gene, highly conserved among M. bovis isolates, is a frequent target of these assays. Among the PCRs 
reported to target uvrC is a real-time assay using primers Mbov F2024 (5’-
TCTAATTTTTTCATCATCGCTAATGC-3’) and Mbov R2135 (5’-TCAGGCCTTTGCTACAATGAAC-3’). 
Methods and Results. Our laboratory routinely uses Mbov F2024 and Mbov R2135 in a conventional PCR 
format for identification of M. bovis. However, we have encountered several isolates that test negatively or 
give inconsistent results, all confirmed to be M. bovis based on 16S rRNA gene sequence, including 3 from 
which an unexpectedly large amplicon of >1.5 Kb is obtained. Further investigation revealed that Mbov F2024 
and Mbov R2135 do not amplify a portion of the uvrC gene. Rather, they are positioned within a 405 bp open 
reading frame immediately 3’ of uvrC that is annotated as a “putative lipoprotein” in the type strain, PG45. 
Upon noting the presence of polymorphisms in corresponding sequences for other isolates found in GenBank, 
and considering our prior false negative results, these observations raise concern as to whether this PCR 
method is suitable for identification of all strains. To examine sequence heterogeneity within the Mbov F2024 / 
Mbov R2135 amplicon and, in particular, the probe- and primer-binding sites, we used primers uvrC-1 (5’-
CTATGACGCTTCAGTTGAAGA-3’) and 0313-1 (5’-GCTTTTGTCAATTGCTTCAA-3’) to amplify and 
sequence a 486 bp region encompassing the Mbov F2024 / Mbov R2135 amplicon from 54 M. bovis isolates 
(37 from cattle and 17 from bison). DNA sequences from this region were also retrieved from privately held 
genome sequences for an additional 131 isolates (117 from cattle, 13 from bison and one from a white-tailed 
deer) and from publically available GenBank submissions for a further 26 cattle isolates. Among these 211 
isolates we identified 6 variants with a large insertion and/or 2-8 nucleotide substitutions as compared to 
PG45. All variants have sequence identical to the real-time PCR probe and to primer Mbov R2135, but 5 of 
the variants have a single substitution in the 3’ portion of primer Mbov F2024. One variant additionally has an 
insertion of 1,658 bp positioned between the primers. Top-scoring BLAST matches with the insertion are 99% 
identical to a transposase found in M. bovis isolates PG45 and CQ-W70. The effect of the insertion and Mbov 
F2024 substitution on the kinetics and performance of the real-time PCR was analyzed by comparing 
standard curves and Ct values obtained using isolates with or without those features. The amplification 
efficiency and limit of detection appear unaffected by the Mbov F2024 substitution but isolates with the 
insertion consistently test negatively, both in our laboratory and in an AAVLD-accredited diagnostic laboratory 
in which this method is used. Conclusion. We found no evidence that the Mbov F2024 substitution affects 
assay sensitivity, performance or limit of detection. Nonetheless, laboratories using this method for 
identification of M. bovis should be aware that the amplified fragment lies within an open reading frame that 
may be less well-conserved than the intended target, the uvrC gene, and that occasional false negative 
results may be obtained.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma bovis, PCR  

 

178 DEVELOPMENT AND PRELIMINARY APPLICATION OF AN INDIRECT ELISA FOR DETECTING 
SERUM ANTIBODIES AGAINST MYCOPLASMA HYORHINIS 

Q. Xiong, J. Wang, B. Liu, Y. Gan, L. Hua, B. Ni, Y. Wei, Z. Feng, G. Shao 
Institute Of Veterinary Medicine, Jiangsu Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Nanjing, CHINA 

Background: Mycoplasma hyorhinis (M. hyorhinis) is a pathogen commonly found in swine, which can induce 
polyserositis, pneumonia, arthritis, and otitis media. The detection of M. hyorhinis antibody in sera suffers from 
the high cross-reactivity among M. hyorhinis and other swine mycoplasmas. No specific serological diagnostic 
method has been reported yet. Methods: Herein, we developed an indirect ELISA assay using the variable 
lipoprotein (Vlp) peptides as the coating antigen to detect serum IgG antibody. Results: The optimal 
concentration of coated antigen was 0.3125 μg/mL at a serum dilution of 1:100. The optimal cut-off value of 
the assay was 0.27. The Vlp-ELISA could differentiate antisera against M. hyorhinis and antisera against 
other swine mycoplasmas. Furthermore, the coefficients of variation (CV) of inter-assay and intra-assay 
experiments were both below 10%. The Vlp-ELISA was used to detect M. hyorhinis infection. The anti-Vlp 
antibody titer in M. hyorhinis infected pigs increased over time and seroconverted to positive at 28 days post 
inoculation. After that, a total number of 379 clinical serum samples were tested. Piglets and nursing pigs 
showed a low positive rate. As age increased, the positive rate increased. The rate of the grower pigs was 
30.6%, while that of the boars/gilts/sows was 88.2%. The positive rate of Vlp-ELISA was lower than that of the 
Tween 20 extracts-ELISA, but the latter probably contained false positive results suffering from cross-reaction. 
Conclusion: This is the first study to provide a very specific and stable method for the detection of serum M. 
hyorhinis antibody, which has the potential to be widely applied in field practice.  

Keywords: indirect ELISA; Mycoplasma hyorhinis; serum antibodies; Vlp 
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179 SPIROPLASMA SPECIES AS CONTAMINANTS OF MAMMALIAN CELL CULTURES 

H. Windsor, C. English 
Directorate, Mycoplasma Experience, Bletchingley, UNITED KINGDOM 

Background - During 1993 a number of Cell Culture samples, submitted to Mycoplasma Experience (ME) 
from one source, were found to be contaminated with an unidentified mycoplasma. The isolates grew at 36ºC 
±1ºC, produced acid in mixed substrate broth and grew on agar, with a colony morphology characteristic of 
motile mollicutes, particularly spiroplasma species. The originator decided to destroy infected cell stocks and 
remainders of the samples and their isolates were stored at -70ºC at Mycoplasma Experience. In 2000 one 
isolate, BL7, was subjected to 16S rRNA sequencing which placed it in the S. citri phylogenetic group (K-E 
Johansson, SVA Sweden, personal communication). In 2017 these isolates were resuscitated and DNA 
extracts subjected to current sequencing techniques enabling identification to species level. Methods - 
Original 1993 cell culture samples were thawed, inoculated onto ME agar and incubated at 36ºC ±1ºC in an 
atmosphere of 95% Nitrogen 5% Carbon dioxide until growth was observed. Single colonies were transferred 
to 2ml ME liquid and cultured to provide material for DNA extraction. DNA from 2 different samples was 
obtained using the MagNA pure compact NA isolation kit I (Roche). PCR of the 16S rDNA genes was carried 
out using the MicroSEQ® full gene16S rDNA PCR kit (Thermofisher). Sequencing of the genes was carried 
out by the University of Birmingham, School of Biosciences. Sequence data was processed and analysed 
using the DNAstar Lasergene 14 software suite. Sequences were compared to a 16S rDNA database using 
EZbiocloud.net Results - Sample 1 (BL7) aligned with Spiroplasma melliferum BC-3 – 99.22% similarity on 
1444bp of sequence. Sample 2 (CH1) aligned with S.melliferum BC-3 – 99.41% similarity on 1059bp of 
sequence. Conclusion - Cell cultures handled in one laboratory in 1993 became contaminated with S. 
melliferum, a spiroplasma species isolated from the haemolymph of various bee species, a robberfly, a 
butterfly and various flower surfaces. The recent isolation of this organism from a bioreactor contamination 
raises questions about the susceptibility of mammalian cell cultures to spiroplasma contamination, the 
sources of the contaminant and the suitability of Spiroplasma citri, which does not grow at 36 - 37ºC, as a 
validation organism for Regulatory Test protocols.  

Keywords: Spiroplasma; contamination; 16S rDNA Identification 

 

180 DETECTION OF MYCOPLASMA BOVIS IN BOVINE SEMEN 

N. Vähänikkilä1, T. Pohjanvirta1, L. Vaahtoranta2, M. Silvennoinen2, S. Jensen3, T. Autio1, S. Pelkonen1 
1Veterinary Bacteriology And Pathology Unit, Finnish Food Safety Authority EVIRA, Kuopio, FINLAND, 2., 
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Vantaa, FINLAND, 3., Eurofins Milk Testing, Vejen, DENMARK 

Background Mycoplasma bovis (Mbo) is an important bovine pathogen causing mastitis, pneumonia, arthritis 
and genital disorders including shedding of Mbo into sperm. Artificial insemination (AI) with Mbo contaminated 
semen has been implicated as a source of infection into naïve herds. Standardized antibiotic cocktails are 
used in semen extenders to prevent spread of Mbo through AI. However, increased antibiotic resistance in 
recent M. bovis isolates might hinder these ineffective. It is important to develop methods to detect Mbo in 
semen to be able to prevent its spreading through AI into Mbo free herds. Here we report the validation of two 
real-time PCRs compared to culture for detection of Mbo in semen. Methods Mycoplasma sp. free extended 
semen was spiked with either Mbo strain PG 45 or a strain isolated from bull semen using doubling dilution 
series. DNA was isolated from 250 µl of each dilution and negative controls in triplicate. Laboratories A and B 
analyzed samples using PathoProof Mycoplasma QA Assay (ThermoFisher) and laboratory C used in-house 
oppD real-time PCR. Samples were cultured in Friis media in laboratory C and Mbo growth in media 
confirmed using the oppD RT-PCR. Results from laboratories A and B using the commercial PCR were well 
aligned. In-house oppD PCR was less sensitive than the commercial PCR showing for both strains. A ten-fold 
higher detection limit was seen in all RT-PCRs for the bull isolate than PG45. For strain PG 45 culture method 
had the same sensitivity as commercial PCR. In contrast culturing was the most sensitive method to detect 
the bull isolate. Conclusions Real-time PCR showed to be a sensitive and rapid method to detect Mbo in 
bovine semen. It also has the high-throughput capability. The disadvantage of the method is that it also may 
detect semen lots that contain dead Mbo cells. There was a remarkable difference in the sensitivity of the RT-
PCRs to detect in semen the recent isolate from an AI bull compared to PG 45 reference strain. Further 
studies are warranted to find the reason for this. Culturing in Friis media and Mbo confirmation directly from 
the culture media using oppD RT-PCR was as sensitive as RT-PCR directly from samples. The advantage is 
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that viable, and thus potentially infectious Mbo can be detected. However, culture method is not a realistic 
option to be used in AI centres to screen semen lots for Mbo due to the need for special media and several 
dilutions needed to overcome the effect of antibiotics used in extenders.  

Keywords: Bovine semen 

 

181 IDENTIFICATION OF AVIAN MYCOPLASMAS IN SAMPLES FROM LAYER-HEN FLOCKS WITH 
EGGSHELL APEX ABNORMALITY (EAA) SYNDROME IN FRANCE. 

M. Cisneros-Tamayo1, I. Kempf1, M. Cineux1, R. Busson1, C. De Boisséson2, P. Lucas2, M. Bäyon-Auboyer3, 
A. V. Gautier-Bouchardon1 
1Unité Mycoplasmologie-bactériologie, Anses, Ploufragan, FRANCE, 2Unité Génétique Virale Et Biosécurité, 
Anses, Ploufragan, FRANCE, 3Service De Bactériologie Vétérinaire, Labocea, Ploufragan, FRANCE 

Background. The eggshell apex abnormality (EAA) syndrome is characterized by an altered shell surface, 
increased translucency, shell thinning, and cracks and breaks in the eggshell apex. Mycoplasma synoviae is 
the agent responsible for the EAA syndrome, which has been reported in different countries in the last years. 
This egg alteration is exacerbated by the association of M. synoviae and infectious bronchitis virus. The 
diagnosis of EAA syndrome due to M. synoviae infection in layers is initially based on epidemiological 
information at the farm. The aim of this study was to identify and isolate the etiological agent of the EAA 
syndrome in samples from different organs in laying-hen flocks with EAA. Methods. A field study was 
performed between 2015 and 2017 in French layer farms with clinical symptoms of EAA. These farms were 
localized in different regions of France and with hens raised in different production systems: furnished cages 
(FC) or alternative systems (ALT). In total, 1136 samples (547 tracheal and 368 cloacal swabs, 111 albumen 
and 110 egg yolk samples) were collected from 28 EAA-positive flocks. Cultures were performed by serial ten-
fold dilutions in FM4 broth supplemented with antimicrobials and subcultures onto FM4 agar were performed 
to clone colonies. Samples, broth cultures developing an acid color change and clones were analyzed with a 
M. synoviae-specific PCR. MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry and new generation sequencing (NGS, Illumina 
MiSeq) were performed on PCR-negative clones. Results. M. synoviae was detected in 25/28 farms, from 
both production systems (5/5 ALT and 20/23 FC). Detection of M. synoviae was significantly higher in tracheal 
swabs (59%) than in cloacal (10.5%), albumen (3.6%) and egg yolk (1.1%) swabs. Isolation of M. synoviae 
was made difficult due to the presence of another Mycoplasma species growing faster in vitro. The use of 
MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry and NGS allowed the identification of Mycoplasma pullorum, which was 
detected in 14 of 25 (56%) EAA-positive flocks. M. pullorum was isolated from tracheal, cloacal and egg 
swabs in different production systems. Conclusion. These results confirmed the presence of the EEA 
syndrome in France. Further studies should be conducted to study the possible role of M. pullorum in the EAA 
symptomatology expression.  

Keywords: Avian mycoplasmas, Mycoplasma synoviae, Mycoplasma pullorum, Layers, Eggshell apex 
abnormalities (EAA) 

 

182 DISCORDANCE BETWEEN SEROLOGICAL DIAGNOSTIC TESTS FOR MYCOPLASMA SYNOVIAE 
IN TWO LAYER FLOCKS VACCINATED WITH AN AUTOGENOUS KILLED STRAIN. 

A. V. Gautier-Bouchardon, S. Ferré, O. Balan, I. Kempf 
Unité Mycoplasmologie-bactériologie, Anses, Ploufragan, FRANCE 

Background. Mycoplasma synoviae (MS) causes subclinical upper respiratory infection and infectious 
synovitis in broilers and turkeys, and is responsible for eggshell apex abnormalities (EAA) in layer flocks. A 
field study was conducted in a French laying-hen farm to follow the response to an autovaccine after 
increasing problems of eggshell breakage in two flocks. Methods. Inoculation with an autogenous vaccine 
(inactivated strain isolated from the oviduct of a hen from the farm) was performed on 6000 hens of 39 weeks 
(flock A) and 6000 hens of 50 weeks (flock B). All the other hens of the two flocks were left unvaccinated. 
Swabs (tracheal and cloacal) and blood samples were collected every two weeks for 2.5 months from 
vaccinated and unvaccinated hens in the two flocks (30 hens per group). The percentage of downgraded eggs 
was also calculated every month for each group. Cultures were performed in FM4 broth medium. Tracheal 
and cloacal samples and cultures were also analysed by a MS-specific PCR. Blood samples for MS serology 
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were tested by rapid plate agglutination (RPA) and ELISA. Results. MS was isolated from tracheal and 
cloacal swabs but large variations were observed in the percentage of MS-positive tracheal or cloacal swabs 
between the different points in the follow-up, without significant differences between vaccinated and 
unvaccinated groups. Detection of MS was significantly higher in tracheal than in cloacal swabs in the two 
flocks. However, a marked increase in the number of MS-positive cloacal swabs was observed in all groups of 
hens between one and two months after the start of the monitoring. The percentage of downgraded eggs 
varied over time, but the results showed an overall significant decrease in the number of downgraded eggs in 
groups of vaccinated hens. A significant difference was observed between results of the two serological tests, 
with 16.7 to 93.3% and 73.3 to 100% of MS-positive hens by RPA and ELISA, respectively. This discordance 
between RPA and ELISA was observed with two different RPA antigens. A systematic 1/5 dilution and 
decomplementation of all sera before the RPA test eliminated this difference, with 66.7 to 100% of MS-
positive hens with this modified RPA test. Conclusion. These results suggest that vaccination with an 
autogenous killed strain do not reduce MS infection in hens but may reduce the percentage of downgraded 
eggs. The differences observed between classical and modified RPA tests suggest a "prozone" effect, 
characterized by an excess of antibodies, which prevents the observation of a normal agglutination reaction. 
These results show the importance of the diagnostic techniques used to detect MS infections in laying hens: 
the use of the classical RPA test may lead to an underestimation of the percentage of infected hens, or even 
to the lack of detection of an infected flock.  

Keywords: Laying hens, Rapid plate agglutination, Mycoplasma synoviae, Eggshell apex abnormalities 
(EAA), Autogenous vaccine 

 

183 CLINICAL EVALUATION FOR THE RAPID DETECTION OF MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE 

H. Zhao, C. Yan, G. Xue, S. Li, Y. Feng, H. Sun 
Department Of Bacteriology, Capital Institute of Pediatrics, Beijing, CHINA 

Background: Mycoplasma pneumoniae (Mp) is a human pathogen and a frequent cause of community-
acquired pneumonia in children and adults, epidemics occur at intervals of 3 to 7 years and may last up to two 
years each time. Early diagnosis is essential for the treatment and choice of antibiotics. Culture, serology, or 
molecular-based methods can be used to detect Mp. The limitations of culture and serology for detection of 
Mp were apparent. Nucleic acid amplification is widely used now. The aim of this study was to evaluate the 
rapid detection of Mp (Mp-DNA and Mp-RNA). Methods: Two thousands two hundred and twelve specimens 
were collected from the department of respiration, Children’s hospital, Capital Institute of Pediatrics, from July 
to December in 2017, including bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) and throat swabs. Among them, 909 
specimens were detected using the Mycoplasma pneumoniae and macrolide-resisitant isolates diagnosis kit 
(PCR fluorescence probing), mole Bioscience in Jiangsu Province. And 1303 specimens were detected by the 
isothermal RNA amplification assay for Mycoplasma pneumoniae (Shanghai Rendu Biothchnology Co., Ltd), 
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Results: 39.6% (360/909) of the 909 cases were positive for Mp-
DNA. The positive rates were 28.1% (23/82), 50.8% (62/122), 44.6% (70/157), 44.4% (68/153), 38.6% 
(81/210), 30.3% (56/185) from July to December, respectively. But, 20.9% (463/1303) of the 1303 cases were 
positive for Mp-RNA. The positive rates were respectively 30% (30/100), 47.6% (108/227), 37.0% (88/238), 
28.3% (58/205), 37.0% (109/295), 29.4% (70/238). Four hundred and seventy specimens were detected by 
the two methods at the same time. The positive rate for Mp-DNA was 43.4% (204/470), compared with 38.3% 
(180/470) for the Mp-RNA. No statistically significant difference was found. 87.2% (420/470) of the results 
were consistent, with 162 cases (162/470, 34.5%) were all positive and 248 cases (248/470, 52.8%) were all 
negative by Mp-DNA and Mp-RNA detections. The results were inconsistent in 12.8% (50/470) cases. Mp-
DNA was positive, but Mp-RNA was negative in 42 cases (42/470, 8.72%). Mp-RNA was positive, but Mp-
DNA was negative in 18 cases (18/470, 3.83%). Mp-DNA and Mp-RNA were rechecked in a total of 56 
patients, all cases were positive for the first test, with the interval of 3 days. The Mp-RNA was negative in 
92.9% (52/56) specimens and positive in 7.14% (4/56). The Mp-DNA was positive in all of the specimens. 
There was statistically significant difference. Conclusion: The results of this study suggest that the positive 
detection rate of Mycoplasma pneumoniae was at a high level in July-December, 2017, in Beijing, China. 
There is no statistically significant difference between the two methods for detection of Mp. And, Mp-RNA can 
help to monitor the survival of Mp and indicate the efficiency of the treatment.  

Keywords: DNA, RNA, Mycoplasma pneumoniae, Rapid Detection 
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184 THE CLINICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE PNEUMONIA IN CHILDREN 
IN BEIJING, CHINA 

C. Yan, G. Xue, S. Li, H. Zhao, Y. Feng, H. Sun 
Department Of Bacteriology, Capital Institute of Pediatrics, Beijing, CHINA 

Backgrounding: Mycoplasma pneumoniae (Mp) is one of the important pathogens causing community-
acquired pneumonia (CAP) in children and adults. Mp account for as many as 30-50% of CAP patients and 
nearly 18% require hospitalization. Although Mp infections are usually mild and self-limited, serious infections 
can cause serious pulmonary and extra- pulmonary complications, especially in children. This study was to 
analyze the clinical characteristics of Mycoplasma pneumoniae Pneumonia in Children in Beijing, China. 
Methods: Retrospective analysis was performed on 423 children with Mycoplasma pneumoniae Pneumonia 
hospitalized in Children’s hospital, Capital Institute of Pediatrics between January 1, 2013 and May 31, 2017. 
The diagnosis of Mp infection was based on polymerase chain reaction (PCR) test. The clinical features 
including presentation, length of fever, cough and stay days were collected from all patients included in this 
study. Results: The median age was 6 years with a male-to-female ratio of 1.02. In our study, 97.87% 
(414/423) patients presented cough (mild, paroxysmal or even spasmodic), the cough were obvious on early 
morning or at night. It can be dry, or accompanied with sputum (white, yellow, or with blood). 92.43% 
(391/423) presented fever with 42℃ as the highest body temperature. The febrile days were between 1~63 
days with the median day of 13.1 days (12.28~13.92) and concentrated at 8~14 days (228/391, 58.3%). 
Among them, 90.8% cases (384/423) had fever with cough; only 1.65% cases (7/423) had fever without 
cough; 7.09% cases (30/423) had neither fever nor cough, showed other systems manifestation as the first 
symptoms. In addition to fever and cough, 13.2% cases (56/423) presented tachypnea. 92.9% cases (52/56) 
were old than 5 years, the rate was more than 30 times/minute; 7.14% cases (4/56) were 1-5 years old, and 
the rate was more than 40 times/ minute. There was no abnormal breathing rate in <1 years old group. And, 
many other symptoms can be accompanied, including wheezing in 32 (7.57%), vomiting in 4 (0.95%), rash in 
4 (0.95%), abdominal pain in 3 (0.71%), hemoptysis in 3 (0.71%), dyspnea in 3 (0.71%), chest tightness, 
headache, sore throat, stools, joint pain, conjunctivitis, or mental reaction weak. After the application of 
macrolide antibiotics (erythromycin or azithromycin), the fever last 1~48 days (7.98, 7.34~8.62), concentrated 
at 3~10 days (234/391, 59.8%) and the cough last 1~50 days (11.6, 10.93~13.24), concentrated at 5~14 days 
(275/407, 67.6%). The hospitalized days ranged from 2 days to 62 days, and the median days was 9.21 (8.63-
9.79), of which 48.7% cases (206/423) were 6-10 days. Conclusion: In Beijing, China, the clinical 
presentation of Mp infection varies widely. Expect for the respiratory-related symptoms, Mycoplasma 
pneumoniae can cause multiple system complications. Fever with cough is a typical clinical feature of 
Mycoplasma pneumoniae pneumonia. Even after the treatment of macrolide antibiotics, fever and cough will 
last a long time. And the patients need a relative long stay in hospital.  

Keywords: Mycopalsma pneumoniae, Clinical Characteristics, Children 

 

185 MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE AND MYCOPLASMA FERMENTANS-ASSOCIATED PSYCHOMOTOR 
DETERIORATION, MOVEMENT DISORDERS WITHOUT RESPIRATORY SYMPTOM: CASE REPORT 
AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

K. Matsuda1, S. Matsuda1, Y. Wasaki2, K. Kitada3, M. Hosogi3, T. Araki3 
1Mycoplasma Infectious Diseases Research Center, M Bio Technology Inc., Setagaya-ku, Tokyo, JAPAN, 
2Internal Medicine, Kudamatsu-Misato Heartclinic, Kudamatsu City, Yamaguchi, JAPAN, 3Department Of 
Pediatrics, National Hospital Organization Fukuyama Medical Center, Fukuyama City, Hiroshima, JAPAN 

Background – PANS is pediatric acute-onset post-infectious neurologic disorders associated with 
neuropsychiatric syndrome, obsessive-compulsive disorder, behavioral regression in children and 
adolescents. Mycoplasma pneumoniae infection has been reported as a pathogen of PANS. In pediatric 
populations, frequencies of CNS sequelae occur in 0.1% to 7% of patients. Neurologic illness associated with 
M. pneumoniae, such as meningitis, encephalitis, polyradiculitis, Guillain-Barre, and stroke have been 
reported. Mycoplasma Infectious Diseases (MID) are systemic illnesses that cause vasculitis and neuritis. We 
report here a case of PANS who subsequently diagnosed as chronic mycoplasma infection by monitoring 
antibody titer fluctuations, both Mycoplasma pneumoniae and Mycoplasma fermentans, and treated 
successfully by clarithromycin. Case presentation – In Oct. 2015, 12 years-old-girl had suffered from 
continued high fever around 39 ℃ for 10 days, without prominent respiratory symptoms. Laboratory data 
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showed, WBC 20,000/µL (neutrophil > 70 %). From the extensive laboratory test, it revealed that Mycoplasma 
pneumoniae PA titer was high as a single titter of 1:20,480. Cold agglutinin test also raised. Past history; she 
had hay fever, asthma and rhinitis before. From Nov. 2015, she developed contact dermatitis (face and 
prothorax). Her axillary temperature became lower around 37 ℃, then, she was discharged and began to go 
to school. However, the next day, her teacher realized that she displayed an abnormal behavior such as 
crying, going to dark place being afraid of light, keep talking for 3-4 hours continuously, which behavior she 
did not have before. On Oct. 20, she was admitted to Fukuyama Medical Center. She complains the dazzling 
of light and sound unpleasant. Her father said that she had a serious sense of incompatibility before, however, 
the behavior of concentration had disappeared. She was treated with MINO, CAM and Methy-PSL, and 
rapidly recovered and discharged. Methods - In Feb. 2016, she was re-admitted the hospital with complaints 
psychomotor deterioration, movement disorders. Brain MRI has performed, and did not show abnormality, 
although encephalomyelitis or meningitis was suspected from the sound fear and photophobia. After the PA 
titer became 1:320, together with LAMP was negative and no respiratory symptoms, it was difficult to see the 
state of infection. Then, we perform the new serological test, which provides a reliable marker to follow the 
state of MID by monitoring antibody titer fluctuations, both M. pneumoniae and M. fermentans, separately: M. 
pneumoniae GGL IgM 1.892, M. pneumoniae GGL IgG 2.864, M. fermentans GGPL-III IgM 0.466, M. 
fermentans GGPL-III IgG 0.007 (mean+ 2SD<0.05). The cutting-edge technology has made it possible to 
measure the amounts of antibodies to species-specific mycoplasma glycolipid-antigens. Results - There are 
literatures which described about the complaints psychomotor deterioration, movement disorders after 
mycoplasma infection. Then the long-term CAM treatment was continued. The symptom has fairly improved, 
at sixteen-month follow-up (Her family strongly want the test and treatment.). Conclusion – It is important to 
identify the precise cause and begin medical treatment early in disease progression, because there is a way 
to fight against MID. More research and forward examination is needed to better understand the detailed 
landscape of MID, and it will be necessary to forge a new therapeutic protocol.  

Keywords: MID (Mycoplasma Infectious Diseases), PANS (pediatric acute-onset neuropsychiatric 
syndrome), neuropsychiatric disorders, glycolipid-antigen, serological diagnosis 

 

186 MYCOPLASMA WENYONII DETECTION IN FRANCE: IDENTIFICATION, EVALUATION OF THE 
CLINICAL IMPACT AND DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW ASSAY 

L. X. Nouvel1, M. Hygonenq1, G. Catays1, E. Martinelli1, P. Le Page2, E. Collin3, H. Inokuma4, F. Schelcher1, 
C. Citti1, R. Maillard1 
1IHAP, Université de Toulouse, INRA, ENVT, Toulouse, FRANCE, 2Lesvet, Veterinary clinic, Lesneven, 
FRANCE, 3Cabinet Vétérinaire, Ploeuc sur Lié, Ploeuc sur Lié, FRANCE, 4Department Of Veterinary Clinical 
Science, Obihiro University of Agriculture and Veterinary Medicine, Hokkaido, JAPAN 

Background: Two species of hemoplasmas are known to infect cattle, Mycoplasma wenyonii and 
‘Candidatus Mycoplasma haemobos’. In Brittany (France), inclusions evocative of hemoplasma infection were 
observed for the first time in 2014, in bovine erythrocytes from cattle presenting milk drops, anemia, edema of 
the limbs and the udder. A survey was then initiated to investigate the epidemiological situation and correlate 
mycoplasma detection with clinical signs. For this purpose, a highly specific PCR assay was designed and 
validated on a large-scale basis. Methods: Cases were included on the basis of cattle presenting: anemia 
without hemoglobinuria, edema of the limbs and/or the udder, and transient milk drop (excluding 
anaplasmosis and babesiosis). Together with recording their medical history, blood smears were examined 
and DNA extractions were performed from blood for PCR assays. These included the 16S genes and rnpB 
targets, as previously described, and a new set of primers for polC amplification. Amplicons were sequenced 
to confirm the identification. Specificity was addressed using DNA from 18 other mycoplasma species, of 
which 13 commonly isolated from ruminants. M. wenyonii specific positive amplicons were cloned into plasmid 
vector to provide standard, positive controls and comparative data for addressing sensitivity. Each experiment 
was repeated at least three times. Results: A total of 181 cows were included in the study. Of these, 4,97% 
(n=9) were positive for M. wenyonii, resulting in the first molecular identification of this hemoplasma species in 
France. As expected, all positive animals presented anemia, oedema, milk drop, weakness and hyperthermia. 
Based on comparative results obtained with 16S rrna- and rnpB-PCR assays, and subsequent sequencing, 
the new polC-PCR assay proved to be more specific, allowing a one-step diagnosis without further 
sequencing. Conclusions: When selecting animals according to significant clinical signs, the prevalence of 
M. wenyonii was estimated to be 25.6% in Brittany in suspected, infected herds. Further studies are needed to 
evaluate the importance of the infection. As there is no clear consensus either on the potential vectors, or on 
transmission, investigation on arthropods and asymptomatic carriers are needed too. Finally, a one-step tool 
is now available that allows a direct PCR diagnosis without sequencing.  
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187 DEVELOPMENT OF AN ON-SITE DETECTION TOOL FOR PHYTOPLASMAS IN GRAPEVINE AND 
FRUIT TREES 

H. Linck1, S. Keil2, F. Brändle2, A. Reineke1 
1Department Of Crop Protection, Geisenheim University, Geisenheim, GERMANY, 2Research And 
Development, IDENTXX GmbH, Stuttgart, GERMANY 

Phytoplasmas (Candidatus Phytoplasma) are cell wall-less plant-pathogenic bacteria which can colonize the 
phloem of more than 700 plant species including many economically important crops. They cause a wide 
range of symptoms that vary depending on the phytoplasma strain, their host plant, and environmental 
factors, and usually include yellowing of leaves, proliferation of shoots and stunting. In grapevine (Vitis 
vinifera) phytoplasmas cause diseases referred to as grapevine yellows. In fruit trees like apple (Malus 
domestica) they cause apple proliferation and in pear (Pyrus) they lead to pear decline. Phytoplasmas are 
spread by phloem-feeding insect vectors, grafting, or vegetative propagation of infected plants. Control 
strategies for phytoplasmas currently rely only on preventing their spread, as there are no effective chemical 
plant protection products against phytoplasmas. In addition, phytoplasma diseases have long incubation 
periods of up to several months before symptoms can be observed. Therefore, a fast and reliable molecular 
detection method for phytoplasmas is of prime importance, especially in the production of vegetatively 
propagated crops like grapevine, apple, or pear. Here, we present the development of a fast and easy on-site 
detection method for phytoplasmas based on LAMP and TaqMan assays, respectively.  

Keywords: on-site detection, phytoplasmas, grapevine yellows, apple proliferation, pear decline 

 

188 UTILIZATION OF A REAL-TIME PCR WITH HIGH RESOLUTION MELTING CURVE ANALYSIS FOR 
THE DIFFERENTIATION OF MYCOPLASMA SPECIES FROM VARIOUS ANIMAL HOSTS 

A. J. Mcdaniel1, R. J. Derscheid2 
1Veterinary Microbiology And Preventative Medicine, Iowa State University, Ames, UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA, IA, 2Veterinary Diagnostic And Production Animal Medicine, Iowa State University, Ames, UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA, IA 

Background: High resolution melting real-time PCR (HRM) is a recently developed diagnostic tool that has a 
variety of uses including genotyping and bacterial identification and differentiation. In the present diagnostic 
setting, Mycoplasma species are often identified using individual species-specific PCR assays, an inefficient 
and time-consuming process. The purpose of this study was to determine if HRM could be used as a tool to 
distinguish between various veterinary Mycoplasma species in one single diagnostic test. Methods: 
Reference strains and field isolates of M. bovis, M. canis, M. hyosynoviae, M. hyorhinis, and M. 
hyopneumoniae and reference strains for M. flocculare and M. synoviae were used. All isolates were run on 
an HRM assay using universal primers for the 16S-23S rDNA intergenic spacer region. Results: For the melt 
step, M. hyopneumoniae and M. synoviae had three distinct peaks, whereas the others all had two peaks. All 
peaks were between 72° C and 83° C and were specific for each species. Conclusion: The specificity and 
consistency of the melt profile for each Mycoplasma species in this HRM assay indicated that it could be used 
as a tool for identification of unknown isolates. Utilizing this assay as a diagnostic tool could prove to be more 
cost-effective and much more efficient than the current identification scheme.  

Keywords: HRM 

 

189 MOLECULAR DETECTION OF MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE IN PEDIATRIC COMMUNITY-
ACQUIRED LOWER RESPIRATORY TRACT INFECTIONS 

S. Kumar1, I. B. Garg1, G. R. Sethi2, S. R. Saigal1 
1Department Of Microbiology, Maulana Azad Medical College, New Delhi, INDIA, 2Department Of Pediatrics, 
Maulana Azad Medical College, New Delhi, INDIA 
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Background: Mycoplasma pneumoniae (M.pneumoniae) is recognized as a cause of community-acquired 
respiratory tract infections in school aged children and young adults and causes 6 to 20% of lower respiratory 
tract infections (LRTIs) and community- acquired pneumonia (CAP). Correct and rapid detection of M. 
pneumoniae infection is critical to initiate appropriate therapy. Nucleic acid amplification techniques offer 
earlier diagnosis and their sensitivity is superior to that of traditional procedures. The aim of this study was to 
analyse the role of M.pneumoniae in community-acquired LRTIs in children with use of serology, polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR), nested PCR and reverse transcription PCR (RT-PCR). Methods: This study was 
designed to evaluate the incidence of M. pneumoniae infection in hospitalized children with community-
acquired LRTIs. A total of 245 patients 6 months to 12 years of age were investigated for LRTIs. Serum 
samples were obtained on admission for detection of immunoglobulin M (IgM) and immunoglobulin G (IgG) 
antibodies to M. pneumoniae. Throat swab samples were obtained for detection of M. pneumoniae by PCR, 
nested PCR and RT-PCR to amplify a 277-base pair region of 16S rDNA gene of M. pneumoniae. The 
difference of proportion between qualitative variables was tested using Chi-square or Fischer’ s exact test. A 
P value ≤ 0.05 was considered as statistically significant. Results: In 5-9 years age group 25(64.1%) children 
were M. pneumoniae positive and 14(35.8%) M. pneumoniae negative and differential incidence of M. 
pneumoniae was statistically significant in this age group (P<0.01). There was no significant association 
between sex of the patient and incidence of M.pneumoniae infection (P= 0.53). Presence of dry cough, 
wheezing and chest pain had statistically significant association with M. pneumoniae infection (P =0.034; 
P=0.046; P≤0.01 respectively). Radiologically, documentation of consolidation, consolidation & pleural 
effusion, bronchopneumonia, hyperinflation, interstitial infiltrates, hyperinflation + infiltrates and normal chest 
X-ray were numerically comparable and differences were statistically insignificant in M. pneumoniae positive 
and negative categories. Serological evidence of M. pneumoniae infection was observed in 68 (27.7%) 
patients. PCR for M.pneumoniae infection was positive in 16(6.5%), nested PCR in 19(7.7%) and RT-PCR in 
15(6.1%) patients. Serology, PCR, nested PCR and RT-PCR together were positive in 76(31%) patients. 
When PCR was considered as a diagnostic standard sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive 
values of serology were 56.25%, 74.24%, 13.24%, 96.05%; of nested PCR 100%, 98.69%, 84.21%, 100%; of 
RT-PCR 93.75%, 100%, 100%, 99.57% respectively. Conclusion: Our data underline the importance of M. 
pneumoniae infection in children with community-acquired LRTIs of all ages and more particularly in those 
aged >5 years.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma pneumoniae, pediatric, polymerase chain reaction, serology 

 

190 APPLICATION OF MALDI-TOF MASS SPECTROMETRY FOR THE CHARACTERIZATION OF NEW 
MYCOPLASMA SPECIES ISOLATED FROM SQUID, OCTOPUS AND SEAGULL 

A. S. Ramírez1, J. B. Poveda1, R. S. Rosales1, C. G. Poveda1, J. Spergser2 
1IUSA, Facultad De Veterinaria, Universidad de Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, Arucas, SPAIN, 2Department 
Of Pathobiology, Institute of Microbiology, Vienna, AUSTRIA 

Background: In less than 10 years, matrix assisted laser desorption ionization-time of flight mass 
spectrometry (MALDI-TOF MS) has evolved from a potential tool for microbial identification and diagnosis into 
a procedure completely integrated into daily clinical activity. The process is fast, sensitive, accurate and 
economical (apart of the high initial cost of the MALDI-TOF MS equipment). For species identification, mass 
spectra produced by tested strains are compared with reference spectra of the database. This study aimed to 
determine the usefulness of the MALDI-TOF MS in the identification and differentiation of new mycoplasma 
species isolated from different hosts. Methods: Two strains (PE and PD) of a new mycoplasma isolated from 
octopus (Octopus vulgaris), three strains (5H, 6H and 7H) isolated from squid (Todarodes saggitatta) and one 
strain (T158T) isolated from seagull (Larus michahellis) were analysed by MALDI-TOF MS. A previous 16S 
rRNA gene analysis gave a similarity percentage of 98.7% between the cephalopods strains and 99% 
between the seagull strain and Mycoplasma gallisepticum (MG) and M. imitans (Mim). Results: MALDI-TOF 
MS analyses showed that the mass spectra generated did not match to any reference spectra of 
mycoplasmas present in the database. The two octopus strains produced similar profiles (same species) that 
were clearly different from those produced by the squid strains. The three squid mycoplasmas exhibited 
similar mass spectra as well. The MG-like mycoplasma isolated from a seagull could be differentiated easily 
from MG and Mim. Conclusion: In this study MALDI-TOF MS has proven to be more useful than the analysis 
of the 16S rRNA gene.  

Keywords: MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry, Identification, Mycoplasma sp. 
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191 APPLICATION OF NESTED POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION AND SEROLOGY FOR DIAGNOSIS 
OF MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE IN PEDIATRIC COMMUNITY-ACQUIRED LOWER RESPIRATORY 
TRACT INFECTIONS 

S. Kumar1, S. R. Saigal1, G. R. Sethi2, S. Kumar1 
1Department Of Microbiology, Maulana Azad Medical College, New Delhi, INDIA, 2Department Of Pediatrics, 
Maulana Azad Medical College, New Delhi, INDIA 

Background: Mycoplasma pneumoniae (M. pneumoniae) plays a significant role in lower respiratory tract 
infections (LTRIs) among children. Detection of antibodies in paired samples is the standard laboratory 
diagnostic test but polymerase chain reaction (PCR) has been found to be useful for rapidly detecting these 
pathogens in respiratory secretions. The present study was conducted to determine the role of M. 
pneumoniae in children with community-acquired LTRIs using serology and nested PCR. Methods: Two 
hundred children aged 2 months-12 years with community -acquired LRTIs were investigated. Serum samples 
were obtained on admission and after 4–6 weeks to assay M. pneumoniae antibodies for IgM and IgG 
antibodies by enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). Nasopharyngeal aspirates (NPA) were collected 
within 24h of admission, prior to antibiotics administration for a nested PCR to amplify an outer 345-base pair 
and inner 155-base pair fragment on the P1 gene in M. pneumoniae .Results- The present study shows 
higher prevalence of M.pneumoniae positive in 10(25.64%) and M.pneumoniae negative in 13(8.07%) 
children of >5yr of age and this was found to be statistically significant (P<0.04). M.pneumoniae infection was 
observed in 27(69.23%) male and 12(30.76%) female children and this difference was statistically insignificant 
(P= 0.913.). All clinical characteristics at baseline were comparable between M. pneumoniae positive and M. 
pneumoniae negative cases. No correlation was found between M. pneumoniae positive and M. pneumoniae 
negative cases with past history, wheezing, supracostal retraction/intracostal retraction and central vascular 
system/central nervous system abnormalities. Frequency of presence of hyperinflation ,consolidation, pleural 
effusion with collapse and bronchopneumonia were similar in the M. pneumoniae positive and M. pneumoniae 
negative patients in radiographic profile except infiltrates in 5(12.82%) M. pneumoniae positive and in 7 
(4.34%) M.pneumoniae négative cases which was statistically significant (P=0.046).Serological evidence of 
M.pneumoniae infection was observed in 33(16.5%) patients;14 (7%) children documented IgM antibodies to 
M. pneumoniae and 19 (9.5%) IgG antibodies to M. pneumoniae in acute and convalescent serum specimens. 
Nested PCR for M.pneumoniae was positive in 18 (9%) children: 12 (66.6%) with serologically proven 
M.pneumoniae infection and 6(33.4%) with serologically unproven M.pneumoniae infection. Overall, serology 
and nested PCR for M.pneumoniae was positive in 39 (19.5%) children. Conclusion: Our study confirms that 
M. pneumoniae plays a significant role in community-acquired LRTIs in children of all ages and more 
particularly in children aged > 5 years .  

Keywords: Childern, Mycoplasma pneumoniae, polymerase chain reaction, serology 

 

192 ROLE OF MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE  IN  CHILDHOOD ENCEPHALITIS  

S. Kumar1, S. Kumar2, J. M. Kalita1, M. Juneja3, I. B. Garg4, S. R. Saigal1 
1Department Of Microbiology, Maulana Azad Medical College, New Delhi, INDIA, 2Medicine, All Institute of 
Medical Sciences, New Delhi, INDIA, 3Pediatrics, Maulana Azad Medical College, New Delhi, INDIA, 
4Department Of Microbiology, Maulana Azad Medical College, New Delhi, India, New Delhi, INDIA 

Background: Mycoplasma pneumoniae (M. pneumoniae) causes 6 to 20% lower respiratory tract infections 
(LRTIs) and community- acquired pneumonia (CAP). The most common extrapulmonary manifestation is 
central nervous system complication with encephalitis besides other neurological manifestation like transverse 
myelitis, acute disseminated encephalomyelitis , Guillain-Barre syndrome, and thromboembolic stroke. It is 
important to establish the cause of encephalitis at an early stage in order to specifically treat what can be 
treated and also avoid unnecessary treatment. Reliable diagnosis of M. pneumoniae infection can be 
achieved by using paired patient sera in order to assay M. pneumoniae antibody titers in addition to 
polymerase chain reaction (PCR). The aim of this study was to detect M. pneumoniae in encephalitis in 
children by using serology and PCR analysis. Methods: A total of 60 children, aged 6 months - 12 years with 
suspected encephalitis were evaluated for M. pneumoniae infection. Cerebrospinal fluid(CSF) samples and 
nasopharyngeal aspirates (NPA) were collected for detection of M. pneumoniae by PCR to amplify a 209- 
base pair region on P1 adhesin gene of M. pneumoniae. Paired serum samples were collected on admission 
and after 4-6 weeks to assay immunoglobulin M (IgM) and immunoglobulin M (IgG) antibodies to M. 
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pneumoniae. Depending on the strength of the evidence that implicated M. pneumoniae, cases were 
classified as “probable,” or “possible,” with respect to M. pneumoniae being the etiologic agent. Results: The 
differential presence of M pneumoniae across the three age groups 2 months - 1year , 2-5 years and 6-12 
years was statistically insignificant (P=0.36). M. pneumoniae was positive in 9 (52.94%) male and 8 (47.06%) 
female children and was statistically insignificant (P=0.96). Clinical characteristics, hematological, CSF and 
neuroimaging findings between M. pneumoniae positive and M. pneumoniae negative cases were numerically 
comparable and the differences were statistically insignificant. Serological evidence of M. pneumoniae 
infection was detected in 15 (25%) cases; specific IgM antibodies alone in 6 (10%) cases; both IgM and IgG 
antibodies in 3 (5%) cases; IgG antibody (acute and convalescent phase) in 6 (10%) cases. PCR in CSF was 
positive in 2 (3.33%) cases; 1(50%) with serologically proven and 1(50%) serologically disproven cases. PCR 
in NPA was positive in 3 (5%) cases; 2 (66.67%) with serologically proven and 1 (33.33%) serologically 
disproven instances. The diagnostic output of M. pneumoniae infection by serology and PCR was 17 
(28.33%). Conclusion- Our data underline the role of M. pneumoniae-associated encephalitis in children.  

Keywords: Encephalitis, Mycoplasma pneumoniae, polymerase chain reaction, serology 

 

193 IN-SILICO DESIGN AND EXPRESSION OF CHIMERIC PROTEINS FOR THE PRODUCTION MULTI-
DETECTION KIT OF MYCOPLASMA CONTAMINATION IN CELL CULTURE 

B. C.B. Guimarães1, M. S. Barbosa2, G. B. Campos2, J. Timenetsky2, B. L. Bastos1, L. M. Marques3 
1Multidisciplinary Institute Of Health, Federal University of Bahia, Vitória da Conquista, BRAZIL, 2Institute Of 
Biomedical Sciences, UNIVERSITY OF SAO PAULO, SÃO PAULO, BRAZIL, 3Microbiology And Immunology, 
FEDERAL UNIVERSITY OF BAHIA, VITÓRIA DA CONQUISTA, BRAZIL 

Background: Cell culture contamination caused by mycoplasma species has a major role around all 
laboratories in the world. These microorganisms can easily contaminate and disseminate in a high-level 
frequency. Their concentration in a culture medium can reach 108 cells per milliliter without causing 
perceptible changes such as turbidity and pH change, and visible influences on cell growth, which makes it 
difficult to be detected. Thus, the biological consequences on contaminated cells are devastating and it can 
cause severe scientific and economic impact. Therefore, an effective detection for this microorganism in 
contaminated cultures is very important. In this way, the aim of this study was to design, express, and purify 
two chimeric proteins with epitopes preserved in mycoplasmas to develop a rapid test for detection of 
contamination of cell cultures.Methods: The proteomes of Mycoplasma hyorhinis SK76, Mycoplasma 
hyorhinis HUB-1, Mycoplasma arginini, Mycoplasma hominis ATCC 23114, Mycoplasma hominis ATCC 
27545 and Acholeplasma laidilawii PG-8A were analyzed using bioinformatics. The methods were used to 
obtain multiepitope proteins capable to compose the production of the detection kit. After designed, the target 
was synthesized and cloned into pET-28a (+) expression vector and transferred to E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells. 
The expression of chimeric protein was then carried out by induction with isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside 
(IPTG).Results: The two were expressed, containing B and T cell epitopes, interconnected by the EAAAK 
sequence.Conclusion: Subsequently, the target will be purified and evaluated for reactivity through 
immunoenzymatic assays with serum from animals previously immunized with the recombinant proteins. 
According to the in silico predictions performed the expressed chimeric proteins have the potential to stimulate 
the humoral immune response, producing polyclonal antibodies that will be reactive to mycoplasma 
contamination in cell cultures.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma sp., recombinant protein, cell culture contaminant 

 

194 DETECTION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF UREAPLASMA SPECIES IN NEONATES IN SOUTH 
ASIA 

J. M. Winchell, J. L. Waller, M. H. Diaz 
Respiratory Diseases Branch, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA, GA 

Background: Ureaplasma species are members of the class Mollicutes characterized by minimal genome, 
small cellular size, and lack of a rigid cell wall. Two species, U. urealyticum and U. parvum, are commonly 
found on genital mucosal surfaces and may be transmitted during pregnancy or childbirth resulting in 
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pneumonia or sepsis in neonates. While U. parvum is more commonly identified in clinical specimens, both 
species are capable of causing severe disease. Relatively little is known about the diversity of Ureaplasma in 
neonates across varying geographic and population-based settings. Methods: We designed and validated a 
real-time PCR assay for detection of Ureaplasma spp. (U. urealyticum and U. parvum) as well as individual 
assays to identify the two species. We used these new assays to test nasopharyngeal (NP)/oropharyngeal 
(OP) swabs and whole blood specimens collected from infants with suspected sepsis and from healthy 
controls at five sites in India (2), Pakistan (2), and Bangladesh (1). Specimens were tested for a variety of 
pathogens using the real-time PCR-based microfluidic TaqMan Array Card (TAC). Results: Ureaplasma was 
detected in 684 (9.6%) cases/control respiratory specimens with Ct values ranging from 20.7 to 44.5 and in 25 
(0.42%) cases/control blood specimens with Ct values ranging from 35.2 to 43.4. Of the combined 709 
Ureaplasma spp. detections across both blood and respiratory case/control specimens; 178 (25.1%) of these 
had no other respiratory detections while 652 (91.9%) had no other blood detections. Of the 684 Ureaplasma-
positive NP/OP specimens, 531 (78%) had at least one other respiratory organism co-detected, and 324 
(47%) had more than one additional respiratory agent detected by TAC. The proportions of U. parvum (58.0% 
cases, 54.9% controls), U. urealyticum (31.1% cases, 30.5% controls), and mixed detections (3.2% cases, 
2.4% controls) were similar between the cases and controls across all sites. However, U. parvum (58%) was 
more common than U. urealyticum (31%) among cases at all sites. Conclusions: Ureaplasma is common in 
newborns in South Asia; U. parvum was more common than U. urealyticum among case patients. Further 
characterization, including interrogation of the genomes for antibiotic resistance elements or virulence 
determinants, is warranted. Additional analysis is required to understand the contribution of Ureaplasma 
species to disease in neonates.  

Keywords: Neonatal infections, U. parvum, U. urealyticum, Ureaplasma 

 

195 COMPARISON OF ELITE INGENIUS AND AN IN-HOUSE REAL-TIME PCR DETECTION OF 
MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE 

A. H. Totten1, A. E. Ratliff2, L. Xiao3, D. M. Crabb4, K. B. Waites4 
1Pediatrics, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 2Pathology, 
University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 3Medicine, Univ. Ala 
Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AL, 4Pathology, University of Alabama at 
Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AL 

Background: Mycoplasma pneumoniae (Mpn) is one of the leading causes of bacterial community acquired 
pneumonia (CAP) in all age groups and sometimes causes severe pneumonia with extra-pulmonary 
manifestations, requiring hospitalization. Nucleic acid amplification testing is currently the most widely used 
means of direct detection of Mpn in clinical specimens. The ELITechGroup MDx ELITe InGenius platform is a 
fully automated sample-to-result system integrating nucleic acid extraction and real-time PCR amplification, 
allowing for detection of microbes directly from clinical samples. The purpose of the current study is to 
evaluate the ELITechGroup MDx ELITe InGenius platform for clinical diagnosis of Mpn. Methods: The 
evaluation was carried out on ELITe InGenius using the MGB Alert®Mycoplasma pnuemoniae Real-Time PCR 
RUO in comparison with an in-house real-time PCR for Mpn detection (RepMp1 PCR). Analytical sensitivity 
on ELITe InGenius (or limit of detection, LOD) was determined using serial dilutions of the ATCC type strain 
M129; analytical specificity was determined by testing 49 non-Mpn bacteria and viruses, and 30 Mpn strains, 
including ATCC type strains and clinical isolates. The clinical performance of the ELITe InGenius platform was 
evaluated by testing 44 clinical samples (20 positive and 24 negative) that had been previously tested by 
RepMp1 PCR. Results: There was a positive association between Cycle threshold (Ct) and expected 
concentrations (CFU/ mL) (R2 =0.975) on assay sensitivity analysis performed on ELITe InGenius. Limit of 
detection of the ELITechGroup assay was approximately 0.2x10-2 CFU/mL, or 0.008 CFU/ml of PCR reaction. 
LOD for RepMp1 assay was previously calculated at 0.00045 CFU/ml, showing a slightly higher sensitivity. All 
30 Mpn reference strains were positive with ELITe InGenius and RepMp1 PCR. Testing 49 non-Mpn bacterial 
and viral DNAs showed no cross-reactivity (100% specificity). All RepMp1 PCR-positive clinical samples run 
on ELITe InGenius platform were concordant (20/20 100% agreement). All 24 Mpn-negative samples also 
showed 100% agreement between RepMp1 PCR and ELITe InGenius. Conclusions: ELITe InGenius assay 
platform shows high sensitivity and specificity for Mpn detection in comparison with in house RepMp1 PCR. 
Alongside assay conditions, ELITe InGenius platform automation results in an approximate 2-3 hr reduction 
between conventional nucleic acid isolation and qPCR analysis. Instrument ease-of-use and decrease in 
hands-on time makes ELITe InGenius platform attractive for clinical detection of Mpn in a clinical laboratory 
setting.  
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196 CLINICAL PRESENTATION AND DETECTION OF TWO MYCOPLASMA HYOSYNOVIAE FIELD 
ISOLATES IN EXPERIMENTALLY CHALLENGED PIGS 

N. Macedo1, B. Arruda1, P. Canning1, L. Karriker1, D. Rosener2, M.J. Clavijo1 
1Veterinary Diagnostic And Production Animal Medicine, Iowa State university, Ames, UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA, IA, 2Technical Services, Pharmgate Animal Health, Wilmington, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
NC 

Background: The host-specific bacterium Mycoplasma hyosynoviae (MHS) is considered one of the most 
frequent causes of polyarthritis in growing pigs. This pathogen is an emerging concern among producers and 
veterinarians, particularly due to a rise in recognized cases. MHS virulence determinants and disease risk 
factors are still not well understood. Therefore, the objective of this study was to describe the clinical 
presentation, detection of MHS by PCR, gross lesions, and histopathology after inoculation of one of two 
different strains of MHS in cesarean-derived colostrum-deprived pigs (CDCD). Methods: Sixteen 8-week-old 
CDCD pigs were randomized into 3 groups, and housed individually within each group. The T1 group (n=4) 
was sham inoculated with lactated ringer solution. Group T2 (n=6) and group T3 (n=6) were inoculated via 
three routes (intranasal, tonsil painting and intravenous) with 108 CFU/mL of two distinct MHS strains clinically 
characterized as low virulence and high virulence, respectively. Pigs were monitored for lameness daily. 
Tonsil swabs, oral fluids and serum were collected at several different time points. At 18 days post inoculation 
(dpi), pigs were euthanized and necropsied. Synovial fluid was collected from the humeral-radial, femoro-tibial 
and tibio-tarsal joints. Results: Control pigs remained MHS negative and with no signs of lameness or gross 
lesions. Lameness was evident at 1 dpi in T3 (2/6) and peaking at 15 dpi, with 5/6 pigs affected in T2 and T3. 
Clinically, the severity of the lameness was not significantly different between T2 and T3, with most pigs 
exhibiting mild to moderate lameness. The tonsils of all pigs from T3 were MHS positive starting at 3 dpi until 
17 dpi, being significantly higher than T2 (2/6) at 7 dpi. MHS detection in oral fluids was transient and 
significantly higher in T3 compared to T2 at 6 and 8 dpi. At 16 dpi all oral fluids tested negative. Such poor 
detection might reflect a potential drop in sensitivity compared to tonsil swabs. At necropsy, 4/6 pigs from T3 
had gross lesions characteristic of arthritis, including synovial hyperemia and hyperplasia and increased 
synovial fluid, compared to 1/6 in T2. Moreover, all pigs (6/6) in T3 had one or more joints with histologic 
lesions consistent with MHS, including synovial membrane villous hypertrophy and hyperplasia, hypertrophy 
and hyperplasia of synoviocytes, and mixed inflammation in the synovial subintima. The synovium of pigs in 
T1 and T3 had similar histologic changes, which included rare perivascular lymphocytes and plasma cells. 
Interestingly, though lameness and arthritis were observed in T2, MHS was not detected by PCR in synovial 
fluids at necropsy, while the synovial fluid from 5/6 pigs in T2 were positive, suggesting that some MHS 
strains might be cleared from the joints quicker. Immunopathogenesis results are pending. Conclusion: 
These findings highlight potential differences in clinical presentation between MHS strains circulating in pig 
populations that can hinder appropriate diagnosis and timely treatment of arthritis in pigs. Studies are needed 
to identify the underlying genetic differences that give rise to distinct MHS phenotypes.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma hyosynoviae, swine, detection, experimental challenge 

 

197 COMPARING MYCOPLASMA HYOPNEUMONIAE MOLECULAR CHARACTERIZATION TOOLS 
USING FIELD VARIANTS 

A. Betlach1, E. Fano2, A. Sponheim2, M. Pieters1 
1College Of Veterinary Medicine, University of Minnesota, Saint Paul, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, MN, 
2., Boehringer Ingelheim, Duluth, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, GA 

Introduction: Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae (Mhp) is a significant swine pathogen responsible for chronic 
respiratory disease worldwide. Multiple Locus Variable number tandem repeat Analysis (MLVA) and P146 
sequencing have been used to characterize Mhp at the molecular level. However, a side-by-side comparison 
of the techniques in order to reveal their discriminatory power and potential field application in epidemiological 
investigations has not been performed. Therefore, the objective of this study was to compare MLVA and p146 
sequencing using Mhp circulating variants from the field. Material and methods: One hundred forty-five 
samples were collected from two production systems from 2013 to 2016. The farms were located across four 
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states in the USA and varied based on production stage. At each farm, laryngeal swabs were collected from 
pigs expressing clinical signs suggestive of Mhp infection. All samples were tested by real-time PCR for Mhp 
detection. MLVA typing based on characterizing Variable Number Tandem Repeats (VNTRs) of two adhesion 
loci (p97 and p146) and p146 sequencing were performed using the DNA from Mhp positive samples (n=140). 
The two techniques were directly compared by evaluating cost, efficacy, and representative diversity using the 
Simpson’ Diversity Index. The level of diversity was based on a value from 0 to 1 (0= no diversity; 1=infinite 
diversity). In addition, the genetic variability within and across herds associated with sample/farm history was 
assessed by using BioNumerics, and GeneiousTM. Results and discussion: A complete MLVA type and 
p146 sequence were obtained from 113 samples. The Simpson’s Diversity Index for MLVA and p146 
sequence was 0.90 and 0.85, respectively. The MLVA types and sequences adequately provided insight 
regarding variant(s) origin, transmission, and diversity within and across farms based on farm history and side 
by side comparison of minimum spanning tree and dendrogram. Conclusion: Based on the conditions of this 
study, the MLVA assay provided greater diversity within a population compared to the p146 sequence assay, 
while having a fast turn-around time and being less expensive to perform. However, both molecular 
characterization tools exhibited similar insight regarding the transmission, diversity, and origin of the Mhp 
variants in the field.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae, MLVA, p146 sequencing 

198 ASSESSING THE HEALTH STATUS OF MYCOPLASMA HYOPNEUMONIAE VACCINATED HERDS 

A. Betlach1, R. Robbins2, M. Pieters1

1College Of Veterinary Medicine, University of Minnesota, Saint Paul, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, MN, 
2Seaboard Foods, Guymon, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, OK

Introduction: Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae (Mhp) is the etiologic agent of enzootic pneumonia in swine, a 
prevalent respiratory disease known to economically impact herds. To assess Mhp health status, 
veterinarians evaluate the species-specific antibody response in sera or detect genetic material in laryngeal or 
bronchial swabs. Due to ease of collection and low testing costs, the industry strives to use serological assays 
to make inferences on Mhp infection for disease management strategies. However, the accuracy of 
seroconversion assays can be hindered by vaccine product and dosage, test procedures, and the inability to 
differentiate antibodies generated from vaccination and from those generated after natural infection. 
Veterinarians are often challenged by the interpretation of serological results from field samples, but tend to 
make disease inferences. Therefore, the aim of the study was to assess the Mhp health status in vaccinated 
herds using several tools for detection of pathogen exposure. Material and methods: Four gilt developing 
units (GDUs) housing commercial replacement gilts (n=1,000) were sourced from Mhp positive herds. All 
GDUs were managed in a comparable manner based on vaccine protocols and barn flow. In each GDU, a 
total of 150 laryngeal swabs and paired sera samples were collected from 30 gilts per age group (20, 24, 28, 
32, and 36 weeks of age) cross-sectionally. Laryngeal swabs were pooled by age in groups of five and tested 
for Mhp real-time PCR. Mhp seroconversion was individually evaluated using ELISA (Idexx®). Samples with a 
S/P value ≥ 0.4 were considered positive for Mhp antibodies. S/P values of 1.2 and 1.5 were used as cut-offs 
to represent industry assumed seroconversion from Mhp natural infection versus vaccination. Results and 
discussion: The onset of Mhp detection varied between age, subpopulation of gilts, and GDUs. From 28 to 
36 weeks of age, the prevalence of Mhp increased from 50 to 100%. A trend for the percentage of gilts with 
Mhp antibodies was observed across the different age groups based on vaccine use. There was lack of 
agreement between obtaining an S/P value >1.2 in each subpopulation of gilts and the presence of Mhp 
genetic material within the corresponding laryngeal swab pool. Conclusion: Based on the conditions of this 
study, the onset of Mhp infection can vary within a herd and negative subpopulations of gilts can be present. 
To instill a uniform herd immunity, Mhp acclimation methods should be considered. In addition, the 
interpretation of serological results using S/P cut-off values of 1.2 and 1.5 may not accurately differentiate 
natural versus vaccine seropositive gilts in all scenarios. To provide further insight, the detection of genetic 
material or use of paired sera samples should be implemented in Mhp vaccinated herds.  

Keywords: seroconversion, laryngeal swabs, PCR, vaccination, Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae 
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199 VALIDATION OF GILT POPULATION EXPOSURE TO MYCOPLASMA HYOPNEUMONIAE 

A. Sponheim1, E. Fano2, A. Rovira3, M. Pieters3 
1Veterinary Population Medicine, University of Minnesota, St. Paul, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, MN, 2., 
Boehringer Ingelheim Vetmedican Inc, Duluth, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, GA, 3Department Of 
Veterinary Population Medicine, University of Minnesota, Saint Paul, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, MN 

Background Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae (Mhp) is a highly prevalent and important respiratory pathogen, 
causing significant economic losses due to increased medication use and decreased pig performance. Mhp is 
also considered one of the primary pathogens involved in the porcine respiratory disease complex, where it 
interacts with respiratory viruses and other bacteria. Many swine breeding herds in the USA eradicate Mhp 
due to the positive impact on downstream production. Herd closure, medication, and vaccination is a common 
approach for Mhp eradication in the USA. “Day 0” of herd closure is based on the time point that the last 
replacement gilts entering the herd were exposed to Mhp. However, no diagnostic guidelines are available for 
confirmation of successful exposure. Therefore, the objective of this study was to develop diagnostic 
guidelines, including sample size, sample type, and collection timing, to confirm at least 80% of gilts in a 
population have been exposed to Mhp following purposeful exposure. Methods Forty gilts, between 21 and 
56 days of age, were ear-tagged for longitudinal sample collection at five commercial gilt developer units 
(GDUs) using natural contact, intratracheal inoculation, or aerosolization for Mhp exposure. Study gilts 
originated from sources known to be negative to major swine pathogens, including Mhp. Gilts were sampled 
prior to exposure to confirm negative status, then every two weeks for at least four collections post-initial 
exposure. Blood samples were collected for antibody detection, while laryngeal swabs, deep tracheal catheter 
samples, and pen based oral fluids were collected for PCR (VetMAXTM, Life Technologies). Blood samples 
were separated to obtain serum, which was tested using ELISA (Idexx®). Results By two weeks post-
exposure, over 80% of study gilts in two GDUs exposed by aerosolization were detected PCR positive in the 
deep tracheal catheter. One of the three GDUs using aerosolization required a second exposure by 
aerosolization after the first attempt was determined to be unsuccessful. Four weeks after the second 
exposure, 75% of study gilts were detected PCR positive in the deep tracheal catheter sample type. Seventy-
five percent of study gilts were detected PCR positive in laryngeal swabs (deep tracheal catheter not 
collected) by two weeks post-intratracheal inoculation. Natural contact exposure resulted in 25% of study gilts 
detected PCR positive by two weeks post-initial exposure, 62.5% at four weeks, and 100% at six weeks on 
the deep tracheal catheter sample type. Conclusion Results from this study will be used for verification of 
Mhp infection of gilts following exposure in order to determine “Day 0” of herd closure. Timing of sample 
collection will vary with the exposure method. Deep tracheal catheters required the lowest number of gilts to 
sample for the earliest detection compared to all other sample types evaluated. As observed in one of the 
GDUs using aerosolization, demonstration of failure to expose gilts to Mhp allows for early intervention in the 
exposure process and delay of “Day 0”, for accurate timing of the eradication protocol. These results may also 
be applied to gilt acclimation management in a disease control program, targeting exposure confirmation by 
100 days of age, with the goal of cessation of shedding by gilts’ first farrowing.  

Keywords: PCR, Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae, exposure, diagnostics, ELISA 

 

200 DETECTION OF MYCOPLASMA HOMINIS IN PATIENTS WITH URINARY TRACT INFECTIONS 

O. M.S. Abdul-Wahab1, M. H. Al-Shyarba2, M. M. Assiry3 
1Clinical Laboratory Science, Faculty of Applied Medical Sciences, Abha, SAUDI ARABIA, 2Department Of 
Surgery, Faculty of Medicine, Abha, SAUDI ARABIA, 3Department Of Laboratory, Asser Central Hospital, 
Abha, SAUDI ARABIA 

Background Mycoplasma hominis is one of the well known genital mycoplasma agent that has been 
recognized as potentially pathogenic species and associated with various infectious diseases in adult men 
and woman. The organism could cause pelvic inflammatory disease, postpartum, postabortion fever and 
pyelonephritis. The Aim of this prospective study was to detemine the occurrence and prevalence of 
Mycoplasma hominis in patients with urinary tract infections, since they are usually not detected by routine 
microbiological examination of urine samples in laboratory department. For this purpose, Culture method was 
to be attempted as the current laboratory methods of choice for detection urogenital mycoplasmas 
infections.Methods This study was designed as a case-control study in which a total of 100 patients with 
mean age of the of 42.78±22.49 (95% CI = 39-49.17) in case group and 48.18±18.81 ((95% CI = 42.8353.53) 
in the control group. Patients of both sexes were investigated for the presence of M. hominis and they were 
admitted to the urology department at asser central hospital in Abhaduring over a period ofstudyfor one year. 
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A detailed history with specific urinary symptoms and signs was obtained. These patients were divided into 
two groups: The case group, included 50 symptomatic patients who had been admitted in hospital and they 
were examined for the presence of one or more of the following specific urinary symptoms and signs: Urinary 
frequency, dysuria, suprapubic/pelvic pain. In the control group, included 50 asymptomatic patients who were 
free of any specific urinary symptoms and they were matched by the first group for their age index. Urine 
specimens were tested microscopically and cultured for detection M hominisand were identified serologically. 
Results In the case group, 8 cases out of 50 and in control group 1 out 50 were positive for M. hominis 
infection. The incidence of M. hominis was higher and statistically significant among case symptomatic 
patients group (8/50, 16%) than control asymptomatic patients group patients (1/50, 2%). Chisquare test with 
Yate's correction [χ2 4.396; p value 0.036] and the Fisher's exact test (2 tailed) [p value = 0.0309] indicated 
the relevance of the findings. The Relative Risk (RR) for the occurrence of Mycoplasma hominis infection was 
estimated to be 8 (95% C.I = 1.0386 -61.6235). The odds ratio was determined to be 0.1071 (95% CI = 0.129-
0.892) and the risk ratio was 0.2063 (95% CI = 0.0322-1.3224).Conclusion This is the first report study for 
the detection of M hominis in patients with urinary tract infections performed in Saudi Arabia. Infection caused 
by M hominis was associated with higher incidence rate in patients with symptomatic urinary tract diseases. 
Further work studies is needed for their rapid detection of these organism using other diagnostic methods 
such as PCR. 

 

201 THE CLINICAL FEATURES, TREATMENT OF DRUG RESISTANT MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE 
PNEUMONIA IN CHILDREN 

D. Shi1, D. Xin2 
1Department Of Pediatrics, Beijing Friendship Hospital Affiliated to Capital Medical University, beijing, CHINA, 
2Beijing Institute Of Tropical Medicine, Beijing Friendship Hospital Affiliated to Capital Medical University, 
beijing, CHINA 

Aim: To analyze the clinical features, treatment and prognosis of M. pneumoniae pneumonia, and to evaluate 
the relationship between the severity of M. pneumoniae pneumonia and macrolide-resistant M. Pneumoniae 
pneumonia Method: Conventional culture, antibiotic susceptibility, M. pneumoniae antibodies test and nPCR 
were performed in 137 children with community-acquired pneumonia. Subgroup comparisons of clinical 
characteristics and clinical outcomes were conducted between patients infected with macrolide-resistant 
strains and infected with macrolide-susceptible strains. Result: 53 MRMP strains were identified. The total 
positive rate was 38.7% (53/137) and the resistance rate of M. pneumoniae was 100% (53/53). All 52 nPCR-
positive strains harbored point mutations at A2063G in the 23S rRNA. 30 culture-positive isolates were 
resistant to erythromycin (MIC=128～512 ug/ml). Longer duration of fever, cough and higher peaks of fever 
before administration were observed in RMPP. Extrapulmonary complications occurred in 52.8% of the 
patients with MRMP pneumonia, of which, hepatic, cardiac disease, and erythema multiforme were the most 
common. In addition, significantly higher CRP and ESR levels were noted in the RMPP group（P<0.05）. 
Higher Proportion patients in RMPP group received therapeutic intervention ( 64.7% vs 11.1%, P<0.001 ), and 
the difference was statistically significant. Conclusion: The severity of clinical symptoms in patients with 
macrolide-resistant M. Pneumoniae pneumonia was different and extra-pulmonary complications were very 
common. The WBC count has no obvious characteristics. Therapeutic intervention was carried out for 
macrolide-resistant M. Pneumoniae pneumonia patients with severe symptoms can significantly improve the 
clinical symptoms. 

 

202 ANTIMICROBIAL SUSCEPTIBILITY OF MYCOPLASMA SYNOVIAE ISOLATES FROM OUTBREAKS 
IN DUTCH POULTRY FLOCKS, 2001-2018 

J. Wiegel1, A. Heuvelink2, A. Feberwee1 
1Poultry Department, GD Animal Health, Deventer, NETHERLANDS, 2Research & Development, GD Animal 
Health, Deventer, NETHERLANDS 

Background Mycoplasma synoviae (M.s.) is a pathogenic mycoplasma with great economic impact in 
commercial poultry due to disease problems. In cases with severe clinical signs antibiotic treatment is given to 
reduce the impact of disease in the flock. Several antimicrobials are registered for treatment of M.s. infections. 
To allow more prudent use of antimicrobials, information on antimicrobial susceptibility profiles of M.s. is 
important. Recent publications on antimicrobial susceptibility (AMS) of M.s. are scarce. This study was 
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performed to examine the AMS of M.s. isolates obtained from Dutch poultry in the years 2001 to 2018. 
Methods The collection consists of 48 M.s. isolates from commercial and backyard poultry (chickens and 
turkeys) from the Netherlands, obtained between 2001 and 2018. The identity of M.s. isolates was confirmed 
by PCR. Minimal inhibitory concentrations (MICs) were determined by broth microdilution using commercially 
available MIC plates. Mycoplasma Experience (ME) broth was used as growth medium, and a standard 
dilution of culture was added to each well so that 0.5x103–105 CCU per ml were delivered in a final 50 ml 
volume. Plates were sealed, incubated under aerobic conditions at 37°C, and after seven days minimal 
inhibitory concentrations (MICs) were read. The in vitro susceptibility to four different antimicrobials was 
examined. For each antimicrobial agent the range of MIC-values, the MIC50- and MIC90-values were 
calculated. Results Most of the susceptibilities were determined as lower as or equal to the lowest 
concentration tested or higher than the highest concentration tested, except for oxytetracycline Results show 
lowest MIC values for tylosin (MIC50 of ≤0.5 and MIC90 of ≤0.5 µg/mL, respectively), tilmicosin (MIC50 and 
MIC90 both being ≤4 µg/mL), and tiamulin (MIC50 and MIC90 both being ≤0.5 µg/mL). Susceptibility for 
oxytetracycline comprised more MIC-values (MIC50 of 4 µg/mL and MIC90 of 8 µg/mL, respectively). 
Conclusion Results show good susceptibility to the antimicrobials tested, except for oxytetracycline. Further 
research into the specific genes for tetracycline resistance is recommended. There is a great need for the 
development of a standardized and harmonized method for M.s.-specific AMS testing, which also may 
contribute to establish specific clinical breakpoints. Therefore, currently it is not possible to interpret the MIC-
values into treatment advises for the field. 

 

203 THE DIAGNOSTIC SPECIFICITY OF SEROLOGICAL TESTS FOR THE DETECTION OF 
MYCOPLASMA SYNOVIAE AND M. GALLISEPTICUM ANTIBODIES IN SERUM SAMPLES FROM M. 
GALLINARUM, M. INERS, M. GALLINACEUM AND M. IMITANS INOCULATED BIRDS. 

A. Feberwee1, J. Wiegel1, R. Dijkman2, H. Bataille1, J. De Wit2 
1Poultry Department, GD Animal Health, Deventer, NETHERLANDS, 2Research And Development, GD 
Animal Health, Deventer, NETHERLANDS 

Background Monitoring programmes for Mycoplasma gallisepticum (Mg) and Mycoplasma synoviae (Ms) in 
commercial poultry are usually based on serology. RPA tests and ELISA tests are used in these 
seromonitoring programmes. Avian mycoplasma species other than M. synoviae and M. gallisepticum (e.g. M. 
gallinaceum, M. gallinarum and M. iners) are regularly isolated from commercial poultry. Whether the 
presence of these other Mycoplasma spp. interferes with these seromonitoring programmes is not recently 
investigated. In order to assess this the diagnostic specificity of several serological M. gallisepticum and M. 
synoviae tests for other Mycoplasma spp. was determined under experimental conditions. Methods The 
experiment consisted of four inoculated groups and a group of negative controls. Nineteen weeks old SPF 
male broiler breeders were used. The inoculated groups consisted of 10 birds each and were inoculated i.t. 
with 1 mL 107-8 of M. imitans, M. iners, M. gallinarum or M. gallinaceum. At D0 before inoculation and at D7, 
D14, D21 and D28 after inoculation blood samples were taken and at D7 and D14 tracheal and choanal cleft 
swabs were taken. Five negative control birds were also sampled at every sampling moment. At D28 the birds 
were euthanized and post mortem examination was performed. The sera were tested with a M.g. and M.s. 
RPA test and with different M.g. and M.s. ELISA tests (M.g. or M.s. specific- and combination ELISAs). The 
tracheal swabs were used for mycoplasma culture while the choanal cleft swabs were used for PCR testing. 
Results At D7 and D28 there was evidence of colonization of the Mycoplasma spp. in all four inoculated 
groups while no clinical signs or post mortem lesions were observed. In the M.g. RPA test cross reactions 
were observed at D7 in 3 out of 10 samples in the M. imitans inoculated group and in 2 out of 10 samples in 
the M. gallinarum inoculated group. All samples tested in the M.g. ELISA tests were negative except for one 
low positive sample in the M. imitans inoculated group. All samples tested in the combination ELISAs were 
also negative except for one low positive sample (another sample than in the Mg ELISA) in the M. imitans 
inoculated group. All samples tested in the M.s. ELISA tests were negative. In the M.s. RPA test more positive 
reactions were observed: (a) at D7 in 2 out of 10 and at D14 in 4 out of 10 samples in the M. gallinarum 
inoculated group, (b) at D7 in 3 out of 10 and at D14 in 5 out of 10 samples in the M. iners inoculated group, 
(c) at D14 in 6 out of 10 samples in the M. imitans inoculated group and (d) at D14 in 3 out of 10 samples of 
M. gallinaceum inoculated group. Conclusion All inoculated groups showed colonization without clinical or 
pathological signs, suggesting the Mycoplasma spp. in themselves seemed non-pathogenic for the young 
broiler breeders. Based on the results it can be concluded that the presence of other species than M. 
gallisepticum and M. synoviae in commercial poultry can give cross reactions in the M.s. and M.g. RPA tests 
while for commercial M.g. and M.s. ELISA tests overall diagnostic specificity was high. The results of this 
study showed that seromonitoring programmes should not be based on using the M.s. and M.g. RPA test 
alone. 
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204 COMPARISON OF THE ELITE INGENIUS® AND IN-HOUSE REAL-TIME PCR DETECTION OF 
UROGENITAL MYCOPLASMA AND UREAPLASMA SPECIES 

A. H. Totten1, A. E. Ratliff2, L. Xiao3, D. M. Crabb4, W. M. Geisler5, K. B. Waites4 
1Pediatrics, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 2Pathology, 
University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 3Medicine, Univ. Ala 
Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AL, 4Pathology, University of Alabama at 
Birmingham, Birmingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AL, 5Medicine, University of Alabama at 
Birmingham, Bingham, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Background: Mycoplasma and/or Ureaplasma species can cause a variety of urogenital infections in men 
and women, respiratory infections in infants, and systemic infections in immunocompromised persons. 
Although culture is still the most commonly used method of testing for the presence of Mycoplasma hominis 
and Ureaplasma spp. in clinical specimens, nucleic acid amplification testing (NAAT) is the only practical 
means for detection of Mycoplasma genitalium. NAAT can also have the advantage of being multiplexed so 
that these organisms can be detected simultaneously in a single assay. The ELITechGroup MDx ELITe 
InGenius platform is a fully automated sample-to-result system integrating nucleic acid extraction and real-
time PCR amplification, allowing for detection of microbes directly from clinical samples. The purpose of the 
current study was to evaluate the ELITechGroup InGenius platform for clinical diagnosis of urogenital 
Mycoplasma and Ureaplasma spp. Methods: The evaluation was carried out on ELITe InGenius using the 
MGB Alert®Mycoplasma Ureaplasma Real-Time PCR research use only (RUO) product in comparison with in-
house real-time PCRs using the following targets for four urogenital mollicutes: M. genitalium (Mg, 23S rRNA), 
M. hominis (Mh, rpoB), U. parvum (Up, UPA3_0062) and U. urealyticum (Uu, UUR10_0680). Limit of 
detection (LOD) as a measure of analytical sensitivity for the ELITe InGenius was determined using serial 
dilutions of the ATCC type strains Mg G37 (ATCC 33530), Mh PG21 (ATCC 23114), Up serovar 3 (ATCC 
27815) and Uu serovar 10 (ATCC 33699). Analytical specificity was determined on 17 reference strains (14 
Ureaplasma serovars, 1 Mg, and 2 Mh type strains) and 52 additional bacterial and viral species. The clinical 
performance of the ELITe InGenius platform was evaluated by testing 138 clinical samples (102 positive and 
36 negative) that had been previously tested. Results: There was a positive association between Cycle 
threshold (Ct) and expected concentrations (CFU/ mL) for all Mycoplasma and Ureaplasma spp. on assay 
sensitivity analysis performed on ELITe InGenius: Mg (R2= 0.9945), Mh (R2= 0.9784), Up (R2= 0.9437), and 
Uu (R2= 0.9879). The LOD (CFU/µL in PCR mix) for each species examined was: Mg 0.2x10-2; Mh 0.2x10-3; 
Up 0.2x101; and Uu 0.2x10-2. Similar LODs were found for in-house PCRs for Mg (0.1x10-1), Mh (0.652x10-1), 
Up (0.41x10-1) and Uu (0.28x10-2). There was no cross-reactivity detected with any untargeted reference 
strains. ELITe InGenius was able to detect all 90/103 (87.38%) positive clinical specimens (21 Mg, 34 Mh, 30 
Up, and 17 Uu), showing that the ELITe InGenius platform was mostly concordant with in-house PCR results 
(Mg, 21/21; Mh, 31/34; Up, 30/30 and Uu, 15/17). Among 36 urogenital mollicutes-negative samples, 1 Up 
previously negative, and 1 Mh previously negative sample were positive by ELITechGroup. Discrepancies 
were found with 3 M. hominis, and 2 U. urealyticum positive samples which were not detected by the ELITe 
InGenius platform. Conclusions: ELITe InGenius assay platform shows high sensitivity and specificity for 
urogenital Mycoplasma and Ureaplasma detection in comparison with in-house PCR. ELITe InGenius platform 
automation results in an approximate 2-3 hr reduction between conventional nucleic acid isolation and qPCR 
analysis. Instrument ease-of-use and decrease in hands-on time makes ELITe InGenius platform attractive for 
clinical detection of urogenital mollicute spp. in a clinical laboratory setting.  

 

205 GENOMIC CHARACTERIZATION OF 'CANDIDATUS PHYTOPLASMA CYNODONTIS', THE 
CAUSATIVE AGENT OF BERMUDAGRASS WHITE LEAF (BGWL) DISEASE 

S. Cho1, H. Kung2, C. Lin1, C. Kuo2 
1Department Of Plant Pathology And Microbiology, National Taiwan University, Taipei, TAIWAN, 2Institute Of 
Plant And Microbial Biology, Academia Sinica, Taipei, TAIWAN 

[Background] ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma cynodontis’ is the causative agent of bermudagrass white leaf 
(BGWL) disease, which was first reported in Taiwan in 1972 and has been found worldwide. The symptoms 
include chlorosis and dwarfism, thus decreasing the quality of sports fields and pasture, as well as lowering 
the protection against soil erosion. This species belongs to the 16SrXIV group and is highly divergent from the 
well-studied lineages within the genus (e.g., ‘Ca. P. asteris’ in the 16SrI group). [Methods] To better 
understanding the gene content of ‘Ca. P. cynodontis’, as well as the genetic diversity among phytoplasmas, 
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we performed whole genome shotgun sequencing of a diseased bermudagrass plant collected in Taiwan for 
comparative analysis. [Results] The draft genome assembly contains five contigs with a combined size of 
502,218 bp, which corresponds to >90% of the estimated chromosome size; a total of 425 protein-coding 
genes were annotated. Comparisons with six other representative phytoplasma genomes revealed extensive 
diversification in gene content within the genus. Notably, ‘Ca. P. cynodontis’ harbors a new type of potential 
mobile unit (PMU) but none of the three characterized phytoplasma effectors (i.e., SAP11, SAP54/PHYL1, 
and TENGU). [Conclusion] Our findings suggest that ‘Ca. P. cynodontis’ harbors novel effectors that have no 
homolog in those other well-studied phytoplasma lineages. The goal of our on-going work is to conduct 
bioinformatic prediction and experimental screening for novel effector genes in this phytoplasma. Future 
functional characterization of such effector genes could improve our understanding of phytoplasma pathology.  

Keywords: effector, Phytoplasma, whole genome sequencing, comparative genomics 

 

206 COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF 'CANDIDATUS PHYTOPLASMA SOLANI' STRAIN SA-1 GENOME 
REVEALS REARRANGEMENTS AND DIFFERENT ORIGIN OF HORIZONTALLY TRANSFERRED 
POTENTIAL MOBILE UNITS 

M. Seruga Music1, I. Samarzija1, S. A. Hogenhout2, S. Cho3, M. Haryono3, C. Kuo3 
1Department Of Biology, University of Zagreb, Zagreb, CROATIA, 2Department Of Crop Genetics, John Innes 
Centre, Norwich, UNITED KINGDOM, 3Institute Of Plant And Microbial Biology, Academia Sinica, Taipei, 
TAIWAN 

Background Phytoplasmas are uncultivable Mollicutes residing within plant phloem that are transmitted 
between plants and hosted by phloem feeding insects. Since they live in surroundings rich for essential 
metabolites and other nutrients, they underwent reductive evolution resulting in small but repeat-reach 
genomes. Another characteristic of phytoplasma genomes is the existance of potential mobile units (PMUs), 
putative transposons that are thought to contribute to their adaptation and diversification. In spite of host-
dependence, some phytoplasmas, like ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma solani’, have broad plant host range and are 
transmitted by several polyphagous insect species. ‘Ca. P. solani’ is the causing agent of stolbur disease in 
wild and cultivated herbaceous and woody plants, as well as diseases on some economically important plants 
such as grapevine, maize, tomato, strawberry, pepper etc. Methods To get an insight into ‘Ca. P. solani’ 
strain SA-1 genomic repertoir and better understand its ability to colonize such a wide variety of eukaryotic 
hosts, we sequenced its genome via a metagenomics approach from micropropagated infected periwinkle 
using Illumina MiSeq platform. The de novo assembly was performed by using Velvet software. The putative 
effectors were predicted using SignalP v3.0. ClustalX and MEGA7 software were used for phylogenetic 
analyses. Results The de novo assembly generated a draft genome with 19 contigs totalling 821,322 bp 
which corresponds to more than 80% of the previously estimated genome size. Further completion of the 
genome was challenging due to the unusually high occurrences of phytoplasma specific repetitive sequences 
that are organized into PMUs. Frequent genes on ‘Ca. P. solani’ SA-1 PMU-like regions include dnaB, dnaG, 
hflB, tmk, fliA, tra5, himA, dam, ssb and uvrD. These genes were often intermixed with genes of unknown 
function and lack of similarity to other phytoplasma genes. PMU gene order showed great variation 
suggesting that these regions are prone to rearrangements and acquisition of new sequences via 
recombination. Phylogenetic analyses provided evidence of horizontal transfer of these repeats between SA-1 
and various phytoplasmas, including distantly related ones, like, for example, ‘Ca. P. mali’. In ‘Ca. P. solani’ 
SA-1 genome, putative secreted protein/effector genes were also identified, with some of them situated within 
PMUs. SAP11 homologue, found in many phytoplasma species, was also found among ‘Ca. P. solani’ SA-1 
putative effectors. Comparative genome analyses including ‘Ca. P. solani’ SA-1 and the related ‘Ca. P. 
australiense’ revealed little synteny in genome organizations and erratic GC-skews that are suggestive of 
recent genome rearrangements. Main phytoplasma metabolic pathways and other ‘core’ genes were present 
in SA-1 genome, suggesting again that repetitive PMU-like elements probably account for the unassembled 
portion of a genome. Conclusion Sequencing and comparative analyses of 'Ca. P. solani' strain SA-1 
genome revealed that it is highly dynamic and prone to sharing sequences. Molecular phylogeny of PMU-
related genes showed that they were exchanged by horizontal gene transfer between SA-1 and both closely 
and distantly related phytoplasmas. These events are probably advantageous to phytoplasmas by enabling 
adaptation to its diverse insect vector and plant host range but complicate the genome assembly efforts.  

Keywords: genome, effector, horizontal gene transfer, phytoplasma, sequencing 
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207 FLAVESCENCE DORÉE PHYTOPLASMA HAS MULTIPLE FTSH GENES DIFFERENTIALLY 
EXPRESSED IN PLANTS AND INSECTS 

C. Jollard, X. Foissac, D. Desqué, F. Razan, L. Béven, S. Eveillard
UMR 1332 Biologie du Fruit et Pathologie, University of Bordeaux, INRA, Villenave d'Ornon, FRANCE

Background.Flavescence Dorée (FD) is a severe epidemic disease of grapevine caused by the FD 
phytoplasma (FDp) and is transmitted by the leafhopper vector Scaphoideus titanus. The recent deciphering 
of the 647 kbp-long FDp genome highlighted the unusual high number of genes encoding ATP dependent 
zinc proteases FtsH . Differences in virulence among isolates of ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma mali’ have recently 
been associated to variations in FtsH sequences. The aims of the present study were to predict the FtsH 
repertoire of FDp and the orientation of the various FtsH in the phytoplasma membrane, to measure the 
expression profile in different plant hosts and vectoring insects and to develop a heterologous expression 
system to sustain future studies of their associated ATPase and proteolytic activities. Methods. Bacillus 
subtilis and Escherichia coli FtsH sequences were blasted against the FDp predicted proteome. Sequences 
containing all FtsH functional motifs and representative bacterial and phytoplasmal FtsH were submitted to a 
phylogenetic analysis by maximum likelihood in MEGA6. FtsH topology was predicted using the Polyphobius 
software. Expression level of all ftsH genes was determined by SYBR Green quantitative RT-PCR in the 
natural grapevine/S. titanus and in the experimental broadbean/Euscelidius variegatus pathosystems. 
Expression profiles were normalized using the gyrA expression level. Finally, the soluble part of three FtsH 
were expressed in E. coli and purified and their ATPase and protease activities were measured using ATP 
and azocaseine as substrates. Results. Eight ftsH genes, namely ftsh1 to ftsh8, were identified along the FDp 
chromosomal sequence. All FtsH contained two N-terminal-transmembrane domains, the ATP-binding sites 
walkerA and walkerB, the SRH domain for the ATP hydrolysis, a zinc-binding site and an aspartate catalytic 
residue for proteolysis as well as the pore signal and the leucine-zipper involved in substrate binding. Beside 
FtsH6 that appeared to be the original ortholog of the conserved cellular FtsH, the other seven gene copies 
clustered on a common distinct phylogenetic branch, in agreement with an intra genome duplications of ftsH. 
Interestingly, six ftsH genes were preceded by genes encoding secreted proteins homologous to solute-
binding component of oligopeptide ABC transporter. All ftsH genes but one were expressed in the four 
different hosts tested. Relative Gene Expression (RGE) calculations showed that ftsH3, 4 and 8 were 
overexpressed by FDp infecting grapevine as compared to their expression in the leafhopper S. titanus. In 
contrast, ftsH1, 2, 6 were overexpressed by FDp infecting S. titanus. Gene ftsH5 was highly and equally 
expressed in plants and insects.The FtsH C-tail was predicted by Polyphobius to be intracellular, except for 
FtsH6 and FtsH7 where it was predicted to be extracellular, therefore in direct contact with the host cellular 
content. The soluble part of three FtsH were expressed in E. coli and purified FtsH exhibited an ATPAse 
activity but failed up to now to exhibit a proteolytic activity. Conclusion. Eight ftsH genes have been identified 
in the FDp genome that show host-dependent differential expression. Their involvement in the degradation of 
host proteins is still hypothetic.  

Keywords: phytoplasmas, membrane proteases, protein metabolism 

208 FROM COCONUT TO CASSAVA: THE COCONUT LETHAL YELLOWING PHYTOPLASMA IS 
WORSENING THE THREAT TO FOOD SECURITY IN CÔTE D’IVOIRE 

Y. Arocha Rosete1, K.D. Kra2, M.N. Toualy2, H.A. Diallo2, J.L. Konan Konan3, H. Montano4, A. Bertaccini5 

1Plant Pathology, Sporometrics Inc., Toronto, CANADA, ON, 2Plant Protection, Université Nangui Abrogoua, 
Abidjan, CôTE D'IVOIRE, 3Marc Delorme Station, Centre National de Recherche Agronomique, Abidjan, 
CôTE D'IVOIRE, 4Plant Pathology, Federal Rural University, Rio de Janeiro, BRAZIL, 5Dipsa, University of 
Bologna, Bologna, ITALY

Background. Cassava (Manihot esculenta Crantz) is a major staple food in the developing countries whose 
total world production reached approximately 278 million metric tonnes in 2017. Côte d'Ivoire produces 
around three million tonnes of cassava every year and reached 4.54 metric tonnes in 2017. It is typically 
consumed as 'attieké', which is currently exported on regional and international markets. Cassava crop is now 
threaten by the Côte d'Ivoire lethal yellowing disease (CILY) first reported and associated with a phytoplasma 
in Grand-Lahou in 2013. CILY destroyed over 400 ha of coconut groves in smallholder coconut farms where 
women farmers started planting cassava as an alternative food and cash crop in coconut lands devastated by 
the disease. Methods. Symptoms of leaf mosaic, curling and yellowing were observed in cassava orchards in 
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two coconut-growing villages located in the south coastal littoral of Grand-Lahou. Leaf samples were collected 
from symptom-bearing and symptomless cassava plants and subjected to total DNA extraction. PCR with 
phytoplasma universal 16S rRNA primers, and group-specific primers for subgroup 16SrXXII-B, ‘Candidatus 
Phytoplasma palmicola’-related strains; and with specific primers for African/Eastern cassava mosaic viruses 
(ACMV, EACMV). Amplicons were purified, cloned and sequenced. Sequences were compared to those of 
reference in NCBI (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) and used for phylogeny analysis of phytoplasma and virus 
strains, respectively. Results. Phytoplasma DNA was amplified from six out of 12 symptom-bearing samples, 
five of which co-amplified virus DNA. Phytoplasma sequences showed 99% identity to those of 16SrXXII-B 
phytoplasmas as confirmed through phylogeny analysis. One cassava plant was co-infected with ACMV, 
closely related to the Angola strain, while the other four showed co-infection with both the ACMV (Angola) and 
an EACMV strain from Madagascar. All cassava varieties were phytoplasma-begomovirus co-infected, except 
the Yacé variety. Conclusions. Cassava plants in Grand-Lahou orchards were found infected by CILY 
phytoplasma (group 16SrXXII-B) and ACMV/EACMV virus strains. Results indicate that cassava may be an 
alternative host for the CILY phytoplasma, which may play a role spreading and worsening CILY epidemic. 
Prompt actions are required while waiting for a suitable resistant coconut cultivar. Short-term solutions may 
include replanting cassava yards with newly developed cassava varieties that enhance plant resilience 
against the coconut phytoplasma and ACMV/EACMV viruses to help supporting food production and improve 
livelihoods of smallholder coconut farmers in Grand-Lahou. 

 

209 PHYLLODY INDUCTION IN DIVERSE PLANT SPECIES BY THE PHYTOPLASMA EFFECTOR 
PHYLLOGEN THROUGH DEGRADATION OF HOST FLORAL MADS-DOMAIN TRANSCRIPTION 
FACTORS 

N. Iwabuchi1, Y. Kitazawa1, Y. Fujimoto1, H. Koinuma1, T. Nijo1, T. Yoshida1, Y. Okano1, K. Maejima1, Y. 
Yamaji1, K. Oshima2, S. Namba1 
1Graduate School Of Agricultural And Life Sciences, The University of Tokyo, Tokyo, JAPAN, 2Faculty Of 
Bioscience And Applied Chemistry, Hosei University, Tokyo, JAPAN 

Background Phytoplasmas are economically important obligate plant pathogens in the class Mollicutes. 
Phyllody, in which floral organs become leaf-like structures, is a common symptom in phytoplasma-infected 
plants. ABCE-class MADS-domain transcription factors (MTFs) are key regulators of floral organ development 
in angiosperms. Aberrant expression of these genes can result in abnormal floral traits such as phyllody. 
Phyllogen, a virulence factor conserved in phytoplasmas, triggers phyllody in Arabidopsis thaliana 
(Brassicaceae) by inducing the degradation of A- and E-class MTFs. However, it is unknown whether 
phyllogen can induce phyllody in other species, despite the observation of phytoplasma-associated phyllody 
symptoms in a broad range of angiosperms. In this study, we investigated whether phyllogen can induce 
phyllody phenotypes in various plants. Methods To express phyllogen proteins of the onion yellows strain 
Candidatus Phytoplasma asteris and peanut witches’ broom strain Ca. P. aurantifolia in a wide range of 
plants, we cloned these genes into the Apple latent spherical virus (ALSV) vector system, which can express 
foreign proteins in many plant species. Agrobacterium cells with ALSV-RNA1 and ALSV-RNA2 containing 
phyllogen and viral silencing suppressor P19 were co-infiltrated into leaves of diverse plants. To investigate 
whether phyllogen interacts with MTFs of diverse plants including gymnosperms and a fern, we performed a 
yeast two-hybrid assay. To determine whether MTFs were degraded in the presence of phyllogen in planta, 
YFP-fused MTFs were transiently expressed in N. benthamiana leaves by agroinfiltration in combination with 
either control GUS protein or phyllogen; to monitor their accumulation, we observed YFP fluorescence signals 
in the cell nuclei. Because the subcellular localization of each YFP-fused MTF was not limited to nuclei in all 
species, protein accumulation was confirmed by immunoblotting. Finally, to investigate the indirect effects of 
phyllogen on MTFs, we examined the expression levels of ABCE-class genes and flowering time genes in the 
floral buds of petunia plants affected by phyllogen. Results Phyllogen successfully induced phyllody in plants 
of the three different families (Solanaceae, Asteraceae, and Pedaliaceae), when expressed using the ALSV 
vector. Furthermore, it recognized and induced degradation of A- and E-class MTFs in two eudicots and in 
two monocots, as had previously been observed only in A. thaliana. The phenotypes of phyllogen-affected 
petunia flowers were very similar to those of E-class knockdown or knockout petunia mutants, and B- and C-
class genes were downregulated in petunia buds expressing phyllogen; this expression pattern was similar to 
that of the E-class knockdown petunia mutant. In addition to recognizing MTFs from angiosperms, phyllogen 
recognized and induced degradation of MTFs from gymnosperms and a fern that are phylogenetically related 
to A- and E-class MTFs. Conclusion Phyllogen induces phyllody in angiosperms and inhibits MTF function in 
diverse plant species, functioning as a broad-spectrum virulence factor manipulating floral morphology. 
Downregulation of E-class MTFs, rather than A-class MTFs, was considered the main contributor to 
phyllogen-induced phyllody symptoms.  
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211 CHARACTERIZATION OF MYCOPLASMA GALLISEPTICUM-LIKE STRAINS ISOLATED FROM 
SEAGULLS 

A. S. Ramírez1, C. G. Poveda1, A. Suárez-Pérez1, R.S. Rosales1, J. M. Bradbury2, J. Spergser3, M. P. 
Szostak3, L. Ressel2, P. Calabuig4, J. B. Poveda1 
1IUSA, Facultad De Veterinaria, Universidad de Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, Arucas, SPAIN, 2Department 
Of Veterinary Pathology And Public Health, University of Liverpool, Neston, UNITED KINGDOM, 3Department 
Of Pathobiology, Institute of Microbiology, Vienna, AUSTRIA, 4Centro De Recuperación De Fauna Silvestre, 
Cabildo de Gran Canaria, Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, SPAIN 

Background: One Mycoplasma gallisepticum- (MG-) like mycoplasma strain, isolated from a Kelp Gull (Larus 
dominicanus) from South Africa and another three additional strains, isolated from yellow-legged gulls (Larus 
michahellis) from the Canary Islands (Spain) were characterized. The aim of this study was to characterize 
these MG-like organisms and to analyze the relationship between them and MG and other closely related 
mycoplasmas such as M. imitans and M. tullyi. Methods: Phenotypic and Genotypic tests were performed. 
Results: The four isolates were initially identified as MG based on 16S rRNA gene sequence analysis, where 
a 99% of similarity was observed. In addition, strains showed the same biochemical profile as MG, presenting 
an attachment organelle and gliding motility as well. However, subsequent serological tests, MALDI-TOF 
mass spectrometry and further molecular studies demonstrated that the strains described were different to 
any known mycoplasma. Conclusion: The MG-like mycoplasma seems to be a putative new species.  

Keywords: Mycoplasma imitans, Mycoplasma tullyi, Seagull, Mycoplasma sp., Mycoplasma gallisepticum
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